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Building a library of concurrent data structures is an essential way to simplify the difficult task of developing concurrent software. Lock-free data structures, in which processes can help one another to complete operations, offer the
following progress guarantee: If processes take infinitely many steps, then infinitely many operations are performed.
Handcrafted lock-free data structures can be very efficient, but are notoriously difficult to implement. We introduce
numerous tools that support the development of efficient lock-free data structures, and especially trees.
We address the difficulty of using single-word compare-and-swap (CAS) to develop lock-free graph-based data
structures by introducing multiword synchronization primitives called LLX and SCX. These primitives fall between
multi-compare-single-swap and full multiword-CAS in expressiveness, and can be implemented much more efficiently
than multiword-CAS. We use them to implement a tree update template that can be followed to produce lock-free implementations of arbitrary updates in down-trees, and use this template to produce the first lock-free implementations
of several advanced trees: chromatic search trees, relaxed AVL trees, and relaxed (a, b)-trees. We also introduce a
new variant of a B-tree, called a relaxed B-slack tree, which has significantly better worst-case space complexity, and
produce a lock-free implementation using our template.
In these implementations, operations dynamically allocate memory for nodes. Additionally, in our implementation
of LLX and SCX, each SCX operation allocates a descriptor, which contains information that another process can use
to help the SCX operation complete. These implementations must perform dynamic lock-free memory reclamation,
but traditional lock-free memory reclamation algorithms are either inefficient or cannot be used with our implementations. So, we introduce a fast epoch-based reclamation (EBR) algorithm called DEBRA+, which is the first lock-free
EBR algorithm that can be used with trees.
We also devise two techniques for accelerating lock-free data structure implementations. Using the first technique,
we can efficiently eliminate dynamic allocation and reclamation of descriptors in SCX, and a large class of other
algorithms. Using the second, we exploit hardware transactional memory support in modern processors to produce
accelerated implementations of the template.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1

Building a library of concurrent data structures is an essential way to simplify the difficult task of developing
concurrent software. One way to implement concurrent data structures is to use locks. Locks protect shared resources.
Concurrent data structures can be implemented with coarse-grained locking, where a single lock protects the entire
data structure, or with fine-grained locking, where there are many locks, each protecting a small part of the data
structure (e.g., a tree where each node has an associated lock). When a process acquires a lock, it obtains exclusive
access to the shared resource protected by the lock.
Lock-based programming is fairly simple, and there are many concurrent lock-based data structures. As a simple
example, consider an operation for inserting a key into a binary search tree. We describe one way this operation could
be implemented using fine-grained locking. The operation first locks the root node, and then searches for the location
where a key should be inserted using hand-over-hand locking: each time it follows a child pointer, it locks the node
it reaches before accessing its contents, and then subsequently unlocks the parent node. Once the operation reaches
the node where the key should be inserted, it holds locks on that node, and its parent. The operation performs the
appropriate modification to the tree, and unlocks those two nodes. It is straightforward to argue that these insertion
operations are atomic. However, they are also inefficient.
The locking performed by searches is extremely costly, for several reasons. First, the cost of acquiring locks can be
very high compared to the cost of reading a node’s key and child pointers. Second, locking the root, and other nodes
near the top of the tree, can severely limit concurrency. Reader-writer locks (which allow a lock to be acquired by a
single writer or multiple readers) can be used to improve concurrency, but they are even more costly to acquire and
release. Third, locking nodes that are not modified by an operation essentially turns reads into writes, which negatively
impacts cache performance, especially on systems with non-uniform memory architectures.
Locks also have several other downsides. Most notably, if a process crashes while holding a lock, then it can
prevent all processes from making progress. Additionally, locks can be susceptible to deadlock, convoying and priority
inversion [56]. Deadlock occurs when two processes attempt to lock the same resources, but in different orders, and
they mutually prevent one another from making progress. Convoying occurs when many threads attempt to acquire
the same lock, and processes sleep while waiting for the lock to become free. Each time the lock becomes free, all of
the processes wake up, attempt to acquire the lock, and, if unsuccessful, go back to sleep. This corresponds to a long
convoy of processes moving from the waiting queue (where processes reside when they are not yet ready to run) to
the run queue (where they wait to be executed on a processor) and back again. This movement of processes between
scheduler queues can cause significant overhead. Priority inversion occurs when a process that is given high priority
by the scheduler attempts to acquire a lock that is held by a low priority process, but must wait for the low priority
process to release the lock before it can acquire the lock and make progress.
Consequently, it is often preferable to use hardware synchronization primitives like compare-and-swap (CAS)
instead of locks. However, the difficulty of this task has inhibited the development of lock-free (also called nonblocking) data structures. These are data structures which guarantee that the system as a whole will continue to make
progress even if some processes crash. In other words, they guarantee that, at all times, some operation will eventually
complete. (Naturally, these data structures cannot use locks.) This progress guarantee is typically achieved with
helping. When a process is blocked by an operation performed by another process, it helps the other process to make
progress before continuing its own operation.
Direct implementations of lock-free data structures from CAS are notoriously complicated. Many operations on
interesting data structures access, or even modify, multiple words in memory. With locks, one could achieve atomicity
simply by acquiring locks on all of the relevant words in memory, and then performing the appropriate modification.
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However, CAS operates atomically on only a single word in memory. As a result, things that were straightforward
with locks, such as ensuring that a node in a tree is not changed at the same time as it is deleted (or thereafter), become
very difficult with CAS. Thus, complex ad-hoc synchronization mechanisms are needed to guarantee atomicity.
We briefly discuss why these synchronization mechanisms are so complex. In a lock-free algorithm, processes
cannot acquire exclusive access to any shared resource, or else the resource could become permanently inaccessible in
the event of a process crash. Consequently, instead of having a process acquire exclusive access to shared resources,
an operation acquires exclusive access to shared resources, and any processes helping the operation can access these
resources. It is important to note that multiple processes can simultaneously help the same operation. (To ensure that
an operation could be helped by only one process at a time, a process would need to acquire exclusive access to a
shared resource, which we have argued cannot happen.) Therefore, the helping algorithm must be designed so that
multiple processes helping the same operation do not perform conflicting changes or erroneously repeat algorithmic
steps (and it must guarantee this without having any process acquire exclusive access to any shared resource).
Since direct implementations of lock-free data structures from CAS are so complicated, it is extremely difficult to
formally prove correctness and progress for them. Moreover, when these proofs are actually produced, they are nearly
impossible to check. Consequently, most implementations are presented with only brief sketches of correctness and
progress. Unfortunately, these sketches often turn out to be incorrect.
Early on, researchers recognized that synchronization primitives which atomically access multiple locations make
the design of lock-free data structures much easier [17, 72, 114]. In Chapter 3, we introduce three new primitives,
load-link-extended (LLX), validate-extended (VLX) and store-conditional-extended (SCX), which are natural generalizations of the well known load-link (LL), validate (VL) and store-conditional (SC) primitives. We carefully
designed our primitives to strike a fine balance between ease of use and efficient implementability. We provide a practical implementation of our primitives from CAS, and give complete proofs of correctness and progress. In Chapter 4,
we demonstrate their use by giving a simple implementation of a multiset from a singly-linked list, along with a full
proof.
As we were developing our new primitives, there was a flurry of interest in lock-free trees. In particular, numerous
papers appeared containing incredibly complicated ad-hoc implementations of lock-free balanced search trees. These
implementations either had only brief correctness arguments or incredibly long proofs (with one exceeding 100 pages).
The authors of these papers never released source code for their implementations. With the goal of providing a
rigorous, provably correct alternative, we introduced a tree update template that can be followed to produce lock-free
implementations of down-trees (trees in which all nodes except the root have in-degree one) with any kinds of update
operations. This template, which appears in Chapter 5, uses our LLX and SCX primitives.
We demonstrate the use of our template by producing lock-free implementations of several data structures that are
significantly more advanced than any lock-free data structures in the literature. Java and/or C++ code for all of our
implementations is publicly available.1
In Chapter 6, we present a lock-free implementation of a chromatic search tree, which is a generalization of a
red-black tree (a kind of balanced binary search tree (BST)). The chromatic tree is a highly advanced relaxed balance
tree. In contrast to traditional balanced trees, which require an insertion or deletion and any necessary rebalancing
to be performed as one large atomic update (potentially involving an entire root-to-leaf path), relaxed balance trees
decouple rebalancing from insertions and deletions. Specifically, rebalancing is performed as a sequence of small
atomic rebalancing steps that can be interleaved freely with insertions, deletions, and other rebalancing steps. This
1 http://implementations.tbrown.pro
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significantly improves concurrency. However, as a consequence, the chromatic tree can transiently become slightly
less balanced than a red-black tree, and there are more cases for rebalancing to handle. In fact, there are eleven
different types of rebalancing steps (each with a symmetric mirror-image version). Despite the complexity of this data
structure, we provide a rigorous proof of correctness and progress that is both concise (only six pages long) and easily
checked. A wide range of experiments on a large scale system showed that our implementation was significantly faster
than the leading competitors.
In Chapter 7, we give a high level description of a lock-free relaxed AVL (RAVL) tree, which is a relaxed balance
generalization of an AVL tree. As with the chromatic tree, decoupling rebalancing so that it can be performed in small
atomic rebalancing steps makes RAVL trees more concurrency friendly, but creates more cases for rebalancing. RAVL
trees provide eleven different rebalancing steps (each with a symmetric mirror-image version). Experiments show that
an optimized version of RAVL trees performs as well as chromatic trees.
A B-tree of minimum degree a ≥ 2 is a balanced tree in which all leaves have the same depth, and all nodes contain

between a and 2a − 1 keys. Whenever an operation would cause a node to contain more than 2a − 1 or fewer than

a keys, the tree is rebalanced by splitting the node or joining it with a sibling, respectively (which may necessitate
splitting or joining at a sequence of ancestors). The capacity of a node is the maximum number of keys it can contain.
The utilization of a node is k/c, where k is the number of keys it contains and c is its capacity.
In Chapter 8, we present a lock-free implementation of a relaxed (a, b)-tree, which is a relaxed balance generalization of a B-tree. In a standard (a, b)-tree, all leaves have the same depth and contain between a and b keys, where
a ≥ 2 and b ≥ 2a − 1. Observe that the worst case utilization of a node in an (a, b)-tree is the same as in a B-tree
when b = 2a − 1, and it decreases as b grows relative to a. Allowing nodes to contain fewer keys, proportional to

their capacity, can reduce the number of rebalancing steps needed to maintain the structural properties of the tree. Relaxed (a, b)-trees allow the structural properties of (a, b)-trees to be violated in specific ways, and provide six different

rebalancing steps to fix these violations, with the ultimate goal of transforming a relaxed (a, b)-tree into a standard
(a, b)-tree. We provide a rigorous proof of correctness and progress for our implementation in just five pages. This
in stark contrast to the lock-free B-tree of Braginsky and Petrank [24], which has a 33 page proof, despite being a
simpler data structure than an (a, b)-tree. Experiments show that the relaxed (a, b)-tree has a significant performance
advantage over the chromatic tree for certain workloads.
When chromatic trees, RAVL trees and relaxed (a, b)-trees were proposed, it was assumed that rebalancing steps
would be completely decoupled from insertion and deletion, so there would be no worst-case upper bound on the
height of these trees. For each tree, we introduce a simple algorithm for performing rebalancing steps that yields
strong upper bounds on their heights. We prove that the height of the chromatic tree is at most O(c + log n), where c
is the number of insertions and deletions currently in progress. We sketch a proof that the RAVL tree has the same
upper bound on its height. We also prove that the height of the relaxed (a, b)-tree is at most O(c + loga n). The proofs
of these upper bounds are subtle, and unlike anything in the literature on lock-free trees or relaxed balance trees.
One downside of B-trees is that half of the capacity of each node is wasted in the worst case (and even more
capacity is wasted in (a, b)-trees with b > 2a − 1). The most obvious consequence of wasting space in nodes is

increased tree height. This increases search times, which are typically the dominant factor in the performance of
search trees. However, there is another, more subtle consequence in environments where memory is allocated in
blocks, with a limited set of block sizes. This is often the case in hardware, such as internet routers, where allocators
are very simplistic, and typically use only a single block size to avoid fragmentation. In this case, if we allocate a
block for each node, then half of all memory is wasted in the worst case. Fast memory is expensive, and hardware
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developers are very interested in building devices with less memory. Since hardware must include sufficient resources
to handle the worst case, it is not sufficient to design a data structure with good average-case behaviour—it must have
good worst-case behaviour.
To address this problem, in Chapter 9, we introduce a novel data structure called a B-slack tree, which is a variant
of a B-tree with substantially better worst-case space complexity. In a B-slack tree, all nodes contain between 0 and
b keys, and internal nodes contain between 2 and b child pointers. The degree of an internal node (resp., leaf) is the
number of pointers (resp., keys) it contains, and a node’s slack is b − d, where d is its degree. Slack represents the

part of a node that is wasted. Rather than imposing strong constraints on the degree or slack of individual nodes, the
key idea is to constrain each internal node so that the sum of the slack at its children is less than b. Surprisingly,
this invariant is fairly straightforward to maintain, and it yields a tree with very good worst-case behaviour. In the
worst case, the average degree of nodes is very high, exceeding b − 2 for trees of height at least three. A rigorous

and thorough mathematical analysis of the characteristics of B-slack trees is presented. The space complexity of Bslack trees is significantly better than all of their competitors. We also introduced relaxed B-slack trees, which are a
relaxed balance version of B-slack trees. Relaxed B-slack trees allow the properties of B-slack trees to be violated in
specific ways, and provide six different rebalancing steps to fix these violations, with the ultimate goal of transforming
a relaxed B-slack tree into a standard B-slack tree. The operations on relaxed B-slack trees are relatively simple and
efficient. A Java implementation of a single-threaded B-slack tree is publicly available.
We present a provably correct lock-free implementation of a relaxed B-slack tree using our template in Chapter 10.
This involved developing a new algorithm for determining when and where rebalancing steps should be applied, and
proving that, when there are no ongoing updates, the tree is a (strict) B-slack tree. Experimental results show that
an optimized variant of the relaxed B-slack tree yields significantly better performance than the chromatic tree for
workloads consisting mostly of searches, and is reasonably efficient even for workloads with many updates.
In concurrent data structures that use locks, it is typically straightforward to free memory to the operating system
after an object is removed from the data structure. For example, consider a set implemented with a singly-linked list
using hand-over-hand locking. Recall that hand-over-hand locking allows a process to lock a node (other than the head
node) only if it holds a lock on the node’s predecessor. To traverse from a locked node u to its successor v, the process

first locks v, then it unlocks u. To delete a node u, a process first locks the head node, then performs hand-over-hand
locking until it reaches u’s predecessor and locks it. The process then locks u (to ensure no other process holds a lock
on u), removes it from the list, frees it to the operating system, and finally unlocks u’s predecessor. It is easy to argue
that no other process has a pointer to u when u is freed.
In contrast, memory reclamation is one of the most challenging aspects of lock-free data structure design. The
main difficulty in performing memory reclamation for a lock-free data structure is that a process can be sleeping while
holding a pointer to an object that is about to be freed. Thus, carelessly freeing an object can cause a sleeping process
to access freed memory when it wakes up, crashing the program or producing subtle errors. Since nodes are not locked,
processes must coordinate to let each other know which nodes are safe to reclaim, and which might still be accessed.
(Note that reclaiming memory is similarly challenging for lock-based algorithms that have lock-free searches.)
Managed languages such as Java and C# have automatic garbage collection, which greatly simplifies the implementation of lock-free data structures. However, in unmanaged languages such as C and C++, programmers must manually
implement lock-free memory reclamation. Prior to this work, existing lock-free memory reclamation schemes were
either inefficient, or could not easily be used with algorithms implemented from LLX and SCX (or our template).
To remedy this, we introduced DEBRA, a distributed epoch-based reclamation algorithm (Chapter 11). Experiments
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show that DEBRA is highly efficient, even on systems with non-uniform memory architectures (NUMA). However,
a process that crashes in the middle of an operation can prevent all processes from reclaiming memory. DEBRA is
a good choice when process failures cannot occur, or in a lock-based data structure with lock-free searches. We also
present a fault-tolerant version of DEBRA called DEBRA+, and describe a large class of lock-free data structures that
can be used with DEBRA+.
Up to this point, we have discussed tools for designing and implementing lock-free data structures. However, there
is also a need for techniques to accelerate lock-free data structure implementations, e.g., to obtain the fastest code for
data structure libraries. We describe two techniques for doing so.
In many lock-free data structures (e.g., [52, 70, 113]), each time a process performs an operation, it first creates a
descriptor that specifies the steps the process will take to perform the operation, and stores a pointer to the descriptor
in the data structure so other processes can see it. Then, whenever a process is blocked by an operation, it uses the
information stored in the operation’s descriptor to help it complete. Our implementation of LLX and SCX takes this
approach. We call implementations that create a new descriptor for each operation wasteful algorithms.
In Chapter 12, we introduce two simple descriptor abstract data types (ADT) that attempt to capture how descriptors are used by wasteful algorithms (including our implementation of LLX and SCX): the immutable descriptor ADT
(which represents descriptors whose fields are all immutable after they are first initialized), and the mutable descriptor
ADT (which represents descriptors in which fields can be mutable).
Naturally, the descriptors used for helping must eventually be freed to the operating system, or reused. In many
applications, it is crucial that the reclamation of descriptors imposes very little runtime overhead. Additionally, for
some applications, such as embedded systems, it may be important to have a small, predictable number of descriptors
in the system. Thus, we want to reclaim or reuse descriptors in a way that minimizes time overhead and descriptor
footprint, i.e., the largest number of descriptors in the system at one time. (Having a smaller descriptor footprint can
also significantly improve the performance of processor caches, since less cache space is occupied by descriptors.)
One approach is to use a memory reclamation scheme to reclaim descriptors once they are no longer needed.
However, reclaiming descriptors for each operation can introduce significant overhead (since the memory reclamation
scheme incurs overhead for each descriptor). Additionally, it is not always easy to implement memory reclamation
for descriptors, so this approach can add considerable complexity. As a better alternative, we introduce a weak descriptor ADT that has slightly weaker semantics than the mutable descriptor ADT, but can be implemented without
memory reclamation. We also identify a class of lock-free algorithms that use the descriptor ADT, and which can be
transformed to use the weak descriptor ADT. We then present an extension to our weak descriptor ADT, and show
how an even larger class of lock-free algorithms can be transformed to use this extension. We prove correctness
and progress for the extended transformation, and demonstrate its use by transforming wasteful implementations of a
k-compare-and-swap (k-CAS) primitive [62] and the LLX and SCX primitives in Chapter 3.
We use known techniques to produce an efficient, provably correct implementation of our extended weak descriptor ADT. With this implementation, the transformed algorithms for k-CAS, and LLX and SCX, have some desirable
properties. In the original k-CAS algorithm, each operation attempt allocates at least k + 1 new descriptors. In contrast, the transformed algorithm allocates only two descriptors per process, once, at the beginning of the execution,
and processes simply reuse these descriptors. Similarly, whereas, in the original algorithm for LLX and SCX, each
SCX operation creates a new descriptor, the transformed algorithm allocates only one descriptor per process, at the
beginning of the execution. Observe that this entirely eliminates dynamic allocation and memory reclamation for
descriptors (significantly reducing overhead), and results in an extremely small descriptor footprint. Extensive ex-
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periments show that our transformed implementations perform at least as well as the original implementations, and
significantly outperform them (by up to 5x) in some workloads.
Another way to accelerate lock-free data structures is to take advantage of new hardware features. Recently, Intel
introduced hardware transactional memory (HTM) in its processors. HTM allows a programmer to run blocks of code
in transactions, which either commit and take effect atomically, or abort and have no effect on shared memory. HTM
has the potential to improve the performance of handcrafted algorithms significantly. This is because hardware transactions are extremely fast, and they can be used to optimistically avoid using other, more expensive synchronization
mechanisms. As a trivial example, a sequence of CAS instructions can be accelerated by replacing it with a transaction that performs reads, if-statements and writes. Note that this represents a non-standard use of HTM: we are not
interested in its ease of use, but, rather, in its ability to reduce synchronization costs.
Although hardware transactions are extremely fast, it is surprisingly difficult to obtain the full performance benefit
of HTM. Intel’s HTM implementation is best-effort, which means it does not guarantee that transactions will ever
be able to commit. Even in a single threaded system, a transaction can repeatedly abort because of internal buffer
overflows, page faults, interrupts, and many other events. So, to guarantee progress, any code that uses HTM must
also provide a non-transactional fallback path to be executed if a transaction fails. The decision of whether to allow
operations on the fallback path to run concurrently with hardware transactions profoundly impacts the overall performance of algorithms implemented using HTM. In order to support this concurrency, hardware transactions must be
instrumented with code that synchronizes with operations on the fallback path. This can add significant overhead to
hardware transactions, negating much of their benefit. However, if operations on the fallback path are not permitted to
run concurrently with hardware transactions, then numerous other performance pathologies arise.
In Chapter 13, we explore this design space, developing three accelerated implementations of the tree update
template which use two execution paths, and one which uses three execution paths to combine the benefits of the twopath algorithms while avoiding their downsides. We performed experiments to evaluate our new template algorithms
by comparing them with the original template algorithm. In order to compare the different template algorithms,
we used each algorithm to implement two data structures: an unbalanced BST and a relaxed (a, b)-tree. We then ran
microbenchmarks to compare the performance (operations performed per second) of the different implementations in a
variety of workloads. The results show that our new template algorithms offer significant performance improvements.
For example, on an Intel system with 72 concurrent processes, our best implementation of the relaxed (a, b)-tree
outperformed the implementation using the original template algorithm by an average of 410% over all workloads.
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Chapter 2

Model
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We consider an asynchronous shared memory system with n processes numbered one through n. Processes can
run at arbitrarily different speeds, and the speeds of processes are not fixed. They can also experience crash failures
(sometimes known as halting failures, or stop failures). In this model, a crashed process is indistinguishable from an
extremely slow process. Each process has local memory that is not accessible by any other process, and there is a
shared memory accessible by all processes.
Primitive objects

Shared memory is divided into primitive objects, which have atomic operations that are provided

directly by the hardware. Examples include read/write registers, compare-and-swap (CAS) objects, and double-wide
compare-and-swap (DWCAS) objects.
A read/write register contains a value and provides read and write operations to retrieve the current value, and
replace it with a new value, respectively. The read and write operations are atomic, and the read operation always
returns the value written by the last write operation.
A CAS object is a register that also offers a CAS operation, which has two arguments: an expected value exp and
a new value new. A CAS operation atomically does the following. It first reads the value in the CAS object. If the
value is equal to exp, then the CAS operation stores new in the CAS object and returns T RUE. Otherwise, the CAS
operation simply returns FALSE.
As a theoretical object, CAS is allowed to contain arbitrarily large values. However, in real systems, memory is
organized as a finite sequence of words, which each have a finite set of possible values, and CAS operates on a single
word in memory. For many applications, it turns out to be useful to have the ability to atomically perform CAS on two
adjacent words in memory, and DWCAS was introduced to do exactly that. Although DWCAS offers no additional
power over unbounded CAS in a theoretical sense, it is very useful in real systems, and is implemented on all modern
Intel and AMD processors.
Configurations and executions

A configuration of the system consists of the states of all processes, and the state

of shared memory. In any given configuration, each process has a set of steps (operations on primitive objects) that it
can perform, and this set is determined by the state of the process in that configuration. Note that a process may be
able to perform a given step in one configuration, but not in another configuration. Performing a step can change the
state of the process and/or the state of shared memory. An execution is a (possibly infinite) sequence of alternating
configurations and steps C0 · s0 · C1 · s1 · C2 · s2 . . . , where each Ci is a configuration, and each si is a step that can be

performed by a process in configuration Ci . We say that a configuration is reachable if it appears in some execution.

Records and data structures A record is a collection of primitive objects, which we refer to as fields. Fields can
contain pointers to other records. A data structure has a fixed set of entry points, which are pointers to records. A
record is in the data structure if it is reachable by following pointers starting from an entry point. A record is removed
from the data structure when it changes from being in the data structure to not being in the data structure. A record
is inserted into the data structure when it changes from being not in the data structure to being in the data structure.
Any fields of a record that cannot change while the record is in the data structure are said to be immutable. Immutable
fields can be arbitrarily large. Other fields are said to be mutable. Each mutable field fits in a single machine word.
Allocating and freeing records

The system has an memory allocator that provides operations to allocate and free

records. Initially, all records in shared memory are unallocated. Accessing an unallocated record will cause program
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failure. Allocating a record provides the process that requested it with a pointer to it, and makes it accessible by any
process that has a pointer to it. A record can also be freed, which returns it to the unallocated state.

Memory hierarchy The memory is organized into a hierarchy where the lowest level is main memory. Without loss
of generality, we consider the cache line granularity in main memory as the smallest unit of data. The next levels of
the hierarchy are cache levels, which contain copies of cache lines that appear in main memory. The cache levels are
numbered, L1, L2, L3 and so on, starting with the highest level (L1) and moving down the hierarchy. In practice,
systems typically use between two and four cache levels. A cache coherence protocol ensures that processors see a
consistent view of main memory despite the existence of multiple cached copies of some memory locations. At the
highest level of the memory hierarchy are registers, special memory locations reserved in each processor for temporary
computations. Generally, operations lower in the memory hierarchy are orders of magnitude slower than operations
higher in the hierarchy.
We consider a modified-exclusive-shared-invalid (MESI) cache coherence protocol. Whenever a process p attempts to access a cache line, it checks each of its caches one-by-one, starting from the highest level, to see whether
the cache line already resides in any of its caches. At each level of the cache hierarchy where p fails to find the desired
cache line, we say that it experiences a cache miss. The last cache level before main memory is called the last-level
cache, and a cache miss at that level is called a last-level cache miss. If p experiences a last-level cache miss, it must
retrieve a copy of the cache line from main memory.
When reading from memory, a process loads a cache line into its cache in shared mode. Many processes can
simultaneously have the same cache line in their private caches, provided that they all loaded it in shared mode. When
writing to memory, a process loads a cache line into its cache in exclusive mode, and makes the change to its own
cached copy (gradually flushing the change downward to all lower levels of the memory hierarchy). Loading a cache
line in exclusive mode also causes any copies of that cache line in other process’ caches to be invalidated. Whenever
a process p tries to access a cache line that was invalidated since p last accessed it, p will experience a last-level cache
miss.

Non-uniform memory architectures (NUMAs)

Some of the systems studied in this work have non-uniform mem-

ory architectures, in which different parts of memory can have drastically different access times for different processes.
We take a simplified view of NUMAs that captures the most important costs on many modern systems. Processes run
on one or more sockets. All processes on a socket share the same last-level cache (but processes on one socket cannot
access the last-level cache shared by processes on another socket). Writes by a process do not cause cache invalidations
for any processes that share the same cache.
As an example, consider two processes p and q that are on the same socket (and, hence, share the same last-level
cache). Suppose q loads a cache line, then p writes to it, and then q loads it again. Since p and q share the same
last-level cache, when p performs its write, it simply modifies q’s copy that is already in the last-level cache, and does
not invalidate it. However, p’s write will still invalidate any copies of the cache line in the higher level caches, and in
the last-level caches of other sockets. Thus, the next time q accesses this cache line, it will use the copy in its last-level
cache. In contrast, if p and q were on different sockets, then q’s second load would have to retrieve the cache line from
main memory.
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Hardware transactional memory

Transactional memory allows a programmer to execute arbitrary blocks of code

atomically as transactions. Each transaction either commits and appears to take effect instantaneously, or aborts and
has no effect on shared memory. The set of memory locations read (resp., written) by a transaction is called its
read-set (resp., write-set). The data-set of a transaction is the union of its read-set and write-set. If the write-set of
a transaction intersects the data-set of another transaction, then the two transactions are said to conflict. When two
transactions conflict, one of them must abort to ensure consistency.
Hardware support for transactional memory support has appeared in numerous commercially available processors,
including Intel’s Haswell, Broadwell and Skylake microarchitectures, and recent IBM POWER, BlueGene/Q and zEC
architectures. This support consists of instructions for starting, committing and aborting transactions, and various
other platform specific offerings. In these HTM implementations, transactions can abort, not only because of conflicts,
but also for other spurious reasons. These HTM implementations are best-effort, which means they offer no guarantee
that any transaction will ever commit.1 We consider Intel’s implementation of HTM.
Linearizability All of the implementations discussed in this work are linearizable. Linearizability is a correctness
condition introduced by Herlihy and Wing [69]. A concurrent execution α is linearizable if linearization points can
be selected for each completed operation, and for a subset of the operations that started but did not complete, such
that the linearization point for an operation occurs during the operation, and the result of each completed operation in
α is the same as it would be if the operations were executed atomically at their linearization points. An algorithm is
linearizable if every concurrent execution is linearizable.
Progress conditions In this work, we consider lock-free (also called non-blocking) data structures. Lock-free data
structures guarantee that, from every reachable system configuration, some operation will eventually complete even
if some processes crash. However, individual operations may starve. Note that this rules out the use of locks, since
a process that crashes while holding a lock can cause deadlock (potentially blocking all other processes). In contrast, wait-free data structures offer a stronger guarantee that every operation terminates after a finite number of steps
(unless the process executing the operation crashes). This stronger guarantee typically comes at the cost of reduced
performance and increased complexity over lock-free algorithms.

1 Technically, some IBM architectures also offer constrained transactions, which guarantee certain types of transactions will not fail spuriously.
However, the constraints are highly restrictive. For example, a constrained transaction can contain at most 32 instructions, cannot use loops, and
cannot write to more than four different cache lines. There are many additional restrictions.
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Chapter 3

Lock-free synchronization primitives
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The goal of this chapter is to facilitate the implementation of high-performance, provably correct, non-blocking
data structures on any system that supports a hardware CAS instruction. We introduce three new operations, load-linkextended (LLX), validate-extended (VLX) and store-conditional-extended (SCX), which are natural generalizations
of the well known load-link (LL), validate (VL) and store-conditional (SC) operations. We provide a practical implementation of our new operations from CAS, and give complete proofs of correctness and progress. We also show how
these operations make the implementation of non-blocking data structures and their proofs of correctness substantially
less difficult, as compared to using LL, VL, SC, and CAS directly.
LLX, SCX and VLX operate on Data-records. Any number of types of Data-records can be defined, each type
containing a fixed number of mutable fields (which can be updated), and a fixed number of immutable fields (which
cannot). Each Data-record can represent a natural unit of a data structure, such as a node of a tree or a table entry.
A successful LLX operation returns a snapshot of the mutable fields of one Data-record. (The immutable fields can
be read directly, since they never change.) An SCX operation by a process p is used to atomically store a value
in one mutable field of one Data-record and finalize a set of Data-records, meaning that those Data-records cannot
undergo any further changes. The SCX succeeds only if each Data-record in a specified set has not changed since
p last performed an LLX on it. A successful VLX on a set of Data-records simply assures the caller that each of
these Data-records has not changed since the caller last performed an LLX on it. A more formal specification of the
behaviour of these operations is given in Section 3.2.
Early on, researchers recognized that operations accessing multiple locations atomically make the design of nonblocking data structures much easier [17, 72, 114]. Our new primitives do this in three ways. First, they operate on
Data-records, rather than individual words, to allow the data structure designer to think at a higher level of abstraction.
Second, and more importantly, a VLX or SCX can depend upon multiple LLXs. Finally, the effect of an SCX can
apply to multiple Data-records, modifying one and finalizing others.
The precise specification of our operations was chosen to balance ease of use and efficient implementability. They
are more restricted than multi-word CAS [72], multi-word RMW [5], or transactional memory [114]. On the other
hand, the ability to finalize Data-records makes SCX more general than k-compare-single-swap [92], which can only
change one word. We found that atomically changing one pointer and finalizing a collection of Data-records provides
just enough power to implement numerous pointer-based data structures in which operations replace a small portion
of the data structure. To demonstrate the usefulness of our new operations, in Chapter 4, we give an implementation
of a simple, linearizable, non-blocking multiset based on an ordered, singly-linked list.
Our implementation has some desirable performance properties. A VLX on k Data-records only requires reading
k words of memory. If SCXs being performed concurrently depend on LLXs of disjoint sets of Data-records, they
all succeed. If an SCX encounters no contention with any other SCX and finalizes f Data-records, then a total of
k + 1 CAS steps and f + 2 writes are used for the SCX and the k LLXs on which it depends. We also prove progress
properties that suffice for building non-blocking data structures using LLX and SCX.

3.1

Related work

Transactional memory [68, 114] is a general approach to simplifying the design of concurrent algorithms by providing
atomic access to multiple objects. It allows a block of code designated as a transaction to be executed atomically, with
respect to other transactions. Our LLX/VLX/SCX primitives may be viewed as implementing a restricted kind of
transaction, in which each transaction can perform any number of reads followed by a single write and then finalize
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any number of words. It is possible to implement general transactional memory in a non-blocking manner (e.g.,
[56, 114]). However, at present, implementations of transactional memory in software incur significant overhead, and
hardware transactional memory (HTM) implementations have significant limitations and are not widely available. So,
there is still a need for more specialized techniques for designing shared data structures that combine ease of use and
efficiency.
Most shared-memory systems provide CAS operations in hardware. However, LL and SC operations have often
been seen as more convenient primitives for building algorithms. Anderson and Moir gave the first wait-free implementation of small LL/SC objects from CAS using O(1) steps per operation [9]. See [74] for a survey of other
implementations that use less space or handle larger LL/SC objects.
Many non-blocking implementations of primitives that access multiple objects use the cooperative technique, first
described by Turek, Shasha and Prakash [120] and Barnes [17]. Instead of using locks that give a process exclusive
access to a part of the data structure, this approach gives exclusive access to operations. If the process performing an
operation that holds a lock is slow, other processes can help complete the operation and release the lock.
The cooperative technique was also used recently for a wait-free universal construction [34] and to obtain nonblocking binary search trees [52] and Patricia tries [113]. The approach used here is similar.
Israeli and Rappoport [72] used a version of the cooperative technique to implement multi-word CAS from singleword CAS (and sketched how this could be used to implement multi-word SC operations). However, their approach
applies single-word CAS to very large words. The most efficient implementation of k-word CAS (k-CAS) [117] first
uses single-word CAS to replace each of the k words with a pointer to a descriptor record containing information
about the operation, and then uses single-word CAS to replace each of these pointers with the desired new value and
update a status field of the descriptor. In the absence of contention, this takes 2k + 1 CAS steps.
Whenever a Data-record r is removed from a data structure by a multi-word CAS, care must be taken to ensure
that other processes do not concurrently update any field of r. Furthermore, other processes must not update any field
of r after it is removed. The standard way to prevent these erroneous changes is to set a marked bit in r when it is
removed, and to have each multi-word CAS depend on the marked bits of the nodes it accesses. Consider an operation
that atomically marks k Data-records and changes a pointer to remove them from the data structure. This can be done
with a (k + 1)-CAS, or with an SCX that depends on LLXs of k Data-records. As we saw above, if this (k + 1)-CAS
is implemented using the most efficient multi-word CAS algorithm currently available, it will perform 2k + 3 singleword CAS steps with no contention. In contrast, in our implementation, an SCX will perform only k + 1 CAS steps
with no contention. So, our weaker primitives can be significantly more efficient than multi-word CAS or multi-word
RMW [5, 13], which is even more general.
Luchangco, Moir and Shavit [92] defined the k-compare-single-swap (k-CSS) primitive, which atomically tests
whether k specified memory locations contain specified values and, if all tests succeed, writes a value to one of the
locations. They provided an obstruction-free implementation of k-CSS, meaning that a process performing a k-CSS
is guaranteed to terminate if it runs alone. They implemented k-CSS using an obstruction-free implementation of
LL/SC from CAS. Specifically, to try to update location v using k-CSS, a process performs LL(v), followed by two
collects of the other k − 1 memory locations. If v has its specified value, both collects return their specified values, and

the contents of these memory locations do not change between the two collects, the process performs SC to change
the value of v. Unbounded version numbers are used both in their implementation of LL/SC and to avoid the ABA
problem between the two collects.
Our LLX and SCX primitives can be viewed as multi-Data-record-LL and single-Data-record-SC primitives, with
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the additional power to finalize Data-records. We shall see that this extra ability is extremely useful for implementing
pointer-based data structures. In addition, our implementation of LLX and SCX allows us to develop shared data
structures that satisfy the non-blocking progress condition, which is stronger than obstruction-freedom.

3.2

The primitives

Our primitives operate on a collection of Data-records of various user-defined types. Each type of Data-record has
a fixed number of mutable fields (each fitting into a single word), and a fixed number of immutable fields (each of
which can be large). Each field is given a value when the Data-record is created. Fields can contain pointers that
refer to other Data-records. Data-records are accessed using LLX, SCX and VLX, and reads of individual mutable or
immutable fields of a Data-record. Reads of mutable fields are permitted because a snapshot of a Data-record’s fields
is sometimes excessive, and it is sometimes sufficient (and more efficient) to use reads instead of LLXs.
An implementation of LL and SC from CAS has to ensure that, between when a process performs LL and when
it next performs SC on the same word, the value of the word has not changed. Because the value of the word could
change and then change back to a previous value, it is not sufficient to check that the word has the same value when
the LL and the SC are performed. This is known as the ABA problem. It also arises for implementations of LLX and
SCX from CAS. A general technique to overcome this problem is described in Section 3.3.1. However, if the data
structure designer can guarantee that the ABA problem will not arise (because each SCX never attempts to store a
value into a field that previously contained that value), our implementation can be used in a more efficient manner.
Before giving the precise specifications of the behaviour of LLX and SCX, we describe how to use them, with
the implementation of a multiset as a running example. The multiset abstract data type supports three operations:
G ET(key), which returns the number of occurrences of key in the multiset, I NSERT(key, count), which inserts count
occurrences of key into the multiset, and D ELETE(key, count), which deletes count occurrences of key from the multiset
and returns T RUE, provided there are at least count occurrences of key in the multiset. Otherwise, it simply returns
FALSE.
Suppose we would like to implement a multiset using a sorted, singly-linked list. We represent each node in the
list by a Data-record with an immutable field key, which contains a key in the multiset, and mutable fields: count,
which records the number of times key appears in the multiset, and next, which points to the next node in the list. The
first and last elements of the list are sentinel nodes with count 0 and with special keys −∞ and ∞, respectively, which

never occur in the multiset.

Figure 3.5 shows how updates to the list are handled. Insertion behaves differently depending on whether the key
is already present. Likewise, deletion behaves differently depending on whether it removes all copies of the key. For
example, consider the operation D ELETE(d, 2) depicted in Figure 3.5(c). This operation removes node r by changing
p.next to point to a new copy of rnext. A new copy is used to avoid the ABA problem, since p.next may have pointed
to rnext in the past. To perform the D ELETE(d, 2), a process first invokes LLXs on p, r, and rnext. Second, it creates
a copy rnext 0 of rnext. Finally, it performs an SCX that depends on these three LLXs. This SCX attempts to change
p.next to point to rnext 0 . This SCX will succeed only if none of p, r or rnext have changed since the aforementioned
LLXs. Once r and rnext are removed from the list, we want subsequent invocations of LLX and SCX to be able to
detect this, so that we can avoid, for example, erroneously inserting a key into a deleted part of the list. Thus, we
specify in our invocation of SCX that r and rnext should be finalized if the SCX succeeds. Once a Data-record is
finalized, it can never be changed again.
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LLX takes (a pointer to) a Data-record r as its argument. Ordinarily, it returns either a snapshot of r’s mutable
fields or F INALIZED. If an LLX(r) is concurrent with an SCX involving r, it is also allowed to fail and return FAIL.
SCX takes four arguments: a sequence V of (pointers to) Data-records upon which the SCX depends, a subsequence R
of V containing (pointers to) the Data-records to be finalized, a mutable field f ld of a Data-record in V to be modified,
and a value new to store in this field. VLX takes a sequence V of (pointers to) Data-records as its only argument. Each
SCX and VLX and returns a Boolean value.
For example, in Figure 3.5(c), the D ELETE(d, 2) operation invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where V = hp, r, rnexti,

R = hr, rnexti, f ld is the next pointer of p, and new points to the node rnext 0 .

A terminating LLX is called successful if it returns a snapshot or F INALIZED, and unsuccessful if it returns FAIL. A

terminating SCX or VLX is called successful if it returns T RUE, and unsuccessful if it returns FALSE. Our operations
are wait-free, but an operation may not terminate if the process performing it fails, in which case the operation is
neither successful nor unsuccessful. We say an invocation I of LLX(r) by a process p is linked to an invocation I 0
of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V ) by process p if r is in V , I returns a snapshot, and between I and I 0 , process p
performs no invocation of LLX(r) or SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) and no unsuccessful invocation of VLX(V 0 ), for any V 0
that contains r. Before invoking VLX(V ) or SCX(V, R, f ld, new), a process must perform an LLX(r) linked to the
invocation for each r in V .

3.2.1

Correctness properties

An implementation of LLX, SCX and VLX is correct if, for every execution, there is a linearization of all successful
LLXs, all successful SCXs, a subset of the non-terminating SCXs, all successful VLXs, and all reads, such that the
following conditions are satisfied.
C1: Each read of a field f of a Data-record r returns the last value stored in f by an SCX linearized before the read
(or f ’s initial value, if no such SCX has modified f ).
C2: Each linearized LLX(r) that does not return F INALIZED returns the last value stored in each mutable field f of r
by an SCX linearized before the LLX (or f ’s initial value, if no such SCX has modified f ).
C3: Each linearized LLX(r) returns F INALIZED if and only if it is linearized after an SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r in
R.
C4: For each linearized invocation I of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V ), and for each r in V , no SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 ,
new0 ) with r in V 0 is linearized between the LLX(r) linked to I and I.
The first three properties assert that successful reads and LLXs return correct answers. The last property says that
an invocation of SCX or VLX does not succeed when it should not. However, an SCX can fail if it is concurrent with
another SCX that accesses some Data-record in common. LL/SC also exhibits analogous failures in real systems. Our
progress properties limit the situations in which this can occur.

3.2.2

Progress properties

In our implementation, LLX, SCX and VLX are wait-free, but they can fail spuriously. So, to be able to build nonblocking data structures, we must state our progress properties in terms of successful LLX, SCX and VLX operations.
The first progress property guarantees that LLXs on finalized Data-records succeed.
P1: Each terminating LLX(r) returns F INALIZED if it begins after the end of a successful SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with
r in R or after another LLX(r) has returned F INALIZED.
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The next progress property guarantees non-blocking progress for queries built from LLX and VLX, and for
updates built from LLX and SCX. Recall that VLX and SCX can be invoked only after performing a sequence
of LLXs that return snapshots. Specifying a progress guarantee for SCX and VLX is subtle, because if processes
repeatedly perform LLX on Data-records that have been finalized, or repeatedly perform failed LLXs, then they may
never be able to invoke SCX or VLX. In particular, it is not sufficient to simply prove that LLXs return snapshots
infinitely often, since all of the LLXs in a sequence must return snapshots before a process can invoke SCX or VLX.
Additionally, to ensure that changes to a data structure can continue to occur, we make a general assumption that there
is always at least one non-finalized Data-record.
We give two definitions which are helpful for clearly stating the progress properties for SCX and VLX. An
SCX-U PDATE algorithm performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, new) if all
of these LLXs return snapshots. A successful SCX-U PDATE is one in which the SCX returns T RUE. Similarly, a
VLX-Q UERY algorithm performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes VLX(V ) if all of these LLXs
return snapshots. A successful VLX-Q UERY is one in which the VLX returns T RUE.
P2: Suppose that (a) there is always some non-finalized Data-record reachable by following pointers from an entry
point, (b) for each Data-record r, each process performs finitely many invocations of LLX(r) that return F INAL IZED ,

and (c) processes perform infinitely many executions of SCX-U PDATE and/or VLX-Q UERY algorithms.

Then, infinitely many SCX or VLX operations succeed.
One way to prevent processes from performing an infinite number of invocations of LLX(r) on a finalized Data-record
r is to have each process keep track of the Data-records it knows are finalized. However, in many natural applications,
for example, the multiset implementation in Chapter 4, this kind of explicit bookkeeping can be avoided.
Our implementation of LLX, SCX and VLX in Section 3.3 actually satisfies stronger progress properties than
the ones described above. For example, a VLX(V ) or SCX(V, R, f ld, new) is guaranteed to succeed if there is no
concurrent SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) such that V and V 0 have one or more elements in common. However, for the
purposes of the specification of the primitives, we decided to give progress guarantees that are sufficient to prove that
algorithms that use the primitives are non-blocking, but weak enough that it may be possible to design other, even
more efficient implementations of the primitives. For example, our specification would allow some spurious failures
of the type that occur in common implementations of ordinary LL/SC operations (as long as there is some guarantee
that not all operations can fail spuriously).

3.3

Implementation of primitives

The shared data structure used to implement LLX, SCX and VLX consists of a set of Data-records and a set of
SCX-records. (See Figure 3.1.) Each Data-record contains user-defined mutable and immutable fields. It also contains
a marked bit, which is used to finalize the Data-record, and an info field. The marked bit is initially FALSE and only
ever changes from FALSE to T RUE. The info field points to an SCX-record that describes the last SCX that accessed
the Data-record. Initially, it points to a dummy SCX-record. When an SCX accesses a Data-record, it changes the
info field of the Data-record to point to its SCX-record. While this SCX is active, the info field acts as a kind of lock
on the Data-record, granting exclusive access to this SCX, rather than to a process. (To avoid confusion, we call this
freezing, rather than locking, a Data-record.) We ensure that an SCX S does not change a Data-record for its own
purposes while it is frozen for another SCX S0 . Instead, S uses the information in the SCX-record of S0 to help S0
complete (successfully or unsuccessfully), so that the Data-record can be unfrozen. This cooperative approach is used
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t y p e Data-record
. User-defined fields
m1 , . . . , my . mutable fields
i1 , . . . , iz
. immutable fields
. Fields used by LLX/SCX algorithm
info
. pointer to an SCX-record
. Boolean
marked
t y p e SCX-record
. sequence of Data-records
V
. subsequence of V to be finalized
R
f ld
. pointer to a field of a Data-record in V
new
. value to be written into the field f ld
. value previously read from the field f ld
old
. one of {InProgress, Committed, Aborted}
state
allFrozen . Boolean
infoFields . sequence of pointers, one read from the
. info field of each element of V
Figure 3.1: Type definitions for shared objects used to implement LLX, SCX, and VLX.

Figure 3.2: Possible [state, allFrozen] field transitions of an SCX-record.

to ensure progress.
An SCX-record contains enough information to allow any process to complete an SCX operation that is in
progress. V, R, f ld and new store the arguments of the SCX operation that created the SCX-record. Recall that R
is a subsequence of V and f ld points to a mutable field f of some Data-record r0 in V . The value that was read from
f by the LLX(r0 ) linked to the SCX is stored in old. The SCX-record has one of three states, InProgress, Committed
or Aborted, which is stored in its state field. This field is initially InProgress. The SCX-record of each SCX that
terminates is eventually set to Committed or Aborted, depending on whether or not it successfully makes its desired
update. The dummy SCX-record always has state = Aborted. The allFrozen bit, which is initially FALSE, gets set
to T RUE after all Data-records in V have been frozen for the SCX. The values of state and allFrozen change in
accordance with the diagram in Figure 3.2. The steps in the algorithm that cause these changes are also indicated. The
infoFields field stores, for each r in V , the value of r’s info field that was read by the LLX(r) linked to the SCX.
We say that a Data-record r is marked when r.marked = T RUE. A Data-record r is frozen for an SCX-record U if
r.info points to U and either U.state is InProgress, or U.state is Committed and r is marked. While a Data-record r is
frozen for an SCX-record U, a mutable field f of r can be changed only if f is the field pointed to by U. f ld (and it
can only be changed by a process helping the SCX that created U). Once a Data-record r is marked and r.info.state
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Figure 3.3: Possible transitions for the marked field of a Data-record and the state of the SCX-record pointed to by
the info field of the Data-record.

becomes Committed, r will never be modified again in any way. Figure 3.3 shows how a Data-record can change
between frozen and unfrozen. The three bold boxes represent frozen Data-records. The other two boxes represent
Data-records that are not frozen. A Data-record r can only become frozen when r.info is changed (to point to a new
SCX-record whose state is InProgress). This is represented by the grey edges. The black edges represent changes to
r.info.state or r.marked. A frozen Data-record r can only become unfrozen when r.info.state is changed.

3.3.1

Constraints

For the sake of efficiency, we have designed our implementation of LLX, VLX and SCX to work only if the primitives
are used in a way that satisfies certain constraints, described in this section. We also describe general ways to ensure
these constraints are satisfied. However, there are often quite natural ways to ensure the constraints are satisfied
without resorting to the extra work required by the general solutions.
Since our implementation of LLX, SCX and VLX uses helping to guarantee progress, each CAS of an SCX
might be repeatedly performed by several helpers, possibly after the original invocation of SCX has terminated. To
avoid difficulties, we must show there is no ABA problem in the fields affected by these CAS steps.
The info field of a Data-record r is modified by CAS steps that attempt to freeze r for an SCX. All such steps
performed by processes helping one invocation of SCX try to CAS the info field of r from the same old value to the
same new value, and that new value is a pointer to a newly created SCX-record. Because the SCX-record was freshly
allocated for the SCX, the ABA problem will not arise in the info field.
We must also avoid the ABA problem in mutable fields of Data-records, which are modified using CAS steps by
invocations of SCX. Formally, it suffices to prove the following constraint is satisfied.
• Constraint: For every invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), new is not the initial value of f ld, and no invocation
of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) was linearized before the LLX(r) linked to S was linearized, where r is the Data-record
that contains f ld.
This constraint can be satisfied using a similar approach to the one used for info fields. Specifically, the new value
can be placed inside a wrapper object that is freshly allocated. (This is referred to as Solution 3 in [42], which discusses
several general solutions to the ABA problem.) However, the extra level of indirection slows down accesses to fields.
Observe that, if mutable fields are only ever changed to point to newly allocated Data-records, then the Data-records
themselves serve the same function as wrapper objects. In this case, the constraint is satisfied without the overhead of
wrapper objects. The multiset implementation in Chapter 4 works this way.
To guarantee progress for invocations of SCX, we place a constraint on the way SCX is used. Our implementation
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of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) does something similar to locking each Data-record in V . Livelock could occur if different
invocations of SCX do not process Data-records in the same order. One way to prevent this is to define a total ordering
on all Data-records (for example, ordering them by their locations in memory) and having each invocation of SCX
sort its V sequence using this ordering. However, this sorting can be expensive. In fact, to guarantee progress, it is not
necessary for all SCXs to order their V sequences consistently. Instead, it suffices to show that, if all the Data-records
stop changing, then the sequences passed to later invocations of SCX are all consistent with some total order. Formally,
use of our implementation of SCX requires adherence to the following constraint.
• Constraint: Consider each execution that contains a configuration C after which the value of no field of any

Data-record changes. There must be a total order on all Data-records created during this execution such that, if
Data-record r1 appears before Data-record r2 in the sequence V passed to an invocation of SCX whose linked
LLXs begin after C, then r1 < r2 .

This property is often easy to satisfy in a natural way. In many search data structures (where operations first traverse
the data structure and then perform an update), this constraint is satisfied simply by ordering the elements of each V
sequence using the order they are encountered during the traversal. For example, if one were using LLX and SCX to
implement an unsorted singly-linked list, then this constraint would be satisfied if the nodes in each sequence V occur
in the order they are encountered by following next pointers from the beginning of the list, even if some operations
could reorder the nodes in the list. While the list is changing, such a sequence may have repeated elements and might
not be consistent with any total order.
Although this simple approach satisfies the constraint for many data structures, it does not always work. For
example, consider a doubly-linked list in which some operations traverse left-to-right and some operations traverse
right-to-left. In a static list, a left-to-right traversal can visit Data-records A then B, and a right-to-left traversal can
visit B then A. In this case, it is not sufficient to order V sequences by the order in which Data-records are visited
by traversals. Instead, an update after a left-to-right traversal could use the order in which it visited Data-records
during the traversal, and an update after a right-to-left traversal could use the reverse of the order in which it visited
Data-records.

3.3.2

Detailed algorithm description and sketch of proofs

Pseudocode for our implementation of LLX, VLX and SCX appears in Figure 3.4. If x contains a pointer to a record,
then x.y := v assigns the value v to field y of this record, &x.y denotes the address of this field and all other occurrences
of x.y denote the value stored in this field.
Theorem

The algorithms in Figure 3.4 satisfy properties C1 to C4 and P1 to P2 in every execution where the

constraints of Section 3.3.1 are satisfied.
An LLX(r) returns a snapshot, FAIL, or F INALIZED. At a high level, it works as follows. If the LLX determines
that r is not frozen and r’s info field does not change while the LLX reads the mutable fields of r, the LLX returns the
values read as a snapshot. Otherwise, the LLX helps the SCX that it saw froze r, and returns FAIL or F INALIZED. If
the LLX returns FAIL, it is not linearized. We now discuss in more detail how LLX operates and is linearized in the
other two cases.
First, suppose the LLX(r) returns a snapshot at line 11. Then, the test at line 7 evaluates to T RUE. So, either
state = Aborted, which means r is not frozen at line 5, or state = Committed and marked2 = FALSE. This also means
r is not frozen at line 5, since r.marked cannot change from T RUE to FALSE. The LLX reads r’s mutable fields (line 8)
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LLX(r) by process p
. Precondition: r 6= N IL.
marked1 := r.marked
rinfo := r.info
state := rinfo.state
marked2 := r.marked
i f state = Aborted or (state = Committed and n o t marked2 ) t h e n
read r.m1 , ..., r.my and record the values in local variables m1 , ..., my
i f r.info = rinfo t h e n
store hr, rinfo, hm1 , ..., my ii in p’s local table
r e t u r n hm1 , ..., my i

. order of lines 3–6 matters

. if r was not frozen at line 5
. if r.info points to the same
. SCX-record as on line 4

i f state = InProgress t h e n H ELP(rinfo)
i f marked1 t h e n
r e t u r n F INALIZED
else
r e t u r n FAIL
SCX(V, R, f ld, new) by process p
. Preconditions: (1) for each r in V , p has performed an invocation Ir of LLX(r) linked to this SCX
(2) new is not the initial value of f ld
(3) for each r in V , no SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) was linearized before Ir was linearized
Let infoFields be a pointer to a newly created table in shared memory containing,
for each r in V , a copy of r’s info value in p’s local table of LLX results
Let old be the value for f ld stored in p’s local table of LLX results
r e t u r n H ELP(pointer to new SCX-record(V, R, f ld, new, old, InProgress, FALSE, infoFields))
H ELP(scxPtr)
. Freeze all Data-records in scxPtr.V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
f o r each r i n scxPtr.V enumerated in order do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in scxPtr.infoFields
i f n o t CAS(r.info, rinfo, scxPtr) t h e n
. freezing CAS
i f r.info 6= scxPtr t h e n
. Could not freeze r because it is frozen for another SCX
i f scxPtr.allFrozen = T RUE t h e n
. frozen check step
. the SCX has already completed successfully
r e t u r n T RUE
else
. Atomically unfreeze all Data-records frozen for this SCX
scxPtr.state := Aborted
. abort step
r e t u r n FALSE
. Finished freezing Data-records (Assert: state ∈ {InProgress, Committed})
scxPtr.allFrozen := T RUE
f o r each r i n scxPtr.R do r.marked := T RUE
CAS(scxPtr. f ld, scxPtr.old, scxPtr.new)
. Finalize all r in R, and unfreeze all r in V that are not in R
scxPtr.state := Committed
r e t u r n T RUE

. frozen step
. mark step
. update CAS
. commit step

VLX(V ) by process p
. Precondition: for each Data-record r in V , p has performed an LLX(r) linked to this VLX
f o r each r i n V do
Let rinfo be the info field for r stored in p’s local table of LLX results
i f rinfo 6= r.info t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
. r changed since LLX(r) read info
r e t u r n T RUE
. At some point during the loop, all r in V were unchanged

Figure 3.4: Pseudocode for LLX, SCX and VLX.

and rereads r.info at line 9, finding it the same as on line 4. In Section 3.3.1, we explained why this implies that r.info
did not change between lines 4 and 9. Since r is not frozen at line 5, we know from Figure 3.3 that r is unfrozen at all
times between line 5 and 9. We prove that mutable fields can change only while r is frozen, so the values read by line
8 constitute a snapshot of r’s mutable fields. Thus, we can linearize the LLX at line 9.
Now, suppose the LLX(r) returns F INALIZED. Then, the test on line 13 evaluated to T RUE, so r was already
marked when line 3 was performed (and it will remain marked forever). Immediately before line 13, the LLX performs
H ELP(rinfo) if state = InProgress. Below, we argue that either state = Committed or this invocation of H ELP(rinfo)
will perform a commit step and change rinfo.state to Committed before returning. By Figure 3.3(a), the state of an
SCX-record never changes after it is set to Committed. So, after line 13, rinfo.state = Committed and, thus, r has been
finalized. Hence, the LLX can be linearized at line 14.
When a process performs an SCX, it first creates a new SCX-record and then invokes H ELP (line 21). The
H ELP routine performs the real work of the SCX. It is also used by a process to help other processes complete their
SCXs (successfully or unsuccessfully). The values in an SCX-record’s old and infoFields come from a table in the
local memory of the process that invokes the SCX, which stores the results of the last LLX it performed on each
Data-record. (In practice, the memory required for this table could be greatly reduced when a process knows which
of these values are needed for future SCXs. Alternatively, instead of using a process-local table of values, one could
have LLX return the values it reads, and then simply pass the appropriate values as arguments to invocations of SCX
and VLX.)
Consider an invocation of H ELP(U) by process p to carry out the work of the invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new)
that is described by the SCX-record U. First, p attempts to freeze each r in V by performing a freezing CAS to store a
pointer to U in r.info (line 26). Process p uses the value read from r.info by the LLX(r) linked to S as the old value for
this CAS and, hence, it will succeed only if r has not been frozen for any other SCX since then. If p’s freezing CAS
fails, it checks whether some other helper has successfully frozen the Data-record with a pointer to U (line 27).
If every r in V is successfully frozen, p performs a frozen step to set U.allFrozen to T RUE (line 37). After this
frozen step, the SCX is guaranteed not to fail, meaning that no process will perform an abort step while helping
this SCX. Then, for each r in R, p performs a mark step to set r.marked to T RUE (line 38) and, from Figure 3.3, r
remains frozen from then on. Next, p performs an update CAS, storing new in the field pointed to by f ld (line 39),
if successful. We prove that, among all the update CAS steps on f ld performed by the helpers of U, only the first
can succeed. Finally, p unfreezes all r in V that are not in R by performing a commit step that changes U.state to
Committed (line 41).
Now suppose that, when p performs line 27, it finds that some Data-record r in V is already frozen for another
invocation S0 of SCX. If U.allFrozen is FALSE at line 29, then we can prove that no helper of S will ever reach line 37,
so p can abort S. To do so, it unfreezes each r in V that it has frozen by performing an abort step, which changes
U.state to Aborted (line 34), and then returns FALSE (line 35) to indicate that S has been aborted. If U.allFrozen
is T RUE at line 29, it means that each element of V , including r, was successfully frozen by some helper of S and
then, later, a process froze r for S0 . Since S cannot be aborted after U.allFrozen was set to T RUE, its state must have
changed from InProgress to Committed before r was frozen for another SCX-record. Therefore, S was successfully
completed and p can return T RUE at line 31.
We linearize an invocation of SCX at the first update CAS performed by one of its helpers. We prove that this update CAS always succeeds. Thus, all SCXs that return T RUE are linearized, as well as possibly some non-terminating
SCXs. The first update CAS of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) modifies the value of f ld, so a read( f ld) that occurs immediately
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Figure 3.5: Using SCX to update a multiset. LLXs of all shaded nodes are linked to the SCX. Darkly shaded nodes
are finalized by the SCX. Where a field has changed, the old value is crossed out.

after the update CAS will return the value of new. Hence, the linearization point of an SCX must occur at its first update CAS. There is one subtle issue about this linearization point: If an LLX(r) is linearized between the update CAS
and commit step of an SCX that finalizes r, it might not return F INALIZED, violating condition C3. However, this
cannot happen. Before the LLX is linearized on line 14, the LLX either sees state 6= InProgress or helps the SCX.

Since the LLX has seen that the node r is marked, and r cannot be marked and point to an SCX-record with state
Aborted (as Figure 3.3 shows), the LLX will either see state = Committed, or help the SCX perform a commit step.
An invocation I of VLX(V ) is executed by a process p after p has performed an invocation of LLX(r) linked to
I, for each r in V . VLX(V ) simply checks, for each r in V , that the info field of r is the same as when it was read

by p’s last LLX(r) and, if so, VLX(V ) returns T RUE. In this case, we prove that each Data-record in V does not
change between the linked LLX and the time its info field is reread. Thus, the VLX can be linearized at the first time
it executes line 47. Otherwise, the VLX returns FALSE to indicate that the LLX results may not constitute a snapshot.
We remark that our use of the cooperative method avoids costly recursive helping. If, while p is helping S, it cannot
freeze all of S’s Data-records because one of them is already frozen for a third SCX, then p will simply perform an
abort step, which unfreezes all Data-records that S has frozen.
We briefly sketch why the progress properties described in Section 3.2.2 are satisfied. It follows easily from the
code that an invocation of LLX(r) returns F INALIZED if it begins after the end of an SCX that finalized r or another
LLX sees that r is finalized. This establishes P1.
We now sketch the proof of P2. Consider an execution in which processes execute infinitely many SCX-U PDATE
and/or VLX-Q UERY algorithms, but only a finite number succeed. In this execution, only finitely many SCX-records
are created. Each process calls H ELP(U) if it sees that U.state = InProgress, which it can do at most once for each
SCX-record U. Since every CAS is performed inside the H ELP routine, there is some time t after which no process
performs a CAS, calls H ELP, or sees a SCX-record whose state is InProgress. An SCX or VLX can fail only when
an info field is modified by a concurrent SCX operation, and an LLX can only fail for the same reason, or when it sees
a SCX-record whose state is InProgress. Therefore, all LLXs, VLXs and SCXs that begin after t will succeed. Since
processes execute infinitely many SCX-U PDATE and/or VLX-U PDATE algorithms, they must execute infinitely many
after t. The first SCX-U PDATE or VLX-U PDATE algorithms to occur after t will succeed, yielding a contradiction.
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3.3.3

Additional properties

Our implementation of SCX satisfies some additional properties, which are helpful for designing certain kinds of
non-blocking data structures so that query operations can run efficiently. Consider a pointer-based data structure with
a fixed set of Data-records called entry points. An operation on the data structure starts at an entry point and follows
pointers to visit other Data-records. (For example, in our multiset example, the head of the linked list is the sole entry
point for the data structure.) We say that a Data-record is in the data structure if it can be reached by following pointers
from an entry point, and a Data-record r is removed from the data structure by an SCX if r is in the data structure
immediately prior to the linearization point of the SCX and is not in the data structure immediately afterwards.
If the data structure is designed so that a Data-record is finalized when (and only when) it is removed from the data
structure, then we have the following additional properties.
Proposition Suppose each linearized SCX(V, R, f ld, new) removes precisely the Data-records in R from the data
structure.
• If LLX(r) returns a value different from FAIL or F INALIZED, r is in the data structure just before the LLX is
linearized.

• If an SCX(V, R, f ld, new) is linearized and new is (a pointer to) a Data-record, then this Data-record is in the
data structure just after the SCX is linearized.

• If an operation reaches a Data-record r by following pointers read from other Data-records, starting from an
entry point, then r was in the data structure at some earlier time during the operation.

The first two properties are straightforward to prove. The last property is proved by induction on the Data-records
reached. For the base case, entry points are always reachable. For the induction step, consider the time when an operation reads a pointer to r from another Data-record r0 that the operation reached earlier. By the induction hypothesis,
there was an earlier time t during the operation when r0 was in the data structure. If r0 already contained a pointer to
r at t, then r was also in the data structure at that time. Otherwise, an SCX wrote a pointer to r in r0 after t, and just
after that update occurred, r0 and r were in the data structure (by the second part of the proposition).
The last property is a particularly useful one for linearizing query operations. It means that operations that search
through a data structure can use simple reads of pointers instead of the more expensive LLX operations. Even though
the Data-record that such a search operation reaches may have been removed from the data structure by the time it is
reached, the lemma guarantees that there was a time during the search when the Data-record was in the data structure.
For example, we use this property to linearize searches in our multiset algorithm in Chapter 4.

3.4

Formal proof

We now give a formal proof of correctness for our implementation of LLX, SCX and VLX. A dependency graph,
which appears in Figure 3.6, gives a visual overview of the following results, and how they refer to one another. An
edge is drawn from A to B if B refers to A. To save space, rather than annotating nodes of the graph with “Lemma
3.60” and “Corollary 3.13,” we simply write “60” and “13.”
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Figure 3.6: Dependency graph for the formal correctness proof.

3.4.1

Basic properties

We begin with some elementary properties that are needed to prove basic lemmas about freezing. In particular, we
show that the info field of a Data-record cannot experience an ABA problem.
Definition 3.1 Let I 0 be an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V ) by a process p, and r be a Data-record in
V . We say an invocation I of LLX(r) is linked to I 0 if and only if:
1. I returns a value different from FAIL or F INALIZED, and
2. no invocation of LLX(r), SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ), or VLX(V 0 ), where V 0 contains r, is performed by p between
I and I 0 .
Observation 3.2 An SCX-record U created by an invocation S of SCX satisfies the following invariants.
1. U. f ld points to a mutable field f of a Data-record r0 in U.V .
2. The value stored in U.old was read at line 8 from f by the LLX(r0 ) linked to S.
3. For each r in U.V , the pointer indexed by r in U.infoFields was read from r.info at line 4 by the LLX(r) linked
to S.
4. For each r in U.V , the LLX(r) linked to S must enter the if-block at line 7, and see r.info = rinfo at line 9.
Proof: None of the fields of an SCX-record except state change after they are initialized at line 21. The contents
of the table pointed to by U.infoFields do not change, either. Therefore, it suffices to show that these invariants hold
when u is created. The proof of these invariants follows immediately from the precondition of SCX, the pseudocode
of LLX, and the definition of an LLX linked to an SCX.
The following two definitions ease discussion of the important steps that access shared memory.
Definition 3.3 A process is said to be helping an invocation of SCX that created an SCX-record U whenever it is
executing H ELP(ptr), where ptr points to U. (For brevity, we sometimes say a process is “helping U” instead of
“helping the SCX that created U.”)
Note that, since H ELP does not call itself directly or indirectly, a process cannot be helping two different invocations of SCX at the same time.
Definition 3.4 We say that a freezing CAS, update CAS, frozen step, mark step, abort step, commit step or frozen check
step S belongs to an SCX-record U when S is performed by a process helping U. We say that a frozen step, mark step,
abort step, commit step or frozen check step is successful if it changes the the field it modifies to a different value. A
freezing CAS or update CAS is successful if the CAS succeeds. Any step is unsuccessful if it is not successful.
Lemma 3.5 No freezing CAS, update CAS, frozen step, mark step, abort step, commit step or frozen check step belongs
to the dummy SCX-record.
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Proof: According to Definition 3.4, we must simply show that no process ever helps the dummy SCX-record. An
invocation H of H ELP(scxPtr) is only invoked at line 21 or line 12. If H occurs at line 21, then scxPtr cannot be the
dummy SCX-record, since the argument to H is a newly created SCX-record. So, suppose H occurs at line 12 in
LLX. Then the LLX sees state = InProgress just before performing H. Thus, scxPtr had state = InProgress at some
point before H. Since the dummy SCX-record initially has state Aborted, and InProgress is never written into any
state field, scxPtr cannot be the dummy SCX-record.
Lemma 3.6 Every update to the info field of a Data-record r changes r.info to a value that has never previously
appeared there. Hence, there is no ABA problem on info fields.
Proof: We first note that r.info can only be changed by a freezing CAS at line 26. When a freezing CAS attempts to
change an info field f from x to y, y.infoFields contains x (by line 25). Then, since y.infoFields does not change after
the SCX-record pointed to by y is created, the SCX-record pointed to by x was created before the SCX-record pointed
to by y. So, letting a1 , a2 , ... be the sequence of SCX-records ever pointed to by r.info, we know that a1 , a2 , ... were
created (at line 21) in that order. Since we have assumed memory allocations always receive new addresses, a1 , a2 , ...
are distinct.
Definition 3.7 A freezing CAS on a Data-record r is one that operates on r.info. A mark step on a Data-record r is
one that writes to r.marked.
Lemma 3.8 For each Data-record r in the V sequence of an SCX-record U, only the first freezing CAS belonging to
U on r can succeed.
Proof: Let ptr be a pointer to U, and fcas be the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r. Let rinfo be the old value
used by fcas. By Definition 3.4, the new value used by fcas is ptr. Since fcas belongs to U, Lemma 3.5 implies that U
is not the dummy SCX-record initially pointed to by each info field. Hence, U was created by an invocation of SCX,
so Observation 3.2.3 implies that r.info contained rinfo during the LLX(r) linked to S. Since the LLX(r) linked to
S terminates before the start of S, and S creates U, the LLX(r) linked to S must terminate before any invocation of
H ELP(ptr) begins. From the code of H ELP, fcas occurs in an invocation of H ELP(ptr). Thus, r.info contains rinfo at
some point before fcas. If fcas is successful, then r.info contains rinfo just before fcas, and ptr just after. Otherwise,
r.info contains rinfo at some point before fcas, but contains some other value just before fcas. In either case, Lemma 3.6
implies that r.info can never again contain rinfo after fcas. Finally, since each freezing CAS belonging to U on r uses
rinfo as its old value (by line 25 and the fact that table U.infoFields does not change after it is first created), there can
be no successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r after fcas.

3.4.2

Changes to the info field of a Data-record and the state field of an SCX-record

We prove that freezing of nodes proceeds an orderly way. The first lemma shows that a process cannot freeze a node
that is frozen by a different operation that is still in progress.
Lemma 3.9 The info field of a Data-record r cannot be changed while r.info points to an SCX-record with state
InProgress.
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Proof: Suppose an info field of a Data-record r is changed while it points to an SCX-record U with U.state =
InProgress. This change can only be performed by a successful freezing CAS fcas whose old value is a pointer to U
and whose new value is a pointer to W . Let S be the invocation of SCX that created W . From line 25, we can see
that the old value for fcas (a pointer to U) is stored in the table W.infoFields and, by Observation 3.2.3, this value
was read from r.info (at line 4) by the LLX(r) linked to S. Hence, the LLX(r) linked to S reads U.state at line 5. By
Observation 3.2.4, the LLX(r) linked to S passes the test at line 7 and enters the if-block. This implies that, when
U.state was read at line 5, either it was Committed and r was unmarked, or it was Aborted. Thus, U.state must be
Aborted or Committed prior to fcas, and the claim follows from the fact that InProgress is never written to U.state.
It follows from Lemma 3.9 that if a node is frozen for an operation O, it remains frozen for O until O is committed
or aborted.
Lemma 3.10 If there is a successful freezing CAS fcas belonging to an SCX-record U on a Data-record r, and some
time t after the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r and before the first abort step or commit step belonging to U,
then r.info points to U at t.
Proof: Since fcas belongs to U, by Lemma 3.5, U cannot be the dummy SCX-record, so U is created at line 21,
where U.state is initially set to InProgress. Let t 0 be when the first abort step or commit step belonging to U on r
occurs. By Lemma 3.8, fcas must be the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r. Thus, t is after fcas occurs, and
before t 0 . Immediately following fcas, r.info points to U. From the code, U.state can only be changed by an abort step
or commit step belonging to U. Therefore, U.state = InProgress at all times after fcas and before t 0 . By Lemma 3.9,
r.info cannot change after fcas, and before t 0 . Hence, r.info points to U at t.
The following result proves that a frozen step occurs only after all Data-records are successfully frozen.
Lemma 3.11 If a frozen step belongs to an SCX-record U then, for each r in U.V , there is a successful freezing CAS
belonging to U on r that occurs before the first frozen step belonging to U.
Proof: Suppose a frozen step belongs to U. Let fstep be the first such frozen step and let H be the invocation of
H ELP that performs fstep. Since fstep occurs at line 37, for each Data-record r in U.V , H must perform a successful
freezing CAS belonging to U on r or see otherPtr = scxPtr in the preceding loop. If H performs a successful
freezing CAS belonging to U on r, then we are done. Otherwise, r.info = scxPtr at some point before fstep. Since fstep
belongs to U, scxPtr points to U. From Lemma 3.5, U is not the dummy SCX-record to which r.info initially points.
Hence, some process must have changed r.info to point to U, which can only be done by a successful freezing CAS.
Finally, we show that Data-records are frozen in the correct order. (This is used below to prove that livelock cannot
occur.)
Lemma 3.12 Let U be an SCX-record, and hr1 , r2 , ..., rl i be the sequence of Data-records in U.V . For i ≥ 2, a
freezing CAS belonging to U on Data-record ri can occur only after a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on ri−1 .

Proof: Let fcas be a freezing CAS belonging to U on ri , for some i ≥ 2. Let H be the invocation of H ELP which
performs fcas. The loop in H iterates over the sequence r1 , r2 , ..., rl , so H performs fcas in iteration i of the loop. Since
H reaches iteration i, H must perform iteration i − 1. Thus, by the code of H ELP, H must perform a freezing CAS
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Figure 3.7: Possible transitions for the state field of an SCX-record (initially InProgress).
fcas0 belonging to U on ri−1 at line 26 before fcas. If fcas0 succeeds, then the claim is proved. Otherwise, H will check
whether ri−1 .info is equal to scxPtr at line 27. Since H ELP does not return in iteration i − 1, ri−1 .info = scxPtr. This
can only be true if U is the dummy SCX-record, or there has already been a successful freezing CAS belonging to U
on ri−1 . Since fcas belongs to U, Lemma 3.5 implies that U cannot not be the dummy SCX-record.

3.4.3

Proving state and info fields change as described in Fig. 3.3

In this section, we first prove that an SCX-record’s state transitions respect Figure 3.7, then we expand upon the
information in Figure 3.7 by showing that frozen steps, abort steps, commit steps and successful freezing CASs
proceed as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
We now prove an SCX-record U’s state transitions respect Figure 3.7 by noting that a U.state is never changed to
InProgress, and proving that it does not change from Aborted to Committed or vice versa. Since U.state can only be
changed by a commit step or abort step belonging to U, and each commit step is preceded by a frozen step (by the code
of H ELP), it suffices to show that there cannot be both a frozen step and an abort step belonging to an SCX-record.
Lemma 3.13 Let U be an SCX-record. Suppose that there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on each
Data-record in U.V . Then, a frozen check step belonging to U cannot occur until after a frozen step belonging to U
has occurred.
Proof: To derive a contradiction, suppose that the first frozen check step fcstep belonging to U occurs before any
frozen step belonging to U. Let H be the invocation of H ELP in which fcstep occurs. Before fcstep, H performs
an unsuccessful freezing CAS at line 26 on one Data-record in U.V . The hypothesis of the lemma says that there is
a successful freezing CAS, fcas, belonging to U on this same Data-record. By Lemma 3.8, fcas must occur before
H’s unsuccessful freezing CAS. Thus, fcas occurs before fcstep, which occurs before any frozen step belonging to U.
From the code of H ELP, a frozen step belonging to U precedes the first commit step belonging to U, which implies that
fcas and fcstep occur before the first commit step belonging to U. Further, the code of H ELP implies that no abort step
can occur before fcstep. Thus, fcas and fcstep occur strictly before the first commit step or abort step belonging to U.
After fcas, and before fcstep, H sees r.info 6= scxPtr at line 27. Since scxPtr points to U, this implies that r.info points

to some SCX-record different from U. However, Lemma 3.10 implies that r.info must point to U when H performs
line 27, which is a contradiction.

Corollary 3.14 If a frozen step belongs to an SCX-record U, then the first such frozen step must occur before any
frozen check step belonging to U.
Proof: Suppose a frozen step belongs to U. By Lemma 3.11, we know there is a successful freezing CAS belonging
to U on r for each r in U.V . Thus, by Lemma 3.13, a frozen check step belonging to U cannot occur until a frozen
step belonging to U has occurred.
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Lemma 3.15 There cannot be both a frozen step and an abort step belonging to the same SCX-record.
Proof: Suppose a frozen step belongs to U. By Corollary 3.14, the first such frozen step precedes the first frozen
check step, which, by the pseudocode of H ELP, precedes the first abort step. This frozen step sets U.allFrozen to
T RUE and U.allFrozen is never changed from T RUE to FALSE. Therefore, any process that performs a frozen check
step belonging to U will immediately return T RUE, without performing an abort step. Thus, there can be no abort step
belonging to U.
Corollary 3.16 An SCX-record U’s state cannot change from Committed to Aborted or from Aborted to Committed.
Proof: Suppose U.state = Committed. Then a commit step belonging to U must have occurred. Since each commit
step is preceded by a frozen step, Lemma 3.15 implies that no abort step belongs to U. Thus, U.state can never be set
to Aborted.
Now suppose that U.state = Aborted. Then either U is the dummy SCX-record or an abort step belongs to U.
If U is the dummy SCX-record then, by Lemma 3.5, no commit step belongs to U, so U.state never changes to
Committed. Otherwise, U.state is initially InProgress, so there must have been an abort step belonging to U. Hence,
by Lemma 3.15, no frozen step can belong to U. If there is no frozen step belonging to U, then there can be no commit
step belonging to U (by the pseudocode of H ELP). Therefore U.state can never be set to Committed.
Corollary 3.17 The changes to the state field of an SCX-record respect Figure 3.7.
Proof: Immediate from Corollary 3.16 and the fact that an SCX-record’s state field cannot change to InProgress
from any other state.
The next five lemmas prove that any successful freezing CASs belonging to an SCX-record U must occur prior
to the first frozen step or abort step belonging to U. This result allows us to fill in the gaps between Figure 3.7 and
Figure 3.3(a).
Lemma 3.18 Let U be an SCX-record, and let hr1 , r2 , ..., rl i be the sequence of Data-records in U.V . Suppose an
abort step belongs to U and let astep be the first such abort step. Then, there is a k ∈ {1, . . . , l} such that
1. a freezing CAS belonging to U on rk occurs prior to astep,
2. there is no successful freezing CAS belonging to U on rk ,
3. for each i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}, a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on ri occurs prior to astep, and no successful
freezing CAS belonging to U on ri occurs after astep, and

4. rk .info changes after the LLX(rk ) linked to S reads rk .info at line 9 and before the first freezing CAS belonging
to U on rk .
Proof: Let H be the invocation of H ELP that performs astep and k be the iteration of the loop in H ELP during which
H performs astep. The loop in H iterates over the sequence r1 , r2 , ..., rl of Data-records.
Claim 1. follows from the definition of k: before H performs astep, it performs a freezing CAS belonging to H on
rk at line 26.
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To derive a contradiction, suppose Claim 2 is false, i.e., there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on rk .
By Claim 1, fcas is before astep. From Corollary 3.16 and the fact that astep occurs, we know that no commit step
belongs to U. By Lemma 3.10, rk .info points to U at all times between the first freezing CAS belonging to U on rk
and astep. However, this contradicts the fact that rk .info does not point to U when H performs line 27 just before
performing astep.
We now prove Claim 3.. By Claim 1., prior to astep, H performs a freezing CAS belonging to U on rk . By
Lemma 3.12, this can only occur after a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on ri , for all i < k. By Lemma 3.8,
there is no successful freezing CAS belonging to U on ri after astep.
We now prove Claim 4.. By Claim 1. and Claim 2., an unsuccessful freezing CAS fcas belonging to U on rk occurs
prior to astep. By line 25 and Observation 3.2.3, the old value for fcas is read from rk .info and stored in rinfo at line 4
by the LLX(rk ) linked to S. By Observation 3.2.4, the LLX(rk ) linked to S again sees rk .info = rinfo at line 9. Thus,
since fcas fails, rk .info must change after the LLX(rk ) linked to S performs line 9 and before fcas occurs.
Lemma 3.19 No freezing CAS belonging to an SCX-record U is successful after the first frozen step or abort step
belonging to U.
Proof: First, suppose a frozen step belongs to U, and let f step be the first such frozen step. Then, by Lemma 3.11,
there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r for each r in U.V that occurs before f step. By Lemma 3.8, only
the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r can be successful. Hence, no freezing CAS belonging to U is successful
after f step.
Now, suppose an abort step belongs to U, and let astep be the first such abort step. Let hr1 , r2 , ..., rl i be the sequence

of Data-records in U.V . By Lemma 3.18, there is a k ∈ {1, ..., l} such that no successful freezing CAS belonging to U

is performed on any ri ∈ {r1 , ..., rk−1 } after astep, and no successful freezing CAS belonging to U on rk ever occurs.
By Lemma 3.12, there is no freezing CAS belonging to U on any ri ∈ {rk+1 , ..., rl }.

Corollary 3.20 If there is a successful freezing CAS fcas belonging to an SCX-record U on a Data-record r, then
fcas occurs before time t, when the first abort step or commit step belonging to U occurs. Moreover, r.info points to U
at all times after fcas occurs, and before t.
Proof: By Lemma 3.19, fcas occurs before t. The claim then follows from Lemma 3.10.
Lemma 3.21 Changes to the state and allFrozen fields of an SCX-record, as well as frozen steps, abort steps, commit
steps, mark steps and successful freezing CASs can only occur as depicted in Figure 3.2.
Proof: Initially, the dummy SCX-record has state = Aborted and allFrozen = FALSE and, by Lemma 3.5, they
never change.
Every other SCX-record U initially has state = InProgress and allFrozen = FALSE. Only abort steps, frozen
steps, and commit steps can change state or allFrozen. From the code of H ELP, each transition shown in Figure 3.3(a),
results in the indicated values for state and allFrozen. A commit step on line 41 must be preceded by a frozen step on
line 37. Therefore, from [InProgress, FALSE], the only outgoing transitions are to [Aborted, FALSE] and [InProgress,
T RUE]. By Lemma 3.15, there cannot be both a frozen step and an abort step belonging to U. Hence, from [Aborted,
FALSE], there cannot be a frozen step or commit step and there cannot be an abort step from [InProgress, T RUE] or
[Committed, T RUE].
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Frozen
Unfrozen

r.info.state
Committed
InProgress
Committed
Aborted

r.marked
T RUE
{T RUE, FALSE}
FALSE
{T RUE, FALSE}

Figure 3.8: When a Data-record r is frozen, in terms of r.info.state and r.marked.
By Lemma 3.19, successful freezing CASs can only occur when state = InProgress and allFrozen = FALSE.
From the code of H ELP, for each r in U.R, the first mark step belonging to U on r must occur after the first frozen step
belonging to U and before the first commit step belonging to U. Since each r in U.R initially has r.marked = FALSE,
and r.marked is only changed at line 38, where it is set to T RUE, only the first mark step belonging to U on r can be
successful.

3.4.4

The period of time over which a Data-record is frozen

We now prove several lemmas which characterize the period of time over which a Data-record is frozen for an
SCX-record. We first use the fact that the state of an SCX-record cannot change from Aborted to Committed to
extend Lemma 3.9 to prove that the info field of a Data-record cannot be changed while the Data-record is frozen for
an SCX-record. In the following, we often say “after X and before the first time Y happens.” In the event that Y never
happens, this phrasing should be interpreted to mean simply “after X.”
Lemma 3.22 If a frozen step belongs to an SCX-record U then, for each r in U.V , a freezing CAS belonging to U on
r precedes the first frozen step belonging to U, and r is frozen for U at all times after the first freezing CAS belonging
to U on r and before the first commit step belonging to U.
Proof: Fix any r in U.V . If a frozen step belongs to U then, by Lemma 3.11, it is preceded by a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r. Further, by Lemma 3.15, no abort step belongs to U. Thus, by Corollary 3.20, r.info
points to U at all points between time t0 , when the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r occurs, and time t1 , when
the first commit step belonging to U occurs (after the first frozen step). Since no abort step belongs to U, U.state =
InProgress at all times before t1 . Hence, by the definition of freezing (see Figure 3.8), r is frozen for U at all times
between t0 and t1 .
Corollary 3.23 If a frozen step belongs to an SCX-record U, then each r in U.V is frozen for U at all times between
the first frozen step belonging to U and the first commit step belonging to U.
Proof: Suppose there is a frozen step belonging to U. By Lemma 3.22, each r in U.V is frozen for U at all times
between the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r and the first commit step belonging to U. It then follows directly
from the pseudocode of H ELP that the first frozen step belonging to U must follow the first freezing CAS belonging
to U on r, for each r in U.V , and precede the first commit step belonging to U.
Corollary 3.24 A successful mark step belonging to U can occur only while r is frozen for U.
Proof: Immediate from Lemma 3.21 and Corollary 3.23.
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Lemma 3.25 A Data-record can only be changed from unfrozen to frozen by a change in its info field (which can only
be the result of a freezing CAS).
Proof: Let r be a Data-record whose info field points to an SCX-record U. According to the definition of a frozen
Data-record (see Figure 3.8), if r.info does not change, then r can only become frozen if U.state changes from
Committed or Aborted to InProgress, or from Aborted to Committed (provided r is marked). However, both cases
are impossible by Corollary 3.17.
Definition 3.26 A Data-record r is called permafrozen for SCX-record U if r is marked, r.info points to U and the
U.state is Committed. Notice that a Data-record that is permafrozen for U is also frozen for U.
Lemma 3.27 Once a Data-record r is permafrozen for SCX-record U, it remains permafrozen for U thereafter.
Proof: By definition, when r is permafrozen for U, it is frozen for U, U.state is Committed and r.marked = T RUE.
Once r.marked is set to T RUE, it can never be changed back to FALSE. By Corollary 3.17, U.state was never Aborted,
U.state will remain Committed forever, and r will be frozen for U as long as r.info points to U. It remains only to
prove that r.info cannot change while r is permafrozen for U. Note that r.info can be changed only by a successful
freezing CAS.
To obtain a contradiction, suppose a freezing CAS fcas changes r.info from U to W while r is permafrozen for U.
By Lemma 3.5, W is not the dummy SCX-record. Let S be the invocation of SCX that created W . From the code of
H ELP, r is in W.V . So, by the precondition of SCX, there is an invocation of LLX(r) linked to S. By Observation 3.2.3
and line 25, the old value for fcas (a pointer to U) was read at line 4 of the LLX(r) linked to S. Let I be the invocation
of LLX(r) linked to S. Since we have argued that U.state is never Aborted, U.state ∈ {InProgress, Committed} when
I reads state from U.state at line 5.

If state = InProgress then I does not enter the if-block at line 7, and returns FAIL or F INALIZED, which contradicts
Definition 3.1.1.
Now, consider the case where state = Committed. If we can argue that r is marked when I performs line 6, then we
shall obtain the same contradiction as in the previous case. Since state = Committed, a commit step belonging to U
occurs before I performs line 5. By Lemma 3.21, any successful mark step belonging to U occurs prior to this commit
step. Therefore, if r is in U.R, then r will be marked when I performs line 6, and we obtain the same contradiction.
The only remaining possibility is that r is not in U.R, and r is marked by a successful mark step mstep belonging to
some other SCX-record U 0 after I performs line 6, and before fcas occurs (which is while r is permafrozen for U).
Since r.info points to U when I performs line 4, and again when fcas occurs, Lemma 3.6 implies that r.info points to
U throughout this time. However, this contradicts Corollary 3.24, which states that mstep can only occur while r.info
points to U 0 .
Lemma 3.28 Suppose a successful mark step mstep belonging to an SCX-record U on r occurs. Then, r is frozen for
U when mstep occurs, and forever thereafter.
Proof: By Corollary 3.24, mstep must occur while r is frozen for U. From the code of H ELP, a frozen step belonging
to U must precede mstep, and r must be in V (since it is marked at line 38). Thus, Corollary 3.23 implies that r is
frozen for U at all times between mstep and the first commit step belonging to U. Since r.marked is never changed
from T RUE to FALSE, mstep must be the first mark step that ever modifies r.marked. From the code of H ELP, mstep
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must precede the first commit step belonging to U. If any commit step belonging to U occurs after mstep, immediately
after the first such commit step, r will be marked, and r.info.state will be Committed, so r will become permafrozen
for U. By Lemma 3.27, r will remain frozen for U, thereafter.
Lemma 3.29 Suppose I is an invocation of LLX(r) that returns a value different from FAIL or F INALIZED. Then, r
is not frozen at any time in [t0 ,t1 ], where t0 is when I reads rinfo.state at line 5, and t1 is when I reads r.info at line 9.
Proof: We prove that r is not frozen at any time between t0 and t1 . Since I returns a value different from FAIL or
F INALIZED, it enters the if-block at line 7, and sees r.info = rinfo at line 9. Therefore, it sees either state = Committed
and r.marked = FALSE, or state = Aborted at line 7. In each case, Corollary 3.17 guarantees that rinfo.state will never
change again after time t0 . Thus, if state = Aborted, then r is not frozen at any time between t0 and t1 . Now, suppose
state = Committed. We prove that r.marked does not change between t0 and t1 . A pointer to an SCX-record W is
read from r.info and stored in the local variable rinfo at line 4, before t0 . At line 9, r.info still contains a pointer
to W . By Lemma 3.6, r.info must not change between line 4 and line 9. Therefore, r.info points to W at all times
between t0 and t1 . By Corollary 3.24, a successful mark step can occur between t0 and t1 only if it belongs to W . Since
state = Committed, a commit step belonging to W must have occurred before t0 . By Lemma 3.21, any successful
mark step belonging to W must have occurred before t0 . Therefore, W.state = Committed and r.marked = FALSE
throughout [t0 ,t1 ].
Corollary 3.30 Let S be an invocation of SCX, and r be any Data-record in the V sequence of S. Then, r is not frozen
at any time in [t0 ,t1 ], where t0 is when the LLX(r) linked to S reads rinfo.state at line 5, and t1 is when the LLX(r)
linked to S reads r.info at line 9.
Proof: Immediate from Definition 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.29.

3.4.5

Properties of update CAS steps

Observation 3.31 An immutable field of a Data-record cannot change from its initial value.
Proof: This observation follows from the facts that Data-records can only be changed by SCX and an invocation of
SCX can only accept a pointer to a mutable field as its f ld argument (to modify).
Observation 3.32 Each mutable field of a Data-record can be modified only by a successful update CAS.
Observation 3.33 Each update CAS belonging to an SCX-record U is of the form CAS(U. f ld,U.old,U.new). Invariant: U. f ld and U.new contain the arguments f ld and new, respectively, that were passed to the invocation of
SCX(V, R, f ld, new) that created U.
Proof: An update CAS occurs at line 39 in an invocation of H ELP(scxPtr), where it operates on scxPtr. f ld, using
scxPtr.old as its old value, and scxPtr.new as its new value. The fields of scxPtr do not change after scxPtr is created
at line 21. At this line, the arguments f ld and new that were passed to the invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) are stored
in scxPtr. f ld and scxPtr.new, respectively.
Lemma 3.34 The first update CAS belonging to an SCX-record U on a Data-record r occurs while r is frozen for U.
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Proof: Let upcas be the first update CAS belonging to U. By line 39, such an update CAS will modify U. f ld which,
by Observation 3.2.1, is a mutable field of a Data-record r in U.V . Since upcas is preceded by a frozen step in the
pseudocode of H ELP, a frozen step belonging to U must precede upcas. Hence, Corollary 3.23 applies, and each r in
U.V is frozen for U at all times between the first frozen step belonging to U and the first commit step cstep belonging
to U. From the code of H ELP, if cstep exists, then it must occur after upcas. Thus, when upcas occurs, r is frozen for
U.
In Section 3.3 we described a constraint on the use of SCX that allows us to implement an optimized version of
SCX (which avoids the creation of a new Data-record to hold each value written to a mutable field), and noted that
the correctness of the unoptimized version follows trivially from the correctness of the optimized version. In order to
prove the next few lemmas, we must invoke this constraint. In fact, we assume a weaker constraint, and are still able
to prove what we would like to. We now give this weaker constraint, and remark that it is automatically satisfied if the
constraint in Section 3.3 is satisfied.
Constraint 3.35 Let f ld be a mutable field of a Data-record r. If an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) is linearized,
then:
• new is not the initial value of f ld, and
• no invocation of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) is linearized before the LLX(r) linked to S is linearized.
We prove the following six lemmas solely to prove that only the first update CAS belonging to an SCX-record can
succeed. This result is eventually used to prove that exactly one successful update CAS belongs to any SCX-record
which is helped to successful completion.
We need to know about the linearization of SCXs and linked LLXs to prove the next lemma, which uses Constraint 3.35. Let S be an invocation of SCX, and U be the SCX-record that it creates. As we shall see in Section 3.4.8,
we linearize S if and only if there is an update CAS belonging to U, and S is linearized at its first update CAS. Each
invocation of LLX linked to an invocation of SCX is linearized at line 9.
Lemma 3.36 No two update CASs belonging to different SCX-records can attempt to change the same field to the
same value.
Proof: Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that update CASs belonging to two different SCX-records U and U 0
attempt to change the same (mutable) field of some Data-record r to the same value. Let upcas and upcas0 be the
first update CAS belonging to U and U 0 , respectively. Let S and S0 be the invocation of SCX that created U and U 0 ,
respectively. From Observation 3.33 and the fact that upcas and upcas0 attempt to change the same field to the same
value, we know that S and S0 must have been passed the same f ld and new arguments. Note that S and S0 are linearized
at upcas and upcas0 , respectively. Without loss of generality, suppose S is linearized after S0 . By Constraint 3.35, S0 is
linearized after the invocation I of LLX(r) linked to S is linearized.
By Lemma 3.30, r is not frozen when I is linearized. By Lemma 3.34, r is frozen for U 0 when upcas0 occurs (which
is after I is linearized). By Lemma 3.25, r can become frozen for U 0 only by a successful freezing CAS belonging
to U 0 on r. Therefore, a successful freezing CAS fcas0 belonging to U 0 on r occurs after I is linearized, and before
upcas0 . By Lemma 3.34, r is frozen for U when upcas occurs (which is after upcas0 ), which implies that a successful
freezing CAS fcas belonging to U on r occurs after upcas0 , and before upcas. To recap, I is linearized before fcas0 ,
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which is before upcas0 , which is before fcas, which is before upcas. By line 25 and Observation 3.2.3, the old value
old for fcas is read from r.info and stored in rinfo at line 4 by I. Since I performs line 4 before it is linearized, old is
read from r.info before fcas0 . Since fcas0 changes r.info to point to U 0 , Lemma 3.6 implies that r.info does not point
to U 0 at any time before fcas0 . Therefore, old is not U 0 . Since fcas is successful, r.info must be changed to old at
some point after fcas0 , and before upcas. However, this contradicts Lemma 3.6, since r.info had already contained old
before fcas0 .
Lemma 3.37 An update CAS never changes a field back to its initial value.
Proof: By Observation 3.33, each update CAS belonging to an SCX-record U attempts to change a field to the value
new that was passed as an argument to the invocation of SCX that created U. Since Constraint 3.35 implies that new
cannot be the initial value of the field, we know that no update CAS can change the field to its initial value.
Lemma 3.38 No update CAS has equal old and new values.
Proof: Let upcas be an update CAS and let U be the SCX-record to which it belongs. By Observation 3.33, the old
value used by upcas is U.old, and the new value used by upcas is U.new. Let f be the field of a Data-record pointed
to by U. f ld; this is the field to which upcas is applied. By Lemma 3.37, U.new cannot be the initial value of f . If
U.old is the initial value of f , then we are done. So, suppose U.old is not the initial value of f . Since a mutable field
can only be changed by a successful update CAS, there exists a successful update CAS upcas0 which changed f to
U.old prior to upcas. By Observation 3.2.2, U.old was read from f prior to the start of the invocation S of SCX that
created U and, therefore, prior to upcas. Hence, when upcas0 occurs, U has not yet been created. Note that upcas0
must occur in an invocation of H ELP(ptr0 ) where ptr0 points to some SCX-record U 0 different from U. However, by
Lemma 3.36, upcas and upcas0 use different new values, so U.old (the new value for upcas0 ) must be different from
U.new (the new value for upcas).
Lemma 3.39 At most one successful update CAS can belong to an SCX-record.
Proof: We prove this lemma by contradiction. Consider the earliest point in the execution when the lemma is violated. Let upcasU0 be the earliest occurring second successful update CAS belonging to any SCX-record, and U be the
SCX-record to which it belongs, and let upcasU be the preceding successful update CAS belonging to U. Further, let
f be the field upon which upcasU0 operates, and let old and new be the old and new values used by upcasU , respectively. (By Observation 3.33, upcasU and upcasU0 attempt to change the same field from the same old value to the same
new value.) By Lemma 3.38, we know that old 6= new. Then, since upcasU0 is successful, there must be a successful
0 belonging to some SCX-record W which changes f to old between upcas and upcas0 . By
update CAS upcasW
U
U

Lemma 3.37, old is not the initial value of f . Hence, there must be another successful update CAS upcasW which
0 both precede
changes f to old before upcasU . By Lemma 3.36, upcasW must belong to W , so upcasW and upcasW

upcasU0 . This contradicts the definition of upcasU0 .
Lemma 3.40 An update CAS never changes a field to a value that has already appeared there. (Hence, there is no
ABA problem on mutable fields.)
Proof: Suppose a successful update CAS upcas belonging to an SCX-record U changes a field f to have value new.
By Lemma 3.37, new is not the initial value of f . By Lemma 3.39, all successful update CASs that change f must
belong to different SCX-records. Hence, Lemma 3.36 implies that no update CAS other than upcas can change f to
new.
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Lemma 3.39 proved that at most one update CAS of each SCX-record can succeed. Now we prove that such a
successful update CAS must be the first one belonging to SCX-record.
Lemma 3.41 Only the first update CAS belonging to an SCX-record U can succeed.
Proof: Let upcas be the first update CAS belonging to U, and f be the field that upcas attempts to modify. If upcas
succeeds then, by Lemma 3.39, there can be no other successful update CAS belonging to U. So, suppose upcas fails.
By Observation 3.33, each update CAS belonging to U uses the same old value U.old. By Observation 3.2.2, U.old
was read from f prior to the start of the invocation S of SCX that created U and, therefore, prior to upcas. Then, since
upcas fails, f must change between when U.old is read from f and when upcas occurs. By Observation 3.32, f can
only be changed by an update CAS. By Lemma 3.40, each update CAS applied to f changes it to a value that it has
not previously contained. Therefore, f will never again be changed to U.old. Hence, every subsequent update CAS
belonging to U will fail.

3.4.6

Freezing works

In addition to being used to prove the remaining lemmas of this section, the following two results are used to prove
linearizability in Section 3.4.8. Intuitively, they allow us to determine whether a Data-record has changed simply by
looking at its info field, and whether it is frozen.
Corollary 3.42 An update CAS belonging to an SCX-record U on a Data-record r can succeed only while r is frozen
for U.
Proof: Suppose a successful update CAS upcas belongs to an SCX-record U. By Lemma 3.41, it is the first update CAS belonging to U. The claim follows from Lemma 3.34.
By Observation 3.32, a mutable field of r can only change while r is frozen.
Lemma 3.43 If a Data-record r is not frozen at time t0 , r.info points to an SCX-record U at or before time t0 , and
r.info points to U at time t1 > t0 , then no field of r is changed during [t0 ,t1 ].
Proof: Since r.info points to U at or before time t0 , and again at time t1 , Lemma 3.6 implies that r.info must point
to U at all times in [t0 ,t1 ]. Further, from Lemma 3.25, r can only be changed from unfrozen to frozen by a change to
r.info. Therefore, at all times in [t0 ,t1 ], r is not frozen. By Corollary 3.42, and Observation 3.32, each mutable field
of r can change only while r is frozen. By Corollary 3.24, r.marked can change only while r is frozen. Finally, by
Observation 3.31, immutable fields do not ever change. Hence, no field of r changes during [t0 ,t1 ].
The remaining results of this section describe intervals over which certain fields of a Data-record do not change.
Suppose U is an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX, r is a Data-record in U.V , and I is the invocation
of LLX(r) linked to S. Intuitively, we use the preceding lemma to prove, over the next two lemmas, that no field of r
changes between when I last reads r.info, and when r becomes frozen for U. We then use this result in Section 3.4.7 to
prove that S succeeds if and only if this holds for each r in V . The remaining results of this section are used primarily
to prove that exactly one successful update CAS belongs to U if a frozen step belongs to U (and S does not crash, or
some process helps it complete).
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Corollary 3.44 Let U be an SCX-record, and S be the invocation of SCX that created U. If there is a successful
freezing CAS belonging to U on r, then no field of r changes after the LLX(r) linked to S reads rinfo.state at line 5,
and before this freezing CAS occurs.
Proof: Let fcas be a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r. Note that the LLX(r) linked to S terminates
before S begins. Since S creates U and fcas changes r.info to point to U, S begins before fcas. We now check that
Lemma 3.43 applies. By Corollary 3.30, r is not frozen when the LLX(r) linked to S executes line 5. From line 25 of
H ELP and Observation 3.2.3, we know the old value rinfo for fcas is read from r.info at line 4 by the LLX(r) linked
to S. Further, since fcas succeeds, r.info contains rinfo just prior to fcas. Thus, Lemma 3.43 applies, and proves the
claim.
Lemma 3.45 If an update CAS belongs to an SCX-record U then, for each r in U.V , there is a successful freezing CAS
belonging to U on r, and no mutable field of r changes during [t0 (r),t1 ), where t0 (r) is when the first such freezing CAS
occurs, and t1 is when the first update CAS belonging to U occurs.
Proof: Suppose an update CAS belongs to an SCX-record U. Let upcas be the first such update CAS. Since each
update CAS is preceded in the code by a frozen step, a frozen step also belongs to U. Fix any r in U.V . By Lemma 3.15,
there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r. By Lemma 3.22, r is frozen for U at all times in [t0 (r),t2 ),
where t2 is when the first commit step belonging to U occurs. Since an update CAS belonging to an SCX-record W
can modify r only while r is frozen for W (by Corollary 3.42), any update CAS that modifies r during [t0 (r),t2 ) must
belong to U. From the code of H ELP, t0 (r) < t1 < t2 . However, since the first update CAS belonging to U occurs at t1 ,
no update CAS belonging to U can occur during [t0 (r),t1 ).
Lemma 3.46 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX, and r be a Data-record in U.V . Let t0 be
when the LLX(r) linked to S reads U.state at line 5, and t2 be when the first commit step belonging to U occurs. If an
update CAS belongs to U then, for each r in U.V , between t0 and t2 , r.marked can be changed (from FALSE to T RUE,
by the first mark step belonging to U on r) only if r is in U.R.
Proof: Fix any r in U.V . The fact that r.marked can be changed only from FALSE to T RUE follows immediately
from the fact that r.marked is initially FALSE, and is only changed at line 38. It also follows that a successful mark
step on r must be the first mark step on r. The rest of the claim is more subtle. Suppose a successful mark step mstep
belonging to an SCX-record W on r occurs during (t0 ,t2 ). By Lemma 3.28, r is frozen for W when mstep occurs.
From the code of H ELP, a frozen step f step belonging to U precedes the first update CAS belonging to U, and a
freezing CAS belonging to U on r precedes f step. By Lemma 3.11, there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to U
on r. By Lemma 3.8, it must be the first freezing CAS fcas belonging to U on r. Let t1 be when fcas occurs. Note that
t0 < t1 < t2 . By Corollary 3.44, r does not change during [t0 ,t1 ). Thus, mstep cannot occur in [t0 ,t1 ). By Lemma 3.22,
r is frozen for U at all times during [t1 ,t2 ]. This implies U = W , so mstep is the first mark step belonging to U on r.
Finally, since there is a mark step belonging to U on r, we obtain from line 38 that r is in U.R.

3.4.7

Correctness of H ELP

The following lemma shows that a helper of an SCX-record cannot return T RUE until after the SCX-record is
Committed. We shall use this to ensure that the SCX does not return T RUE until after the SCX has taken effect.
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Lemma 3.47 An invocation of H ELP(scxPtr) where scxPtr points to an SCX-record U cannot return from line 31
before the first commit step belonging to U.
Proof: Suppose an invocation H of H ELP(scxPtr) returns at line 31. Before returning, H sees r.info 6= scxPtr at
line 27, which implies that r.info does not point to U. Prior to this, H performs a freezing CAS belonging to U at
line 26. By line 29, a frozen step belongs to U. Then, since Lemma 3.22 states that r.info points to U at all times
between the first freezing CAS belonging to U and the first commit step belonging to U, a commit step belonging to
U must occur before H returns.
Next, we obtain an exact characterization of the update CAS steps that succeed.
Lemma 3.48 If there is an update CAS belonging to an SCX-record U, then the first update CAS belonging to U is
successful and changes the mutable field pointed to by U. f ld from U.old to U.new. No other update CAS belonging
to U is successful.
Proof: Let t0 (r) be when the LLX(r) linked to S reads rinfo.state at line 5, and t1 be when the first update CAS
belonging to U occurs. Since an update CAS belongs to U, Lemma 3.45 implies that, for each r in U.V , no mutable
field of r changes between t0 (r) and t1 . From Observation 3.2.2 and the code of LLX, we see that the value stored
in U.old is read from the field pointed to by U. f ld after time t0 (r). Further, since the LLX(r) linked to S terminates
before S begins (by the definition of an LLX linked to an SCX) and, in turn, before U is created, we know the
value stored in U.old was read before any update CAS belonging to U occurred. Then, since U. f ld is a mutable
field of a Data-record in U.V , this field does not change between t0 (r) and t1 . By Observation 3.33, any update CAS
belonging to U will attempt to change U. f ld from U.old to U.new, so the first update CAS belonging to U will
succeed. Lemma 3.41 completes the proof.
Our next lemma shows that the SCXs that are linearized have the desired effect.
Lemma 3.49 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX, and ptr point to U. If either
• a frozen step belongs to U and some invocation of H ELP(ptr) terminates, or
• S or any invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns T RUE,

then the following claims hold.

1. Every invocation of H ELP(ptr) that terminates returns T RUE.
2. Exactly one successful update CAS belongs to U, and it is the first update CAS belonging to U. It changes the
mutable field pointed to by U. f ld from U.old to U.new.
3. A frozen step of U and a commit step of U occur before any invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns.
4. At all times after the first commit step for U, each r in U.R is permafrozen for U.
Proof: We first simplify the lemma’s hypothesis. If S returns T RUE, then S’s invocation of H ELP(ptr) has returned
T RUE. If some invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns T RUE, a commit step belongs to U by Lemma 3.47, and that commit
step is preceded by a frozen step of U. So, for the remainder of the proof, we can assume that a frozen step belongs to
U and some invocation of H ELP(ptr) terminates.
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Proof of Claim 1: Since a frozen step belongs to U, Lemma 3.15 implies that no abort step belongs to U. Thus,
H cannot return at line 35, which implies that H must return T RUE.
Proof of Claim 2 and Claim 3: By Claim 1, H must return T RUE. If H returns at line 42, then it does so after
performing an update CAS and a commit step, each belonging to U. Otherwise, H returns at line 31. However, by
Lemma 3.47, no invocation of H ELP(ptr) can return at line 31 until the first commit step belonging to U, which is
necessarily preceded by an update CAS for U (by inspection of H ELP). Thus, Claim 3 is proved. Lemma 3.48 proves
Claim 2.
Proof of Claim 4: By Corollary 3.23, every r in U.V is frozen for U from the first frozen step belonging to U
until the first commit step belonging to U. From the code of H ELP, each r in U.R is marked before the first commit
step belonging to U, and Lemma 3.46 implies that they are still marked when the first commit step belonging to U
occurs. Further, immediately after the first commit step belonging to U (which must exist by Claim 3), U.state will be
Committed, so each r that is in both U.V and U.R will be permafrozen for U. Since R is a subsequence of V , and U.R
and U.V do not change after they are obtained at line 21 from R and V , respectively, it follows from Lemma 3.27 that
each r in U.R remains permafrozen for U forever.
Now we show that SCXs that are not linearized do not modify any mutable fields, and do not return T RUE.
Lemma 3.50 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX, and ptr be a pointer to U. If S or any
invocation H of H ELP(ptr) returns FALSE, then the following claims hold.
1. Every invocation of H ELP(ptr) that terminates returns FALSE.
2. An abort step belonging to U occurs before any invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns.
3. No update CAS belongs to U.
Proof: Note that, if S returns FALSE, then its invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns FALSE, so an invocation H exists and
returns FALSE. By Lemma 3.49.1, if any invocation of H ELP(ptr) returned T RUE, then H would have to return T RUE.
Since H returns FALSE, every terminating invocation of H ELP(ptr) must return FALSE, which proves Claim 1. We
now prove Claim 2 and Claim 3. Consider the invocation H 0 of H ELP(ptr) that returns earliest. By Claim 1, H 0 returns
FALSE. Before H 0 returns FALSE, an abort step belonging to U is performed at line 34. Thus, Lemma 3.15 implies that
no frozen step belongs to U. By the code of H ELP, each update CAS belonging to U follows a frozen step belonging
to U.
Now that we have proved each invocation of H ELP that returns T RUE or FALSE has its expected effect, we must
prove that the return value is always correct. (Otherwise, for example, two invocations of SCX with overlapping V
sequences could interfere with one another, but still return T RUE.)
Lemma 3.51 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX, and ptr be a pointer to U. Any invocation
H of H ELP(ptr) that terminates returns T RUE if no r in U.V changes from when the LLX(r) linked to S reads r.info
at line 9 at time t0 (r) to when the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r at time t1 (r). Otherwise, H returns FALSE.
Proof: Since H terminates, it must return T RUE or FALSE. Hence, it suffices to prove H returns T RUE if and only if
no r in U.V changes between t0 (r) and t1 (r).
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Case I: Suppose H returns T RUE. By Lemma 3.49.3, a frozen step belongs to U. Hence, by Lemma 3.11, there is
a successful freezing CAS belonging to U for each r in U.V . Then, by Corollary 3.44, no field of r changes between
t0 (r) and t1 (r).
Case II: Suppose H returns FALSE. We show that some r in U.V changes between t0 (r) and t1 (r). Since H
can only return FALSE at line 35, immediately before H returns, it performs an abort step belonging to U. Thus,
Lemma 3.18.4. applies and the claim is proved.

3.4.8

Linearizability of LLX/SCX/VLX

As described in Section 3.2, we linearize all reads, all invocations of LLX that do not return FAIL, all invocations of
VLX that return T RUE, and all invocations of SCX that modify the sequential data structure (all that return T RUE, and
some that do not terminate). In our implementation, subtle interactions with a concurrent invocation of SCX can cause
an invocation of LLX to return FAIL. Since this cannot occur in a linearized execution, we do not linearize any such
invocation of LLX. Similarly, we allow some invocations of SCX and VLX to return FALSE because of interactions
with concurrent invocations of SCX. Rather than distinguishing between the invocations of SCX or VLX that return
FALSE because of an earlier linearized invocation of SCX (which is allowed by the sequential specification), and
those that return FALSE because of contention, we simply opt not to linearize any invocation of SCX or VLX that
returns FALSE. Alternatively, we could have accounted for the invocations that returns FALSE because of contention
by allowing spurious failures in the sequential specification of the operations. However, this would unnecessarily
complicate the sequential specification. Intuitively, an algorithm designer using LLX, SCX and VLX is most likely
to be interested in invocations of SCX and VLX that return T RUE since these, respectively, change the sequential data
structure, and indicate that a set of Data-record have not changed since they were last passed to successful invocations
of LLX by this process. Knowing whether an invocation of SCX or VLX was unsuccessful because of a change to
the sequential data structure, or because of contention, is less likely to be useful.
Before we give the linearization points, we state precisely which invocations of SCX we shall linearize. Let S
be an invocation of SCX, and U be the SCX-record it creates. We linearize S if and only if there is an update CAS
belonging to U. By Lemma 3.49, every successful invocation of SCX will be linearized. (By Lemma 3.50, no
unsuccessful invocation of SCX will be linearized.)
We first give the linearization points of the operations, then we prove our LLX/SCX/VLX implementation respects the correctness specification given in Section 3.2.
Linearization points:
• An LLX(r) that returns values at line 11 is linearized at line 9. We linearize an LLX(r) that returns F INALIZED
at line 14.
• Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX. Suppose there is an update CAS belonging to

U. We linearize S at the first such update CAS (which is the unique successful update CAS belonging to U, by
Lemma 3.48).

• An invocation I of VLX that returns T RUE is linearized at the first execution of line 47.
• We assume reads are atomic. Hence, a read is simply linearized when it occurs.
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Lemma 3.52 The linearization point of each linearized operation occurs during the operation.
Proof: This is trivial to see for reads, and invocations of LLX and VLX. Let U be an SCX-record created by a
linearized invocation S of SCX, and ptr be a pointer to U. This claim is not immediately obvious for S, since the
first update CAS belonging to U may be performed by a process helping U to complete (not the process performing
S). Since S is linearized, there is an update CAS upcas belonging to U, which can only occur in an invocation of
H ELP(ptr). Since ptr points to U, which is created by S, upcas must occur after the start of S. If S does not terminate,
then we are done. Otherwise, Lemma 3.49.3 implies that a commit step belongs to U, and the first such commit step
occurs before any invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns. From the code of H ELP, upcas must occur before before the first
commit step belonging to U, so upcas must occur before any invocation of H ELP(ptr) returns. Finally, since S invokes
H ELP(ptr), upcas must occur before S terminates.
We first show that each read returns the correct result according to its linearization point.
Lemma 3.53 If a read R f of a field f is linearized after a successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld
points to f , then R f returns the parameter new of the last such SCX. Otherwise, R f returns the initial value of f .
Proof: We proceed by cases.
Case I: f is an immutable field. In this case, a pointer to f cannot be the f ld parameter of an invocation of SCX.
Further, by Observation 3.31, f cannot be modified after its initialization, so R f returns the initial value of f .
Case II: f is a mutable field. Suppose there is no successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld points
to f , linearized before R f . Since an invocation of SCX is linearized at its first update CAS, there can be no update CAS
on f prior to R f . Since f can only be modified by successful update CAS, R f must return the initial value of f .
Now, suppose there is a successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld points to f , linearized before R f . Let S be the last such invocation of SCX linearized before R f , and U be the SCX-record it creates. By
Lemma 3.49.2, there is exactly one successful update CAS upcas belonging to U, occurring at the linearization point
of S. Since each successful update CAS is the linearization point of some invocation of SCX, and no invocation of
SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new0 ) is linearized between S and R f , no successful update CAS occurs between S and R f . Since a
mutable field can only be changed by update CAS, R f returns the value stored by the successful update CAS upcas belonging to U. By Lemma 3.49.2, upcas changes f to U.new. Finally, since U.new does not change after it is obtained
from new at line 21, the claim is proved.
Next, we prove that an LLX that returns a snapshot does return the correct result according to its linearization
point.
Corollary 3.54 Let r be a Data-record with mutable fields f1 , ..., fy , and I be an invocation of LLX(r) that returns
a tuple of values hm1 , ..., my i at line 11. For each mutable field fi of r, if I is linearized after a successful invocation
of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld points to fi , then mi is the parameter new of the last such invocation of SCX.
Otherwise, mi is the initial value of fi .
Proof: Since I returns at line 11, the same value is read from r.in f o on line 4 and line 9 at times t0 and t1 , respectively.
By Lemma 3.29, r is unfrozen at line 7, which is between t0 and t1 . Thus, Lemma 3.43 implies that r does not change
during [t0 ,t1 ]. Since the values returned by the LLX are read from the fields of r between t0 and t1 (at line 8), each
read returns the same result as it would if it were executed atomically at the linearization point of the LLX (line 9).
Finally, Lemma 3.53 completes the proof.
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Next, we show that an LLX(r) returns F INALIZED only if r really has been finalized.
Lemma 3.55 Let I be an invocation of LLX(r), and U be the SCX-record to which I reads a pointer at line 4. If I
returns F INALIZED, then an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) that created U is linearized before I, and r is in R.
Proof: Suppose I returns F INALIZED. Then, I is linearized at line 14. At line 12, I will either see state 6= InProgress
or will invoke H ELP(rinfo) (where rinfo is a pointer to U). Thus, when I is linearized, U.state is either Aborted or

Committed. Since I sees marked1 = T RUE, r is marked when I performs line 3. By Lemma 3.21, once r is marked,
it can never again point to an SCX-record with state Aborted. Therefore, U.state must be Committed when I is
linearized. Since U.state = Committed, Lemma 3.5 implies that U is not the dummy SCX-record, so there must be
an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) that created U. From the code of H ELP, an update CAS belonging to U occurs
before the first commit step belonging to U. Since S is linearized at its first update CAS, S is linearized before I.
It remains to show that r is in R. Since U.R does not change after it is obtained from R at line 21, it suffices to show
r is in U.R. By line 13, marked1 = T RUE, which means that r is marked when I reads a pointer to U from r.info at
line 4. Let t0 be when I performs line 4, and t1 be when the first commit step belonging to U occurs. We consider two
cases. Suppose t1 < t0 . Then, when I performs line 4, r is marked, r.info points to U, and U.state = Committed, which
means that r is permafrozen for U. By Lemma 3.27, r is frozen for U at all times after t0 . Now, suppose t0 < t1 . In this
case, Lemma 3.21 implies U.state = InProgress when I performs line 4, and that U.state will never be Aborted. By
Lemma 3.9, r.info must point to U at all times in [t0 ,t1 ]. Thus, at t1 , r is marked and r.info points to U, which means
that r is permafrozen for U. By Lemma 3.27, r is frozen for U at all times after t1 . In each case, r is frozen for U at all
times in some (non-empty) suffix of the execution. Since r is marked, there must be a successful mark step belonging
to some SCX-record W on r. By Lemma 3.28, r is frozen for W at all times after this mark step. Therefore, U = W ,
which means there is a mark step belonging to U on r. Finally, line 38 implies that r is in U.R.
Lemma 3.56 Let r be a Data-record, I be an invocation of LLX(r) that terminates, and S be a linearized invocation
of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r in R. I returns F INALIZED if it is linearized after S, or begins after S is linearized. (This
implies I will be linearized in both cases.)
Proof: Let U be the SCX-record created by S.
Case I: I begins after S is linearized. In this case, S is linearized at a successful update CAS upcas belonging to
U that occurs before I begins. From the code of H ELP, a mark step on r belonging to U must occur before upcas.
Consider the first mark step mstep on r. Since r.marked is initially FALSE, mstep must be successful. Let W be the
SCX-record to which mstep belongs. By Lemma 3.28, r is frozen for W at all times after mstep. By Lemma 3.42, r
is frozen for U when upcas occurs (which is after mstep). Since r can be frozen for only one SCX-record at a time,
W = U. Therefore, r.info points to U throughout I. So, when I performs line 7, it will see state = Committed and
marked2 = T RUE. Moreover, when it subsequently performs line 13, it will see marked1 = T RUE, so it will return
F INALIZED.
Case II: I is linearized after S. I can either be linearized at line 9 or at line 14. If it is linearized at line 14, then it
returns F INALIZED, and we are done. Suppose, in order to derive a contradiction, that I is linearized at line 9. Then, I
returns at line 11 and, by Corollary 3.30, r is unfrozen at all times during [t0 ,t1 ], where t0 is when I performs line 5, and
t1 is when I performs line 9. Since I is linearized at time t1 , S must be linearized at an update CAS upcas belonging to
U that occurs before time t1 . By Corollary 3.42, upcas can only occur while r is frozen for U. Since r is unfrozen at
all times during [t0 ,t1 ], upcas must occur at some point before t0 . From the code of H ELP, a mark step belonging to U
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must occur before upcas. Consider the first mark step mstep belonging to any SCX-record W on r. As we argued in
the previous case, r is frozen for W at all times after mstep. However, this contradicts our argument that r is unfrozen
at all times during [t0 ,t1 ] (since t0 is after mstep). Thus, I cannot be linearized at line 9, so I must return F INALIZED.

The following lemma proves that an SCX succeeds only when it is supposed to, according to the correctness
specification.
Lemma 3.57 If an invocation I of VLX(V ) or SCX(V, R, f ld, new) is linearized then, for each r in V , no SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 )
with r in V 0 is linearized between the LLX(r) linked to I and I.
Proof: Fix any r in V . By the preconditions of SCX and VLX, there must be an LLX(r) linked to I. If I is an
invocation of SCX, then let U be the SCX-record that it creates. Let L be the LLX(r) linked to I, t0 be when L
performs line 4, t1 be when L performs line 5 and t2 be when L is linearized (at line 9). Since L is linked to I, t2 exists.
Let t3 be when I is linearized. For SCX, t3 is when the first update CAS belonging to U occurs. For VLX, t3 is when
I first performs line 47. Since I is linearized, t3 exists. Finally, we define time t4 . For SCX, t4 is when the first commit
step belonging to U occurs, or the end of the execution if there is no commit step belonging to U (or ∞ if the execution
is infinite). For VLX, t4 is when I sees rinfo = r.info at line 47 (in the iteration for r). If I is an invocation of VLX
then, since I is linearized, it returns T RUE. This implies that I must see rinfo = r.info at line 47 in the iteration for r,
so t4 exists. Clearly, t4 exists if I is an invocation of SCX.
We now prove t0 < t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 . From the code of LLX, t0 < t1 < t2 . Suppose I is an invocation of VLX.
Since L terminates before I begins, t2 < t3 . Trivially, t3 < t4 . Now, suppose I is an invocation of SCX. Since each
update CAS belonging to U occurs in an invocation of H ELP(ptr) where ptr points to U, and U is created during I, t3
must occur after the start of I. Since L terminates before I begins, t2 < t3 . From the code of H ELP, the first update CAS
belonging to U precedes the first commit step belonging to U (as well as the other options for t4 ), so t3 < t4 .
Next, we prove that, at all times in [t1 ,t4 ), r is either frozen for U, or not frozen (i.e., r is not frozen for any
SCX-record different from U at any point during [t1 ,t4 )). We consider two cases.
Case I: Suppose I is an invocation of VLX. Then, r.info contains rinfo at t0 , and again at t4 . By Lemma 3.6, r.info
must contain rinfo at all times in [t0 ,t4 ]. By Corollary 3.30, r is unfrozen at time t1 . By Lemma 3.25, r can only be
changed from unfrozen the frozen by a change to r.info. Since r does not change during [t0 ,t4 ], r is unfrozen at all
times in [t1 ,t4 ].
Case II: Suppose I is an invocation of SCX. From the code of H ELP, a frozen step belonging to U precedes the
first update CAS belonging to U. By Lemma 3.11, a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r precedes the first
frozen step belonging to U. Let t20 be when the first successful freezing CAS fcas belonging to U on r occurs. It follows
that t20 < t3 . Since each freezing CAS belonging to U occurs in an invocation of H ELP(ptr) where ptr points to U, and
U is created during I, each freezing CAS belonging to U must occur after the start of I. Recall that L terminates before
the start of I. Hence, t20 > t2 . By Observation 3.2.3 and line 25, the old value for fcas is the value rinfo that was read
from r.info at line 4 of L (at t0 ). Since fcas is successful, r.info must contain rinfo just before fcas. Therefore, r.info
contains rinfo at t0 , and again at t20 . By the same argument we made in Case I (but with t20 instead of t4 ), Lemma 3.6,
Corollary 3.30, and Lemma 3.25 imply that r is unfrozen at all times in [t1 ,t20 ]. By Lemma 3.22, r is frozen for U at
all times in (t20 ,t4 ), which proves this case.
At last, we have assembled the results needed to obtain a contradiction. Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that
an invocation S of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) with r in V 0 is linearized between L and I (i.e., in (t2 ,t3 )). Let W be the
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SCX-record created by S. S is linearized at the first update CAS upcas belonging to W . From the code of H ELP, a
frozen step belonging to W precedes upcas, and upcas precedes any commit step belonging to W . By Lemma 3.22,
a successful freezing CAS fcas belonging to W on r precedes upcas, and r is frozen for W at all times after fcas, and
before the first commit step belonging to W . Therefore, r is frozen for W when upcas occurs in (t2 ,t3 ). Since, at all
times in [t1 ,t4 ), r is either frozen for U, or not frozen, we must have W = U. This is a contradiction, since upcas
occurs before the first update CAS belonging to U occurs (at t3 ). Thus, S cannot exist.
Theorem 3.58 Our implementation of LLX/SCX/VLX satisfies the correctness specification discussed in Section 3.2.
That is, we linearize all successful LLXs, all successful SCXs, a subset of the SCXs that never terminate, all successful VLXs, and all reads, such that:
1. Each read of a field f of a Data-record r returns the last value stored in f by a linearized SCX (or f ’s initial
value, if no linearized SCX has modified f ).
2. Each linearized LLX(r) that does not return F INALIZED returns the last value stored in each mutable field f of
r by a linearized SCX (or f ’s initial value, if no linearized SCX has modified f ).
3. Each linearized LLX(r) returns F INALIZED if and only if it is linearized after an SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r
in R.
4. If an invocation I of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V ) returns T RUE then, for all r in V , there has been no
SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) with r in V 0 linearized since the LLX(r) linked to I.
Proof: By Lemma 3.52, the linearization point of each operation occurs during that operation. Claim 1 follows
immediately from Lemma 3.53. Claim 2 is immediate from Lemma 3.54. The only-if direction of Claim 3 follows
from Lemma 3.55, and the if direction follows from Lemma 3.56. Claim 4 is immediate from Lemma 3.57.

3.4.9

Progress guarantees

Lemma 3.59 LLX, SCX and VLX are wait-free
Proof: The loop in H iterates over the elements of the finite sequence V and performs a constant amount of work
during each iteration. If H does not return from the loop, then it performs a constant amount of work after the loop
and returns. The claim then follows from the code.
Lemma 3.60 Our implementation satisfies the first progress property in Section 3.2: Each terminating LLX(r) returns F INALIZED if it begins after the end of a successful SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r in R or after another LLX(r)
has returned F INALIZED.
Proof: Consider a terminating invocation I 0 of LLX(r). If I 0 begins after the end of a successful SCX(V, R, f ld, new)
with r in R, the claim follows from Lemma 3.56. If I 0 begins after another invocation I of LLX(r) has returned
F INALIZED, then I is linearized after an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r in R. Since I precedes I 0 , I 0 starts
after S is linearized. By Lemma 3.56, I 0 returns F INALIZED.
We now begin to prove the non-blocking progress properties. First, we describe how we assign blame to an SCX
for each failed invocation of LLX, VLX or SCX.
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Definition 3.61 Let I be an invocation of LLX that returns FAIL. If I enters the if-block at line 7, then let U be the
SCX-record pointed to by r.info when I performs line 9. Otherwise, let U be the SCX-record pointed to by r.info when
I performs line 4. We say I blames the invocation S of SCX that created U. (We prove below that S exists.)
Lemma 3.62 If an invocation I of LLX returns FAIL, then it blames some invocation of SCX.
Proof: Suppose I enters the if-block at line 7. Then, I must see r.info 6= rinfo at line 9. Let U be the SCX-record
pointed to by r.info when I performs line 9. Since I reads rinfo from r.info at line 4, r.info must change to point to

U between when I performs line 4 and line 9. Thus, there must be a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r
between these two times. Since a successful freezing CAS belongs to U, Lemma 3.5 implies that U cannot be the
dummy SCX-record. Therefore, U must be created by an invocation of SCX.
Now, suppose I does not enter the if-block at line 7. Then, from the code of LLX, rinfo.state cannot be Aborted
when I performs line 5, so the SCX-record pointed to by rinfo is not the dummy SCX-record. Since I reads the value
stored in rinfo from r.info at line 4, the SCX-record pointed to by r.info when I performs line 4 must have been created
by an invocation of SCX.
Definition 3.63 Let I be an invocation of VLX(V ) that returns FALSE, and r be the Data-record in V for which I sees
r.info 6= rinfo at line 47. Consider the first successful freezing CAS on r between when the LLX(r) linked to I reads

r.info at line 4, and when I sees r.info 6= rinfo at line 47. Let U be the SCX-record to which this freezing CAS belongs,

and S be the invocation of SCX that created U. (We prove below that S exists.) We say I blames S for r.
Lemma 3.64 If an invocation I of VLX returns FALSE, then it blames some invocation of SCX.

Proof: Since I returns FALSE, it sees rinfo 6= r.info at line 47, for some r in V . Let p be the process that performs

I. By line 46, rinfo is a copy of r’s info value in p’s local table of LLX results. By the precondition of VLX and the
definition of an LLX(r) linked to I, this value is read from r.info at line 4 by the LLX(r) linked to I. Therefore, r.info
must change between when the LLX(r) linked to I performs line 4 and when I sees rinfo 6= r.info at line 47. Thus,
there must be a successful freezing CAS belonging to some SCX-record U on r between these two times. Since a

freezing CAS belongs to U, Lemma 3.5 implies that U is not the dummy SCX-record, so U must have been created
by an invocation of SCX.
Definition 3.65 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX that returns FALSE, and U 0 be an
SCX-record created by an invocation S0 of SCX. Consider the Data-records r that are in both U.V and U 0 .V , and for
which there is no successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r. Let r0 be the Data-record among these which occurs
earliest in U.V . We say S blames S0 for r0 if and only if there is a successful freezing CAS on r0 belonging to U 0 , and
this freezing CAS is the earliest successful freezing CAS on r0 to occur between when the LLX(r0 ) linked to S reads
r0 .info at line 4 and the first freezing CAS belonging to U on r0 .
Lemma 3.66 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX. If S returns FALSE, then it blames some
other invocation of SCX.
Proof: Since S returns FALSE, Lemma 3.50.2 implies that an abort step belongs to U. By Lemma 3.18, there is
a Data-record rk in U.V such that there is a freezing CAS belonging to U on rk , but no successful one. Moreover,
rk .info changes after time t1 , when the LLX(rk ) linked to S reads rk .info at line 9, and before time t2 , when the first
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freezing CAS belonging to U on rk occurs. Since the LLX(rk ) linked to S terminates before U is created (at line 21 of
S), and a freezing CAS belonging to U can only occur after U is created, we know t1 < t2 . Let t0 be the time when the
LLX(rk ) performs line 4. Note that t0 < t1 < t2 . Since rk .info can only be changed by a successful freezing CAS, there
must be a successful freezing CAS on rk during (t1 ,t2 ). Let fcas the the earliest successful freezing CAS on rk during
(t0 ,t2 ), and let U 0 be the SCX-record to which it belongs. Since fcas occurs before the first freezing CAS belonging
to U on rk , we know that U 6= U 0 . Let
ρ = {r | r is in U.V and r is in U 0 .V and @ successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r}.
By the code of H ELP, a freezing CAS belonging to U 0 can only modify a Data-record in U 0 .V . Thus, rk ∈ ρ.

We now show rk is the element of ρ that occurs earliest in U.V . Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that some ri ∈ ρ

comes before rk in U.V . By Lemma 3.18.1. and Lemma 3.18.2., there is an unsuccessful freezing CAS belonging to
U on rk . By Lemma 3.12, before this unsuccessful freezing CAS, there must be a successful freezing CAS belonging
to U on ri . However, this implies ri ∈
/ ρ, which is a contradiction.

Let S0 be the invocation of SCX that creates U 0 . Thus far, we have shown that S blames S0 . It remains to show that

S 6= S0 . By Lemma 3.5, a freezing CAS or abort step cannot belong to the dummy SCX-record. Therefore, neither U
nor U 0 can be the dummy SCX-record. Since U 6= U 0 , U and U 0 must be created by different invocations of SCX.
We now prove that an invocation of LLX(r) can return FAIL only under certain circumstances.
Definition 3.67 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX. The threatening section of S begins
with the first freezing CAS belonging to U, and ends with the first commit step or abort step belonging to U.
Lemma 3.68 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX. The threatening section of S lies within S,
and every successful freezing CAS or update CAS belonging to U occurs during S’s threatening section.
Proof: Let ptr be a pointer to U, and t0 and t1 be the times when S’s threatening section begins and ends, respectively.
Since each freezing CAS, update CAS, abort step or commit step belonging to U occurs in an invocation of H ELP(ptr),
and S creates U, we know that these steps can only occur after S begins. Hence, t0 is after S begins. Clearly every
freezing CAS belonging to U occurs after t0 . From the code of H ELP, the first update CAS belonging to U occurs
between t0 and t1 . By Lemma 3.41, this is the only update CAS belonging to U that can succeed. By Lemma 3.8,
no freezing CAS belonging to U can succeed after the first frozen step or abort step belonging to U. From the code
of help, the first frozen step belonging to U must occur before the first commit step belonging to U. Thus, every
successful freezing CAS belonging to U occurs between t0 and t1 . From the code of SCX, S performs an invocation H
of H ELP(ptr) before it returns, and H will perform either a commit step or abort step belonging to U, so long as it does
not return from line 31. By Lemma 3.47, H cannot return from line 31 until after the first commit step belonging to U.
Therefore, a commit step or abort step belonging to U must occur before S terminates, so t1 is before S terminates.
Observation 3.69 Let S be an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), and U be the SCX-record it creates. If there is a
freezing CAS belonging to U on r, then r is in V .
Proof: From the code of H ELP, there will only be a freezing CAS belonging to U on r if r is in U.V , and line 21
implies that r in V .
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Lemma 3.70 An invocation I of LLX(r) can return FAIL only if it overlaps the threatening section of some invocation
of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r in V .
Proof: By Lemma 3.62, I blames an invocation S of SCX. Let U be the SCX-record created by S, and ptr be a
pointer to U. By Definition 3.61, I reads a pointer to U from r.info. Since U is not the dummy SCX-record, r.info can
only point to U after a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r. By Observation 3.69, r is in V . We now show
that I overlaps the threatening section of S. Consider the two cases of Definition 3.61.
Case I: I enters the if-block at line 7, and reads a pointer to U from r.info at line 9. In this case, from the code
of LLX, we know that r.info changes between when I performs line 4 and when I performs line 9. Since r.info can
only be changed to point to U by a successful freezing CAS belonging to U, there must be a successful freezing CAS
belonging to U during I. By Lemma 3.68, I must overlap the threatening section of S.
Case II: I does not enter the if-block at line 7. Since I reads a pointer to U from r.info at line 4, we know that rinfo
is a pointer to U. By the test at line 7, either state = Committed and marked2 = T RUE, or state = InProgress.
Suppose state = InProgress. Then, U.state = InProgress when I performs line 5. Since U is not the dummy
SCX-record, a pointer to U can appear in r.info only after a successful freezing CAS belonging to U. By Corollary 3.17, U.state can only be InProgress before the first commit step or abort step belonging to U. Therefore,
Definition 3.67 implies that I performs line 5 during the threatening section of S.
Now, suppose state = Committed and marked2 = T RUE. By Corollary 3.17, U.state = Committed at all times
after I performs line 5. We consider two sub-cases. If marked1 = T RUE, then I will return F INALIZED if it reaches
line 13. Since we have assumed that I returns FAIL, this case is impossible. Otherwise, a mark step mstep belonging to
some SCX-record W changes r.marked to T RUE between line 3 and line 6. It remains only to show that mstep occurs
during the threatening section of the invocation of SCX that created W . Since r.marked is initially FALSE, and is
never changed from T RUE to FALSE, mstep must be the first mark step belonging to W on r. From the code of H ELP,
a frozen step belonging to W must precede mstep. Therefore, Lemma 3.15 implies that no abort step belonging to W
ever occurs. From the code of H ELP, mstep must occur after the first freezing CAS belonging to W , and before the
first commit step belonging to W . By Definition 3.67, mstep occurs during the threatening section of the invocation of
SCX that created W .
We now prove that an invocation of SCX or VLX can return FALSE only under certain circumstances.
Definition 3.71 The vulnerable interval of an invocation I of SCX or VLX begins at the earliest starting time of an
LLX(r) linked to I, and ends when I ends.
Lemma 3.72 Let I be an invocation of SCX or VLX, and U be an SCX-record created by an invocation S of SCX.
If I blames S for a Data-record r, then a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r occurs during I’s vulnerable
interval.
Proof: Suppose I is an invocation of SCX. Let UI be the SCX-record created by I. By Definition 3.65, a successful
freezing CAS belonging to U on r occurs between when the LLX(r) linked to I performs line 4, and the first freezing CAS fcas belonging to UI on r. By Lemma 3.68, fcas occurs during I. Now, suppose I is an invocation of VLX.
Then, by Definition 3.63, a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r occurs between when the LLX(r) linked to
I performs line 4, and when I sees r.info 6= rinfo at line 9.
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Observation 3.73 If an invocation I of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V ) blames an invocation of SCX for a Data-record
r, then r is in V .
Proof: Suppose I is an invocation of SCX. Let U be the SCX-record created by I. By Definition 3.65, r is in U.V .
Since U.V does not change after U is created at line 21 of I, r is in V . Now, suppose I is an invocation of VLX. In
this case, the claim is immediate from Definition 3.63.
Observation 3.74 If an invocation I of SCX or VLX blames an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) for a Data-record
r, then r is in V .
Proof: Let U be the SCX-record created by S. By Lemma 3.72, there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to U
on r. The claim then follows from Observation 3.69.
Lemma 3.75 An invocation I of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V ) ending at time t can return FALSE only if its vulnerable interval overlaps the threatening section of some other SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ), where some Data-record appears
in both V and V 0 .
Proof: Suppose I returns FALSE. By Lemma 3.64 and Lemma 3.66, I blames an invocation S of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ),
where I 6= S, for a Data-record r. Let U be the SCX-record created by S, and UI be the SCX-record created by I.
By Lemma 3.72, a successful freezing CAS fcas belonging to U on r occurs during I’s vulnerable interval. By

Lemma 3.68, fcas occurs during the threatening section of S. Therefore, I’s vulnerable interval overlaps the threatening section of S. By Observation 3.73 and Observation 3.74, r is in both V and V 0 .
We now prove bounds on the number of invocations of LLX, SCX and VLX that can blame an invocation of
SCX.
Lemma 3.76 Let I be an invocation of LLX(r) that returns FAIL, and U be the SCX-record created by the invocation
of SCX that is blamed by I. A commit step or abort step belonging to U occurs before I returns.
Proof: By Definition 3.61, we know that I reads a pointer to U from r.info. By Lemma 3.62, U is not the dummy
SCX-record. Thus, U can have state Committed or Aborted only after a commit step or abort step belonging to
U has occurred. If I returns at line 11, then it saw state ∈ {Aborted, Committed} at line 7, and we are done. So,

suppose I returns at line 14 or line 16. Then, before returning, I performs line 12, where it either sees state ∈
{Aborted, Committed} or invokes H ELP(rinfo). If I sees state ∈ {Aborted, Committed}, then we are done. So, suppose I invokes H ELP(rinfo). From the code of H ELP, if I’s invocation of H ELP returns FALSE, then I performs an
abort step belonging to U during its invocation of H ELP. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.49.3, a commit step belonging to U
occurs before I’s invocation of H ELP returns.

Lemma 3.77 Each invocation of SCX can be blamed by at most two invocations of LLX per process.
Proof: Let S be an invocation of SCX. To derive a contradiction, suppose there is some process p that blames S for
three failed invocations of LLX: I1 , I2 and I3 (which are performed by p in this order). By Definition 3.61, I1 , I2 and
I3 each read a pointer to U from r.info, either at line 4 or at line 9. Since r.info points to U at some point during I1 , and
again at or after the time I2 performs line 4, we know from Lemma 3.6 that r.info points to U when I2 performs line 4.
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By the same argument, r.info points to U when I3 performs line 4. Thus, in both I2 and I3 , the local variable rinfo is a
pointer to U.
We first argue that I2 cannot enter the if-block at line 7. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that I2 enters the ifblock. Since we know that r.info points to U when I2 performs line 4 and when I3 performs line 4, Lemma 3.6 implies
that r.info points to U when I2 performs line 9. Thus, I2 will see r.info = rinfo at line 9, and will return at line 11,
which contradicts our assumption that I2 returns FAIL at line 16.
Since I2 does not enter the if-block at line 7, either state = Committed and marked2 = T RUE or state = InProgress
in I2 . By Lemma 3.76, a commit step or abort step belonging to U occurs prior to the termination of I1 , which is before
the start of I2 . By Corollary 3.17, rinfo.state does not change after it is set to Committed or Aborted by this commit
step or abort step, so state 6= InProgress in I2 . Therefore, state = Committed and marked2 = T RUE in I2 , which means

that the Data-record r is marked at some point during I2 . By inspection of the code, once a Data-record is marked, it
remains marked forever. Thus, when I3 performs line 3, it will see r.marked = T RUE, so marked1 = T RUE in I3 . Since
an invocation of LLX can return FAIL only if marked1 = FALSE, I3 cannot return FAIL, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.78 Each invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) can be blamed by at most |V | invocations of SCX or VLX per
process.

Proof: By Observation 3.74, if an invocation of SCX or VLX blames an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) for r,
then r is in V . Thus, it suffices to prove that an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) cannot be blamed for any r in V
by more than one invocation of SCX or VLX performed by process p.
Let I and I 0 be invocations of SCX or VLX performed by process p, and U, U 0 and US be the SCX-records
created by I, I 0 and S, respectively. Without loss of generality, let I 0 occur after I. Suppose, in order to derive a
contradiction, that I and I 0 both blame S for the same Data-record r. Let t0 (t00 ) be the time when the LLX(r) linked to
I (I 0 ) performs line 4, and t1 (t10 ) be the time when I (I 0 ) finishes. By Lemma 3.72, a successful freezing CAS belonging
to US occurs between t0 and t1 , and a successful freezing CAS belonging to US occurs between t00 and t10 . If we can
show t0 < t1 < t00 < t10 , then we shall have demonstrated that there must be two such freezing CASs, which contradicts
Lemma 3.8.
Since the LLX(r) linked to I (I 0 ) terminates before I (I 0 ), we know t0 < t1 (t00 < t10 ). By Observation 3.73, r is in
the V sequences of invocations I and I 0 . Hence, Definition 3.1.2 implies that t1 ∈
/ [t00 ,t10 ], and t10 ∈
/ [t0 ,t1 ]. Since I 0 occurs
after I, t1 < t10 . Therefore, t0 < t1 < t00 < t10 .

We now define the blame graph and prove a number of its properties.
Definition 3.79 We define the blame graph for an execution to be a directed graph whose nodes are the invocations
of LLX, VLX and SCX, with an edge from an invocation I to another invocation I 0 if and only if I blames I 0 . (Note
that only the nodes corresponding to invocations of SCX can have incoming edges.)
The next property we prove is that, for each execution, there is a bound on the length of the longest path in the
blame graph. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we require the following constraint in order to prove this bound exists.
Constraint 3.80 If there is a configuration C after which the value of no field of any Data-record changes, then there
is a total order ≺ on all Data-records created during the execution such that, if Data-record r1 appears before data
Data-record r2 in the sequence V passed to an invocation of SCX whose linked LLXs begin after C, then r1 ≺ r2 .
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Lemma 3.81 Let U be an SCX-record created by an invocation of SCX whose linked LLXs begin after the configuration C that is specified in Constraint 3.80. Immediately after a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r, r.info
points to U and, for each r0 in U.V , where r0 ≺ r, r0 .info points to U and a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on
r0 has occurred.

Proof: Let fcas be a successful freezing CAS belonging to U on r, and let r0 be any Data-record in U.V that satisfies
r0 ≺ r. By Constraint 3.80, r0 must occur before r in the sequence U.V . By Lemma 3.12, a successful freezing CAS
fcas0 belonging to U on r0 occurs prior to fcas. Thus, Corollary 3.20 implies that r0 .info points to U at all times after

fcas0 and before the first commit step or abort step belonging to U. Similarly, r.info points to U at all times after fcas
and before the first commit step or abort step belonging to U. By Lemma 3.19, fcas must precede the first frozen
step or abort step belonging to U. From the code of H ELP, the first frozen step belonging to U must precede the first
commit step belonging to U. Hence, fcas and fcas0 both precede the first commit step or abort step belonging to U.
Therefore, immediately after fcas, the info fields of r and r0 both point to U.
Lemma 3.82 Let U1 , U2 and U3 be SCX-records respectively created by invocations S1 , S2 and S3 of SCX whose
linked LLXs begin after the configuration C that is specified in Constraint 3.80, and r and r0 be Data-records. If S1
blames S2 for r, and S2 blames S3 for r0 , then r ≺ r0 .
Proof: Since S1 blames S2 for r, we know from Definition 3.65 that r is in U2 .V . Similarly, since S2 blames S3 for
r0 , we know r0 is in U2 .V . Furthermore, a successful freezing CAS belonging to U2 on r occurs, and no successful
freezing CAS belonging to U2 on r0 occurs. By Lemma 3.12, r must occur before r0 in the sequence U2 .V . Thus,
Constraint 3.80 implies r ≺ r0 .
Lemma 3.83 There can be only as many successful update CASs as there are invocations of SCX that either return
T RUE, or do not terminate.
Proof: From the code, an update CAS can only occur in an invocation of H ELP(ptr), where ptr points to an
SCX-record U. Further, from the code of H ELP, there is at least one freezing CAS belonging to U or frozen step
belonging to U. Hence, Lemma 3.5 implies that U is not the dummy SCX-record. Thus, U is created by an invocation of SCX at line 21. By Lemma 3.41, only the first update CAS belonging to an SCX-record can succeed. By
Lemma 3.50.3, no update CAS belongs to an SCX-record created by an unsuccessful invocation of SCX.
We think of processes as accessing such a data structure via a fixed number of special Data-records called entry
points, each of which has a single mutable pointer to a Data-record. We assume there is always some Data-record
reachable by following pointers from an entry point that is not finalized. (This assumption that entry points cannot be
finalized is not crucial, but it simplifies the statement of some progress guarantees.)
Definition 3.84 A Data-record is initiated at all times after it first becomes reachable by following Data-record pointers from an entry point.
Observation 3.85 The only step in an execution that can cause a Data-record to become initiated is a successful
update CAS.
Lemma 3.86 Let S1 and S2 be invocations of SCX, and let r be a Data-record. If S1 blames S2 for r, then r was
initiated before the start of S1 , and before the start of S2 .
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Proof: Let U1 and U2 be the SCX-records created by S1 and S2 , respectively. By Definition 3.65, r is in both U.V and
U 0 .V . By Observation 3.2.3, there are invocations of LLX(r) linked to S1 and S2 , respectively. By the precondition of
LLX, r must be initiated before the LLX(r) linked to S1 , and before the LLX(r) linked to S2 . Finally, the LLX(r)
linked to S1 must terminate before S1 begins, and the LLX(r) linked to S2 must terminate before S2 begins.
Lemma 3.87 If no SCX is linearized after some time t, then the following hold.
1. A finite number N of Data-records are ever initiated in the execution.
2. Let σ be the set of invocations of SCX in the execution whose vulnerable intervals start at or before t. The
longest path in the blame graph consisting entirely of invocations of LLX, SCX, and VLX that are not in σ
has length at most N + 2
Proof: Claim 1 follows immediately from Observation 3.85 and Lemma 3.83.
We now prove claim 2. Suppose, in order to derive a contradiction, that there is a path of length at least N + 3 in the
blame graph consisting entirely of invocations of LLX, SCX, and VLX that are not in σ . Since only invocations of
SCX can be blamed, at least N +2 of the nodes on this path must correspond to invocations of SCX. Let S1 , S2 , ..., SN+2
be invocations of SCX corresponding to any N + 2 consecutive nodes on this path, and let U1 ,U2 , ...,UN+2 be the
SCX-records they created, respectively. For each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N + 1}, let ri be the Data-record for which Si blames

Si+1 . Since no invocation of SCX is linearized after t, and the vulnerable sections of S1 , S2 , ..., SN+2 all start after
t, no invocation of SCX is linearized after the first LLX(r) linked to any of these invocations of SCX. Therefore,

from Lemma 3.82 and the fact that, for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, Si blames Si+1 for ri and Si+1 blames Si+2 for ri+1 , we

obtain ri ≺ ri+1 . By Lemma 3.86, before any invocation of SCX in {S1 , S2 , ..., SN+2 } begins, r1 , r2 , ..., rN+1 have all

been initiated. Therefore, some Data-record r appears twice in {r1 , r2 , ..., rN+1 }. Since the ≺ relation is transitive, we
obtain r ≺ r, which is a contradiction.

We now prove the main progress property for SCX.
Lemma 3.88 If invocations of SCX complete infinitely often, then invocations of SCX succeed infinitely often.
Proof: Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that after some time t 0 , invocations of SCX are performed infinitely often,
but no invocation of SCX is successful. Then, since we only linearize successful SCXs, and a subset of the nonterminating SCXs, there is a time t ≥ t 0 after which no invocation of SCX is linearized. Let σ be the set of invocations
of SCX in the execution whose vulnerable intervals start at or before t. By Lemma 3.77 and Lemma 3.78, the in-

degree of each node in the blame graph is bounded. Since σ is finite, and the in-degree of each node in σ is bounded,
only a finite number of invocations of SCX can blame invocations in σ . Now, consider any maximal path π consisting
entirely of invocations of LLX, SCX, and VLX that are not in σ . By Lemma 3.87.2, π has length at most N + 3.
Since no invocation of SCX is successful after t, the invocation S of SCX corresponding to the last node on path π
must be unsuccessful. By Lemma 3.66, S must blame some other invocation of SCX. Since π is maximal, S must
blame an invocation of SCX in σ . Thus, there can be only finitely many of these paths (of bounded length). However,
this contradicts our assumption that invocations of SCX occur infinitely often.
Unfortunately, since SCX and VLX cannot be invoked unless a sequence of invocations of LLX (linked to the
SCX or VLX) return snapshots, the previous result is not strong enough unless we can guarantee that processes can
invoke SCX and/or VLX infinitely often. We first give two definitions that help clarify the progress guarantees for
SCX and VLX.
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Definition 3.89 An SCX-U PDATE algorithm performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes SCX(V, R,
f ld, new) if all of these LLXs return snapshots. A successful SCX-U PDATE is one in which the SCX returns T RUE.
Definition 3.90 A VLX-Q UERY algorithm performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes VLX(V ) if
all of these LLXs return snapshots. A successful VLX-Q UERY is one in which the VLX returns T RUE.
Theorem 3.91 Our implementation of LLX/SCX/VLX satisfies the following progress properties.
1. If operations (LLX, SCX, VLX) are performed infinitely often, then operations succeed infinitely often.
2. Suppose that (a) there is always some non-finalized Data-record reachable by following pointers from an entry
point, (b) for each Data-record r, each process performs finitely many invocations of LLX(r) that return F INAL IZED ,

and (c) processes perform infinitely many executions of SCX-U PDATE and/or VLX-Q UERY algorithms.

Then, infinitely many SCX or VLX operations succeed.
Proof: Both claims have similar proofs, by cases.
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose operations are performed infinitely often.
Case I: invocations of SCX are performed infinitely often. In this case, Lemma 3.88 implies that invocations of
SCX will succeed infinitely often, and the claim is proved.
Case II: after some time t, no invocation of SCX is performed. In this case, the blame graph contains a finite
number of invocations of SCX. By Lemma 3.77 and Lemma 3.78, the in-degree of each node in the blame graph
is bounded. By Lemma 3.62 and Lemma 3.64, each unsuccessful invocation of LLX or VLX blames an invocation
of SCX. Therefore, only finitely many invocations of LLX and VLX can be unsuccessful. Thus, eventually, every
invocation of LLX or VLX succeeds.
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose the antecedent holds, and processes perform infinitely many executions of SCXU PDATE or VLX-Q UERY algorithms.
Case I: invocations of SCX are performed infinitely often. In this case, Lemma 3.88 implies that invocations of
SCX will succeed infinitely often, and the claim is proved.
Case II: eventually, no invocation of SCX is performed. Then, as we argued in Case II of the proof of Claim 1, only
finitely many invocations of LLX can be unsuccessful. This implies that, after some time t, every invocation of LLX
is successful. Furthermore, by antecedent (b) of this claim, for each Data-record r, each process will perform finitely
many invocations of LLX(r) that return F INALIZED. By Lemma 3.87, there are a finite number of Data-records that
are ever initiated in the execution. Therefore, each process can perform only finitely many invocations of LLX that
return F INALIZED. Consequently, after some time t 0 , every invocation of LLX by any process will return a snapshot.
Any SCX-U PDATE that starts after t 0 will perform LLXs that return snapshots, and will invoke SCX, violating our
assumption in this case. Thus, after t 0 , processes execute infinitely many VLX-Q UERY algorithms, but no SCXU PDATE algorithms. Any VLX-Q UERY algorithm that starts after t 0 will perform LLXs that return snapshots, and
will invoke VLX. Thus, infinitely many invocations of VLX are performed after t 0 . Since none of these invocations
are concurrent with any invocation of SCX, Lemma 3.75 implies that all of these invocations of VLX must succeed.
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3.5

Additional properties of LLX/SCX/VLX

In this section we prove some additional properties of LLX/SCX/VLX that are intended to simplify the design of certain data structures. At this level, a configuration consists of the state of each process, and a collection of Data-records
(which have only mutable and immutable fields). A step is either a R EAD, or a linearized invocation of LLX, SCX or
VLX.
Definition 3.92 A Data-record r is in the data structure in some configuration C if and only if r is reachable by
following pointers from an entry point. We say a Data-record r is removed (from the data structure) by some step s if
and only if r is in the data structure immediately before s, and r is not in the data structure immediately after s. We say
a Data-record r is added (to the data structure) by some step s if and only if r is not in the data structure immediately
before s, and r is in the data structure immediately after s.
Note that a Data-record can be removed from or added to the data structure only by a linearized invocation of
SCX.
If the following constraint is satisfied, then the results of this section apply.
Constraint 3.93 For each linearized invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), R contains precisely the Data-records that
are removed from the data structure by S.
Lemma 3.94 If a Data-record r is removed from the data structure for the first time by step s, then no linearized
invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld is a mutable field of r, occurs at or after s. (Hence, r does not change
at or after s.)
Proof: The only step that can change r is a linearized invocation of SCX. The invocation S0 of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 )
that removes r modifies a mutable field of some Data-record different from r. Thus, f ld 0 is not a field of r. Since
this is the only change to the data structure when s occurs, r does not change when s occurs. Suppose, to derive a
contradiction, that an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld is a mutable field of r, occurs after s. Then,
since r is in V , the precondition of SCX implies that an invocation I of LLX(r) linked to S must occur before S. By
Constraint 3.93, r is in R0 . Thus, if I occurs after S0 , then it returns F INALIZED, which contradicts Definition 3.1.
Otherwise, S0 occurs between I and S, so S cannot be linearized, which contradicts our assumption.
Lemma 3.95 If an invocation I of LLX(r) returns a value different from FAIL or F INALIZED, then r is in the data
structure just before I is linearized.
Proof: By the precondition of LLX, r is initiated and, hence, in the data structure, at some point before I. Suppose,
to derive a contradiction, that r is not in the data structure just before I is linearized. Then, some linearized invocation
of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) must remove r before I is linearized. By Constraint 3.93, r is in R. However, this implies that
I must return F INALIZED, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.96 If S is a linearized invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where new is a Data-record, then new is in the
data structure just after S.
Proof: Note that f ld is a mutable field of a Data-record r in V . We first show that r is in the data structure at some
point before S. By the precondition of SCX, before S, there is an LLX(r) linked to S. By the precondition of LLX, r
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must be initiated when this linked LLX occurs. Thus, Definition 3.84 and Definition 3.92 imply that r is in the data
structure at some point before S. Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that r is not in the data structure just after S. Then,
r must either be removed by S, or by some previous step. However, this directly contradicts Lemma 3.94.
Let C1 and C2 be configurations in the execution. We use C1 < C2 to mean that C1 precedes C2 in the execution.
We say C1 ≤ C2 precisely when C1 = C2 or C1 < C2 . We denote by [C1 ,C2 ] the set of configurations {C | C1 ≤ C ≤ C2 }.
Lemma 3.97 Let r1 , r2 , ..., rl be a sequence of Data-records, where r1 is an entry point, and C1 ,C2 , ...,Cl−1 be a
sequence of configurations satisfying C1 < C2 < ... < Cl−1 . If, for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., l − 1}, a field of ri points to ri+1

in configuration Ci , then ri+1 is in the data structure in some configuration in [C1 ,Ci ]. Additionally, if a mutable field
f of rl contains a value v in some configuration Cl after Cl−1 then, in some configuration in [C1 ,Cl ], rl is in the data
structure and f contains v.
Proof: We prove the first part of this result by induction on i.
Since each entry point is always in the data structure, and r1 points to r2 in configuration C1 , r2 is in the data
structure in C1 . Thus, the claim holds for i = 1.
Suppose the claim holds for i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 2. We prove it holds for i + 1. If ri is in the data structure when it points

to ri+1 in Ci , then ri+1 is in the data structure in Ci , and we are done. Suppose ri is not in the data structure in Ci . By

the inductive hypothesis, ri is in the data structure in some configuration in [C1 ,Ci−1 ]. Let s, C1 < s < Ci , be the first
step such that ri is removed from the data structure by s. In the configuration C just before s, ri is in the data structure.
By Lemma 3.94, ri does not change at or after s. Thus, ri does not change after C. Since C occurs before Ci , and ri
points to ri+1 in Ci , ri must point to ri+1 in C. Therefore, in C (which satisfies C1 ≤ C < Ci ), ri is in the data structure
and points to ri+1 .

The second part of the proof is quite similar to the inductive step we just finished. Suppose f contains v in Cl . If rl
is in the data structure in Cl , then we are done. Suppose rl is not in the data structure in Cl . We have shown above that
rl is in the data structure in some configuration in [C1 ,Cl ]. Let s0 , C1 < s0 < Cl , be the first step such that rl is removed
from the data structure by s0 . In the configuration C0 just before s0 , rl is in the data structure. By Lemma 3.94, rl does
not change at or after s0 . Thus, rl does not change after C0 . Since C0 occurs before Cl , and f contains v in Cl , f must
contain v in C0 . Therefore, in C0 (which satisfies C1 ≤ C0 < Cl ), rl is in the data structure and f contains v.

3.6

Modifications to enable memory reclamation

Each invocation of SCX creates a new SCX-record, which must eventually be reclaimed. In managed languages such
as Java and C#, automatic garbage collection can be used to reclaim SCX-records. In unmanaged languages, more
specialized techniques must be used. We start by describing a modification to the SCX algorithm that enables garbage
collection in managed languages, and then describe how memory can be reclaimed in unmanaged languages.

3.6.1

Garbage collection

At a high level, garbage collection reclaims records only once all processes can no longer access them. Thus, as long
as any process can reach a record by following pointers, the record can not be reclaimed. The vanilla SCX algorithm
presented above is poorly suited for automatic garbage collection, because it allows garbage to remain reachable for
an arbitrarily long time.
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Figure 3.9: Example execution of a multiset in which SCX operations create reachable garbage.

Figure 3.10: Experiment showing total memory usage and time spent in garbage collection for a Java microbenchmark
on a balanced binary search tree implemented from LLX and SCX.

To show this experimentally, we produced a Java implementation of a lock-free balanced binary search tree (discussed in Chapter 5), and ran a microbenchmark wherein 8 processes perform 50% I NSERT and 50% D ELETE operations on keys drawn uniformly randomly from [0, 106 ) for 120 seconds. During this experiment, we used the NetBeans
7.2 profiler to collect statistics on the total memory usage of the Java virtual machine (JVM), and on the fraction of
the execution time that was spent performing garbage collection. We ran the experiment on an Intel i7-2600k with 4
cores and 2 hyperthreads per core and 16GB of RAM, running Windows 7, with the Java 1.7.0_07 64-bit server VM.
The Java heap was automatically sized by the JVM. (I.e., we did not specify explicit minimum or maximum sizes for
the heap.) Measurements showed that it was approximately 3GB.
The results of the experiment appear in Figure 3.10. Garbage collection performed reasonably well until approximately 15 seconds into the experiment. As the execution continued, more and more of the total heap space
was occupied, and the fraction of execution time spent performing garbage collection increased (in response to the
increased memory pressure). Eventually, nearly 100% of the execution time was spent in garbage collection, and
insertions and deletions become virtually impossible, because garbage collection could not free enough memory. Note
that gaps in the measurements (e.g., between 35 and 48 seconds) were caused by long garbage collection delays.
The problem

We explain the poor performance of garbage collection using an example, which is illustrated in

Figure 3.9. There, newly added or changed elements are drawn in black, and elements unchanged from the previous
step are drawn in gray. Nodes are drawn with a key, number of copies, and pointers to the next node (the upper pointer)
and to an SCX-record (the lower pointer). The dummy SCX-record is denoted simply with dummy.
In this example, I NSERT(c, 5) performs an SCX that creates an SCX-record S (Step 1), freezes the node u containing key a (Step 2), then updates the next pointer of u to perform the insertion and sets S.state to Committed (Step 3).
Note that u will continue to point to S until it is next frozen by an SCX. Next, I NSERT(b, 2) performs an SCX that
creates an SCX-record S0 (Step 4), freezes u (Step 5), then updates u.next and S0 .state (Step 6). Since u pointed to S
when I NSERT(b, 2) performed its SCX, S0 has a pointer to S in its infoFields. (Recall that infoFields contains the old
values used for freezing CAS steps.) Thus, S continues to be reachable (through S0 ). Note that u will continue to point
to S0 until it is next frozen by an SCX. Furthermore, the next time u is frozen, the SCX that freezes it will have a
pointer to S0 in its SCX-record (in the infoFields field), so S0 will continue to be reachable (and, hence, so will S). In
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Figure 3.11: Experiment showing the result of modifying the H ELP procedure to break chains of pointers once they
are no longer necessary.
this way, long chains of pointers between SCX-records can prevent them from being reclaimed. Similarly, as long as
an SCX-record remains reachable, so do the nodes that it points to (and the SCX-records they each point to, etc.).
A solution We solve this problem by modifying the H ELP procedure so that it breaks these chains of pointers
once they are no longer necessary. Specifically, after a process finishes helping an SCX-record S and sets S.state to
Committed or Aborted, it then replaces all pointers in S.V , S.R, S.fld, S.new, S.old and S.infoFields with N IL. Note that
this change makes it possible for helpers to see N IL in some or all of these fields. However, these fields can contain N IL
only after state is Committed or Aborted (which means helping is no longer necessary). Therefore, each invocation
of H ELP(ptr), where ptr is a pointer to an SCX-record S, begins by making a copy of S, and then checking whether
S.state contains Committed or Aborted. If so, the invocation of H ELP simply returns, without helping. Otherwise, it
proceeds as usual, referring to the copy of S, instead of reading the fields of S directly. Figure 3.11 shows the result of
this fix on the experiment described above.

3.6.2

Unmanaged languages

In unmanaged languages, where automatic garbage collection is unavailable, memory must be reclaimed manually.
In order to safely reclaim an SCX-record S, a process must know that it can no longer be accessed by any other
process. This requires knowing S is not reachable (by following pointers) from any node in the data structure, or from
any pointer stored in the private memory of a process. Most state of the art lock-free memory reclamation schemes
(e.g., [8, 28, 97]) require an algorithm to invoke a retire procedure when a Data-record is no longer reachable starting
from any node in the data structure. The memory reclamation scheme then determines when Data-records are no
longer reachable starting from any pointer in the private memory of a process, and subsequently frees them.

3.6.3

Reachability from nodes in the data structure

We modify LLX and SCX to use a (very) limited form of reference counting. This allows us to determine whether S is
reachable from a node in the data structure. To do this, we augment the state field of each SCX-record with a natural
number k (so the state field now contains hs, ki, where s ∈ {InProgress, Committed, Aborted}). LLX ignores the new
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k component of the state field and continues to use only the s component. We modify H ELP as follows. Just before the
loop at line 24, we initialize a new variable k to zero. At the end of each iteration of this loop, we increment k. Instead
of setting S.state to Aborted at line 34, we use CAS to change S.state from InProgress to hAborted, ki. We call this an

abort CAS, and say it belongs to S if it attempts to modify S.state. Similarly, instead of setting S.state to Committed
at line 41, we use CAS to change S.state from InProgress to hCommitted, ki. We call this a commit CAS, and say
it belongs to S if it attempts to modify S.state. Every time a process performs a successful freezing CAS belonging
to S (at line 26) that changes the info field of a Data-record from old to S, the process now also performs an atomic
fetch and decrement (just after the freezing CAS) to change old.state from hs, ki to hs, k − 1i (where s is Committed or
Aborted). We claim that, if k − 1 = 0, then old is no longer reachable from any node in the data structure.

Correctness More specifically, we claim the following. If any process performs an abort CAS (resp., commit CAS)
belonging to S, then the first abort CAS (resp., commit CAS) belonging to S will succeed, and it will change S.state
to hAborted, ki (resp., hCommitted, ki), where k is the number of successful freezing CAS steps that belong to S.
(Observe that k is then equal to the number of pointers to S that were stored in Data-records by freezing CAS steps.)
Furthermore, S.state will not change after this successful abort CAS (resp., commit CAS).
In the following, we refer to the original LLX and SCX algorithm presented in Section 3.3 as the original algorithm, and we refer to the version that performs the reference counting described above as the modified algorithm.
In the original algorithm, state was changed in two places: at line 41, where it was changed to Committed by
a write, and at line 34, where it was changed to Aborted by a write. Furthermore, state could change only from
InProgress to Aborted or Committed. Therefore, whenever line 34 was executed, state could contain InProgress or
Aborted, but not Committed. Similarly, whenever line 41 was executed, state could contain InProgress or Committed,
but not Aborted. This implies that, if a process helping S executed line 34 (resp., line 41), then no process helping
S could execute line 41 (resp., line 34). It follows that, in the modified algorithm, if a process helping S executes an
abort CAS at line 34 (resp., commit CAS at line 41), then no process helping S executes a commit CAS (resp., abort
CAS).
Suppose some process performs an abort CAS belonging to S. Then, by the argument above, there is no commit
CAS belonging to S. Moreover, state must contain InProgress or hAborted, ki (for some k) whenever an abort CAS
is performed. The first time a process performs an abort CAS belonging to S, S.state must contain InProgress, so

the abort CAS will succeed and change S.state to hAborted, ki. After this abort CAS, S.state will never again contain
InProgress, so no subsequent abort CAS belonging to S can succeed. Thus, S.state will not change after the successful
abort CAS. Finally, Lemma 3.18 implies that there is a successful freezing CAS belonging to S on each of the first k
Data-records in V , and there are no other successful freezing CAS steps belonging to S. Consequently, k is the number
of successful freezing CAS steps that belong to S.
Now, suppose some process performs a commit CAS belonging to S. Then, by the argument above, there is no
abort CAS belonging to S. Moreover, state must contain InProgress or hCommitted, ki (for some k) whenever a commit
CAS is performed. The first time a process performs a commit CAS belonging to S, S.state must contain InProgress,
so the commit CAS will succeed and change S.state to hCommitted, ki. After this commit CAS, S.state will never

again contain InProgress, so no subsequent commit CAS belonging to S can succeed. Thus, S.state will not change
after the successful commit CAS. Finally, we prove that k is the number of successful freezing CAS steps that belong
to S. Any process that performs a commit CAS belonging to S at line 41 must also perform a frozen step belonging to S
at line 37. Therefore, Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.8 imply that there is exactly one successful freezing CAS belonging
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to S for each Data-record in V . In other words, there are |V | successful freezing CAS steps belonging to S. Since a
commit CAS is executed only if a process exits the loop at line 24 after iterating through each Data-record in V , every
commit CAS attempts to change state to hCommitted, |V |i. Thus, k = |V |.

3.6.4

Reachability from private pointers

Suppose all invocations of LLX and SCX are performed by operations, and processes do not keep any pointers in
private memory between operations. (That is, each time a process finishes an operation, it “forgets” all of the pointers
in its private memory.) Then, we can use a distributed epoch-based reclamation scheme called DEBRA (described in
Chapter 11) to reclaim SCX-records once they are no longer reachable from any pointer in the private memory of a
process. Using DEBRA entails invoking a pair of procedures leaveQstate() and enterQstate() at the beginning and
end of each operation, respectively, and invoking another procedure retire(S) whenever an SCX-record S is no longer
reachable from any node in the tree (but may be reachable from the private memory of some process). In the absence
of process failures, every SCX-record is eventually reclaimed by DEBRA. However, DEBRA is not fault tolerant. For
lock-free algorithms that satisfy some additional properties, a fault tolerant version called DEBRA+ can be used.
For lock-free algorithms that cannot use DEBRA, it may be possible to use other lock-free reclamation schemes
such as Hazard Pointers [97], Beware and Cleanup [57] or ThreadScan [8]. The details of the algorithm implemented
using LLX and SCX can affect whether it is possible to use each of these reclamation schemes (see Chapter 11).
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Chapter 4

Multiset implemented with LLX/SCX
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4.1

Implementation

We now give a detailed description of the implementation of a multiset using LLX and SCX. We assume that keys
stored in the multiset are drawn from a totally ordered set and −∞ < k < ∞ for every key k in the multiset. As described

in Section 3.2, we use a singly-linked list of nodes, sorted by key. To avoid special cases, it always has a sentinel node,
head, with key −∞ at its beginning and a sentinel node, tail, with key ∞ at its end. The definition of Node, the
Data-record used to represent a node, and the pseudocode are presented in Figure 4.1.

S EARCH(key) traverses the list, starting from head, by reading next pointers until reaching the first node r whose
key is at least key. This node and the preceding node p are returned. G ET(key) performs S EARCH(key), outputs r’s
count if r’s key matches key, and outputs 0, otherwise.
An invocation I of I NSERT(key, count) starts by calling S EARCH(key). Using the nodes p and r that are returned,
it updates the data structure. It decides whether key is already in the multiset (by checking whether r.key = key) and,
if so, it invokes LLX(r) followed by an SCX linked to r to increase r.count by count, as depicted in Figure 3.5(b).
Otherwise, I performs the update depicted in Figure 3.5(a): It invokes LLX(p), checks that p still points to r, creates a
node, new, and invokes an SCX linked to p to insert new between p and r. If p no longer points to r, the LLX returns
FAIL or F INALIZED, or the SCX returns FALSE, then I restarts.
An invocation I of D ELETE(key, count) also begins by calling S EARCH(key). It invokes LLX on the nodes p and
r and then checks that p still points to r. If r does not contain at least count copies of key, then I returns FALSE. If
r contains exactly count copies, then I performs the update depicted in Figure 3.5(c) to remove node r from the list.
To do so, it invokes LLX on the node, rnext, that r.next points to, makes a copy rnext 0 of rnext, and invokes an SCX
linked to p, r and rnext to change p.next to point to rnext 0 . This SCX also finalizes the nodes r and rnext, which are
thereby removed from the data structure. The node rnext is replaced by a copy to avoid the ABA problem in p.next.
If r contains more than count copies, then I replaces r by a new copy r0 with an appropriately reduced count using an
SCX linked to p and r, as shown in Figure 3.5(d). This SCX finalizes r. If an LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, or
the SCX returns FALSE then I restarts.

4.2

Correctness and progress

This section gives a detailed proof of correctness for the multiset implementation. We start with a high-level sketch.

4.2.1

Proof sketch

The proof begins by showing that this multiset implementation satisfies some basic invariants. Notably, (1) head
always points to a node, (2) if a node has key ∞ then its next pointer is nil, and (3) if a node’s key is not ∞ then its next
pointer points to a node with a strictly larger key. These invariants imply that the data structure is always a sorted list.
Next, we prove that the Data-records removed from the data structure by a linearized invocation of SCX(V , R,
f ld, new) are exactly the Data-records in R. This allows us to apply the proposition in Section 3.3.3 to prove that there
is a time during each S EARCH when the nodes r and p that it returns are both in the list and p.next = r.
Each G ET and each D ELETE that returns FALSE is linearized at the linearization point of the S EARCH it performs.
Every other I NSERT or D ELETE is linearized at its successful SCX. Linearizability of all operations then follows from
the following invariant: At every time t, the multiset of keys in the data structure is equal to the multiset of keys that
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t y p e Node
. Fields from sequential data structure
key
. key (immutable)
count . occurrences of key (mutable)
. next pointer (mutable)
next
. Fields defined by LLX/SCX algorithm
info
. a pointer to an SCX-record
marked . a Boolean value
shared Node tail := new Node(∞, 0, N IL)
shared Node head := new Node(−∞, 0,tail)
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

G ET(key)
hr, −i := S EARCH(key)
i f key = r.key t h e n r e t u r n r.count
e l s e return 0
S EARCH(key)
. Postcondition: p and r point to Nodes with p.key < key ≤ r.key.
p := head
r := p.next
w h i l e key > r.key do
p := r
r := r.next
r e t u r n hr, pi
I NSERT(key, count)
. Precondition: count > 0
w h i l e T RUE do
hr, pi := S EARCH(key)
i f key = r.key t h e n
localr := LLX(r)
i f localr ∈
/ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n
if SCX(hri, hi, &r.count, localr.count + count) then return
else
local p := LLX(p)
i f local p ∈
/ {FAIL, F INALIZED} and r = local p.next t h e n
if SCX(hpi, hi, &p.next, new Node(key, count, r)) then return
D ELETE(key, count)
. Precondition: count > 0
w h i l e T RUE do
hr, pi := S EARCH(key)
local p := LLX(p)
localr := LLX(r)
i f local p, localr ∈
/ {FAIL, F INALIZED} and r = local p.next t h e n
i f key 6= r.key or localr.count < count t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
e l s e i f localr.count > count t h e n
i f SCX(hpi, hri, &p.next, new Node(r.key, localr.count − count, localr.next)) then return T RUE
e l s e . assert: localr.count = count
i f LLX(localr.next) ∈
/ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n
i f SCX(hp, r, localr.nexti, hr, localr.nexti, &p.next, new copy of localr.next) then return T RUE
Figure 4.1: Pseudocode for a multiset, implemented with a singly linked list.

would result from the atomic execution of the sequence of operations linearized up to time t. Next, we prove that
all operations (I NSERT, D ELETE and S EARCH) return the correct values. Finally, we prove progress by showing the
number of invocations of LLX that return F INALIZED is bounded (a requirement for using LLX and SCX), and then
using the progress properties of LLX and SCX.

4.2.2

Complete proof

In the following, we define the response of a S EARCH to be a step at which a value is returned. Note that we specify
Lemma 4.1.3, instead of directly proving the considerably simpler statement in Constraint 3.93, so that we can reuse
the intermediate results when proving linearizability.
Lemma 4.1 The multiset algorithm satisfies the following properties.
1. Every invocation of LLX or SCX has valid arguments, and satisfies its preconditions.
2. Every invocation of S EARCH satisfies its postconditions.
3. Let S be an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) performed by an invocation I of I NSERT or D ELETE, and p, r
and rnext refer to the local variables of I. If I performs S at line 19, then no Data-record is added or removed
by S, and R = 0.
/ If I performs S at line 23, then only new is added by S, no Data-record is removed by S, and
R = 0.
/ If I performs S at line 32, then only new is added by S, only r is removed by S, and R = {r}. If I performs

S at line 35, then only new is added by S, only r and rnext are removed by S, and R = {r, rnext}.

4. The head entry point always points to a Node, the next pointer of each Node with key 6= ∞ points to some Node
with a strictly larger key, and the next pointer of each Node with key = ∞ is N IL.

Proof: We prove these claims by induction on the sequence of steps taken in the execution. The only steps that can
affect these claims are invocations of LLX and SCX, and responses of S EARCHes. Base case. Clearly, Claim 1,
Claim 2 and Claim 3 hold before any such step occurs. Before the first SCX, the data structure is in its initial
configuration. Thus, Claim 4 holds before any step occurs. Inductive step. Suppose these claims hold before some
step s. We prove they hold after s.
Proof of Claim 1. The only steps that can affect this claim are invocations of LLX and SCX.
Suppose s is an invocation of LLX. By inductive Claim 3 and Observation 4.3, Constraint 3.93 is satisfied at all
times before s occurs. The only places in the code where s can occur are at lines 17, 21, 27, 28 and 34. Suppose s
occurs at line 17, 21, 27 or 28. Then, by inductive Claim 2, argument to s is non-N IL. We can apply Lemma 3.97 to
show that the argument to s is in the data structure and, hence, initiated, at some point during the last S EARCH before s.
Now, suppose s occurs at line 34 (so localr.next is the argument to s). Then, key = r.key when line 30 is performed so,
by the precondition of D ELETE, r.key 6= ∞. By inductive Claim 4, r.next 6= N IL when LLX(r) is performed at line 28,

so localr.next 6= N IL. We can apply Lemma 3.97 to show that localr.next is in the data structure and, hence, initiated,
at some point between the start of the last S EARCH before s and the last LLX(r) before s (which reads localr.next

from r.next).
Suppose s is a step that performs an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new). Then, the only places in the code where
s can occur are at lines 19, 23, 32 and 35. It is a trivial exercise to inspect the code of I NSERT and D ELETE, and
argue that the process that performs s has done an LLX(r) linked to S for each r ∈ V , that R ⊆ V , and that f ld points
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to a mutable field of a Data-record in V . It remains to prove that Precondition (2) and Precondition (3) of SCX are
satisfied. Let I be the invocation of LLX(r) linked to S. Suppose s occurs at line 19. The only step that can affect the
claim is a linearized invocation s of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) performed at line 19. From the code, f ld is r.count. Since
s is linearized, no invocation of SCX(V 00 , R00 , f ld 00 , new00 ) with r ∈ V 00 is linearized between I and s. Thus, r.count

does not change between when I and s are linearized. From the code, new is count plus the value read from r.count
by I. Therefore, new is strictly larger than r.count was when I was linearized, which implies that new is strictly larger
than r.count when s is linearized. This immediately implies Precondition (2) and Precondition (3) of SCX. Now,
suppose s occurs at line 23, 32 or 35. Then, new is a pointer to a Node that was created after I. Thus, no invocation
of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) can even begin before I. We now prove that new is not the initial value of the field pointed
to by f ld. From the code, f ld is p.next. If p.next is initially N IL, then we are done. Otherwise, p.next initially points
to some Node r0 . Clearly, r0 must be created before p. Hence, r0 must be created before the invocation of S EARCH
followed a pointer to p. Since new is a pointer to a Node that is created after this invocation of S EARCH, new 6= r0 .

Proof of Claim 2. To affect this claim, s must be the response of an invocation of S EARCH(key). We prove a

loop invariant that states r is a Node, and either p is a Node and p.key < key or p = head. Before the loop, p = head
and r = head.next. By inductive Claim 4 head.next is always a Node, so the claim holds before the loop. Suppose
the claim holds at the beginning of an iteration. Let r and p be the respective values of local variables r and p at the
beginning of the iteration, and r0 and p0 be their values at the end of the iteration. From the code, p0 = r and r0 is
the value read from r.next at line 11. By the inductive hypothesis, p0 is a Node. Since the loop did not exit before
this iteration, key > p0 .key. Further, since S EARCH(key) is invoked only when key < ∞ (by inspection of the code and
preconditions), p0 .key < ∞. By inductive Claim 4, p0 .next = r.next always points to a Node, so r0 is a Node, and the
inductive claim holds at the end of the iteration. Finally, the exit condition of the loop implies key ≤ r0 .key, so S EARCH
satisfies its postcondition.

Proof of Claim 3. Since a Data-record can be removed from the data structure only by a change to a mutable field
of some other Data-record, this claim can be affected only by linearized invocations of SCX. Suppose s is a linearized
invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new). Then, s can occur only at line 19, 23, 32 or 35. Let I be the invocation of I NSERT
or D ELETE in which s occurs. We proceed by cases.
Suppose s occurs at line 19. Then, f ld is a pointer to r.count. Thus, s changes a count field, not a next pointer.
Since this is the only change that is made by s, no Data-record is removed by s, and no Data-record is added by s.
Since R = 0,
/ the claim holds.
Suppose s occurs at line 23. Then, f ld is a pointer to p.next, and new is a pointer to a new Node. Before performing
s, I performs an invocation L1 of LLX(p), which returns a value different from FAIL, or F INALIZED, at line 27. Just
after performing L1 , I sees that local p.next = r. Note that L1 is linked to s. Since s is linearized, and p ∈ V , p.next

does not change in between when L1 and s are linearized. Therefore, s changes p.next from r to point to a new Node
whose next pointer points to r. Since s is linearized, Lemma 3.94 implies that p must be in the data structure just
before s (and when its change occurs). Since this is the only change that is made by s, no Data-record is removed by
s, and new points to the only Data-record that is added by s. Since R = 0,
/ the claim holds.
Suppose s occurs at line 32 or line 35. Then, f ld is a pointer to p.next, and new is a pointer to a new Node.
Before performing s, I performs invocations L1 and L2 of LLX(p) and LLX(r), respectively, which each return a
value different from FAIL, or F INALIZED. Note that L1 and L2 are linked to s. Just after performing L1 , I sees that
local p.next = r. Since s is linearized, and p ∈ V , p.next does not change in between when L1 and s are linearized.
Similarly, since r ∈ V , r.next does not change between when L1 and s are linearized. Before s, I sees key = r.key at
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line 30. By the precondition of D ELETE, r.key 6= ∞. Thus, inductive Claim 4 (and the fact that keys do not change)

implies that r.next points to some Node rnext = localr.next at all times between when L2 and s are linearized. We
consider two sub-cases.
Case I: s occurs at line 32. Therefore, s changes p.next from r to point to a new Node whose next pointer points

to rnext and, when this change occurs, r.next points to rnext. Since s is linearized, Lemma 3.94 implies that p must
be in the data structure just before s (and when its change occurs). Since this is the only change that is made by s, r
points to the only Data-record that is removed by s, and new points to the only Data-record that is added by s. Since
R = {r}, the claim holds.

Case II: s occurs at line 35. Since rnext ∈ V , rnext.next does not change between when the LLX at line 34 and

s are linearized. Thus, rnext.next contains the same value v throughout this time. Therefore, s changes p.next from r

to point to a new Node whose next pointer contains v and, when this change occurs, p.next points to r, r.next points
to rnext, and rnext.next contains v. Since s is linearized, Lemma 3.94 implies that p must be in the data structure just
before s (and when its change occurs). Since this is the only change that is made by s, r and rnext point to the only
Data-records that are removed by s, and new points to the only Data-record that is added by s. Since R = {r, next}, the
claim holds.

Proof of Claim 4. This claim can be affected only by a linearized invocation of SCX that changes a next pointer.
Suppose s is a linearized invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new). Then, s can occur only at line 23, 32 or 35. We argued in
the proof of Claim 3 that, in each of these cases, s changes p.next from r to point to a new Node, and that this is the
only change that it makes. Let I be the invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE in which s occurs.
Suppose s occurs at line 32. We argued in the proof of Claim 3 that, at all times between when the LLX(r) at
line 28 and s are linearized, p.next points to r and r.next points to some Node rnext. Therefore, new.key = r.key and
new.next points to rnext. We show r is a Node (and not the head entry point), and r.key 6= ∞. Since r.next points to
a Node rnext 6= N IL, r 6= N IL and r.key 6= ∞ (by the inductive hypothesis). Similarly, since p.next points to r, either

r = N IL or r is a Node, so we are done. Since r.next points to rnext just before s is linearized, setting new.next to
point to rnext does not violate the inductive hypothesis. Since p.next points to r, the inductive hypothesis implies that
either p is the head entry point or p.key < r.key. Clearly, setting p.next to point to new does not violate the inductive
hypothesis in either case.
Suppose s occurs at line 23. Then, new.key = key and new.next points to r. Before s, I invokes S EARCH(key)
at line 15, and then sees key 6= r.key at line 16. By inductive Claim 2, this invocation of S EARCH satisfies its post-

conditions, which implies that r points to a Node which satisfies key < r.key. Since S EARCH(key) is invoked only
when key < ∞ (by inspection of the code and preconditions), key < ∞. Thus, setting new.next to point to r does not
violate the inductive hypothesis. The post conditions of S EARCH also imply that either p is a Node and p.key < key
or p = head. Therefore, setting p.next to point to new does not violate the inductive hypothesis.
Suppose s occurs at line 35. We argued in the proof of Claim 3 that, at all times between when the LLX(r)
at line 28 and s are linearized, p.next points to r, r.next points to some Node rnext (pointed to by localr.next) and
rnext.next points to some Node rnext 0 . Thus, new.key = rnext.key and new.next points to rnext 0 . Since rnext.next
points to a Node rnext 0 , rnext.key < ∞ (by the inductive hypothesis). Therefore, since rnext.next points to rnext 0 just
before s, setting new.next to point to rnext 0 does not violate the inductive hypothesis. By the inductive hypothesis,
either p is the head entry point, or p.key < r.key < rnext.key = new.key < ∞. Clearly, setting p.next to point to new
does not violate the inductive hypothesis in either case.
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Corollary 4.2 The head entry point always points to a sorted list with strictly increasing keys.
Proof: Immediate from Lemma 4.1.4.
Observation 4.3 Lemma 4.1.3 implies Constraint 3.93.
We now argue that the multiset algorithm satisfies a constraint placed on the use of LLX and SCX. This constraint
is used to guarantee progress for SCX.
Observation 4.4 Consider any execution with a configuration C after which no field of any Data-record changes.
There is a total order on all Data-records created during this execution such that, if Data-record r1 appears before
Data-record r2 in the sequence V passed to an invocation S of SCX whose linked LLXs begin after C, then r1 < r2 .
Proof: Since the LLXs linked to S begin after C, it follows immediately from the multiset code that V is a subsequence of nodes in the list. By Corollary 4.2, they occur in order of strictly increasing keys, so r1 before r2 in V
implies r1 .key < r2 .key. Thus, we take the total order on keys to be our total order.
Definition 4.5 The number of occurrences of key 6= ∞ in the data structure at time t is count if there is a Data-record
r in the data structure at time t such that r.key = key and r.count = count, and zero, otherwise.

We call an invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE effective if it performs a linearized invocation of SCX (which either
returns T RUE, or does not terminate). From the code of I NSERT and D ELETE, each effective invocation of I NSERT
or D ELETE performs exactly one linearized invocation of SCX, each invocation of I NSERT that returns is effective,
and each invocation of D ELETE that returns T RUE is effective. We linearize each effective invocation of I NSERT or
D ELETE at its linearized invocation of SCX. The linearization point for an invocation I of D ELETE(key, count) that
returns FALSE is subtle. Suppose I returns FALSE after seeing r.key 6= key. Then, we must linearize it at a time when
the nodes p and r returned by its invocation I 0 of S EARCH are both in the data structure and p.next points to r. By

Observation 4.3, Constraint 3.93 is satisfied. This means we can apply Lemma 3.97 to show that there is a time during
I 0 when p is in the data structure and p.next = r (so r is also in the data structure). We linearize I at the last such time.
Now, suppose I returns FALSE after seeing r.count < count. Then, we must linearize it at a time when the node r
returned by its invocation I 0 of S EARCH is both in the data structure, and satisfies r.count < count. As in the previous
case, we can apply Lemma 3.97 to show that there is a time after the start of I 0 , and at or before when I reads a value
v from r.count at line 30, such that r is in the data structure and r.count = v. We linearize I at the last such time.
Similarly, we linearize each G ET at the last time after the start of the S EARCH in G ET, and at or before when the G ET
reads a value v from r.count, such that r is in the data structure and r.count = v. Clearly, each operation is linearized
during that operation.
Lemma 4.6 At all times t, the multiset σ of keys in the data structure is equal to the multiset σL of keys that would
result from the atomic execution of the sequence of operations linearized up to time t.
Proof: We prove this claim by induction on the sequence of steps taken in the execution. Since next pointers and
count fields can be changed only by linearized invocations of SCX (and key fields do not change), we need only
consider linearized invocations of SCX when reasoning about σ . Thus, invocations of I NSERT and D ELETE that are
not effective cannot change the data structure. Since invocations of G ET do not invoke SCX, they cannot change the
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data structure. Therefore, we need only consider effective invocations of I NSERT and D ELETE when reasoning about
σL . Since each effective invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE is linearized at its linearized invocation of SCX, the steps
that can affect σ and σL are exactly the same. Base case. Before any linearized SCX has occurred, no next pointer
has been changed. Thus, the data structure is in its initial configuration, which implies σ = 0.
/ Since no effective
invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE has been linearized, σL = 0.
/ Inductive step. Let s be a linearized invocation S of
SCX(V, R, f ld, new), I be the (effective) invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE that performs S, and p, r and rnext refer to
the local variables of I. Suppose σ = σL before s. Let σ 0 denote σ after s, and σL0 denote σL after s. We prove σ 0 = σL0 .
Suppose S is performed at line 19. Then, I is an invocation of I NSERT(key, count), and σL0 = σL + {count copies of

key}. By Lemma 4.1.3, no Data-record is added or removed by S. Before I performs S, I performs an invocation L of
LLX(r) linked to S at line 17. Since S is linearized, no mutable field of r changes between when L and S are linearized.
Therefore, the value localr.count that L reads from r.count is equal to the value of r.count at all times between when
L and S are linearized, and line 19 implies that S changes r.count from localr.count to localr.count + count. Since S
is linearized, Lemma 3.94 implies that r must be in the data structure just before S is linearized. By Lemma 4.1.4, r is
the only Node in the data structure with key key, so σ contains exactly v copies of key just before S is linearized. Since
this is the only change made by S, σ 0 = σ + {count copies of key}, and the inductive hypothesis implies σ 0 = σL0 .

Suppose S is performed at line 23. Then, I is an invocation of I NSERT(key, count), and σL0 = σL + {count copies

of key}. By Lemma 4.1.3, no Data-record is removed by S, and only new is added by S. From the code of I NSERT,
new.key = key and new.count = count. Therefore, σ 0 = σ +{count copies of key}, and the inductive hypothesis implies
σ 0 = σL0 .

Suppose S is performed at line 32. Then, I is an invocation of D ELETE(key, count). Before I performs S, I performs
an invocation L of LLX(r) linked to S at line 28. Since S is linearized, no mutable field of r changes between when
L and S are linearized. Thus, the value localr.count that L reads from r.count is equal to the value of r.count at all
times between when L and S are linearized. This implies that I sees r.key = key and r.count ≥ count at line 30. By
Lemma 4.1.3, r is the only Data-record removed by S, and new is the only Data-record added by S. By Definition 3.92,
r must be in the data structure just before S is linearized. By Lemma 4.1.4, r is the only Node in the data structure with
key key. Hence, σ contains exactly localr.count copies of key just before S is linearized. From the code of D ELETE,
new.key = r.key and new.count = localr.count − count. Therefore, σ 0 = σ − {count copies of key}. By the inductive
hypothesis, σ = σL . Thus, there are localr.count ≥ count copies of key in σL . Therefore, if I is performed atomically
at its linearization point, it will enter the if-block at line 31, so σL0 = σL − {count copies of key} = σ 0 .

Suppose S is performed at line 35. Then, I is an invocation of D ELETE(key, count). Before I performs S, I performs

an invocation L of LLX(r) linked to S at line 28. Since S is linearized, no mutable field of r changes between when
L and S are linearized. Thus, the value localr.count that L reads from r.count is equal to the value of r.count at all
times between when L and S are linearized. This implies that I sees r.key = key and r.count ≥ count at line 30, and
count ≥ r.count at line 31. Hence, r.count = count at all times between when L and S are linearized. Let rnext be the

Node pointed to by I’s local variable localr.next. (We know rnext is a Node, and not N IL, from r.key = key < ∞ and
Lemma 4.1.4.) After L, I performs an invocation L0 of LLX(rnext) linked to S at line 34. By the same argument as
for r.count, the value v that L0 reads from rnext.count is equal to the value of rnext.count at all times between when
L0 and S are linearized. By Lemma 4.1.3, r and rnext are the only Data-records removed by S, and new is the only
Data-record added by S. By Definition 3.92, r and rnext must be in the data structure just before S. By Lemma 4.1.4,
r is the only Node in the data structure with key key, and rnext is the only Node in the data structure with its key.
Hence, σ contains exactly r.count = count copies of key, and exactly v copies of rnext.key. From the code of D ELETE,
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new.key = rnext.key and new.count = rnext.count = v. Therefore, σ 0 = σ − {count copies of key} By the inductive
hypothesis, σ = σL . Thus, there are exactly count copies of key just before I in the linearized execution. From the
code of D ELETE, in the linearized execution, I will enter the else block at line 33, so σL0 = σL − {count copies of
key} = σ 0 .

Lemma 4.7 Each invocation of G ET(key) that terminates returns the number of occurrences of key in the data structure just before it is linearized.
Proof: Consider any invocation I of G ET(key). Let I 0 be the invocation of S EARCH(key) performed by G ET(key), and
p and r refer to the local variables of I 0 . By Lemma 4.1.2, I 0 satisfies its postcondition, which means that key ≤ r.key,

and either p.key < key or p = head. We proceed by cases. Suppose key = r.key. Then, after I 0 , I reads a value v from
r.count and returns v. By Observation 4.3, Constraint 3.93 is satisfied. By Lemma 3.97, there is a time after the start
of I 0 , and at or before when I reads r.count, such that r is in the data structure and r.count = v. I is linearized at the last
such time. By Corollary 4.2, r is the only Data-record in the list that contains key key. Suppose that either key < r.key
and p = head, or key < r.key and p.key < key. Then, I returns zero. By Lemma 3.97, at sometime during I 0 , p was
in the data structure and p.next pointed to r. I is linearized at the last such time. By Corollary 4.2, the data structure
contains no occurrences of key when I is linearized.
Lemma 4.8 Each invocation I of D ELETE(key, count) that terminates returns T RUE if the data structure contains at
least count occurrences of key just before I is linearized, and FALSE otherwise.
Proof: Case I: I returns FALSE. In this case, I satisfies key 6= r.key or localr.count < count at line 30. Suppose key 6=
r.key. Then, by the postcondition of S EARCH, key < r.key, and either p.key < key or p = head. By Observation 4.3,

Constraint 3.93 is satisfied. By Lemma 3.97, there is a time during the preceding invocation I 0 of S EARCH, when p
was in the data structure and p.next pointed to r. I is linearized at the last such time. Corollary 4.2 implies that there
are no occurrences of key in the data structure when I is linearized. By the precondition of D ELETE, count > 0, so the
claim is satisfied.
Now, suppose localr.count < count at line 30. By Lemma 3.97, there is a time after the start of I 0 , and before
I’s LLX(r) reads localr.count from r.count, such that r is in the data structure and r.count = localr.count. I is
linearized at the last such time. By Corollary 4.2, r is the only Data-record in the list that contains key key, so there
are r.count < count occurrences of r.key = key in the data structure when I is linearized.
Case II: I returns T RUE. In this case, I satisfies key = r.key and localr.count ≥ count at line 30, and I is linearized

at an invocation S of SCX at line 32 or 35. In each case, Lemma 4.1.3 implies that r is removed by S, so r is in the data
structure just before S is linearized. Hence, r is in the data structure just before I is linearized. Before I performs S, I

performs an invocation L of LLX(r) linked to S at line 28 that reads localr.count from r.count. Since S is linearized,
no mutable field of r changes between when L and S are linearized. Therefore, the value of localr.count is equal to
the value of r.count at all times between when L and S are linearized. Thus, just before I is linearized, r is in the data
structure and r.count ≥ count. Finally, Corollary 4.2 implies that r is the only Data-record in the list that contains key

key, so the claim holds.

In Section 3.2.2, we explained that a process cannot invoke SCX(V, R, f ld, new) until it performs successful
invocations of LLX on each r ∈ V , so an LLX(r) that returns F INALIZED can prevent a process from invoking

SCX(V, R, f ld, new). Thus, if a process can repeatedly perform LLX(r) on a finalized Data-record r, then doing so
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may prevent it from performing any successful SCX operations. As we discussed there, one way to prevent this from
happening is to have each process explicitly keep track of all F INALIZED Data-records it has seen (so it can avoid
performing LLX on them again). We now prove that this kind of explicit bookkeeping is unnecessary for the multiset
algorithm, because processes will not repeatedly invoke LLX(r) on a finalized Data-record r.
Lemma 4.9 No process performs more than one invocation of LLX(r) that returns F INALIZED, for any Data-record
r.
Proof: Let r be a Data-record. Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that a process p performs two invocations L and
L0 of LLX(r) that return F INALIZED. Without loss of generality, let L occur before L0 . From the code of I NSERT and
D ELETE, p must perform an invocation of S EARCH, L, another invocation I of S EARCH, and then L0 . Since L returns
F INALIZED, it is linearized after an invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) with r ∈ R. By Lemma 4.1.3, r is removed

from the data structure by S. We now show that r cannot be added back into the data structure by any subsequent
invocation of SCX. From the code of I NSERT and D ELETE, each invocation of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) that changes a
next pointer is passed a newly created Node, that is not known to any other process, as its new0 argument. This implies
that new0 is not initiated, and cannot have previously been removed from the data structure. Therefore, r is not in the
data structure at any point during I. By Observation 4.3, Constraint 3.93 is satisfied. By Lemma 3.97, r is in the data
structure at some point during I, which is a contradiction.
Finally, we use the progress guarantees provided by LLX and SCX to prove that the multiset is lock-free.
Lemma 4.10 If operations (I NSERT, D ELETE and G ET) are invoked infinitely often, then operations complete infinitely often.
Proof: Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that operations are invoked infinitely often but, after some time t, no
operation completes. If SCXs are performed infinitely often, then they will succeed infinitely often and, hence,
operations will succeed infinitely often. Thus, there must be some time t 0 ≥ t after which no SCX is performed. Then,
after t 0 , the data structure does not change, and only a finite number of nodes with keys different from ∞ are ever added

to the data structure. Consider an invocation I of S EARCH(key) that is executing after t 0 . Each time I performs line 11,
it reads a Node rnext from r.next, and rnext.key > r.key. Therefore, by Corollary 4.2, I will eventually see r.key = ∞
at line 9. This implies that every invocation of G ET eventually completes. Therefore, I NSERT and D ELETE must be
invoked infinitely often after t 0 . From the code of I NSERT (D ELETE), in each iteration of the while loop, a S EARCH is
performed, followed by a sequence of LLXs. If these LLXs all return values different from FAIL or F INALIZED, then
an invocation of SCX is performed. Since every invocation of S EARCH eventually completes, Definition 3.89 implies
that invocations of SCX are set up infinitely often. Thus, invocations of SCX succeed infinitely often. From the code
of I NSERT and D ELETE, after performing a successful invocation of SCX, an invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE will
immediately return.
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Chapter 5

A template for implementing trees
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The binary search tree (BST) is among the most important data structures. Previous concurrent implementations
of balanced BSTs without locks either used coarse-grained transactions, which limit concurrency, or lacked rigorous
proofs of correctness. In this Chapter, we describe a general technique for producing a lock-free implementation of any
data structure based on a down-tree (a directed acyclic graph of indegree one), with updates that modify any connected
subgraph of the tree atomically. Our approach drastically simplifies the task of proving correctness. This makes it
feasible to develop provably correct implementations of non-blocking balanced BSTs with updates that synchronize
on a small constant number of nodes.
As with all concurrent implementations, the implementations obtained using our technique are more efficient if
each update to the data structure involves a small number of nodes near one another. We call such an update localized.
We use operation to denote an operation of the abstract data type (ADT) being implemented by the data structure.
Operations that cannot modify the data structure are called queries. For some data structures, such as Patricia tries and
leaf-oriented BSTs, operations modify the data structure using a single localized update. In some other data structures,
operations that modify the data structure can be split into several localized updates that can be freely interleaved.
A particularly interesting application of our technique is to implement relaxed-balance versions of sequential
data structures efficiently. Relaxed-balance data structures decouple updates that rebalance the data structure from
operations, and allow updates that accomplish rebalancing to be delayed and freely interleaved with other updates.
For example, a chromatic tree is a relaxed-balance version of a red-black tree (RBT) which splits up the insertion or
deletion of a key and any subsequent rotations into a sequence of localized updates. There is a rich literature of relaxedbalance versions of sequential data structures [82], and several papers (e.g., [86]) have described general techniques
that can be used to easily produce them from large classes of existing sequential data structures. The small number of
nodes involved in each update makes relaxed-balance data structures perfect candidates for efficient implementation
using our technique.
Our Contributions
• We provide a simple template that can be filled in to obtain an implementation of any update for a data structure

based on a down-tree. We prove that any data structure that follows our template for all of its updates will
automatically be linearizable and non-blocking. The template takes care of all process coordination, so the data
structure designer is able to think of updates as atomic steps.

• To demonstrate the use of our template, we provide a complete, provably correct, non-blocking linearizable

implementation of a chromatic tree [104], which is a relaxed-balanced version of a RBT. To our knowledge,
this is the first provably correct, non-blocking balanced BST in which updates synchronize on a small constant
number of nodes. Our chromatic trees always have height O(c + log n), where n is the number of keys stored in

the tree and c is the number of insertions and deletions that are in progress (proved in Section 6.5).
• We show that sequential implementations of some queries are linearizable, even though they completely ignore
concurrent updates. For example, an ordinary BST search (that works when there is no concurrency) also works
in our chromatic tree. Ignoring updates makes searches very fast. We also describe how to perform successor
queries in our chromatic tree, which interact properly with updates that follow our template.
• We show experimentally that our Java implementation of a chromatic tree rivals, and often significantly outperforms, known highly-tuned concurrent dictionaries, over a variety of workloads, contention levels and thread
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counts. For example, with 128 threads, our algorithm outperforms Java’s non-blocking skip-list by 13% to
156%, the lock-based AVL tree of Bronson et al. by 63% to 224%, and a RBT that uses software transactional
memory (STM) by 13 to 134 times (Section 6.7).

5.1

Related work

There are many lock-based implementations of search tree data structures. (See [3, 27] for state-of-the-art examples.)
Here, we focus on implementations that do not use locks. Valois [121] sketched an implementation of non-blocking
node-oriented BSTs from CAS. Fraser [55] gave a non-blocking BST using 8-word CAS, but did not provide a full
proof of correctness. He also described how multi-word CAS can be implemented from single-word CAS instructions.
Ellen et al. [52] gave a provably correct, non-blocking implementation of leaf-oriented BSTs directly from singleword CAS. A similar approach was used for k-ary search trees [31] and Patricia tries [113]. All three used the
cooperative technique originated by Turek, Shasha and Prakash [120] and Barnes [17]. Howley and Jones [70] used
a similar approach to build node-oriented BSTs. They tested their implementation using a model checker, but did not
prove it correct. Natarajan and Mittal [101] give another leaf-oriented BST implementation, together with a sketch of
correctness. Instead of marking nodes, it marks edges. This enables insertions to be accomplished by a single CAS,
so they do not need to be helped. It also combines deletions that would otherwise conflict. All of these trees are not
balanced, so the height of a tree with n keys can be Θ(n).
Tsay and Li [119] gave a general approach for implementing trees in a wait-free manner using LL and SC operations (which can, in turn be implemented from CAS, e.g., [9]). However, their technique requires every process
accessing the tree (even for read-only operations such as searches) to copy an entire path of the tree starting from the
root. Concurrency is severely limited, since every operation must change the root pointer. Moreover, an extra level of
indirection is required for every child pointer.
Red-black trees [19, 59] are well known BSTs that have height Θ(log n). Some attempts have been made to
implement RBTs without using locks. It was observed that the approach of Tsay and Li could be used to implement
wait-free RBTs [102] and, furthermore, this could be done so that only updates must copy a path; searches may simply
read the path. However, the concurrency of updates is still very limited. Herlihy et al. [67] and Fraser and Harris [56]
experimented on RBTs implemented using software transactional memory (STM), which only satisfied obstructionfreedom, a weaker progress property. Each insertion or deletion, together with necessary rebalancing is enclosed in a
single large transaction, which can touch all nodes on a path from the root to a leaf.
Some researchers have attempted fine-grained approaches to build non-blocking balanced search trees, but they all
use extremely complicated process coordination schemes. Spiegel and Reynolds [115] described a non-blocking data
structure that combines elements of B-trees and skip lists. Prior to this paper, it was the leading implementation of an
ordered dictionary. However, the authors provided only a brief justification of correctness. Braginsky and Petrank [24]
described a B+tree implementation. Although they have posted a correctness proof, it is very long and complex.
In a balanced search tree, a process is typically responsible for restoring balance after an insertion or deletion by
performing a series of rebalancing steps along the path from the root to the location where the insertion or deletion
occurred. Chromatic trees, introduced by Nurmi and Soisalon-Soininen [104], decouple the updates that perform the
insertion or deletion from the updates that perform the rebalancing steps. Rather than treating an insertion or deletion
and its associated rebalancing steps as a single, large update, it is broken into smaller, localized updates that can be
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interleaved, allowing more concurrency. This decoupling originated in the work of Guibas and Sedgewick [59] and
Kung and Lehman [79]. We use the leaf-oriented chromatic trees by Boyar, Fagerberg and Larsen [22]. They provide
a family of local rebalancing steps which can be executed in any order, interspersed with insertions and deletions.
Moreover, an amortized constant number of rebalancing steps per I NSERT or D ELETE is sufficient to restore balance
for any sequence of operations. We have also used our template to implement a non-blocking version of Larsen’s
leaf-oriented relaxed AVL tree [83]. In such a tree, an amortized logarithmic number of rebalancing steps per I NSERT
or D ELETE is sufficient to restore balance.
There is also a node-oriented relaxed AVL tree by Bougé et al. [21], in which an amortized linear number of rebalancing steps per I NSERT or D ELETE is sufficient to restore balance. Bronson et al. [27] developed a highly optimized
fine-grained locking implementation of this data structure using optimistic concurrency techniques to improve search
performance. Deletion of a key stored in an internal node with two children is done by simply marking the node and
a later insertion of the same key can reuse the node by removing the mark. If all internal nodes are marked, the tree
is essentially leaf-oriented. Crain et al. gave a different implementation using lock-based STM [37] and locks [38],
in which all deletions are done by marking the node containing the key. Physical removal of nodes and rotations are
performed by one separate thread. Consequently, the tree can become very unbalanced. Drachsler et al. [49] give
another fine-grained lock-based implementation, in which deletion physically removes the node containing the key
and searches are non-blocking. Each node also contains predecessor and successor pointers, so when a search ends
at an incorrect leaf, sequential search can be performed to find the correct leaf. A non-blocking implementation of
Bougé’s tree has not appeared, but our template would make it easy to produce one.

5.2

LLX, SCX and VLX primitives

Our tree update template uses the LLX and SCX primitives described in Chapter 3. The benefit of using LLX and
SCX is two-fold: the template can be described quite simply, and much of the complexity of its correctness proof
is encapsulated in that of LLX and SCX. Recall that the implementation of the primitives from CAS in Chapter 3
is more efficient if the user of the primitives can guarantee that the following two constraints are satisfied. The first
constraint prevents the ABA problem for the CAS steps that actually perform the updates, and the second prevents
processes from encountering livelock due to freezing Data-records in different orders.
Constraint 1: Each invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) tries to change f ld to a value new that it never previously
contained.
Constraint 2: Consider each execution that contains a configuration C after which the value of no field of any
Data-record changes. There is a total order of all Data-records created during this execution such
that, for every SCX whose linked LLXs begin after C, the V sequence passed to the SCX is sorted
according to the total order.
It is easy to satisfy these two constraints using standard approaches (e.g., by attaching a version number to each field
and sorting V sequences). However, we shall see that both constraints are automatically satisfied in a natural way
when LLX and SCX are used according to our tree update template.
We assume there is a Data-record entry which acts as the entry point to the data structure and is never deleted. This
Data-record points to the root of a down-tree. We represent an empty down-tree by a pointer to an empty Data-record.
A Data-record is in the tree if it can be reached by following pointers from entry. A Data-record r is removed from
the tree by an SCX if r is in the tree immediately prior to the linearization point of the SCX and is not in the tree
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parent

parent

old
R

new
Replace
R ∪ FN by
N ∪ FN

N

R

FN

FN

Figure 5.1: Example of the tree update template. R is the set of nodes to be removed, N is a tree of new nodes that
have never before appeared in the tree, and FN is the set of children of N (and of R). Nodes in FN may have children.
The shaded nodes (and possibly others) are in the sequence V of the SCX that performs the update. The darkly shaded
nodes are finalized by the SCX.
immediately afterwards. Data structures produced using our template automatically satisfy one additional constraint:
Constraint 3: A Data-record is finalized when (and only when) it is removed from the tree.
Recall that, under this additional constraint, the implementation of LLX and SCX in Chapter 3 also guarantees the
following three properties. These properties are useful for proving the correctness of our template.
• If LLX(r) returns a snapshot, then r is in the tree just before the LLX is linearized.

• If an SCX(V, R, f ld, new) is linearized and new is (a pointer to) a Data-record, then this Data-record is in the
tree immediately after the SCX is linearized.

• If an operation reaches a Data-record r by following pointers read from other Data-records, starting from entry,
then r was in the tree at some earlier time during the operation.

In the following, we sometimes abuse notation by treating the sequences V and R as sets, in which case we mean the
set of all Data-records in the sequence.
The memory overhead introduced by the implementation of LLX and SCX is fairly low. Each node in the tree
is augmented with a pointer to a descriptor and a bit. Every node that has had one of its child pointers changed by
an SCX points to a descriptor. (Other nodes have a N IL pointer.) A descriptor can be implemented to use only three
machine words after the update it describes has finished.

5.3

Tree update template

Our tree update template implements updates that atomically replace an old connected subgraph in a down-tree by a
new connected subgraph. Such an update can implement any change to the tree, such as an insertion into a BST or
a rotation used to rebalance a RBT. The old subgraph includes all nodes with a field (including a child pointer) to be
modified. The new subgraph may have pointers to nodes in the old tree. Since every node in a down-tree has indegree
one, the update can be performed by changing a single child pointer of some node parent. (See Figure 5.1.) However,
problems could arise if a concurrent operation changes the part of the tree being updated. For example, nodes in the
old subgraph, or even parent, could be removed from the tree before parent’s child pointer is changed. Our template
takes care of the process coordination required to prevent such problems.
Each tree node is represented by a Data-record with a fixed number of child pointers as its mutable fields (but
different nodes may have different numbers of child fields). Each child pointer points to a Data-record or contains N IL
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(a)

parent

parent

R = 0/
FN = 0/

old
Replace
0/ by N

new
N

(b)

parent

parent

R = 0/
FN 6= 0/

FN

old

Replace
FN by
N ∪ FN
FN

new
N

Figure 5.2: Examples of two special cases of the tree update template when no nodes are removed from the tree. (a)
Replacing a N IL child pointer: In this case, R = FN = 0.
/ (b) Inserting new nodes in the middle of the tree: In this case,
R = 0/ and FN consists of a single node.
(denoted by ( in our figures). For simplicity, we assume that any other data in the node is stored in immutable fields.
Thus, if an update must change some of this data, it makes a new copy of the node with the updated data.
At a high level, an update that follows the template proceeds in two phases: the search phase and the update phase.
In the search phase, the update searches for a location where it should occur. Then, in the update phase, the update
performs LLXs on a connected subgraph of nodes in the tree, including parent and the set R of nodes to be removed
from the tree. Next, it decides whether the tree should be modified, and, if so, performs an SCX that atomically
changes a child pointer, as shown in Figure 5.1, and finalizes the nodes in R. Figure 5.2 shows two special cases where
R is empty. (As a minor note, search operations that do not perform any update can also be said to follow the template.)
Detailed description

Figure 5.3 presents code for the template. An update is said to follow the template if it performs

the sequence of steps in T EMPLATE.
Consider an update UP that follows the template. UP first invokes a S EARCH P HASE procedure to find the location
in the tree where the update should occur. S EARCH P HASE reads a sequence of child pointers starting from entry
to identify some node n0 , and returns the relevant part m of the subtree rooted at n0 that it observed. The node n0
must be in the data structure at some time during S EARCH P HASE. (This requirement will be used to prove progress.)
Intuitively, m contains only information that: (a) is observed by the search in the subtree rooted at n0 , and (b) is
relevant to the update. We require m to be a connected subgraph rooted at n0 . (Consequently, m cannot be empty.) It
is not necessary for m to contain a value for every field of a node. For instance, it may contain a value for the left child
pointer of a node, but not for the right child pointer. As we will see, the update will modify the tree only if the fields
of nodes in m agree with the values stored in m when the update is linearized. Next, UP invokes U PDATE P HASE(m).
In U PDATE P HASE, UP first determines whether it should modify the data structure by performing some deterministic local computation (denoted by U PDATE N OT N EEDED in Figure 5.3) using the contents of m. If UP decides
that an update is not needed (e.g., because UP is a deletion of a key that is not in the data structure), then it returns a
result calculated locally by the R ESULT function (and the update succeeds). Now, suppose UP decides that an update
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T EMPLATE(args)
m := S EARCH P HASE(args)
r e t u r n U PDATE P HASE(m)

. search in the tree starting at entry to identify a location for the update

U PDATE P HASE(m)
i f U PDATE N OT N EEDED(m) t h e n r e t u r n R ESULT(m)
i := 0
ni := root of m
loop
si := LLX(ni )
i f si ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} or C ONFLICT(ni , si , m) t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
s0i := immutable fields of ni
e x i t l o o p when C ONDITION(s0 , s00 , . . . , si , s0i )
. C ONDITION must eventually return T RUE
ni+1 := N EXT N ODE(s0 , s00 , . . . , si , s0i )
. returns a non-N IL child pointer from one of s0 , . . . , si
i := i + 1
end l o o p
i f U PDATE N OT N EEDED(s0 , s00 , . . . , si , s0i ) t h e n r e t u r n R ESULT(s0 , s00 , . . . , si , s0i )
i f SCX(SCX-A RGUMENTS(s0 , s00 , . . . , si , s0i )) t h e n r e t u r n R ESULT(s0 , s00 , . . . , si , s0i )
e l s e r e t u r n FAIL
Figure 5.3: The tree update template. C ONDITION, N EXT N ODE, C ONFLICT, SCX-A RGUMENTS and R ESULT can
be filled in with any locally computable functions that satisfy their postconditions. S EARCH P HASE should be filled in
with a search procedure for the data structure.

is needed. Then, UP performs LLXs on a sequence σ = hn0 , n1 , . . .i of nodes starting with n0 . This sequence must

contain every node in m. For maximal flexibility of the template, the sequence σ can be constructed on-the-fly, as
LLXs are performed. Thus, UP chooses a non-N IL child of one of the previous nodes to be the next node of σ by
performing some deterministic local computation (denoted by N EXT N ODE in Figure 5.3) using any information that
is available locally, namely, the contents of m, snapshots of mutable fields returned by LLXs on the previous elements
of σ , and values read from immutable fields of previous elements of σ . (This flexibility can be used, for example, to
avoid unnecessary LLXs when deciding how to rebalance a BST.)
After each invocation of LLX, UP checks if the result of the LLX was FAIL or F INALIZED. If so, UP returns
FAIL to indicate that it was aborted because of a concurrent update on an overlapping portion of the tree. Otherwise,
UP performs another local computation, denoted by C ONFLICT(ni , si , m), which returns T RUE if the results of the
LLX(ni ) disagree with m, and FALSE otherwise. For example, suppose UP is a deletion of a key k, and m contains a
leaf l with key k and a node p that points to l. Then, if UP performs an LLX(p) which shows that p does not point to
l, C ONFLICT must return T RUE (and cause UP to return FAIL). Note that, if C ONFLICT(ni , si , m) returns T RUE, then
a field of ni changed since the value of that field in m was read in S EARCH P HASE. Thus, C ONFLICT can cause UP
to fail only if UP is concurrent with a successful update. This implies that UP can return FAIL without threatening
the non-blocking progress property. (Similarly, whenever one can prove that a node has changed since UP performed
LLX on it, UP can immediately return FAIL. Note that this possibility is not reflected explicitly in the template.)
Next, UP performs another local computation (denoted by C ONDITION in Figure 5.3) to decide whether more
LLXs should be performed. To avoid infinite loops, this function must eventually return T RUE in any execution of
UP. (This condition is trivially satisfied if the loop in the template has a bounded number of iterations.) If all of
the LLXs successfully return snapshots, then UP decides whether it should modify the tree by once again invoking
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U PDATE N OT N EEDED. If it decides to modify the tree, it invokes SCX. If UP invokes SCX and the SCX fails, then
UP returns FAIL. In all other cases, UP succeeds and returns a result computed locally by the R ESULT function.
Just before UP performs an SCX, it invokes a function SCX-A RGUMENTS which uses locally available information to construct the arguments V, R, f ld and new for the SCX. The postconditions that must be satisfied by
SCX-A RGUMENTS are somewhat technical, but intuitively, they are meant to ensure that the arguments produced
describe an update as shown in Figure 5.1 or Figure 5.2. The update must remove a connected set R of nodes from
the tree and replace it by a connected set N of newly-created nodes that is rooted at new by changing the child pointer
stored in f ld to point to new. In order for this change to occur atomically, we include R, the nodes in m, and the
node containing f ld, in V . This ensures that if any of these nodes has changed since it was last accessed by one
of UP’s LLXs, the SCX will fail. The sequence V may also include any other nodes in σ . Formally, we require
SCX-A RGUMENTS to satisfy ten postconditions. The first three are basic requirements of SCX.
PC1: V is a subsequence of σ .
PC2: The node parent containing the mutable field f ld is in V .
PC3: R is a subsequence of V .
PC4: All nodes in m are in V .
The next three postconditions guarantee that the R sequence of an SCX contains exactly the nodes that it removes
from the tree. The first two are quite simple. Let GN be the directed graph (N ∪ FN , EN ), where EN is the set of all

child pointers of nodes in N when they are initialized, and FN = {y : y 6∈ N and (x, y) ∈ EN for some x ∈ N}. Let old
be the value read from f ld by the LLX on parent.
PC5: If old = N IL then R = 0/ and FN = 0.
/
PC6: If R = 0/ and old 6= N IL, then FN = {old}.

Stating the last of these three postconditions formally requires some care, since the tree may be changing while

UP performs its LLXs. If R 6= 0,
/ let GR be the directed graph (R ∪ FR , ER ), where ER is the union of the sets of edges

representing child pointers read from each r ∈ R when it was last accessed by one of UP’s LLXs and FR = {y : y 6∈

R and (x, y) ∈ ER for some x ∈ R}. GR represents UP’s view of the nodes in R according to its LLXs, and FR is the
fringe of GR . If other processes do not change the tree while UP is being performed, then FR contains the nodes that

should remain in the tree, but whose parents will be removed and replaced. Therefore, we must ensure that the nodes
in FR are reachable from nodes in N (so they are not accidentally removed from the tree). Let Gσ be the directed graph
(σ ∪ Fσ , Eσ ), where Eσ is the union of the sets of edges representing child pointers read from each r ∈ σ when it was
last accessed by one of UP’s LLXs and Fσ = {y : y 6∈ σ and (x, y) ∈ Eσ for some x ∈ σ }. Since Gσ , GR and GN are not

affected by concurrent updates, the following postcondition can be proved using purely sequential reasoning, ignoring
the possibility that concurrent updates could modify the tree during UP.
PC7: If Gσ is a down-tree and R 6= 0,
/ then GR is a non-empty down-tree rooted at old and FN = FR .

The next two postconditions are used to satisfy Constraint 1, which is used to prove there is no ABA problem.

PC8: GN is a non-empty down-tree rooted at new.
PC9: UP allocates memory for all nodes in N, including new.
Note that there is no loss of generality in requiring new to be a newly-allocated node: If we wish to change a child y
of node x to N IL (to chop off the entire subtree rooted at y) or to a descendant of y (to splice out a portion of the tree),
then, instead, we can replace x by a new copy of x with an updated child pointer. Likewise, if we want to delete the
entire tree, then entry can be changed to point to a new, empty Data-record.
The next postcondition is used to satisfy Constraint 2, which is used to prove progress.
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PC10: The sequences V constructed by all updates that take place entirely during a period of time when no SCXs
change the tree structure must be ordered consistently according to a fixed tree traversal algorithm (for
example, an in-order traversal or a breadth-first traversal).
Properties of updates that follow the template

Lock-free progress is guaranteed for all updates that follow the

template. We briefly discuss the correctness properties provided by the template. We consider each of the different
lines where an update UP that follows the template can return from U PDATE P HASE. Ad-hoc correctness arguments
are needed if UP returns after an invocation of U PDATE N OT N EEDED at line 6 or line 17, because the behaviour
of U PDATE N OT N EEDED depends on the semantics of the data structure being implemented. If UP returns FAIL at
line 11 or line 19, then it has no effect on shared memory. The last place where UP can return is after performing a
successful SCX at line 18. In this case, we prove that the update phase of UP (i.e., its invocation of U PDATE P HASE) is
atomic, and that the fields of all nodes in m agree with their values in m when the update phase occurs. Furthermore, if
S EARCH P HASE satisfies the following property, then the entire template update is atomic (including S EARCH P HASE).
Delayed traversal property (DTP): Suppose an invocation of S EARCH P HASE(args) terminates and returns m in
configuration C, and an atomic invocation S0 of S EARCH P HASE(args) is performed in a later configuration C0 . If all of the nodes in m are in the tree in C0 ,
and their fields agree with the values in m, then S0 returns m.

5.4

Correctness proof

In the following, we use LLX and SCX as atomic primitives. Every invocation of SCX either succeeds or fails. A
successful SCX modifies the data structure, and returns T RUE. A failed SCX does not modify the data structure,
and returns FALSE. An LLX either succeeds or fails. A successful LLX returns F INALIZED or a snapshot. A failed
LLX returns FAIL. Recall that an invocation of LLX is linked to an invocation I 0 of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) or VLX(V )
by process p if r is in V , I returns a snapshot, and between I and I 0 , process p performs no invocation of LLX(r)
or SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) and no unsuccessful invocation of VLX(V 0 ), for any V 0 that contains r. We use the term
template operation to refer to any operation that follows the tree update template. We call a template operation an
effective update if it performs a successful SCX.
We now sketch the main ideas of the proof. Consider a data structure in which all updates follow the tree update
template and SCX-A RGUMENTS satisfies postconditions PC1 to PC7. We linearize each effective update at its SCX.
We prove, by induction on the sequence of steps in an execution, that the data structure is always a tree, each call to
LLX and SCX satisfies its preconditions, Constraints 1 to 3 are satisfied, and each effective update atomically replaces
a connected subgraph containing nodes R ∪ FN with another connected subgraph containing nodes N ∪ FN (finalizing

and removing the nodes in R from the tree and adding the new nodes in N to the tree). Next, we prove that no node in

the tree is finalized, every removed node is finalized, and removed nodes are never reinserted. Finally, we prove that
effective updates have atomic update phases, and effective updates whose S EARCH P HASE procedures satisfy DTP are
entirely atomic (including the search phase).
Additionally, a property was proved in Chapter 3 that allows some query operations to be performed very efficiently
using only READs, for example, G ET in Chapter 6.
QueryProp: If a process p follows child pointers starting from a node in the tree at time t and reaches a node r
at time t 0 ≥ t, then r was in the tree at some time between t and t 0 . Furthermore, if p reads v from a
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mutable field of r at time t 00 ≥ t 0 then, at some time between t and t 00 , node r was in the tree and this
field contained v.

Formal proof

We now proceed with the formal proof. Since we refer to the preconditions of LLX and SCX in the

following, we reproduce them here, for convenience.
• LLX(r): r has been initiated (previously inserted into the tree)
• SCX(V, R, f ld, new):

1. for each r ∈ V , p has performed an invocation Ir of LLX(r) linked to this SCX
2. new is not the initial value of f ld

3. for each r ∈ V , no SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) occurred before Ir
The following lemma establishes Constraint 3, and some other properties that will be useful when proving linearizability.
Lemma 5.1 The following properties hold in any execution of template operations.
1. Let S be a successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), and G be the directed graph induced by the edges read
by the LLXs linked to S. G is a sub-graph of the data structure at all times after the last LLX linked to S and
before S, and no node in the N set of S is in the data structure before S.
2. Every LLX or SCX performed by a template operation has valid arguments, and satisfies its preconditions.
3. Let S be a successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new), where f ld is a field of parent, and old is the value
read from f ld by the LLX(parent) linked to S. S changes f ld from old to new, replacing a connected subgraph
containing nodes R ∪ FN with another connected subgraph containing nodes N ∪ FN . Further, the Data-records

added by S are precisely those in N, and the Data-records removed by S are precisely those in R.
4. At all times, root is the root of a tree of Nodes. (We interpret ⊥ as the empty tree.)

Proof: We prove these claims by induction on the sequence of steps taken in the execution. Clearly, these claims
hold initially. Suppose they hold before some step s. We prove they hold after s. Let O be the operation that performs
s.
Proof of Claim 1. To affect this claim, s must be a successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new). Since s is
successful, the semantics of SCX imply that, for each r ∈ V , no successful SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) with r ∈ V 0 occurs

between the invocation I of LLX(r) linked to s and s. Thus, for each r ∈ V , no mutable field of r changes between I
and s. We now show that all nodes and edges of G are in the data structure at all times after the last LLX linked to
s, and before s. Fix any arbitrary r ∈ V . By inductive Claim 2, I satisfies its precondition, so r was initiated when I

started and, hence, was in the data structure before I. By the semantics of SCX, since I returns a value different from
FAIL or F INALIZED, no successful invocation of SCX(V 00 , R00 , f ld 00 , new00 ) with r ∈ R00 occurs before I. By inductive

Claim 3, Constraint 3 is satisfied at all times before s. Thus, r is not removed before I. Since s is successful, no
successful invocation of SCX(V 00 , R00 , f ld 00 , new00 ) with r ∈ R00 occurs between I and s. (If such an invocation were to

occur then, since r would also be in V 00 , the semantics of SCX would imply that s could not be successful.) Since I

occurs before s, r is not removed before s. When I occurs, since r is in the data structure, all of its children are also
in the data structure. Since no mutable field of r changes between I and s, all of r’s children read by I are in the data
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structure throughout this time. Thus, each node and edge in G is in the data structure at all times after the last LLX
linked to s, and before s.
Finally, we prove that no node in N is in the data structure before s is successful. Since O follows the tree update
template, s is its only modification to shared memory. Since each r0 ∈ N is newly created by O, it is clear that r0 can
only be in the data structure after s.

Proof of Claim 2. Suppose s is invocation of LLX(r). Then, r 6= N IL (by the discussion in Sec. 5.3). By the code

in Figure 5.3, either r = top, or r was obtained from the return value of some invocation L of LLX(r0 ) previously
performed by O. If r was obtained from the return value of L, then Lemma 3.95 implies that r0 is in the data structure
when L occurs. Hence, r is in the data structure when L is occurs, which implies that r is initiated when s occurs. Now,
suppose r = top. By the precondition of O, r was reached by following child pointers from root since the last operation
by p. By inductive Claim 3, Constraint 3 is satisfied at all times before s. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.97, which
implies that r was in the data structure at some point before the start of O (and, hence, before s). By Definition 3.92, r
is initiated when s begins.
Suppose s is an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new). By PC2, f ld is a mutable (child) field of some node parent ∈ V .

By PC3, R is a subsequence of V . Therefore, the arguments to s are valid. By PC1 and the definition of σ , for each

r ∈ V , O performs an invocation I of LLX(r) before s that returns a value different from FAIL or F INALIZED (and,

hence, is linked to s), so s satisfies Precondition 1 of SCX.

We now prove that s satisfies SCX Precondition 2. Let parent.ci be the field pointed to by f ld. If parent.ci
initially contains ⊥ then, by PC8, new is a Node, and we are done. Suppose parent.ci initially points to some Node

r. We argued in the previous paragraph that O performs an LLX(parent) linked to s before s. By inductive Claim 3,
Constraint 3 is satisfied at all times before s. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.97 to show that r was in the data
structure at some point before the start of O (and, hence, before s). However, by inductive Claim 1 (which we have
proved for s), new cannot be initiated before s, so new 6= r.

Finally, we show s satisfies SCX Precondition 3. Fix any r0 ∈ V , and let L be the LLX(r0 ) linked to s performed

by O. To derive a contradiction, suppose a successful invocation S0 of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) occurs before L (which
occurs before s). By Lemma 3.96 (which we can apply since Constraint 3 is satisfied at all times before s), new would

be in the data structure (and, hence, initiated) before s occurs. However, this contradicts our argument that new cannot
be initiated before s occurs.
Proof of Claim 3 and Claim 4. To affect these claims, s must be a successful invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new).
The semantics of SCX and the fact that s is successful imply that, for each r ∈ V , no successful SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 )

with r ∈ V 0 occurs after the invocation I of LLX(r) linked to s and before s. Thus, O satisfies tree update template

PC5, PC7, PC8 and PC6. By inductive Claim 1 (which we have proved for s), all nodes and edges in G are in the data
structure just before s, and no node in N is in the data structure before s. Let parent.ci be the mutable (child) field
changed by s, and old be the value read from parent.ci by the LLX(parent) linked to s.
Suppose R 6= 0/ (as in Fig. 5.1). Then, by PC7, GR is a tree rooted at old and FN = FR . Since GR is a sub-graph

of G, inductive Claim 1 implies that each node and edge of GR is in the data structure just before s. Further, since O

performs an LLX(r) linked to s for each r ∈ R, and no child pointer changes between this LLX and s, GR contains

every node that was a child of a node in R just before s. Thus, FR contains every node r ∈
/ R that was a child of a
node in R just before s. This implies that, just before s, for each node r ∈
/ R in the sub-tree rooted at old, FR contains

r or an ancestor of r. By inductive Claim 4, just before s, every path from root to a descendent of old passes through
old. Therefore, just before s, every path from root to a node in {descendents of old} − R passes through a node in
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FR . Just before s, by the definition of FR , and the fact that the nodes in R form a tree, R ∩ FR is empty and no node
in R is a descendent of a node in F. By PC8, GN is a non-empty tree rooted at new with node set N ∪ FN = N ∪ FR ,

where N contains nodes that have not been in the data structure before s. Since parent.ci is the only field changed
by s, s replaces a connected sub-graph with node set R ∪ FR by a connected sub-graph with node set N ∪ FR . We

prove that parent was in the data structure just before s. Since s modifies parent.ci , just before s, parent must not
have been finalized. Thus, no successful SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) with parent ∈ R0 can occur before s. By inductive

Claim 3, Constraint 3 is satisfied at all times before s, so parent cannot be removed from the data structure before s.
By inductive Claim 2, the precondition of the LLX(parent) linked to s implies that parent was initiated, so parent
was in the data structure just before s. Since no node in N is in the data structure before s, the Data-records added
by s are precisely those in N. Since, just before s, no node in R is in F, or a descendent of a node in F, and every
r ∈ {descendents of old} − R is reachable from a node in FR , the Data-records removed by s are precisely those in R.

Now, to prove Claim 4, we need only show that parent.ci is the root of a sub-tree just after s. We have argued that

old is the root of GR just before s. Since parent.ci points to old just before s, the inductive hypothesis implies that old
is the root of a subtree, and parent is not a descendent of old. Therefore, just before s, parent is not in any sub-tree
rooted at a node in FR . This implies that no descendent of old is changed by s. By inductive Claim 4, each r ∈ F is the
root of a sub-tree just before s, so each r ∈ F is the root of a sub-tree just after s. Finally, since PC8 states that GN is a

non-empty down-tree rooted at new, and we have argued that GN has node set N ∪ FR , parent is the root of a sub-tree

just after s.

The two other cases, where R = 0/ and old = N IL (as in Fig. 5.2a), and where R = 0/ and old 6= N IL (as in Fig. 5.2b),

are similar (and substantially easier to prove).

Corollary 5.2 A Data-record is finalized when (and only when) it is removed from the tree (Constraint 3).
Lemma 5.3 After a Data-record r is removed from the data structure, it cannot be added back into the data structure.
Proof: Suppose r is removed from the data structure. The only thing that can add r back into the data structure is a
successful invocation S of SCX(V, R, f ld, new). Such an SCX must occur in an effective update O. By Lemma 5.1.3,
every Data-record added by S is in O’s N set. By Lemma 5.1.1, no node in N is in the data structure at any time before
S. Thus, r cannot be added to the data structure by S.
Observation 5.4 A template operation O can modify the tree only if it is an effective update (i.e., it performs a
successful invocation of SCX).
Lemma 5.5 Consider an effective update O. The invocation I of U PDATE P HASE(m) performed by O behaves exactly
as it would if it were performed atomically at O’s invocation S of SCX. (That is, I returns the same value, and performs
the same invocations of LLX and SCX (with the same arguments), as it would if it were performed atomically at S.)
Proof: Let IL be the invocation of U PDATE P HASE(m) performed by the update in the linearized execution that
corresponds to O (i.e., that performs S). Note that IL occurs atomically at S. We prove that the arguments and return
values of the LLXs performed by I and IL are the same. Recall that s0 , s00 , ..., si , s0i consist of the return values of the
LLXs performed by the operation, and the immutable fields of the nodes accessed by these LLXs. It immediately
follows that I and IL have the same inputs to their local SCX-A RGUMENTS(s0 , s00 , ..., si , s0i ) and R ESULT(s0 , s00 , ..., si , s0i )
computations. Consequently, I and IL perform invocations of SCX with exactly the same arguments, and have the same
return value.
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We start by proving that each LLX performed by I returns the same value as it would if it were performed atomically at S (which is also when IL occurs). Since S is successful, by the definition of LLX and SCX, for each LLX(r)
performed by I, no invocation of SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld 0 , new0 ) with r ∈ V 0 occurs after this LLX and before S. Thus, no
r ∈ V changes after I’s LLX(r) and before S.

We now prove that I and IL perform the same LLXs, which return the same values. Let I k and ILk be the kth LLXs

by I and IL , respectively, ak and akL be the respective arguments to I k and ILk , and vk and vkL be the respective return
values of I k and ILk . We prove by induction that ak = akL and vk = vkL for all k ≥ 1.

Base case: Since I and IL have the same argument m, they both identify the same starting node n0 for their

LLXs. Hence, a1 = a1L = n0 . Since each LLX performed by I returns the same value as it would if it were performed
atomically at S, v1 = v1L .
Inductive step: Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds for k − 1, where k > 1. The N EXT N ODE computation

from which I obtains ak depends only on v1 , ..., vk−1 and the immutable fields of nodes a1 , ..., ak−1 . Similarly, the

N EXT N ODE computation from which IL obtains akL depends only on v1L , ..., vk−1
and the immutable fields of nodes
L
k
k
a1L , ..., ak−1
L . Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, a = aL . Since each LLX performed by I returns the same value as it

would if it were performed atomically at S, we have vk = vkL . Therefore, the inductive hypothesis holds for k, and the
claim is proved.
Lemma 5.6 Consider an effective update O that satisfies DTP. The invocation of S EARCH P HASE performed by O
returns the same value m that it would if it were performed atomically at O’s SCX.
Proof: We first argue that, when O performs its SCX, all of the nodes in m are in the tree, and their fields match the
values in m. Since O is an effective update, it performs a successful SCX(V, R, f ld, new). By inspection of the code in
Figure 5.3, since O performs an SCX, for each node ni ∈ V , O must perform an invocation of LLX(ni ) that returns a
value different from FAIL or F INALIZED, and subsequently perform an invocation of C ONFLICT(ni , si , m) that returns
FALSE. By PC4, V includes every node in m. Therefore, by the semantics of LLX and SCX, for each node ni ∈ m,

at all times after O’s LLX(ni ) and before its SCX, ni is in the tree and its fields match their values stored in m. The
claim then follows from the fact that O satisfies DTP.
Theorem 5.7 Every effective update whose S EARCH P HASE satisfies DTP is atomic.

Proof: Consider an effective update O that satisfies DTP. The argument m to O’s invocation of U PDATE P HASE is
returned from O’s invocation of S EARCH P HASE. By Lemma 5.6, O’s invocation of S EARCH P HASE would return the
same argument m if it were performed atomically at O’s SCX. By Lemma 5.5, O’s invocation of U PDATE P HASE(m)
would have the same behaviour if it were performed atomically at O’s SCX. Thus, O has the same effect on the tree
(and returns the same value) as it would if it were performed atomically at its SCX.

5.5

Progress proof

Recall the following definitions and progress property from Chapter 3. We use this progress property to prove progress
for template operations. An SCX-U PDATE algorithm performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes
SCX(V, R, f ld, new) if all of these LLXs return snapshots. A successful SCX-U PDATE is one in which the SCX
returns T RUE. Similarly, a VLX-Q UERY algorithm performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes
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VLX(V ) if all of these LLXs return snapshots. A successful VLX-Q UERY is one in which the VLX returns T RUE.
Note that every execution of a template operation that does not return at line 6 or line 17 is an execution of an SCXU PDATE algorithm.
P2: Suppose that (a) there is always some non-finalized Data-record reachable by following pointers from an entry
point, (b) for each Data-record r, each process performs finitely many invocations of LLX(r) that return F INAL IZED , and (c) processes perform infinitely many executions of SCX-U PDATE and/or VLX-Q UERY algorithms.
Then, infinitely many SCX or VLX operations succeed.
We briefly describe the proof at a high level. First, to ensure that processes can perform infinitely many template
operations, we argue that all template operations are lock-free (resp., wait-free) if their invocations of S EARCH P HASE
are lock-free (resp., wait-free). Next, we show that every data structure whose operations are template operations
satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (c) of P2. Observe that, if each SCX and VLX is performed by a template operation,
then P2 implies the following: if infinitely many template operations are performed, then infinitely many template
operations succeed.
Lemma 5.8 Let P ∈ {lock-freedom, wait-freedom}. If the S EARCH P HASE of a template operation satisfies P, and the
implementation of LLX and SCX given in Chapter 3 is used, then the entire template operation satisfies P.

Proof: A template operation consists of an invocation of S EARCH P HASE, possibly followed by a loop in which LLX,
C ONDITION, C ONFLICT and N EXT N ODE are invoked (see Fig. 5.3), possibly followed by an invocation of SCX. All
of the other steps comprise a finite local computation. The implementation of LLX and SCX given in Chapter 3 is
wait-free. Similarly, N EXT N ODE, C ONDITION and C ONFLICT perform finite local computations, and C ONDITION
must eventually return T RUE in every template operation that invokes it, causing the operation to exit the loop. Thus,
apart from the S EARCH P HASE, the template operation is wait-free.
Lemma 5.9 No process performs more than one invocation of LLX(r) that returns F INALIZED, for any r, during
template operations.
Proof: Fix any Data-record r. Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that a process p performs two different invocations
L and L0 of LLX(r) that return F INALIZED, during template operations. Then, since each template operation returns
FAIL immediately after performing an LLX(r) that returns F INALIZED, L and L0 must occur in different template
operations O and O0 . Without loss of generality, suppose O occurs before O0 .
Since L returns F INALIZED, it occurs after an invocation S of SCX(σ , R, f ld, new) with r ∈ R (by the semantics
of LLX and SCX). By Lemma 5.1.3, r is removed from the data structure by S. By Lemma 5.3, r cannot be added
back into the data structure. Thus, r is not in the data structure at any time after S occurs (and, hence, after O occurs).
Recall that the first node n0 on which O0 performs LLX is the root of the part m of the tree returned by an invocation
of S EARCH P HASE, and that n0 is in the data structure at some point during this invocation of S EARCH P HASE. Thus,
n0 must be in the tree at some time after O but before O0 . Consequently, n0 cannot be r.
By inspection of the template in Figure 5.3, O0 first performs LLX on n0 , then performs LLX only on nodes that
it obtained from the results of previous LLXs, and finally performs S. Since r 6= n0 , L0 (which has r as its argument)

must have obtained r from the result of an invocation L00 of LLX(r0 ) by O0 that occurs after O and before L0 . By
Lemma 3.95, r0 must be in the data structure just before L00 . Since L00 returns r, r0 also points to r just before L00 .
Therefore, r is in the data structure just before L00 , which contradicts the fact that r is not in the data structure at any
time after O.
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Theorem 5.10 If S EARCH P HASE is lock-free, and template operations are performed infinitely often, then template
operations succeed infinitely often.
Proof: Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that template operations are performed infinitely often but, after some
configuration C, no template operation succeeds. We show that the conditions of P2 are satisfied. Recall that the
entry point to the data structure is never deleted (see Section 5.2). Consequently, Constraint 3 implies that the entry
point is never finalized, so condition (a) of P2 is satisfied. Condition (b) of P2 is satisfied by Lemma 5.9. If a
template operation performs a successful SCX, or returns at line 6, 17 or 18, then it is successful. Consequently, after
C, no successful SCX occurs, and no template operation returns at line 6, 17 or 18. It follows that, after C, every
template operation returns FAIL at line 11, after performing an LLX that returns FAIL or F INALIZED, or at line 19,
after performing an unsuccessful SCX. Therefore, every execution of a template operation after C is an execution
of an SCX-U PDATE algorithm, and Lemma 5.8 implies that each such operation is lock-free. Hence, there must be
infinitely many executions of SCX-U PDATE algorithms, so condition (c) of P2 is satisfied. By P2, there must be
infinitely many successful invocations of SCX or VLX. Since there are no invocations of VLX, and SCX is invoked
only by template operations, and each template operation that performs a successful SCX succeeds, there must be
infinitely many successful template operations, which is a contradiction.
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Chapter 6

Chromatic tree implemented with the
template
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6.1

Chromatic trees

Here, we show how the tree update template can be used to implement an ordered dictionary ADT using chromatic
trees. The ordered dictionary stores a set of keys, each with an associated value, where the keys are drawn from a
totally ordered universe. The dictionary supports five operations. If key is in the dictionary, G ET(key) returns its
associated value. Otherwise, G ET(key) returns ⊥. S UCCESSOR(key) returns the smallest key in the dictionary that is
larger than key (and its associated value), or ⊥ if no key in the dictionary is larger than key. P REDECESSOR(key) is

analogous. I NSERT(key, value) replaces the value associated with key by value and returns the previously associated

value, or ⊥ if key was not in the dictionary. If the dictionary contains key, D ELETE(key) removes it and returns the
value that was associated immediately beforehand. Otherwise, D ELETE(key) simply returns ⊥.

A RBT is a BST in which the root and all leaves are coloured black, and every other node is coloured either red
or black, subject to the constraints that no red node has a red parent, and the number of black nodes on a path from
the root to a leaf is the same for all leaves. These properties guarantee that the height of a RBT is logarithmic in
the number of nodes it contains. We consider search trees that are leaf-oriented, meaning the dictionary keys are
stored in the leaves, and internal nodes store keys that are used only to direct searches towards the correct leaf. In this
context, the BST property says that, for each node x, all descendants of x’s left child have keys less than x’s key and
all descendants of x’s right child have keys that are greater than or equal to x’s key.
To decouple rebalancing steps from insertions and deletions, so that each is localized, and rebalancing steps can
be interleaved with insertions and deletions, it is necessary to relax the balance properties of RBTs. A chromatic tree
[104] is a relaxed-balance RBT in which colours are replaced by non-negative integer weights, where weight zero
corresponds to red and weight one corresponds to black. As in RBTs, the sum of the weights on each path from the
root to a leaf is the same. However, RBT properties can be violated in the following two ways. First, a red child node
may have a red parent, in which case we say that a red-red violation occurs at this child. Second, a node may have
weight w > 1, in which case we say that w − 1 overweight violations occur at this node. The root always has weight
one, so no violation can occur there.

Rebalancing steps are localized updates to a chromatic tree that are performed at the location of a violation. Their
goal is to eventually eliminate all red-red and overweight violations, while maintaining the invariant that the tree
is a chromatic tree. If no rebalancing step can be applied to a chromatic tree (or, equivalently, the chromatic tree
contains no violations), then it is a RBT. We use the set of rebalancing steps of Boyar, Fagerberg and Larsen [22]
(which appear in Figure 6.5). This set of rebalancing steps has a number of desirable properties: No rebalancing step
increases the number of violations in the tree, rebalancing steps can be performed in any order, and, after sufficiently
many rebalancing steps, the tree will always become a RBT. Furthermore, in any sequence of insertions, deletions and
rebalancing steps starting from an empty chromatic tree, the amortized number of rebalancing steps is at most three
per insertion and one per deletion.
Figure 6.1 gives visualizations of three example chromatic trees. The first is the result of a single process sequentially inserting the keys 0, 1, 2, ..., 99,999. The depth of the tree is 34, but the average depth of leaves is approximately
19. This demonstrates the impact of rebalancing in the canonical worst-case example. The second tree was produced
by having four processes uniformly randomly perform 50% insertions and 50% deletions of keys drawn uniformly
from [0, 103 ) for six seconds. The resulting tree contains approximately 500 keys, and has depth 13, with an average
leaf depth of 11. The third tree was produced just like the second, but with the larger key range [0, 106 ). The resulting
tree contains approximately 500,000 keys, and has depth 25, with an average leaf depth of 21.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 6.1: Visualizations of chromatic trees: (a) a single process inserting 0, 1, 2, ..., 99999. (b) four processes
performing millions of random insertions and deletions of keys in [0, 103 ). (c) four processes performing millions of
random insertions and deletions of keys in [0, 106 ).
t y p e Node
. User-defined fields
le f t, right . child pointers (mutable)
k, v, w
. key, value, weight (immutable)
. Fields used by LLX/SCX algorithm
info
. pointer to SCX-record
. Boolean
marked

Figure 6.2: Data definition for a node in the chromatic tree.

6.2

Implementation

We represent each node by a Data-record with two mutable child pointers, and immutable fields k, v and w that contain
the node’s key, associated value, and weight, respectively. (See Figure 6.2.) The child pointers of a leaf are always
N IL, and the value field of an internal node is always N IL. To avoid special cases when the chromatic tree is empty,
we add sentinel nodes at the top of the tree (see Figure 6.3). The entry point to the data structure, entry, is the topmost
sentinel node. The chromatic tree is rooted at the leftmost grandchild of entry. For convenience we use root to denote
the current leftmost grandchild of entry. The sentinel nodes have key ∞ to avoid special cases for G ET, I NSERT and
D ELETE, and weight one to avoid special cases for rebalancing steps. The node root also always has weight one. The
sum of weights is the same for all paths from the root of the chromatic tree to its leaves.
Detailed pseudocode for G ET, I NSERT and D ELETE is given in Figure 6.4, 6.7 and 6.6. Note that an expression of
the form P ? A : B evaluates to A if the predicate P evaluates to true, and B otherwise. The expression x.y, where x is a
Data-record, denotes field y of x, and the expression &x.y represents a pointer to field y.
G ET, I NSERT and D ELETE each execute an auxiliary procedure, S EARCH(key), which appears in Figure 6.4.
S EARCH(key) starts at entry and traverses nodes as in an ordinary BST search, using R EADs of child pointers until
reaching a leaf, which it then returns (along with the leaf’s parent, grandparent and great grandparent). Because of the
sentinel nodes, the leaf’s parent always exists, and the grandparent exists whenever the chromatic tree is non-empty.
The grandparent is used whenever a D ELETE actually deletes a key (which can happen only if the tree is non-empty)
and in some rebalancing steps (which are performed only in a non-empty tree). The great grandparent is used only
in some rebalancing steps (which are performed only when the great grandparent exists). If the grandparent (or great
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(a) entry ∞ 1

entry ∞ 1

(b)

∞ 1

∞ 1

x

1

∞ 1

Figure 6.3: (a) empty tree, (b) non-empty tree.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

G ET(key)
h−, −, −, li := S EARCH(key)
r e t u r n (key = l.k) ? l.v : N IL
S EARCH(key)
ggp := N IL; gp := N IL; p := entry; l := entry.left
w h i l e l is internal
ggp := gp; gp := p; p := l
l := (key < p.k) ? p.left : p.right
r e t u r n hggp, gp, p, li
Figure 6.4: Peudocode for G ET and S EARCH.

grandparent) does not exist, then S EARCH returns N IL in its place. We define the search path for key at any time to be
the path that S EARCH(key) would follow, if it were done instantaneously. The G ET(key) operation simply executes a
S EARCH(key) and then returns the value found in the leaf if the leaf’s key is key, or ⊥ otherwise.

Figure 6.5 shows the complete set of transformations for the chromatic tree. I NSERT N EW, I NSERT R EPLACE and

D ELETE change the keys and values in the tree. The other transformations are rebalancing steps. (Each rebalancing
step also has a symmetric mirror-image version, denoted by an S after the name, except BLK and W7, which are their
own mirror images.) The weight of a node appears to its right. The name of a node appears below it or to its left. We
use a simple naming scheme for the nodes in the diagram. Consider the node uX . We denote its left child by uXL , and
its right child by uXR . Similarly, we denote the left child of uXL by uXLL , and so on. (The subscript X indicates that we do
not care whether a node is a left or right child.) Each transformation shown in Figure 6.5 is achieved by an SCX that
swings a child pointer of u and depends on LLXs of all of the shaded nodes. The nodes marked with × are finalized
(and removed from the data structure). The nodes marked by a + are newly created nodes. Nodes drawn as squares

are leaves. Circular nodes may be either internal nodes or leaves. Nodes with no marking or shading, and no weight
written beside them, do not necessarily have to exist for an operation to be applied.1 For example, D ELETE can be
applied even if uXR is a leaf. In this case, the children of uXR are drawn simply to show where they will be reattached to
the tree after the transformation, if they do exist.
At a high level, I NSERT and D ELETE are quite similar. I NSERT(key, value) and D ELETE(key) each perform
S EARCH(key) and then make the required update at the leaf reached, in accordance with the tree update template.
I NSERT and D ELETE can perform three different updates (shown in Figure 6.5). I NSERT N EW inserts a key that was
1 However,

sometimes these nodes are guaranteed to exist because, e.g., the tree is a full binary tree, all leaves have positive weight, and internal
nodes do not change into leaves (or vice versa).
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Figure 6.5: Transformations for chromatic search trees. Each transformation also has a mirror image.

not previously in the tree by replacing a leaf with a subtree containing a new internal (routing) node and two new
leaves. I NSERT R EPLACE changes the value associated with a key in the tree by replacing a leaf with a new leaf.
D ELETE removes a key and its associated value from the tree by replacing a leaf, its sibling, and its parent with a new
(routing) internal node. If the modification performed by an I NSERT or D ELETE fails, then the operation restarts from
scratch. If it succeeds, it may increase the number of violations in the tree by one, and the new violation occurs on the
search path to key. If a new violation is created, then an auxiliary procedure C LEANUP is invoked to fix it before the
I NSERT or D ELETE returns.
Observe that an I NSERT(x, val) in an empty tree will perform I NSERT N EW, which will yield the tree in Figure 6.3(b). Similarly, deleting the last key in the tree will yield the tree in Figure 6.3(a). Thus, the sentinel nodes are
automatically maintained by insertions and deletions without adding any special cases.

6.2.1

Detailed description of insertion

I NSERT(key, value) invokes T RY I NSERT to search for a leaf containing key and perform the localized update that
actually associates value with key. In Figure 5.3, the template is presented using a loop, however T RY I NSERT requires
only two iterations, so we unroll the loop. To make this transformation as clear as possible, we still conceptually
organize the steps of T RY I NSERT into iterations.
T RY I NSERT begins by invoking S EARCH(key) to find the leaf l on the search path to key and its parent p. In terms
of the template, S EARCH represents the S EARCH P HASE procedure, p is n0 , and p and l are in the part m of the tree
returned by S EARCH P HASE(key). (Specifically, m contains an edge from p to l, and the keys of p and l.)
In iteration 0 (where i = 0), T RY I NSERT performs LLX(p). Then, it uses the result of the LLX(p) to verify that
p still points to l. This verification step is conceptually part of the C ONFLICT procedure. It is necessary because p
might be changed between the S EARCH and LLX(p) so that it no longer points to l. If p no longer points to l (so it
no longer matches m), then T RY I NSERT returns FAIL, which indicates that the I NSERT should be retried. In terms of
the template, this corresponds to an invocation of C ONFLICT returning T RUE. As in the template, T RY I NSERT returns
FAIL if any of its invocations of LLX return FAIL or F INALIZED. In iteration 1, T RY I NSERT performs LLX(l). This
is the last iteration (which corresponds to C ONDITION returning T RUE in the template).
T RY I NSERT then computes SCX-A RGUMENTS over the next few lines. T RY I NSERT uses locally stored values
to construct the sequences V and R that it will use for its SCX, ordering their elements according to a breadth-first
traversal, in order to satisfy PC10. Line 36 determines which child pointer f ld of p should be changed by the insertion
using the result of its LLX(p). Line 37 creates a new leaf newL with weight 1, and the new key and value. Line 38
then checks whether l contains key. If so, T RY I NSERT takes newL to be the SCX argument new at line 40 (so that
newL will be inserted in place of l). Otherwise, T RY I NSERT creates an internal node new (at line 45 or 47) with the
appropriate weight, routing key, the value N IL, and the children newL and l, ordered according to their keys.
Finally, T RY I NSERT invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, new). If the SCX succeeds, then T RY I NSERT returns the result of
the expression (new.w = p.w = 0), which indicates whether T RY I NSERT created a red-red violation at new, and
oldValue, which contains the value that was previously associated with key (or ⊥ if key was not in the tree). Otherwise,
T RY I NSERT returns FAIL.

An invocation of I NSERT performs at most one successful invocation of T RY I NSERT, and succeeds only if it
performs a successful T RY I NSERT. Unsuccessful invocations of T RY I NSERT cannot create violations. A successful
invocation of T RY I NSERT can create at most one red-red violation at new, and cannot create any other violations. Thus,
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I NSERT(key, value)
. Associates value with key in the dictionary and returns the old associated value, or ⊥ if none existed
do
result := T RY I NSERT(key, value)
w h i l e result = FAIL
hcreatedViolation, valuei := result
i f createdViolation t h e n C LEANUP(key)
r e t u r n value
T RY I NSERT(key, value)
. Returns hT RUE, ⊥i if key was not in the dictionary and inserting it caused a violation,
hFALSE, ⊥i if key was not in the dictionary and inserting it did not cause a violation,
hFALSE, oldValuei if hkey, oldValuei was in the dictionary, and FAIL if we should try again
. Search for key in the tree
h−, −, p, li := S EARCH(key)
. Template iteration 0 (parent of leaf)
result := LLX(p)
i f result ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL e l s e hpL , pR i := result
if l ∈
/ {pL , pR } t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
. Template iteration 1 (leaf)
result := LLX(l)
i f result ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL e l s e hlL , lR i := result
. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hp, li
R := hli
f ld := (l = pL ) ? &p.right : &p.left
newL := new leaf with weight 1, key key and value value //
i f l.k = key t h e n
oldValue := l.v
new := newL
else
oldValue := ⊥
i f l is a sentinel node t h e n w := 1 e l s e w := l.w − 1
i f key < l.k t h e n
new := new node with weight w, key l.k, value N IL, and children newL and l
else
new := new node with weight w, key key, value N IL, and children l and newL
i f SCX(V, R, f ld, new) t h e n r e t u r n h(new.w = p.w = 0), oldValuei
e l s e r e t u r n FAIL

Figure 6.6: Pseudocode for I NSERT and T RY I NSERT.
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D ELETE(key)
. Deletes key and returns its associated value, or returns ⊥ if key was not in the dictionary
do
result := T RY D ELETE(key)
w h i l e result = FAIL
hcreatedViolation, valuei := result
i f createdViolation t h e n C LEANUP(key)
r e t u r n value
T RY D ELETE(key)
. Returns hFALSE, ⊥i if key was not in the dictionary,
hFALSE, oldValuei if hkey, oldValuei was in the dictionary and deleting it did not create a violation,
hT RUE, oldValuei if hkey, oldValuei was in the dictionary and deleting it created a violation, and
FAIL if we should try again
. Search for key in the tree
h−, gp, p, li := S EARCH(key)
. U PDATE N OT N EEDED: check if tree is empty
i f gp = N IL t h e n r e t u r n hFALSE, N ILi
. U PDATE N OT N EEDED: check if key is not in the dictionary
i f l.k 6= key t h e n r e t u r n hFALSE, ⊥i
. Template iteration 0 (grandparent of leaf)
result := LLX(gp)
i f result ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL e l s e hgpL , gpR i := result
if p∈
/ {gpL , gpR } t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify gp still points to p
. Template iteration 1 (parent of leaf)
result := LLX(p)
i f result ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL e l s e hpL , pR i := result
if l ∈
/ {pL , pR } t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
. Template iteration 2 (leaf)
result := LLX(l)
i f result ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL e l s e hlL , lR i := result
s := (key < p.k) ? pR : pL
. Template iteration 3 (sibling of leaf)
result := LLX(s)
i f result ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL e l s e hsL , sR i := result
. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
w := (p.k = ∞ or gp.k = ∞) ? 1 : p.w + s.w
new := new node with weight w, key s.k, value s.v, and children sL and sR
V := (key < p.k) ? hgp, p, l, si : hgp, p, s, li
R := (key < p.k) ? hp, l, si : hp, s, li
f ld := (key < gp.k) ? &gp.left : &gp.right
i f SCX(V, R, f ld, new) t h e n r e t u r n h(w > 1), l.vi
e l s e r e t u r n FAIL
Figure 6.7: Code for D ELETE and T RY D ELETE.

the expression (new.w = p.w = 0) returned by T RY I NSERT indicates whether T RY I NSERT created any violation. If
T RY I NSERT created a violation, then I NSERT invokes C LEANUP(key) (which is described in more detail, below) to
fix it before I NSERT returns.
A simple inspection of the pseudocode suffices to prove that T RY I NSERT follows the template, and the arguments
to SCX satisfy the postconditions of SCX-A RGUMENTS.

6.2.2

Detailed description of deletion

D ELETE(key) invokes T RY D ELETE to search for a leaf containing key and perform the localized update that actually
deletes key and its associated value. As in the description of insertion, we unroll the template loop, and organize the
steps of T RY D ELETE into iterations.
By inspection of the pseudocode, one can see that T RY D ELETE follows the template. T RY D ELETE begins by
invoking S EARCH(key) to find the leaf l on the search path to key and its parent p and grandparent gp. In terms of
the template, S EARCH represents the S EARCH P HASE procedure, gp is n0 , and gp, p and l are in the part m of the tree
returned by S EARCH P HASE(key). (Specifically, m contains an edge from gp to p, an edge from p to l, and the keys of
gp, p and l.) If the grandparent does not exist, then the tree is empty (and it looks like Figure 6.3(a)), so T RY D ELETE
returns successfully at line 66. In terms of the template, this corresponds to an invocation of U PDATE N OT N EEDED(m)
that returns T RUE. Similarly, if l does not contain key, we can show there is a time during the S EARCH when the tree
does not contain key, and T RY D ELETE returns successfully at line 69. Note that, if T RY D ELETE does not return at
line 69, then l contains key.
In iteration 0 (where i = 0), T RY D ELETE performs LLX(gp), and uses the result to verify that gp still points to p
(as in m). If gp no longer points to p, then T RY D ELETE returns FAIL. In terms of the template, this corresponds to
an invocation of C ONFLICT returning T RUE. As in the template, T RY D ELETE returns FAIL if any of its invocations
of LLX return FAIL or F INALIZED. In iteration 1, T RY D ELETE performs LLX(p), and uses the result to verify that
p still points to l. If p no longer points to l, then T RY D ELETE returns FAIL. In iteration 2, T RY D ELETE performs
LLX(l). At line 84, T RY D ELETE uses the result of its previous LLX(p) to obtain a pointer to the sibling, s, of the
leaf to be deleted. In iteration 3, T RY D ELETE performs LLX(s). This is the last iteration (which corresponds to
C ONDITION returning T RUE in the template).
T RY D ELETE then computes SCX-A RGUMENTS over the next few lines. Line 91 computes the weight of the node
new in the depiction of D ELETE in Figure 6.3, ensuring that it has weight one if it is taking the place of a sentinel
or root. Line 92 creates new, reading the key, and value directly from s (since they are immutable) and the child
pointers from the result of the LLX(s). Next, T RY D ELETE uses locally stored values (and the immutable key of
p) to construct the sequences V and R that it will use for its SCX, ordering their elements according to a breadthfirst traversal, in order to satisfy PC10. Finally, T RY D ELETE uses key and gp.k to decide which child pointer f ld
of gp should be changed by the deletion, and invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, new) to perform the modification. If the SCX
succeeds, then T RY D ELETE returns the immutable value stored in node l, and the result of the expression w > 1, which
indicates whether T RY D ELETE created an overweight violation at the new node. If the SCX fails, then T RY D ELETE
returns FAIL. Inspection of the pseudocode suffices to prove that the arguments to SCX satisfy postconditions of
SCX-A RGUMENTS.
An invocation of D ELETE performs at most one successful invocation of T RY D ELETE, and succeeds only if it
performs a successful T RY D ELETE. Unsuccessful invocations of T RY D ELETE cannot create violations. A successful
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C LEANUP(key)
. Ensures the violation created by an I NSERT or D ELETE of key gets eliminated
w h i l e T RUE
ggp := N IL ; gp := N IL ; p := N IL ; l := entry
. Save four last nodes traversed
w h i l e T RUE
i f l is a leaf then return
. Arrived at leaf without finding a violation
i f key < l.key t h e n {ggp := gp ; gp := p ; p := l ; l := l.le f t }
e l s e {ggp := gp ; gp := p ; p := l ; l := l.right }
i f l.w > 1 or ( p.w = 0 and l.w = 0 ) t h e n . Found a violation
T RY R EBALANCE(ggp, gp, p, l)
. Try to perform a rebalancing step
e x i t loop
. Go back to entry and traverse again

Figure 6.8: Pseudocode for C LEANUP.

invocation of T RY D ELETE can create overweight violations at new, but cannot create any other violations. Thus, the
expression w > 1 returned by T RY D ELETE indicates whether T RY D ELETE created any violation. If T RY D ELETE
creates a new violation, then D ELETE invokes C LEANUP(key) to fix it.

6.2.3

The rebalancing algorithm

Since rebalancing is decoupled from updating, there must be a scheme that determines when processes should perform rebalancing steps to eliminate violations. In [22], the authors suggest maintaining one or more problem queues
which contain pointers to nodes that contain violations, and dedicating one or more rebalancing processes to simply
perform rebalancing steps as quickly as possible. This approach does not yield a bound on the height of the tree, since
rebalancing may lag behind insertions and deletions. It is possible to obtain a height bound with a different queue
based scheme, but we present a way to bound the tree’s height without the (significant) overhead of maintaining any
auxiliary data structures. The linchpin of our method is the following claim concerning violations, which is satisfied
by each rebalancing step in Figure 6.5.
VIOL: If a violation is on the search path to key before a rebalancing step, then the violation is still on the search
path to key after the rebalancing step, or it has been eliminated.
The rebalancing steps shown in Figure 6.5 are actually a slight modification of those in [22]. Specifically, in the
original rebalancing steps, W1, W2, W3 and W4 (and their symmetric versions) require the node labeled uX to have
non-negative weight. In our rebalancing steps, we require uX to have positive weight. The reason for this restriction is
as follows.
While studying the original rebalancing steps, we realized that most of them satisfied VIOL. However, if W1,
W2, W3 or W4 (or a symmetric version) were performed when uX had weight 0, then VIOL could be violated. In
each of these cases, we found that another rebalancing step which satisfies VIOL could be applied instead. (We argue,
below, that a rebalancing step can always be applied whenever there is a violation in the tree.) Thus, under this
restriction, all rebalancing steps satisfy VIOL (a fact that is easily verified). Consequently, each violation created by
I NSERT(key, value) or D ELETE(key) stays on the search path to key until it is eliminated.
In our implementation, each I NSERT or D ELETE that increases the number of violations in the tree cleans up after
itself by invoking C LEANUP(key). Pseudocode for C LEANUP appears in Figure 6.8. C LEANUP(key) behaves like
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S EARCH(key) until it finds the first node l on the search path where a violation occurs. Then, C LEANUP(key) attempts
to eliminate or move the violation at l by invoking another procedure T RY R EBALANCE which applies one localized
rebalancing step at l, following the tree update template. (T RY R EBALANCE is described in more detail, below.)
C LEANUP(key) repeats these actions, searching for key and invoking T RY R EBALANCE to perform a rebalancing step,
until the search goes all the way to a leaf without finding a violation.
In order to prove that each I NSERT or D ELETE cleans up after itself, we must prove that while an invocation of
C LEANUP(key) searches for key by reading child pointers, it does not somehow miss the violation it is responsible for
eliminating, even if a concurrent rebalancing step moves the violation upward in the tree, above where C LEANUP is
currently searching. To see why this is true, consider any rebalancing step that occurs while C LEANUP is searching.
The rebalancing step is implemented using the tree update template, and looks like Figure 5.1. It takes effect at the
point it changes a child pointer f ld of some node parent from a node old to a node new. If C LEANUP reads f ld while
searching, we argue that it does not matter whether f ld contains old or new. First, suppose the violation is at a node
that is removed from the tree by the rebalancing step, or a child of such a node. If the search passes through old, it
will definitely reach the violation, since nodes do not change after they are removed from the tree. If the search passes
through new, VIOL implies that the rebalancing step either eliminated the violation, or moved it to a new node on
the search path through new. Finally, if the violation is further down in the tree, below the section modified by the
concurrent rebalancing step, a search through either old or new will reach it.

6.2.4

Deciding which rebalancing step to perform

Whenever C LEANUP finds a violation, it invokes T RY R EBALANCE, and provides it with pointers to the node l where
the violation was found, along with the node’s parent p, grandparent gp and great grandparent ggp. In terms of the
template, the search in C LEANUP corresponds to the S EARCH P HASE procedure, ggp is n0 , and ggp, gp, p and l are
in the part m of the tree returned by S EARCH P HASE. (Specifically, m contains an edge from ggp to gp, an edge from
gp to p, an edge from p to l, and the keys of ggp, gp, p and l.) In the first three template iterations, T RY R EBALANCE
performs LLX on ggp, gp and p (at lines 113, 117 and 121), and verifies that ggp still points to gp, gp still points
to p, and p still points to l. In terms of the template, these verification steps are part of the C ONFLICT procedure. If
any of these verification steps fails, then a node no longer matches m (so C ONFLICT conceptually returns T RUE), and
T RY R EBALANCE returns FAIL. As in the template, if an LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, then T RY R EBALANCE
returns FAIL. If T RY R EBALANCE returns FAIL, then C LEANUP will restart its search for violations from entry. In the
remaining template iterations, T RY R EBALANCE traverses the decision tree in Figure 6.9 to decide which rebalancing
step should be performed. Finally, T RY R EBALANCE invokes a procedure (e.g., D O BLK or D O RB2) to perform the
specific rebalancing step according to Figure 6.5.
We now describe the implementation of the decision tree. Pseudocode for T RY R EBALANCE, including the implementation of the decision tree, appears in Figure 6.10 and 6.11. The first task in T RY R EBALANCE is to identify
whether the violation found by C LEANUP is a left or right overweight violation, or a left or right red-red violation.
A left (resp., right) overweight violation is an overweight violation at a node that is a left (right) child. A left (resp.,
right) red-red violation is a red-red violation at a node whose parent is a left (right) child. T RY R EBALANCE identifies
the type of violation by first determining whether the violation is an overweight violation or a red-red violation at
line 125, and then further determining whether it is a left or right violation at line 126 (if it is an overweight violation)
or line 133 (if it is a red-red violation). This information is sufficient to determine where T RY R EBALANCE should
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Figure 6.9: Decision tree used by the algorithm to determine which rebalancing operation to apply when a violation
is encountered at a node (shaded black). The corresponding diagram to cover right violations can be obtained by:
horizontally flipping each small tree diagram, changing each rebalancing step D OX to its symmetric version D OX S,
and changing each symmetric version back to its original version.
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T RY R EBALANCE(ggp, gp, p, l)
. Precondition: l.w > 1 or l.w = p.w = 0 6= gp.w
r := ggp
i f (result := LLX(r)) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrL , rR i := result
i f gp ∈
/ {rL , rR } t h e n r e t u r n
. C ONFLICT: verify ggp still points to gp
rX := gp
i f (result := LLX(rX )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXL , rXR i := result
if p∈
/ {rXL , rXR } t h e n r e t u r n
. C ONFLICT: verify gp still points to p
rXX := p
i f (result := LLX(rXX )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXL , rXXR i := result
if l ∈
/ {rXXL , rXXR } t h e n r e t u r n
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
rXXX := l
i f rXXX .w > 1 t h e n
. Overweight violation at l
i f rXXX = rXXL t h e n
. Left overweight violation (l is a left child)
i f (result := LLX(rXXL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXLL , rXXLR i := result
OVERWEIGHT L EFT(all r variables)
e l s e . rXXX = rXXR
. Right overweight violation (l is a right child)
i f (result := LLX(rXXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRL , rXXRR i := result
OVERWEIGHT R IGHT(all r variables)
else
. Red-red violation at l
i f rXX = rXL t h e n
. Left red-red violation (p is a left child)
i f rXR .w = 0 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXRL , rXRR i := result
D O BLK(hr, rX , rXX , rXR i, all r variables)
e l s e i f rXXX = rXXL t h e n
D O RB1(hr, rX , rXX i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXX = rXXR
i f (result := LLX(rXXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRL , rXXRR i := result
D O RB2(hr, rX , rXX , rXXR i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXX = rXR
. Right red-red violation (p is a right child)
i f rXL .w = 0 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXLL , rXLR i := result
D O BLK(hr, rX , rXL , rXX i, all r variables)
e l s e i f rXXX = rXXR t h e n
D O RB1 S(hr, rX , rXX i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXX = rXXL
i f (result := LLX(rXXL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXLL , rXXLR i := result
D O RB2 S(hr, rX , rXX , rXXL i, all r variables)
Figure 6.10: Pseudocode for T RY R EBALANCE.
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OVERWEIGHT L EFT(r, rX , rXX , rXXL , rL , rR , rXL , rXR , rXXR )
i f rXXR .w = 0 t h e n
i f rXX .w = 0 t h e n
i f rXX = rXL t h e n
i f rXR .w = 0 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXRL , rXRR i := result
D O BLK(hr, rX , rXX , rXR i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXR .w > 0
i f (result := LLX(rXXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRL , rXXRR i := result
D O RB2(hr, rX , rXX , rXXR i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXX = rXR
i f rXL .w = 0 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXLL , rXLR i := result
D O BLK(hr, rX , rXL , rXX i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXX = rXL
D O RB1 S(hr, rX , rXX i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXX .w > 0
i f (result := LLX(rXXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRL , rXXRR i := result
i f (result := LLX(rXXRL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRLL , rXXRLR i := result
i f rXXRL .w > 1 t h e n
D OW1(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR , rXXRL i, result, all r variables)
e l s e i f rXXRL .w = 0 t h e n
D O RB2 S(hrX , rXX , rXXR , rXXRL i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXRL .w = 1
i f rXXRLR = N IL t h e n r e t u r n
. Special case: a node we performed LLX on was modified
i f rXXRLR .w = 0 t h e n
i f (res := LLX(rXXRLR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRLRL , rXXRLRR i := res
D OW4(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR , rXXRL , rXXRLR i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXRLR .w > 0
i f rXXRLL .w = 0 t h e n
i f (res := LLX(rXXRLL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRLLL , rXXRLLR i := res
D OW3(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR , rXXRL , rXXRLL i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXRLL .w > 0
D OW2(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR , rXXRL i, all r variables)
e l s e i f rXXR .w = 1 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRL , rXXRR i := result
i f rXXRR = N IL t h e n r e t u r n
. Special case: a node we performed LLX on was modified
i f rXXRR .w = 0 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXXRR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRRL , rXXRRR i := result
D OW5(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR , rXXRR i, all r variables)
e l s e i f rXXRL .w = 0 t h e n
i f (result := LLX(rXXRL )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRLL , rXXRLR i := result
D OW6(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR , rXXRL i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXR .w > 0 and rXXRL .w > 0
D O P USH(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR i, all r variables)
e l s e . rXXR .w > 1
i f (result := LLX(rXXR )) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hrXXRL , rXXRR i := result
D OW7(hrX , rXX , rXXL , rXXR i, all r variables)
OVERWEIGHT R IGHT(r, rX , rXX , rXXR , rL , rR , rXL , rXR , rXXL )
. Obtained from OVERWEIGHT L EFT by flipping each R in the subscript of an r variable to an L (and vice versa), and
by flipping each rebalancing step D OX to its symmetric version D OX S (and vice versa).
Figure 6.11: Pseudocode for OVERWEIGHT L EFT (and effectively also OVERWEIGHT R IGHT).

start in the decision tree shown in Figure 6.9 (or in the symmetric, mirror-image version of this decision tree).
Once the violation type has been identified, T RY R EBALANCE performs a sequence of LLXs, and uses their results
(and the immutable fields of nodes) to decide which path to traverse in the decision tree. More specifically, at each
node of the decision tree, T RY R EBALANCE decides which child to proceed to by looking at the weight of one node,
as indicated in the child (in Figure 6.9). (For clarity, we factorize the left overweight and right overweight parts of
the decision tree traversal into two other functions, OVERWEIGHT L EFT and OVERWEIGHT R IGHT.) The leaves of the
decision tree are labeled by the rebalancing step to apply. Note that this decision tree is a component of the sequential
chromatic tree algorithm that was left to the implementer in [22].
Whenever T RY R EBALANCE follows a pointer to a node in the chromatic tree, either we must be able to argue that
the pointer is not N IL, or T RY R EBALANCE must explicitly check whether the pointer is N IL. It is easy to prove that
most pointers followed by T RY R EBALANCE are non-N IL with the help of three simple invariants (which are easy to
prove if rebalancing steps are atomic). First, each node is created with two N IL child pointers or two non-N IL child
pointers, and a child pointer does not change from a non-N IL value to N IL, or vice versa. (Thus, if T RY R EBALANCE
has followed one child pointer of a node, then the other child pointer is non-N IL.) Second, each node with weight zero
has two non-N IL child pointers, and node weights never change. Third, every node that has a red-red violation always
has a parent, grandparent and great grandparent. These invariants suffice to prove that only two explicit N IL checks
are necessary, specifically, at lines 175 and 187.
In each of these cases, T RY R EBALANCE returns without performing any rebalancing step, and C LEANUP repeats
its search for violations. This creates two potential problems. First, we would like to argue that a rebalancing step can
always be applied, whenever the chromatic tree contains a violation, but in this case we return without performing a
rebalancing step. Second, we would like to argue that returning without performing a rebalancing step will not cause
an infinite loop where C LEANUP repeatedly finds the same violation, and T RY R EBALANCE repeatedly returns without
fixing it.
We prove both of the above claims for the case where T RY R EBALANCE returns because of the N IL check at
line 187. (The proof for the other case is similar.) Consider the node labeled W5 in Figure 6.9 and its parent. Moving
from the parent to the node labeled W5 in the decision tree corresponds to following the right child pointer of the
node rXXR (where rXXR is the right child of the node labeled rXX ). We prove that, in a chromatic tree, the right child
pointer of rXXR must be non-N IL. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that it is N IL (i.e., rXXR is a leaf). Recall that
the sum of node weights is always the same on all paths from the root to a leaf in a chromatic tree, and all node
weights are non-negative. Let SW (u) be the sum of weights from root to a node u. Since rXXR is a leaf, it follows that
SW (rXXL ) ≤ SW (rXXR ) (and, if rXXL is also a leaf, then SW (rXXL ) = SW (rXXR )). By definition, SW (rXXL ) = SW (rXX ) + rXXL .w,

and SW (rXXR ) = SW (rXX ) + rXXR .w. Furthermore, in this case, rXXR .w = 1, so SW (rXXR ) = SW (rXX ) + 1. However, rXXL

is overweight (indicated with shading in Figure 6.9), so rXXL .w > 1, which implies SW (rXXL ) > SW (rXXR ), which is a
contradiction. Consequently, if T RY R EBALANCE sees that the right child pointer of rXXR is N IL at line 187, then the
view of the chromatic tree that it obtained from its invocations of LLX was not a consistent view of the chromatic tree.
In other words, another update must have concurrently modified the tree. Thus, the configuration of nodes observed by
T RY R EBALANCE is transient, and, when C LEANUP repeats its search for violations, it will eventually see a different
configuration (possibly after helping the other update to complete).
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D O RB2(u, uX , uXL , uXR , uXLL , uXLR , uXLRL , uXLRR )
. Create new nodes according to the right-hand diagram
create node nL with k = uXL .k, w = 0, left = uXLL , right = uXLRL
create node nR with k = uX .k, w = 0, left = uXLRR , right = uXR
create node n with k = uXLR .k, w = uX .w, left = nL , right = nR
. Perform the SCX to swing the child pointer of node u
i f uX = uL t h e n ptr := &u.le f t e l s e ptr := &u.right
SCX(hu, uX , uXX , uXLR i, huX , uXL , uXLR i, ptr, n)

Figure 6.12: Implementing rebalancing step RB2. Other rebalancing steps are handled similarly using the diagrams
shown in Figure 6.5.

6.2.5

Implementing a rebalancing step

We now describe how the individual rebalancing steps in Figure 6.5 are implemented. As an example, we consider
one of the rebalancing steps, named RB2 (shown in Figure 6.12), which eliminates a red-red violation at node uXLR .
The other rebalancing steps are implemented similarly.
Pseudocode for RB2 appears in Figure 6.12. This code is invoked from T RY R EBALANCE, after performing a sequence of LLXs and deciding which rebalancing step to perform. We first describe the steps taken in T RY R EBALANCE
before RB2 is invoked. T RY R EBALANCE performs LLXs on each of the shaded nodes in Figure 6.12, starting with
u. LLX is performed on u because it will be changed by the rebalancing step. LLX is performed on uX , uXL and uXLR ,
because the rebalancing step will remove them from the tree. For RB2 to be applicable, uX and uXR must have positive
weights and uXL and uXLR must both have weight 0. Since weight fields are immutable, T RY R EBALANCE can verify
constraints on weights at any time. One might wonder why LLX is not performed on uXR , since RB2 should be applied
only if uX has a right child with positive weight. Suppose T RY R EBALANCE simply verifies that uXR .w > 0 without
performing LLX on uXR . Since weight fields are immutable, the only way that uXR .w can change is if the right child of
uX changes. Thus, if uXR .w changes after T RY R EBALANCE performs LLX(uX ), then the right child of uX will change,
so the SCX will fail.
Now we describe the behaviour of RB2. First, n and its two children are created. N consists of these three
nodes. The keys stored in the newly created nodes are the same as in the removed nodes (so that an in-order traversal
encounters them in the same order). Finally, SCX(V, R, f ld, new) is invoked, where f ld is the child pointer of u that
pointed to uX in the result of LLX(u).
If the SCX modifies the tree, then no node r ∈ V has changed since the update performed LLX(r). In this case,

the SCX replaces the directed graph GR by the directed graph GN and the nodes in R are finalized. This ensures
that other updates cannot erroneously modify these old nodes after they have been replaced. The nodes in the set
FR = FN = {uXLL , uXLRL , uXLRR , uXR } each have the same keys, weights, and child pointers before and after the rebalancing

step, so they can be reused. V = hu, uX , uXX , uXLR i is the sequence of nodes on which T RY R EBALANCE performs LLXs,
and R = huX , uXL , uXLR i is a subsequence of V , so PC1, PC2 and PC3 are satisfied. Clearly, we satisfy PC8 and PC9

when we create new and its two children. It is easy to verify that PC4, PC5, PC6 and PC7 are satisfied. If the tree does

not change during the update, then the nodes in V are ordered consistently with a breadth-first traversal of the tree, so
PC10 is satisfied.
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S UCCESSOR(key)
. Returns the successor of key and its associated value (or h⊥, ⊥i if there is no such successor)
l := entry
l o o p u n t i l l is a leaf
i f LLX(l) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n retry S UCCESSOR(key) from scratch
i f key < l.key t h e n
lastLe f t := l
l := l.le f t
V := hlastLe f ti
else
l := l.right
add l to end of V
i f lastLe f t = entry t h e n r e t u r n h⊥, ⊥i
. Dictionary is empty
e l s e i f key < l.k t h e n r e t u r n hl.k, l.vi
else
. Find next leaf after l in in-order traversal
succ := lastLe f t.right
l o o p u n t i l succ is a leaf
i f LLX(succ) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n retry S UCCESSOR(key) from scratch
add succ to end of V
succ := succ.le f t
i f succ.key = ∞ t h e n result := h⊥, ⊥i e l s e result := hsucc.k, succ.vi
i f VLX(V ) t h e n r e t u r n result
e l s e retry S UCCESSOR(key) from scratch

Figure 6.13: Code for S UCCESSOR.

6.2.6

Successor queries

S UCCESSOR(key) runs an ordinary BST search algorithm, using LLXs to read the child fields of each node visited,
until it reaches a leaf. If the key of this leaf is larger than key, it is returned and the operation is linearized at any time
during the operation when this leaf was on the search path for key. Otherwise, S UCCESSOR finds the next leaf. To do
this, it remembers the last time it followed a left child pointer and, instead, follows one right child pointer, and then left
child pointers until it reaches a leaf, using LLXs to read the child fields of each node visited. If any LLX it performs
returns FAIL or F INALIZED, S UCCESSOR restarts. Otherwise, it performs a validate-extended (VLX), which returns
T RUE only if all nodes on the path connecting the two leaves have not changed. If the VLX succeeds, the key of
the second leaf found is returned and the query is linearized at the linearization point of the VLX. If the VLX fails,
S UCCESSOR restarts.

6.3

Correctness proof

We start with a high-level correctness argument for the chromatic tree. As mentioned above, G ET(key) invokes
S EARCH(key), which traverses a path from entry to a leaf by reading child pointers. Even though this search can
pass through nodes that have been removed by concurrent updates, we prove by induction that every node visited was
on the search path for key at some time during the search. G ET can thus be linearized at some time t when the leaf it
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reaches was on the search path for key. (Moreover, we prove that this leaf is the only one in the tree that could possibly
contain key.)
We prove that each insertion, deletion and rebalancing step that performs an SCX follows the template (and, hence,
has an atomic update phase). Each I NSERT that terminates performs a successful SCX, and we linearize the I NSERT at
this SCX. Each D ELETE that terminates performs a successful SCX, or returns at line 66 or 69. If a D ELETE performs
a successful SCX, we linearize it at this SCX. Otherwise, the D ELETE behaves like a query, and is linearized in the
same way as G ET. We argue that each invocations of S EARCH performed by I NSERT or D ELETE satisfies the delayed
traversal property (DTP), which was introduced in Section 5.3. This allows us to invoke Theorem 5.7, which proves
that I NSERT and D ELETE are atomic (including the search phase). Because no rebalancing step modifies the set of
keys stored in leaves, the set of leaves always represents the set of dictionary entries.
Detailed proof We first start with two simple definitions, and then prove the major result of this section.
Definition 6.1 The search path to key starting at a node r is the path that an ordinary BST search starting at r would
follow. If r = entry, then we simply call this the search path to key.
Note that this search is well-defined even if the data structure is not a BST. Moreover, the search path starting at a
node is well-defined, even if the node has been removed from the tree. In any case, we simply look at the path that an
ordinary BST search would follow, if it were performed on the data structure. Additionally, observe that the S EARCH
procedure invoked by T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE is an ordinary BST search, and, hence, an atomic S EARCH(key)
traverses exactly the search path to key.
Definition 6.2 The range of a node u in some configuration is the set of keys for which u is on the search path.
The next lemma is the main result in this section. It establishes several results which are used to prove that searches
and updates are linearizable. The first result states that T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE and T RY R EBALANCE follow the
tree update template, which is a prerequisite to invoking the results in Section 5.4. Our proof that T RY R EBALANCE
follows the tree update template is complicated slightly by the fact that its subroutine, OVERWEIGHT L EFT, returns
FAIL at line 175 and line 187 if it sees a N IL child pointer. (The OVERWEIGHT R IGHT routine is similar.) These return
statements do not explicitly fit into the template, so, to guarantee non-blocking progress, we must prove that they are
executed by an update only if it is concurrent with another successful update.
The second result states that the top of the tree is always as shown in Fig. 6.3.
The third and fourth claims are used to linearize searches. Specifically, since a search only reads child pointers,
and the tree may change as the search traverses the tree, we must show that it still ends up at the correct leaf. In
other words, we must show that the search is linearizable even if it traverses some nodes that are no longer in the tree.
Note that these claims are proved in a somewhat similar way to [52], but the proofs here must deal with the additional
complication of rebalancing operations occuring while a search traverses the tree.
The fifth claim states that the search phase of each insertion (resp., deletion) satisfies the delayed traversal property.
This allows us to argue in the sixth claim that the entire insertion (resp., deletion) is atomic. The sixth claim also states
that the update phase of each rebalancing step is atomic. (The search phase of a rebalancing step is not part of the
atomic operation, but this is fine, because a chromatic tree allows rebalancing steps to be freely applied anywhere their
preconditions are met, and in any order. Thus, it is not important for a rebalancing step to be performed specifically at
the location that would be found by an atomic search.)
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The final claim establishes the chromatic tree structure.
Lemma 6.3 Our implementation of a chromatic tree satisfies the following claims.
1. T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE follow the tree update template and satisfy all constraints specified by the template. If an invocation of T RY R EBALANCE does not return at line 175 or line 187, then it follows the tree update
template and satisfies all constraints specified by the template. Otherwise, it follows the tree update template up
until it returns without performing an SCX, and it satisfies all constraints specified by the template.
2. The tree rooted at root always looks like Fig. 6.3(a) if it is empty, and Fig. 6.3(b) otherwise.
3. If a node v is in the data structure in some configuration C and v was on the search path for key k in some earlier
configuration C0 , then v is on the search path for k in C. (Equivalently, updates to the tree do not shrink the
range of any node in the tree.)
4. If an invocation of S EARCH(k) reaches a node v, then there was some earlier configuration during the search
when v was on the search path for k.
5. The S EARCH procedure used by T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE satisfies DTP.
6. Invocations of T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE and T RY R EBALANCE that perform a successful SCX are atomic.
7. The tree rooted at the left child of entry is always a chromatic tree.
Proof: We prove these claims together by induction on the sequence of steps in an execution. That is, for each claim
C, we assume that all of the claims hold before an arbitrary step in the execution, and prove that C holds after the step.
Claim 1: This claim follows almost immediately from inspection of the code. The only subtlety is showing that no
process invokes LLX(r) where r = N IL. Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds just before an invocation of LLX(r).
For I NSERT N EW, I NSERT R EPLACE and D ELETE, r 6= N IL follows from inspection of the code, inductive Claim 2,

and the fact that every key inserted or deleted from the dictionary is less than ∞ (so every key inserted or deleted
minimally has a parent and a grandparent).

For rebalancing steps, r 6= N IL follows from inspection of the code and the decision tree in Fig. 6.9, using a few

facts about the data structure. T RY R EBALANCE performs LLXs on its arguments ggp, gp, p, l, and then possibly on

a sequence of other nodes in the subtree rooted at gp, as it follows the decision tree. From Fig. 6.3(b), it is easy to
see that any node with weight w 6= 1 minimally has a parent, grandparent, and great-grandparent. Thus, the arguments

to T RY R EBALANCE are all non-N IL. By Claim 7, each leaf has weight w ≥ 1, every node has zero or two children,
and the child pointers of a leaf do not change. This is enough to argue that all LLXs performed by T RY R EBALANCE,

and nearly all LLXs performed by OVERWEIGHT L EFT and OVERWEIGHT R IGHT, are passed non-N IL arguments.
Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to LLXs performed by OVERWEIGHT L EFT. The argument for
OVERWEIGHT R IGHT is symmetric. The only LLXs that require different reasoning are performed at lines 177, 181,
189 and 192. For lines 177 and 189, the claim follows immediately from lines 175 and line 187, respectively. Consider
line 181. If rXXRLL = N IL then, since every node has zero or two children, and the child pointers of a leaf do not change,
rXXRL is a leaf, so rXXRLR = N IL. Therefore, OVERWEIGHT L EFT will return before it reaches line 181. By the same
argument, rXXRL 6= N IL when line 192 is performed. Thus, r 6= N IL no matter where the LLX occurs in the code.
Claim 2: The only step that can modify the tree (and, hence, affect this claim) is an invocation S of SCX performed
by an invocation I of T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE or T RY R EBALANCE. Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds just
before S. By Claim 1, I follows the tree update template up until it performs S. By Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.1, the
update phase of I is atomic. Thus, S atomically performs one of the transformations in Fig. 6.5. By inspection of
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these transformations, when the tree is empty, I NSERT N EW at the left child of entry changes the tree from looking like
Fig. 6.3(a) to looking like Fig. 6.3(b) and, otherwise, does not affect the claim. When the tree has only one node with
key 6= ∞, D ELETE at the leftmost grandchild of entry changes the tree back to looking like Fig. 6.3(a) and, otherwise,
does not affect the claim. I NSERT R EPLACE does not affect the claim.

Without loss of generality, suppose S performs a left rebalancing step. (The argument for right rebalancing steps
is symmetric.) Each rebalancing step in {BLK, RB1, RB2} applies only if uXL .w = 0, and every other rebalancing
step applies only if uXL .w > 1. By the inductive hypothesis, just before S, all nodes that are not in the subtree rooted at
the leftmost grandchild of entry have weight one. Therefore, S must change a child pointer in the subtree rooted at the
leftmost grandchild of entry. Since the child pointer changed by S was traversed while a process was searching for a
key that it inserted or deleted, and every such key must be less than ∞, S can replace only nodes with key < ∞ (and,
hence, cannot affect the claim).
Note: using similar reasoning, it is easy to verify that, each time a process accesses a field of a node u, u 6= N IL.
Claim 3: Initially, the claim is trivially true (since the tree only contains sentinel nodes, which are on every search
path). In order for v to change from being on the search path for k in configuration C0 to no longer being on the search
path for k in configuration C, the tree must change between C0 and C. Thus, there must be a successful SCX S between
C0 and C. Moreover, this is the only kind of step that can affect this claim. We show S preserves the property that v is
on the search path for k.
By inductive Claim 1, S is performed by a template operation. Thus, by Lemma 5.1, S changes a pointer of a node
from old to new, removing a connected set R of nodes (rooted at old) from the tree, and inserting a new connected set
N of nodes. If v is not a descendant of old immediately before S, then this change cannot remove v from the search
path for k. So, suppose v is a descendant of old immediately prior to S.
Since v is in the data structure in both C0 and C, it must be in the data structure at all times between C0 and C by
Lemma 5.3. Therefore, v is a descendant of old, but S does not remove v from the tree. Recall that the fringe FR is the
set of nodes that are children of nodes in R, but are not themselves in R (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). By definition,
v must be a descendant of a node f ∈ FR . Moreover, since v is on the search path for k just before S, so is f . We argue,

for each possible tree modification in Figure 6.5, that if any node in FR is on the search path for k prior to S, then it is
still on the search path for k after S. We proceed by cases.
Case 1: Suppose S is part of an invocation of T RY I NSERT, which atomically implements the I NSERT N EW and
I NSERT R EPLACE modifications in Figure 6.5. Since S replaces a leaf with either a new leaf, or a new internal node
and two new leaves, the fringe set is empty. Thus, the claim is vacuously true.
Case 2: Suppose S is part of an invocation of T RY D ELETE, which atomically implements the D ELETE modification
in Figure 6.5. (The argument for its mirror image is symmetric.) S replaces a leaf uXL , its sibling uXR , and their parent
uX , with a new copy new of uXR . If uXR is a leaf, then FR is empty, and the claim is vacuously true. Otherwise, FR
consists of the children uXRL and uXRR of uXR . Since new has the same key as uXR , the ranges of uXRL and uXRR after S are
supersets of what they were before S. Thus, the claim holds.
Case 3: Suppose S is part of an invocation of T RY R EBALANCE, which atomically implements the remaining
modifications in Figure 6.5 (and their mirror images). In each rebalancing step, |R| = |N| and the set of keys in R is

the same as the set of keys in N. Furthermore, in-order traversals on R ∪ FR just before S and N ∪ FR just after S yields

the same sequence of keys. By Claim 7, this sequence is sorted. Consequently, the nodes in R partition the range of
old in exactly the same way that the nodes in N partition the range of new. Thus, the claim holds.
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Claim 4: Consider a read r of a child pointer in an invocation I of S EARCH(k). This is the only kind of step that can
affect this claim. Let v be the node pointed to by the value returned by r. We prove that r preserves the claim. If r is
the first read of a child pointer by I, then v is entry, which is always on the search path for k, so r preserves the claim.
Now, suppose there is a previous read r0 of a child pointer by I. By the inductive hypothesis, the node v0 that was
returned by r0 was on the search path for k in some configuration C0 after the beginning of I and before r0 . Our goal is
to prove that there is a configuration C, after C0 and before r, when v is on the search path for k. If v0 is in the tree when
I performs r, then C is the configuration just before r. Otherwise, C is the last configuration before v0 was removed
from the tree.
Without loss of generality, assume k < v0 .key. (The argument when k ≥ v0 .key is symmetric.) By inductive Claim 7,

the data structure is a chromatic search tree just before r, so I must reach v by following the left child pointer of v0 . We

now prove that v0 .le f t points to v in C. Suppose v0 is in the tree when I performs r (so C is just before r). This case
follows immediately from our assumption that r reads a pointer to v from v0 .le f t. Now, suppose v0 is not in the tree
when r occurs, so C is the last configuration before v0 was removed. Recall that v0 is in the tree in C0 . By Lemma 5.3,
v0 cannot be added back into the data structure after it is removed. Since v0 is in the tree in C0 , and is not in the tree
when I subsequently performs r, v0 must be removed after C0 and before r occurs. By inductive Claim 1 and template
Constraint 3, v0 becomes finalized precisely when it is removed. Since v0 cannot change after it is finalized, and v0 .le f t
points to v when r occurs (which is after v0 is removed), we can see that v0 .le f t must point to v in C (which is just
before v0 is removed).
Finally, we prove that v is on the search path for k in C. Since v0 was on the search path for k in C0 , and it is in the
data structure in C, which is after C0 but before r, inductive Claim 3 implies that v0 is on the search path for k in C.
Since k < v0 .key and v = v0 .le f t, v is also on the search path for k in C.
Claim 5: Initially, the claim holds vacuously (since no steps have been taken). Suppose an invocation S of S EARCH(k)
in T RY D ELETE terminates and returns m. (The proof for T RY I NSERT is similar.) Consider any configuration C, after
S returns m, in which all of the nodes in m are in the tree and their fields agree with the values in m. Suppose the
inductive hypothesis up until C. We prove that an invocation S0 of S EARCH(k) in T RY D ELETE would return m if S0
were performed atomically just after configuration C.
The value m = h−, gp, p, li returned by S contains a leaf l, its parent p and its grandparent gp. By inductive

Claim 4, gp, p and l were each on the search path at some point during S (which is before C). Since gp, p and l

are in the tree in C, inductive Claim 3 implies that they are all on the search path for k in C. Therefore, S0 will visit
each of them. Conceptually, m also encodes the facts that gp points to p and p points to l. These facts are checked
at line 74 and line 79 (as part of the C ONFLICT procedure). By our assumption (that the fields of the nodes in m in
configuration C agree with their values in m), these facts also hold when S0 is performed. Consequently, S0 will also
return m = h−, gp, p, li.
Claim 6: By Claim 5 and Theorem 5.7, all invocations of T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE that perform a successful
SCX are atomic. By Lemma 5.5, all invocations of T RY R EBALANCE that perform a successful SCX are atomic.
Claim 7: Only successful invocations of SCX can affect this claim. These are performed only in T RY I NSERT,
T RY D ELETE and T RY R EBALANCE. The claim holds in the initial state of the tree shown in Figure 6.3(a). We show
that every successful invocation S of SCX preserves the claim. We proceed by cases.
Case 1: S is performed in an invocation I of T RY I NSERT(key, value) or T RY D ELETE(key). By Claim 6, the entirety
of I is atomic, including its search phase. Thus, when I occurs, its search procedure returns the unique leaf on the
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search path for key. Consequently, I atomically performs one of the transformations I NSERT N EW, I NSERT R EPLACE or
D ELETE in Figure 6.5 to replace l (and possibly some of its neighbouring nodes). Since I is entirely atomic (including
its search phase), and it simply performs one of the chromatic tree updates, it is easy to verify that it preserves the
claim.
Case 2: S is performed in an invocation I of T RY R EBALANCE, which performs one of the rebalancing transformations P USH, RB1, RB2, BLK, W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, W6, or W7. By Claim 6, the update phase of I is atomic (but
the search phase is not necessarily atomic). Therefore, I atomically performs one of the rebalancing transformations at
some location in the tree (but not necessarily the same rebalancing transformation, at the same location, that it would
perform if I’s search were also part of the atomic update). All of the rebalancing transformations preserve the claim
(regardless of where in the tree they are performed).
We define the linearization points for chromatic tree operations as follows.
• G ET(key) is linearized at a time during the operation when the leaf reached was on the search path for key. (This
time exists, by Lemma 6.3.4.)

• An I NSERT is linearized at its successful SCX inside T RY I NSERT (if such an SCX exists). (Note: every I NSERT
that terminates performs a successful SCX.)

• A D ELETE that returns ⊥ is linearized at a time during the operation when the leaf returned by its last invocation
of S EARCH was on the search path for key. (This time exists, by Lemma 6.3.4.)

• A D ELETE that does not return ⊥ is linearized at its successful SCX inside T RY D ELETE (if such an SCX
exists). (Note: every D ELETE that terminates, but does not return ⊥, performs a successful SCX.)

• A S UCCESSOR query that returns at line 221 is linearized when it performs LLX(entry).

• A S UCCESSOR query that returns at line 222 at the time during the operation that l was on the search path for
key. (This time exists, by Lemma 6.3.4.)

• A S UCCESSOR query that returns at line 230 is linearized when it performs its successful VLX.
It is easy to verify that every operation that terminates is assigned a linearization point during the operation.
Theorem 6.4 The chromatic search tree is a linearizable implementation of an ordered dictionary with the operations
G ET, I NSERT, D ELETE, S UCCESSOR.
Proof: Lemma 6.3.6 proves that the SCXs implement atomic changes to the tree as shown in Figure 6.5. By inspection of these transformations, the set of keys and associated values stored in leaves are not altered by any rebalancing
steps. Moreover, the transformations performed by each linearized I NSERT and D ELETE maintain the invariant that
the set of keys and associated values stored in leaves of the tree is exactly the set that should be in the dictionary.
When a G ET(key) is linearized, the search path for key ends at the leaf returned by its invocation of S EARCH. If
that leaf contains key, G ET returns the associated value, which is correct. If that leaf does not contain key, then, by
Lemma 6.3.7, it is nowhere else in the tree, so G ET is correct to return ⊥.

If S UCCESSOR(key) returns h⊥, ⊥i at line 221, then at its linearization point, the left child of the entry is a leaf.

By Lemma 6.3.2, the dictionary is empty.

If S UCCESSOR(key) returns hl.k, l.vi at line 221, then at its linearization point, l is the leaf on the search path for

key. So, l contains either key or its predecessor or successor at the linearization point. Since key < l.k, l is key’s
successor.
Finally, suppose S UCCESSOR(key) returns hsucc.k, succ.vi at line 230. Then l was on the search path for key at

some time during the search. Since l is among the nodes validated by the VLX, it is not finalized, so it is still on the
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search path for key at the linearization point, by Lemma 6.3.3. Since key ≥ l.k, the successor of key is the next leaf
after l in an in-order traversal of the tree. Leaf l is the rightmost leaf in the subtree rooted at the left child of lastLe f t

and the key returned is the leftmost leaf in the subtree rooted at the right child of lastLe f t. The paths from lastLe f t to
these two leaves are not finalized and therefore are in the tree. Thus, the correct result is returned.

6.4

Progress proof

Our goal is to prove that, if processes take steps infinitely often, then chromatic tree operations succeed infinitely
often. At a high level, this follows from Theorem 5.10 (the final progress result for template operations), and the
fact that at most 3i + d rebalancing steps can be performed after i insertions and d deletions have occurred (proved
in [22]). Theorem 5.10 applies only if processes perform infinitely many template operations, so we must prove that
processes will perform infinitely many template operations if they take steps infinitely often. The subtlety is that some
invocations of T RY R EBALANCE might not follow the template. One can imagine a pathology in which non-blocking
progress is violated, because processes perform only finitely many invocations of T RY R EBALANCE that follow the
template, but perform infinitely many invocations that do not follow the template. We first prove that this does not
happen. Then, we prove the main result.
Lemma 6.5 If infinitely many invocations of T RY R EBALANCE are performed, then infinitely many invocations follow
the tree update template.
Proof: As we explained near the beginning of this section, each invocation either follows the template or returns
at line 175 or line 187 without invoking SCX. We prove that each invocation I of T RY R EBALANCE that returns
at line 175 or line 187 is concurrent with a template operation that performs a successful SCX during I (and, hence,
follows the template). Suppose not, to derive a contradiction. Suppose I returns at line 175. Consider the configuration
immediately before I returns. By inspection of OVERWEIGHT L EFT, we have rXXRL .w = 1 and rXXRLR = N IL, so rXXRL is
a leaf. Moreover, since the tree does not change during I, we also have the following facts: rXXR is the parent of rXXRL ,
rXXR .w = 0, rXXL is the sibling of rXXR , and rXXL .w > 1. Therefore, the sum of weights on a path from root to a leaf in the
sub-tree rooted at rXXR is different from the sum of weights on a path from root to a leaf in the sub-tree rooted at rXXL .
So, the tree is not a chromatic tree, which is a contradiction. The proof when I returns at line 187 is similar, and is left
as an exercise.
Theorem 6.6 The chromatic tree operations are non-blocking.
Proof: To derive a contradiction, suppose there is some configuration C after which some processes continue to take
steps but no successful chromatic tree operations occur. We first argue that eventually the tree stops changing. Since
no successful chromatic tree operations occur after C, the only steps that can change the tree after C are successful
invocations of SCX performed by T RY R EBALANCE. Boyar, Fagerberg and Larsen [22] proved that after a bounded
number of rebalancing steps, the tree becomes a red-black tree, and then no further rebalancing steps can be applied.
Thus, eventually the tree must stop changing.
This implies that every invocation of S EARCH (and, hence, G ET) terminates after a finite number of steps, unless
the process executing it crashes. Thus, S EARCH and G ET are non-blocking. It follows that no invocation of S EARCH
or G ET occurs after C. To prove progress for the other operations, we consider two cases.
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Suppose processes take infinitely many steps in I NSERT or D ELETE operations. Then, processes perform infinitely
many invocations of T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE or T RY R EBALANCE. By Lemma 6.3.1 and Lemma 6.5, infinitely
many of these invocations follow the tree update template. By Theorem 5.10, infinitely many of them will succeed, so
infinitely many must succeed after C, which is a contradiction.
Now, suppose there is a configuration C0 (after C) after which no process takes a step in an I NSERT or D ELETE
operation. Then, every operation after C0 must be an invocation of P REDECESSOR or S UCCESSOR. Observe that
every invocation of P REDECESSOR or S UCCESSOR is an execution of a VLX-Q UERY algorithm (see the definition
in Section 5.5). By progress property P2 of LLX, SCX and VLX (see Section 3.2.2), infinitely many invocations
of SCX or VLX must succeed. Since there are only finitely many invocations of SCX, infinitely many invocations
of VLX must succeed, and infinitely many of these must occur after C0 . Observe that VLX is performed only by
invocations of P REDECESSOR and S UCCESSOR, and an invocation of P REDECESSOR or S UCCESSOR is successful
precisely if it performs a successful VLX. Therefore, infinitely many successful invocations of P REDECESSOR and/or
S UCCESSOR must occur after C0 , which is a contradiction.

6.5

Bounding the height of the tree

We now show that the height of the chromatic search tree at any time is O(c + log n) where n is the number of
keys stored in the tree and c is the number of I NSERT and D ELETE operations currently in progress. Since we always
perform rebalancing steps that satisfy VIOL, if we reach a leaf without finding the violation that an I NSERT or D ELETE
created, then the violation has been eliminated. This allows us to prove that the number of violations in the tree at any
time is bounded above by c. Further, since removing all violations would yield a red-black tree with height O(log n),
and eliminating each violation reduces the height by at most one, the height of the chromatic tree is O(c + log n).
Definition 6.7 Let x be a node that is in the data structure. We say that x.w − 1 overweight violations occur at x if
x.w > 1. We say that a red-red violation occurs at x if x and its parent in the data structure both have weight 0.

The following lemma says that red-red violations can never be created at a node, except when the node is first
added to the data structure.
Lemma 6.8 Let v be a node with weight 0. Suppose that when v is added to the data structure, its (unique) parent has
non-zero weight. Then v is never the child of a node with weight 0.
Proof: Node weights are immutable. It is easy to check by inspection of each transformation in Figure 6.5 that if v
is not a newly created node and it acquires a new parent in the transformation with weight 0, then v had a parent of
weight 0 prior to the transformation.
Definition 6.9 A process P is in a cleanup phase for k if it is executing an I NSERT(k) or a D ELETE(k) and it has performed a successful SCX inside a T RY I NSERT or T RY D ELETE that returns createdViolation = T RUE. If P is between
line 102 and 109, location(P) and parent(P) are the values of P’s local variables l and p; otherwise location(P) is
entry and parent(P) is N IL.
We use the following invariant to show that each violation in the data structure has a pending update operation that
is responsible for removing it before terminating: either that process is on the way towards the violation, or it will find
another violation and restart from the top of the tree, heading towards the violation.
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Lemma 6.10 In every configuration, there exists an injective mapping ρ from violations to processes such that, for
every violation x,
• (A) process ρ(x) is in a cleanup phase for some key kx and
• (B) x is on the search path from entry for kx and
• (C) either

(C1) the search path for kx from location(ρ(x)) contains the violation x, or

(C2) location(ρ(x)).w = 0 and parent(ρ(x)).w = 0, or
(C3) in the prefix of the search path for kx from location(ρ(x)) up to and including the first non-finalized node
(or the entire search path if all nodes are finalized), there is a node with weight greater than 1 or two nodes in
a row with weight 0.
Proof: In the initial configuration, there are no violations, so the invariant is trivially satisfied. We show that any step
S by any process P preserves the invariant. We assume there is a function ρ satisfying the claim for the configuration
C immediately before S and show that there is a function ρ 0 satisfying the claim for the configuration C0 immediately
after S. The only step that can cause a process to leave its cleanup phase is the termination of an I NSERT or D ELETE
that is in its cleanup phase. The only steps that can change location(P) and parent(P) are P’s execution of line 109
or the read of the child pointer on line 105 or 106. (We think of all of the updates to local variables in the braces on
those lines as happening atomically with the read of the child pointer.) The only steps that can change child pointers
or finalize nodes are successful SCXs. No other steps S can cause the invariant to become false.
Case 1 S is the termination of an I NSERT or D ELETE that is in its cleanup phase: We choose ρ 0 = ρ. S happens
when the test in line 104 is true, meaning that location(P) is a leaf. Leaves always have weight greater than 0. The
weight of the leaf cannot be greater than 1, because then the process would have exited the loop in the previous iteration
after the test at line 107 returned true (since weights of nodes never change). Thus, location(P) is a leaf with weight
1. So, P cannot be ρ(x) for any violation x, so S cannot make the invariant become false.
Case 2 S is an execution of line 109: We choose ρ 0 = ρ. Step S changes location(P) to entry. If P 6= ρ(x) for

any violation x, then this step cannot affect the truth of the invariant. Now suppose P = ρ(x0 ) for some violation x0 .

The truth of properties (A) and (B) are not affected by a change in location(P) and property (C) is not affected for any
violation x 6= x0 . Since ρ satisfies property (B) for violation x0 before S, it will satisfy property (C1) for x0 after S.

Case 3 S is a read of the left child pointer on line 105: We choose ρ 0 = ρ. Step S changes location(P) from some

node v to node vL , which is v’s left child when S is performed. If P 6= ρ(x) for any violation x, then this step cannot

affect the truth of the invariant. So, suppose P = ρ(x0 ) for some violation x0 . By (A), P is in a cleanup phase for kx0 .
The truth of (A) and (B) are not affected by a change in location(P) and property (C) is not affected for any violation
x 6= x0 . So it remains to prove that (C) is true for violation x0 in C0 .

First, we prove v.w ≤ 1, and hence there is never an overweight violation at v. If v is entry, then v.w = 1. Otherwise,

S does not occur during the first iteration of C LEANUP’s inner loop. In the previous iteration, v.w ≤ 1 at line 107

(otherwise, the loop would have terminated).

Next, we prove that there is no red-red violation at v when S occurs. If v is entry or is not in the data structure
when S occurs, then there cannot be a red-red violation at v when S occurs, by definition. Otherwise, node v was read
as the child of some other node u in the previous iteration of C LEANUP’s inner loop and line 107 found that u.w 6= 0 or

v.w 6= 0 (otherwise the loop would have terminated). So, at some time before S (and when v was in the data structure),
there was no red-red violation at v. By Lemma 6.8, there is no red-red violation at v when S is performed.
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Next, we prove that (C2) cannot be true for x0 in configuration C. If S is in the first iteration of C LEANUP’s inner
loop, then location(P) = entry, which has weight 1. If S is not in the first iteration of C LEANUP’s inner loop, then the
previous iteration found parent(P).w 6= 0 or location(P).w 6= 0 (otherwise the loop would have terminated).
So we consider two cases, depending on whether (C1) or (C3) is true in configuration C.

Case 3a (C1) is true in configuration C: Thus, when S is performed, the violation x0 is on the search path for kx0
from v, but it is not at v (as argued above). S reads the left child of v, so kx0 < v.k (since the key of node v never
changes). So, x0 must be on the search path for kx0 from vL . This means (C1) is satisfied for x0 in configuration C0 .
Case 3b (C3) is true in configuration C: We argued above that v.w ≤ 1, so the prefix must contain two nodes in a

row with weight 0. If they are the first two nodes, v and vL , then (C2) is true after S. Otherwise, (C3) is still true after
S.
Case 4 S is a read of the right child pointer on line 106: The argument is symmetric to Case 3.
Case 5 S is a successful SCX: We must define the mapping ρ 0 for each violation x in configuration C0 . By Lemma
6.8 and the fact that node weights are immutable, no transformation in Figure 6.5 can create a new violation at a
node that was already in the data structure in configuration C. So, if x is at a node that was in the data structure in
configuration C, x was a violation in configuration C, and ρ(x) is well-defined. In this case, we let ρ 0 (x) = ρ(x).
If x is at a node that was added to the data structure by S, then we must define ρ(x) on a case-by-case basis for all
transformations described in Figure 6.5. (The symmetric operations are handled symmetrically.)
Transformation
RB1
RB2
BLK
PUSH
W1,W2,W3,W4
W5
W6
W7
INSERT1
INSERT2
DELETE

Red-red violations x created by S
none created
none created
at n (if uX .w = 1 and u.w = 0)
none created
none created
at n (if uX .w = u.w = 0)
at n (if uX .w = u.w = 0)
none created
at n (if uX .w = 1 and u.w = 0)
none created
at n (if uX .w = uXR .w = u.w = 0)

ρ 0 (x)
–
–
ρ(red-red violation at one of uXLL , uXLR , uXRL , uXRR )†
–
–
ρ(red-red violation at uX )
ρ(red-red violation at uX )
–
process performing the I NSERT
–
ρ(red-red violation at uX )

Figure 6.14: Description of how ρ 0 maps red-red violations at newly added nodes to processes responsible for them.
†By inspection of the decision tree in Figure 6.9, BLK is only applied if one of uXLL , uXLR , uXRL or uXRR has weight 0, and
therefore a red-red violation, in configuration C, and this red-red violation is eliminated by the transformation.
If x is a red-red violation at a newly added node, we define ρ 0 (x) according to the table in Figure 6.14. For each
newly added node that has k overweight violations after S, ρ 0 maps them to the k distinct processes {ρ(q) : q ∈ Q},

where Q is given by the table in Figure 6.15.

The function ρ 0 is injective, since ρ 0 maps each violation created by S to a distinct process that ρ assigned to a
violation that has been removed by S, with only two exceptions: for red-red violations caused by I NSERT N EW and one
overweight violation caused by D ELETE, ρ 0 maps the red-red violation to the process that has just begun its cleanup
phase (and therefore was not assigned any violation by ρ).
Let x be any violation in the tree in configuration C0 . We show that ρ 0 satisfies properties (A), (B) and (C) for x in
configuration C0 .
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Transformation
RB1
RB2
BLK
PUSH
PUSH
W1
W1
W1
W2
W2
W3
W3
W4
W4
W5
W5
W6
W6
W7
W7
W7
INSERT1
INSERT2
DELETE

Overweight violations created by S
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uX .w − 2 at n
(if uX .w > 2)
uX .w at n
(if uX .w > 0)
uXL .w − 2 at nL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uXL .w − 2 at nLL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uXRL .w − 2 at nLR
(if uXRL .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uXL .w − 2 at nLL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uXL .w − 2 at nLLL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uXL .w − 2 at nLL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uXL .w − 2 at nLL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uXL .w − 2 at nLL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uX .w at n
(if uX .w > 0)
uXL .w − 2 at nL
(if uXL .w > 2)
uXR .w − 2 at nR
(if uXR .w > 2)
uX .w − 2 at n
(if uX .w > 2)
uX .w − 1 at n
(if uX .w > 1)
uX .w + uXR .w − 1 at n (if uX .w + uXR .w > 1)

Set Q of overweight violations before S
uX .w − 1 at uX
uX .w − 1 at uX
uX .w − 2 of the uX .w − 1 at uX
uX .w − 1 at uX , and 1 at uXL
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uXRL .w − 2 of the uXRL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uX .w − 1 at uX , and 1 at uXL
uXL .w − 2 of the uXL .w − 1 at uXL
uXR .w − 2 of the uXR .w − 1 at uXR
uX .w − 2 of the uX .w − 1 at uX
uX .w − 1 at uX
max(0, uX .w − 1) at uX and
max(0, uXR .w − 1) at uXR †

Figure 6.15: Description of how ρ 0 maps overweight violations at newly added nodes to processes responsible for
them. (Note that Q is a set, since a node can have many overweight violations.) †In this case, the number of violations
in Q is one too small if both uX .w and uXR .w are greater than 0, so the remaining violation is assigned to the process
that performed the D ELETE’s SCX.

Property (A): Every process in the image of ρ 0 was either in the image of ρ or a process that just entered its
cleanup phase at step S, so every process in the image of ρ 0 is in its cleanup phase.
Property (B) and (C): We consider several subcases.
Subcase 5a Suppose S is an I NSERT N EW’s SCX, and x is the red-red violation created by S. Then, P is in its
cleanup phase for the inserted key, which is one of the children of the node containing the red-red violation x. Since
the tree is a BST, x is on the search path for this key, so (B) holds.
In this subcase, location(ρ 0 (x)) = entry since P = ρ 0 (x) has just entered its cleanup phase. So property (B) implies
property (C1).
Subcase 5b Suppose S is a D ELETE’s SCX, and x is the overweight violation assigned to P by ρ 0 . Then, P is in
a cleanup phase for the deleted key, which was in one of the children of uX before S. Therefore, x (at the root of the
newly inserted subtree) is on the search path for this key, so (B) holds.
As in the previous subcase, location(ρ 0 (x)) = entry since P = ρ 0 (x) has just entered its cleanup phase. So property
(B) implies property (C1).
Subcase 5c If x is at a node that was added to the data structure by S (and is not covered by the above two cases),
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then ρ 0 (x) is ρ(y) for some violation y that has been removed from the tree by S, as described in the above two tables.
Let k be the key such that process ρ(y) = ρ 0 (x) is in the cleanup phase for k. By property (B), y was on the search
path for k before S. It is easy to check by inspection of the tables and Figure 6.5 that any search path that went through
y’s node in configuration C goes through x’s node in configuration C0 . (We designed the tables to have this property.)
Thus, since y was on the search path for k in configuration C, x is on the search path for k in configuration C0 , satisfying
property (B).
If (C2) is true for violation y in configuration C, then (C2) is true for x in configuration C0 (since S does not affect
location() or parent() and ρ(y) = ρ 0 (x)). If (C3) is true for violation y in configuration C, then (C3) is true for x in
configuration C0 (since any node that is finalized remains finalized forever, and its child pointers do not change).
So, for the remainder of the proof of subcase 5c, suppose (C1) is true for y in configuration C. Let l = location(ρ(y))
in configuration C. Then y is on the search path for k from l in configuration C.
First, suppose S removes l from the data structure.
• If y is a red-red violation at node l in configuration C, then the red-red violation was already there when process
ρ(y) read l as the child of some other node (by Lemma 6.8) and (C2) is true for x in configuration C0 .

• If y is an overweight violation at node l in configuration C, then it makes (C3) true for x in configuration C0 .

• Otherwise, since both l and its descendant, the parent of the node that contains y, are removed by S, the entire
path between these two nodes is removed from the data structure by S. So, all nodes along this path are finalized

by S because Constraint 3 is satisfied. Thus, the violation y makes (C3) true for x in configuration C0 .
Now, suppose S does not remove l from the data structure. In configuration C, the search path from l for k contains
y. It is easy to check by inspection of the tables defining ρ 0 and Figure 6.5 that any search path from l that went
through y’s node in configuration C goes through x’s node in configuration C0 . So, (C1) is true in configuration C0 .
Subcase 5d If x is at a node that was in the data structure in configuration C, then ρ 0 (x) = ρ(x). Let k be the key
such that this process is in the cleanup phase for k. Since x was on the search path for k in configuration C and S did
not remove x from the data structure, x is still on the search path for k in configuration C0 (by inspection of Figure 6.5).
This establishes property (B).
If (C2) or (C3) is true for x in configuration C, then it is also true for x in configuration C0 , for the same reason as
in Subcase 5c.
So, suppose (C1) is true for x in configuration C. Let l = location(ρ(x)) in configuration C. Then, (C1) says that x
is on the search path for k from l in configuration C. If S does not change any of the child pointers on this path between
l and x, then x is still on the search path from location(ρ 0 (x)) = l in configuration C0 , so property (C1) holds for x
in C0 . So, suppose S does change the child pointer of some node on this path from old to new. Then the search path
from l for k in configuration C goes through old to some node f in the Fringe set F of S and then onward to the node
containing violation x. By inspection of the transformations in Figure 6.5, the search path for k from l in configuration
C0 goes through new to the same node f , and then onward to the node containing the violation x. Thus, property (C1)
is true for x in configuration C0 .
Corollary 6.11 The number of violations in the data structure is bounded by the number of incomplete I NSERT and
D ELETE operations.
In the following discussion, we are discussing “pure” chromatic trees, without the dummy nodes with key ∞ that
appear at the top of our tree. The sum of weights on a path from the root to a leaf of a chromatic tree is called the path
weight of that leaf. The height of a node v, denoted h(v) is the maximum number of nodes on a path from v to a leaf
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descendant of v. We also define the weighted height of a node v as follows.
(
wh(v) =

v.w

if v is a leaf

max(wh(v.le f t), wh(v.right)) + v.w

otherwise

Lemma 6.12 Consider a chromatic tree rooted at root that contains n nodes and c violations. Suppose T is any red
black tree rooted at rootT that results from performing a sequence of rebalancing steps on the tree rooted at root to
eliminate all violations. Then, the following claims hold.
1. h(root) ≤ 2wh(root) + c
2. wh(root) ≤ wh(rootT ) + c
3. wh(rootT ) ≤ h(rootT )
Proof: Claim 1: Consider any path from root to a leaf. It has at most wh(root) non-red nodes. So, there can be at
most wh(root) red nodes that do not have red parents on the path (since root has weight 1). There are at most c red
nodes on the path that have red parents. So the total number of nodes on the path is at most 2wh(root) + c.
Claim 2: Consider any rebalancing step that is performed by replacing some node uX by n (using the notation of
Figure 6.5). If uX is not the root of the chromatic tree, then wh(uX ) = wh(n), since the path weights of all leaves in a
chromatic tree must be equal. (Otherwise, the path weight to a leaf in the subtree rooted at n would become different
from the path weight to a leaf outside this subtree.)
Thus, the only rebalancing steps that can change the weighted height of the root are those where uX is the root of
the tree. Recall that the weight of the root is always one. If uX and n are supposed to have different weights according
to Figure 6.5, then blindly setting the weight of the n to one will have the effect of changing the weighted height
of the root. By inspection of Figure 6.5, the only transformation that increases the weighted height of the root is
BLK, because it is the only transformation where the weight of n is supposed to be less than the weight of uX . Thus,
each application of BLK at the root increases the weighted height of the root by one, but also eliminates at least one
red-red violation at a grandchild of the root (without introducing any new violations). Since none of the rebalancing
steps increases the number of violations in the tree, performing any sequence of steps that eliminates c violations will
change the weighted height of the root by at most c. The claim then follows from the fact that T is produced by
eliminating c violations from the chromatic tree rooted at root.
Claim 3: Since T is a RBT, it contains no overweight violations. Thus, the weighted height of the tree is a sum of
zeros and ones. It follows that wh(rootT ) ≤ h(rootT ).
Corollary 6.13 If there are c incomplete I NSERT and D ELETE operations and the data structure contains n keys, then
its height is O(log n + c).
Proof: Let root, T , and rootT be defined as in Lemma 6.12. We immediately obtain h(root) ≤ 2h(rootT ) + 3c from

Corollary 6.11 and Lemma 6.12. Since the height of a RBT is O(log n), it follows that the height of our data structure
is O(log n + c) (including the two dummy nodes at the top of the tree with key ∞).
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Figure 6.16: Multithreaded throughput (millions of operations/second) for 2-socket SPARC T2+ (128 hardware
threads) on y-axis versus number of threads on x-axis.
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6.6

1

Allowing more violations

Forcing insertions and deletions to rebalance the chromatic tree after creating only a single violation can cause unnecessary rebalancing steps to be performed, for example, because an overweight violation created by a deletion might
1
1
be eliminated by a subsequent
insertion. In practice, we can reduce the total number of rebalancing steps
that occur
1

1
by modifying our I NSERT and D ELETE procedures so that C LEANUP
is invoked only once the number of violations

on a path from entry to a leaf exceeds some constant k. The resulting data structure has height O(k + c + log n). Since
searches are significantly faster than updates, slightly increasing search costs to reduce update costs yields performance
benefits for many workloads.
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6.7

Experimental results

We compared the performance of our chromatic tree (Chromatic), and the variant of our chromatic tree that invokes C LEANUP only when the number of violations on a path exceeds six (Chromatic6), against several leading
data structures that implement ordered dictionaries: the non-blocking skip-list (SkipList) of the Java Class Library,
the non-blocking multiway search tree (SkipTree) of Spiegel and Reynolds [115], the lock-based relaxed-balance
AVL tree with non-blocking searches (AVL-D) of Drachsler et al. [49], and the lock-based relaxed-balance AVL
tree (AVL-B) of Bronson et al. [27]. Our comparison also includes an STM-based red-black tree optimized by Oracle engineers (RBSTM) [67], an STM-based skip-list (SkipListSTM), and the highly optimized Java red-black tree,

java.util.TreeMap, with operations protected by a global lock (RBGlobal). The STM data structures are implemented using DeuceSTM 1.3.0, which is one of the fastest STM implementations that does not require modifications
to the Java virtual machine. We used the offline instrumentation capability of DeuceSTM to minimize the overhead
of the STM instrumentation. All of the implementations used were made publicly available by their respective authors. For a fair comparison between data structures, we made slight modifications to RBSTM and SkipListSTM to
use generics, instead of hardcoding the type of keys as int, and to store values in addition to keys. Java code for
Chromatic and Chromatic6 is available from https://bitbucket.org/trbot86/implementations/overview.
We tested the data structures for three different operation mixes, 0i-0d, 20i-10d and 50i-50d, where xi-yd denotes
x% I NSERTs, y% D ELETEs, and (100 − x − y)% G ETs. These operation mixes represent workloads where: all oper-

ations are queries, a moderate proportion operations are I NSERTs and D ELETEs, and all operations are I NSERTs and
D ELETEs. We used three key ranges, [0, 102 ), [0, 104 ) and [0, 106 ), to test different contention levels. For example, for
key range [0, 102 ), data structures will be small, so updates are likely to affect overlapping parts of the data structure.
For each data structure, each operation mix, each key range, and each thread count in {1, 32, 64, 96, 128}, we ran
five trials which each measured the total throughput (operations per second) of all threads for five seconds. Each trial
began with an untimed prefilling phase, which continued until the data structure was within 5% of its expected size
in the steady state. For operation mix 50i-50d, the expected size is half of the key range. This is because, eventually,
each key in the key range has been inserted or deleted at least once, and the last operation on any key is equally likely
to be an insertion (in which case it is in the data structure) or a deletion (in which case it is not in the data structure).
Similarly, 20i-10d yields an expected size of two thirds of the key range since, eventually, each key has been inserted
or deleted and the last operation on a particular key is twice as likely to be an insertion as a deletion. For 0i-0d, we
prefilled the data structures so that they contain half of the key range.
We used a Sun Enterprise T5240 with 32GB of RAM and two UltraSPARC T2+ processors, for a total of 16 ×

1.2GHz cores supporting a total of 128 hardware threads. The Sun 64-bit JVM version 1.7.0_03 was run in server

mode, with 3GB minimum and maximum heap sizes. Different experiments run within a single instance of a Java
virtual machine (JVM) are not statistically independent, so each batch of five trials was run in its own JVM instance.
Prior to running each batch, a fixed set of three trials was run to cause the Java HotSpot compiler to optimize the
running code. Garbage collection was manually triggered before each trial. The heap size of 3GB was small enough
that garbage collection was performed regularly (approximately ten times) in each trial. We did not pin threads to
cores, since this is unlikely to occur in practice.
Figure 6.16 shows our experimental results. Our algorithms are drawn with solid lines. Competing handcrafted
implementations are drawn with dotted lines. Implementations with coarse-grained synchronization are drawn with
dashed lines. Error bars are not drawn because they are mostly too small to see: The standard deviation is less than
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Figure 6.17: Single threaded throughput of the data structures relative to Java’s sequential RBT for key range [0, 106 ).

2% of the mean for half of the data points, and less than 10% of the mean for 95% of the data points. The STM data
structures are not included in the graphs for key range [0, 106 ), because of the enormous length of time needed just to
perform prefilling (more than 120 seconds per five second trial).
Chromatic6 nearly always outperforms Chromatic. The only exception is for an all query workload, where Chromatic performs slightly better. Chromatic6 is prefilled with the Chromatic6 insertion and deletion algorithms, so it
has a slightly larger average leaf depth than Chromatic; this accounts for the performance difference. In every graph,
Chromatic6 rivals or outperforms the other data structures, even the highly optimized implementations of SkipList and
SkipTree which were crafted with the help of Doug Lea and the Java Community Process JSR-166 Expert Group. Under high contention (key range [0, 102 )), Chromatic6 outperforms every competing data structure except for SkipList
in case 50i-50d and AVL-D in case 0i-0d. In the former case, SkipList approaches the performance of Chromatic6
when there are many I NSERTs and D ELETEs, due to the simplicity of its updates. In the latter case, the non-blocking
searches of AVL-D allow it to perform nearly as well as Chromatic6; this is also evident for the other two key ranges.
SkipTree, AVL-D and AVL-B all experience negative scaling beyond 32 threads when there are updates. For SkipTree,
this is because its nodes contain many child pointers, and processes modify a node by replacing it (severely limiting
concurrency when the tree is small). For AVL-D and AVL-B, this is likely because processes waste time waiting for
locks to be released when they perform updates. Under moderate contention (key range [0, 104 )), in cases 50i-50d
and 20i-10d, Chromatic6 significantly outperforms the other data structures. Under low contention, the advantages of
a non-blocking approach are less pronounced, but Chromatic6 is still at the top of each graph (likely because of low
overhead and searches that ignore updates).
Figure 6.17 compares the single-threaded performance of the data structures, relative to that of the sequential RBT,

java.util.TreeMap. This demonstrates that the overhead introduced by our technique is relatively small.
Although balanced BSTs are designed to give performance guarantees for worst-case sequences of operations, the
experiments are performed using random sequences. For such sequences, BSTs without rebalancing operations are
balanced with high probability and, hence, will have better performance because of their lower overhead. Thus, better
experiments are needed to evaluate balanced BSTs.
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Figure 6.18: Heatmap showing throughput (operations per second) for Chromatic6 over a wide variety of operation
mixes, with key range [0, 106 ) and 128 threads.

Exploring additional operation mixes The results above explored a fairly limited set of operation mixes. In the
interest of obtaining a more complete picture of the performance of a subset of these algorithms, we also performed
some supplementary experiments for a wider variety of operation mixes. Specifically, for each of the data structures
in {Chromatic6, SkipTree, AVL-B}, we ran trials of the same sort that we performed above, with key range [0, 106 )
and 128 threads, for all operation mixes with x% insertions and y% deletions, where x, y ∈ {5, 10, 15, ..., 95} and
x + y ≤ 100. The results for each data structure appear in Figure 6.18, Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20.

Broadly, the results show that throughput increases as the fraction of operations that are searches increases. The
results additionally show that throughput of Chromatic6 increases as the ratio of deletions to insertions increases
(causing the size of the tree to be smaller in the steady state). This demonstrates that Chromatic6 scales well, even
as contention increases. However, the results for SkipTree and AVL-B do not show this effect. Instead, performance
decreases as the ratio of deletions to insertions increases. For SkipTree, this is because nodes contain many keys, so
a updates in a small tree can contend on a large fraction of the data structure. For AVL-B, we believe this is due to
increased contention as a result of hand-over-hand locking, which must always start at the root.
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Figure 6.19: Heatmap showing throughput (operations per second) for SkipTree over a wide variety of operation
mixes, with key range [0, 106 ) and 128 threads.

6.8

Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated the use of our tree update template by implementing a non-blocking chromatic
tree. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first provably correct, non-blocking balanced BST with fine-grained
synchronization. Proving the correctness of a direct implementation of a chromatic tree from hardware primitives
such as CAS would have been completely intractable. By developing our template abstraction and the chromatic tree
in tandem, we were able to minimize overhead, so the chromatic tree is very efficient.
We hope that this work sparks interest in developing more relaxed-balance sequential versions of data structures,
since it is now easy to obtain efficient concurrent implementations of them using our template. We also hope this work
leads to a greater diversity of advanced lock-free balanced trees. Towards this end, we present four different lockfree balanced trees in this thesis. Additionally, since the paper that presented our tree update template and lock-free
chromatic tree was first published at PPoPP 2014, the weak AVL trees of Haeupler, Sen and Tarjan [60] have been
implemented using the tree update template by He and Li [64].
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Figure 6.20: Heatmap showing throughput (operations per second) for AVL-B over a wide variety of operation mixes,
with key range [0, 106 ) and 128 threads.

Chapter 7

Relaxed AVL tree implemented with the
template
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Several papers have proposed more concurrency friendly versions of AVL trees that allow rebalancing steps to
be decoupled from insertions and deletions [21, 81, 83, 105]. This decoupling allows the tree to temporarily become
unbalanced while insertions and deletions are in progress, which allows a greater degree of concurrency. We consider
the relaxation proposed by Larsen [81]. However, the other proposals could also be implemented using our template.
Given a copy of [81] and a description of the tree update template, a first year undergraduate student produced a Java
implementation of a relaxed-balance AVL tree in less than a week. We start by defining AVL trees, and then describe
Larsen’s relaxation.

7.1

AVL trees

An AVL tree [1] is a balanced search tree with stricter balance than a red-black tree (or chromatic tree). Each internal
node r in an AVL tree has a balance factor b f (r) = h(r.le f t) − h(r.right), where h(r) is the height of r, defined as
follows.

(
h(r) =

0

: r is a leaf

max{h(r.le f t), h(r.right)} + 1

: otherwise

Balance is maintained in an AVL tree with the following invariant.
AVL balance invariant: b f (r) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for all nodes r in the tree.

In other words, in an AVL tree, the heights of the left and right subtrees of each node can differ by at most one. This
√
invariant yields a tree with height at most logφ ( 5(n + 2)) − 3 where φ is the golden ratio, and n is the number of
keys in the tree (see pp.460 of [77]). This is approximately 1.44 log2 (n + 2), which is somewhat better than the upper
bound of 2 logn (n + 1) on the height of a red-black tree.

7.2

Relaxed AVL trees

In a relaxed AVL (RAVL) tree, each node r has an integer tag that is zero if r is the root and, otherwise, satisfies
r.tag ≥ −1 for internal nodes and r.tag ≥ 1 for leaves. Similar to balance factors in an AVL tree, each internal node r

in a RAVL tree has a relaxed balance factor rb f (r) = rh(r.le f t) − rh(r.right), where rh(r) is the relaxed height of r,
defined as follows.

(
rh(r) =

r.tag

: r is a leaf

max{rh(r.le f t), rh(r.right)} + 1 + r.tag

: otherwise

Intuitively, positive (resp., negative) tags let a node pretend that it is the root of a taller (resp., shorter) subtree. Note
that a node can pretend to be the root of a much taller subtree, but it can only pretend to be the root of a slightly shorter
subtree, since tag ≥ −1. In analogy to AVL trees, we have the following balance invariant.
RAVL balance invariant: rb f (r) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for all nodes r in the tree.

We now describe the updates to the RAVL tree, which appear in Figure 7.1. Relaxed balance factors appear to the

left of nodes, and tag values appear to the right. To simplify the presentation, we define two functions l(u) and r(u),
such that l(u) = 1 if rb f (u) = −1, and l(u) = 0 otherwise, and r(u) = 1 if rb f (u) = 1, and r(u) = 0 otherwise.

We consider a dictionary implemented using a RAVL tree. Recall that a dictionary represents a set of key-value

pairs, and offers a G ET operation to search for the value associated with a key, an I NSERT operation to add a new
key-value pair (or replace the value in an existing key-value pair), and a D ELETE operation to remove any existing
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key-value pair for a given key. The tree is leaf-oriented, which means the key-value pairs in the dictionary are contained
entirely in the leaves. Internal nodes contain routing keys which direct searches to the appropriate leaf.
To insert a key-value pair hk, vali, a process begins searching for the leaf l where it should appear. If the leaf

contains k, then the process performs I NSERT R EPLACE, which replaces the leaf with a new copy that contains val

instead of the value previously associated with k. Otherwise, the process performs I NSERT N EW, which replaces the
leaf by a subtree consisting of an internal node with two leaves as its children. The left leaf contains the smaller of k
and the key in l, and the right leaf contains the larger of k and the key in l. Both leaves have tag value zero and relaxed
balance factor zero. The internal node contains the same key as the right leaf and has relaxed balanced factor zero.
The tag value of the internal node is l.tag − 1.

This choice of tag value for the internal node maintains the RAVL balance invariant. To see why, consider the

following. Let l be the leaf found by the search, n be the internal node after the update, and nl and nl be its left and
right children. Let rb f (resp., rb f 0 ) be the relaxed balance factor before (resp., after) the update, and rh (resp., rh0 )
be the relaxed height before (resp., after) the update. Suppose the RAVL balance invariant holds before the update.
We prove it holds after the update. We first argue that the new internal node n has relaxed balance factor zero. By
definition, rh0 (nl ) = nl .tag = 0 and rh0 (nr ) = nr .tag = 0, so rb f 0 (n) = rh0 (nl ) − rh0 (nr ) = 0. Now, we argue that no

other internal node has its relaxed balance factor changed by the update. Observe that the update can only affect the
relaxed balance factors of the ancestors of l. To argue that the update does not change the relaxed balance factor of
any ancestor of l, it suffices to prove rh0 (n) = rh(l). By definition, rh0 (n) = max{rh0 (nl ), rh0 (nr )} + 1 + (l.tag − 1).
Thus, rh0 (n) = max{0, 0} + 1 + (l.tag − 1) = l.tag. Since l is a leaf, rh(l) = l.tag, so rh0 (n) = rh(l).

To delete any key-value pair with key k, a process searches for k, ending at a leaf l. If the leaf does not contain k,

then the deletion terminates. Otherwise, the process performs D ELETE, which removes l and its parent, leaving only
the sibling s of l. After the update, s has tag value l.tag + s.tag + 1 + r(u). It is straightforward to verify that this
choice of tag value maintains the RAVL balance invariant.
We now describe how rebalancing works in a RAVL tree. If a node r in a RAVL tree has a negative tag value,
then we say a negative violation occurs at r. If r has a positive tag value, then r.tag positive violations occur at r.
Observe that, if a RAVL tree T contains no violations, then for all r ∈ T , r.tag = 0, so rh(r) = h(r), so rb f (r) = b f (r),

so T is an AVL tree. Thus, the goal of rebalancing is to perform rebalancing steps to eliminate all violations, while
maintaining the RAVL balance invariant, to produce an AVL tree.
The updates starting with R in Figure 7.1 are rebalancing steps. For each rebalancing step, in the left side of
the diagram, there is a violation that is either eliminated or moved upwards in the tree by the update. For example,
R3 applies when there is a negative violation at v, and R3 either eliminates this violation or moves it to the parent.
Each of the rebalancing steps also has a mirror-image that is obtained by flipping the left and right child pointers, and
flipping any relaxed balance factor inequalities. We append SYM to a rebalancing step’s name to indicate that it is the
horizontal symmetry of the original rebalancing step. For example, R3 SYM applies if bu ≥ 0 and the right child of u

has tag = −1.

The set of rebalancing steps presented here is slightly different from the set presented in [81]. There, the rebal-

ancing steps were introduced simply as operation 3, operation 4, and so on, through operation 13. Operations 3 and
4 correspond to R3 and R4, respectively. However, unlike R3 and R4, operations 3 and 4 do not require tu ≥ 0.

Performing these operations when tu < 0 causes the relaxed balance factor of a node to become -2 or +2, violating
the RAVL balance invariant. Conceptually, the authors of [81] treated these relaxed balance factors of -2 and +2 as
a new type of violation, and provided operations 5 through 13 to eliminate this new type of violation. Specifically,
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operations 5 through 8 were designed to be performed after operation 3, and operations 9 through 13 were designed
to be performed after operation 4. Thus, the elimination of a positive or negative violation required performing two
rebalancing steps: either operation 3 or 4, followed by one of the operations 5 through 13. Here, rather than performing two separate rebalancing steps, we simply combine the two steps into one. Thus, the rebalancing steps presented
in Figure 7.1 consist of R3 and R4, as well as composite rebalancing steps R3:5, R3:6, R3:7, R3:8, R4:9, R4:10,
R4:11, R4:12 and R4:13. Each composite rebalancing step Rx:y has the same effect as first performing operation x,
then performing operation y on the result.

7.3

Implementation overview

Here, we give only a high level overview of how the RAVL tree could be implemented, with the understanding that
the implementation details would be similar to those of the chromatic tree in Chapter 6 and the relaxed (a, b)-tree that
we describe in Chapter 8 (both of which are described and proved in full detail).
Broadly, the implementation is very similar to our chromatic tree. I NSERT and D ELETE respectively invoke
T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE procedures, which perform a BST search, and return a leaf and its parent (and possibly
grandparent). The updates in Figure 7.1 are implemented (using the template) just like the updates in the chromatic
tree. Whenever an I NSERT N EW or D ELETE update is performed, a tag violation might be created. If an I NSERT or
D ELETE creates a violation, it invokes a C LEANUP procedure. C LEANUP repeatedly searches for the key that was
inserted or deleted, fixing any violations it sees, until it performs a search and sees no violations.
We now explain how C LEANUP decides which rebalancing step to perform when it finds a violation. If a violation
occurs at the left (resp., right) child of a node, we call it a left violation (resp., right violation). The rebalancing steps
in Figure 7.1 are applied when a left violation is found, and the symmetric updates are applied when a right violation
is found. Without loss of generality, suppose C LEANUP encounters a left violation. In the following, we refer to nodes
by their names in Figure 7.1. The violation found by C LEANUP always occurs at node v. Observe that tu ≥ 0, or else
C LEANUP would have stopped at node u. If the violation is a negative violation, then one of R3, R3:5, R3:6, R3:7 or

R3:8 applies. Otherwise, the violation is a positive violation, and there is either a nearby negative violation that can
be fixed, or one of R4, R4:9, R4:10, R4:11, R4:12 or R4:13 applies.
We give the complete decision tree for determining which rebalancing step to perform. Suppose a negative violation occurs at v. If rb f (u) ≤ 0, then R3 applies. So, suppose rb f (u) > 0. By the RAVL balance invariant, rb f (u) = 1.
If rb f (v) ≥ 0, then R3:5 applies. So, suppose rb f (v) < 0. If w.tag > 0, then R3:6 applies. Otherwise, if w.tag = 0,
then R3:7 applies. Otherwise, R3:8 applies.

Now, suppose a positive violation occurs at v. If rb f (u) ≥ 0, then R4 applies. So, suppose rb f (u) < 0. If w.tag > 0,

then R4:9 applies. So, suppose w.tag ≤ 0. In this case, before attempting to fix the positive violation, we first check
if a negative violation occurs at v’s sibling w. If so, the decision tree for negative violations is used, and that violation
is fixed first. So, we can assume that w.tag ≥ 0, which implies that w.tag = 0. If rb f (w) ≤ 0 then R4:10 applies. So,
suppose rb f (w) > 0. By the RAVL balance invariant, rb f (w) = 1. If the left child x of w satisfies x.tag > 0, then
R4:11 applies. Otherwise, if x.tag = 0, then R4:12 applies. Otherwise, R4:13 applies.

Correctness and progress

Since we demonstrate with the chromatic tree and relaxed (a, b)-tree how such a proof

would proceed, we leave this as an exercise. A proof of correctness and progress for the RAVL tree would follow the
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exact same structure as the proof for the chromatic tree. One can simply copy the proof for the chromatic tree, and
work through it, making minor changes.
Java implementation Given copies of [81] and [30], a first year undergraduate student produced a Java implementation of the RAVL tree in less than a week. Its performance was slightly lower than that of Chromatic. Similar to
Chromatic6, we modified C LEANUP so that it only performs rebalancing steps if at least k violations appear in a path.
Doing this improved performance for the RAVL tree, bringing it in line with Chromatic6. This suggests that the performance bottleneck in each data structure is the search phase of operations. The code for this Java implementation is
available from https://bitbucket.org/trbot86/implementations/overview.

7.4

Towards a height bound

We claim that an RAVL tree containing n keys has height at most O(log n + c), where c is the number of unfinished
insertions and deletions. A full proof of this would be similar to the proof of the height bound for the chromatic tree.
Such a proof has two components: a proof that each RAVL tree contains at most c violations, and a proof that an
RAVL tree containing c violations has height O(log n + c). The first component would follow the same approach as
the proof for the chromatic tree, so we leave it as an exercise. However, the second component is somewhat subtle, so
we prove it.
Lemma 7.1 A relaxed AVL tree containing n keys and c violations has height O(log n + c).
Proof: Suppose a relaxed AVL tree rooted at root contains n keys and c violations. By Corollary 2 of [81], if the
topmost node in a rebalancing step is not root, then the rebalancing step does not change the relaxed height of the
topmost node. In fact, each rebalancing step would leave the relaxed height of the root unchanged if it they were able
to change its tag value. However, the tag value of the root is always zero, so, a rebalancing step that would normally set
the tag value of the topmost node to a non-zero tag value (and, in doing so, preserve the relaxed height of the topmost
node) will have the effect of changing the root’s relaxed height. Thus, the root is the only node that can have its relaxed
height changed by a rebalancing step (and it is clearly the topmost node in any rebalancing step that modifies it). In
order to understand how the relaxed height of the root can be changed by a rebalancing step, we consider how the
relaxed height of the topmost node in a rebalancing step changes depending on whether its tag value is forced to zero.
Consider any rebalancing step S. Before S, let u be its topmost node (shown in Figure 7.1), uL and uR be its
children, and t be the value of u.tag. After S, let u0 be the topmost node, u0L and u0R be its children, and t 0 be the
value of u.tag. By definition, rh(u) = max{rh(uL ), rh(uR )} + 1 + t and rh(u0 ) = max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )} + 1 + t 0 . By
Corollary 2 of [81], rh(u) = rh(u0 ).
Now, suppose that S sets u.tag to 0 instead of t 0 (which is what happens if u = root). After S, let u00 be the
topmost node. Observe that the children of u00 are simply u0L and u0R . We compute rh(u00 ) − rh(u). By definition

rh(u00 ) = max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )} + 1 + 0. Thus, rh(u00 ) − rh(u) = max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )} + 1 − (max{rh(uL ), rh(uR )} +

1+t) = max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )}−max{rh(uL ), rh(uR )}−t. Since rh(u) = rh(u0 ), we have max{rh(uL ), rh(uR )}+1+t =
max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )}+1+t 0 , so max{rh(uL ), rh(uR )} = max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )}+t 0 −t. Substituting for max{rh(uL ), rh(uR )}
in the equation for rh(u00 )−rh(h), we have rh(u00 )−rh(u) = max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )}−(max{rh(u0L ), rh(u0R )}+t 0 −t)−t.
The right side of this equation simplifies to −t 0 . Therefore, S changes the relaxed height of u by −t 0 . By inspection

of the rebalancing steps, t 0 is at least t − 1 and at most t + 1, where t is the value of u.tag before S. Thus, when a
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rebalancing step is applied where u = root (so t = 0), t 0 is at least −1 and at most 1. It follows that S changes the

relaxed height of the root by −1, 0 or 1.

By inspection of the rebalancing steps, each rebalancing step where u = root reduces the number of violations

in the tree by at least one. Therefore, removing c violations from the tree changes |rh(root)| by at most c. Suppose

T is any relaxed AVL tree rooted at rootT that results from removing all c violations from the tree rooted at root by
performing rebalancing steps. Then, |rh(root) − rh(rootT )| ≤ c. Since T contains no violations, it is an AVL tree.
Hence, rh(rootT ) = h(rootT ), which implies |rh(root) − h(rootT )| ≤ c. Since the tree rooted at root contains only c

violations, we have |rh(root) − h(root)| ≤ c. Since |rh(root) − h(root)| ≤ c and |rh(root) − h(rootT )| ≤ c, we have
|h(root) − h(rootT )| ≤ 2c. Finally, since h(rootT ) ∈ O(log n), h(root) ∈ O(log n + c).
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Figure 7.1: Updates for the RAVL tree. Relaxed balance factors appear on the left of nodes, and tag values on the
right.
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Chapter 8

Relaxed (a, b)-tree implemented with the
template
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8.1

(a, b)-trees and the relaxation

We first define (a, b)-trees, then explain how they are relaxed. An (a, b)-tree is a balanced, leaf-oriented search tree.
Leaf-oriented B-trees, 2-3 trees and 2-3-4 trees are all special cases of (a, b)-trees.1 Excluding the root, each leaf in
an (a, b)-tree has between a and b keys, and each internal node has between a and b child pointers, where b ≥ 2a − 1.

If the root is a leaf, then it has between 1 and b keys. Otherwise, it has between 2 and b child pointers. Each internal
node has one more child pointer than it has keys. The degree of a node u, denoted |u|, is the number of pointers it

contains. We denote the parent of a node r by π(r). The level of r is defined as follows.
(
l(r) =

0

: r is a leaf

l(π(r)) + 1

: otherwise

As in B-trees, the balance invariant in (a, b)-trees is quite strict: All leaves in an (a, b)-tree have the same level.
Consequently, insertions and deletions of keys can involve a significant amount of work rebalancing the tree. In
particular, rebalancing is necessary whenever a process tries to insert a key into a leaf that is already full (i.e., contains
b keys), or delete a key from a leaf that contains only a keys. Sometimes rebalancing can be achieved with a small
localized update, but other times it affects many nodes (even an entire path from the root to a leaf). Synchronizing on
many nodes adds algorithmic complexity and limits concurrency.
In order to avoid these issues, relaxed (a, b)-trees: allow leaves to have different levels, allow nodes to contain
fewer keys/pointers, split up monolithic rebalancing operations into small localized updates, and decouple rebalancing
from insertion and deletion [84]. Each leaf in a relaxed (a, b)-tree has between zero and b keys, and each internal node
has between one and b child pointers, where b ≥ 2a − 1. Each node is augmented with a tag bit, which is zero for
leaves and the root. We say a node is tagged if its tag bit is set. The relaxed level of a node r is defined as follows.
(
rl(r) =

: r is a leaf

r.tag

rl(π(r)) + (1 − r.tag) : otherwise

The relaxed level of r is just like the level of r, except any tagged nodes on the path from r to the root are not counted.
The balance invariant in relaxed (a, b)-trees is: All leaves in a relaxed (a, b)-tree have the same relaxed level.
We now describe the updates to a relaxed (a, b)-tree, which appear in Figure 8.1. There, tag bits appear to the right
of nodes. We consider a dictionary implemented using a relaxed (a, b)-tree. Recall that a dictionary represents a set
of key-value pairs, and offers a G ET operation to search for the value associated with a key, an I NSERT operation to
add a new key-value pair (or replace the value in an existing key-value pair), and a D ELETE operation to remove any
existing key-value pair for a given key. The tree is leaf-oriented, which means the key-value pairs in the dictionary
are contained entirely in the leaves. Internal nodes contain routing keys which direct searches to the appropriate leaf.
Leaves contain keys and pointers to values. Let kv(u) be the set of key-value pairs in a node u.
To insert a key-value pair hk, vi, a process begins searching for the leaf l where it should appear. If the leaf already

contains some key-value pair hk, xi, then the process performs R EPLACE PAIR, which replaces that key-value pair with
hk, vi. Now, suppose the dictionary does not contain any key value pair with key k. If l contains fewer than b keys, then
the process performs I NSERT PAIR, which inserts hk, vi into l. Otherwise, the process performs OVERFLOW, which
1 Using

(a, b)-tree notation, a 2-3 tree is a (2, 3)-tree, a 2-3-4 tree is a (2, 4)-tree, and a B-tree is either an (a, 2a)-tree or an (a, 2a − 1)-tree (since
there are two common definitions of a B-tree).
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Figure 8.1: Updates to relaxed (a, b)-trees. In leaves, a single key-value pair is drawn with the key on top, and the
value on the bottom. Tag bits appear to the right of nodes. Note that tagged nodes have exactly two pointers. |α|
denotes the degree of α (i.e., the number of pointers it contains).

conceptually replaces l with a small subtree consisting of an internal node and two leaves. The key-value pairs in
kv(l) ∪ {hk, vi} are distributed evenly between the leaves.
To delete any key-value pair with key k, a process searches for k, ending at a leaf l. If the leaf does not contain
any key-value pair with key k, then the deletion terminates. Otherwise, the process performs D ELETE PAIR, which
removes any key-value pair with key k from l.
We now describe how rebalancing works in a relaxed (a, b)-tree. If a node r is tagged, then we say a tag violation
occurs at r. If r is an untagged node that is not the root, and r has degree less than a, then we say a degree violation
occurs at r. We say a degree violation occurs at the root only if it is an internal node with degree one. (Note that tag
violations effectively supersede degree violations. That is, a degree violation does occur at a node if a tag violations
occurs at that node.) Observe that a relaxed (a, b)-tree that contains no violations is an (a, b)-tree. Therefore, the
objective of rebalancing is to eliminate violations, while maintaining the invariant that the data structure is a relaxed
(a, b)-tree.
At a high level, violations are always created at leaves. Tag violations are created by OVERFLOW and degree
violations are created by D ELETE PAIR. Other updates either remove violations or propagate them up the tree towards
the root, where they can always be removed.
We now describe precisely how violations are created, moved and removed by the (a, b)-tree updates in Figure 8.1.
OVERFLOW creates a tag violation at the new internal node, and D ELETE PAIR creates a degree violation at a leaf
precisely if the leaf contains a keys just before the D ELETE PAIR removes one of them. I NSERT PAIR removes a degree
violation at a leaf precisely if the leaf contains a keys just after the I NSERT PAIR adds a key to it. ROOT U NTAG
removes a tag violation at the root, and will create a degree violation in the process precisely if the root is internal and
has degree one. ROOTA BSORB removes a degree violation at the root. If there is a tag violation at the child of the
root before the ROOTA BSORB, then it removes that tag violation, as well, unless the child of the root had degree one,
in which case the degree violation is conceptually moved from the child to the root. A BSORB C HILD removes a tag
violation at ui . If its parent u has degree a − 1 before the update, and |α| + |γ| + |β | ≥ a, then the update also removes a

degree violation at u. P ROPAGATE TAG moves a tag violation from ui to u. D ISTRIBUTE removes a degree violation at
ui or ui+1 . (In Figure 8.1, a degree violation is depicted at ui+1 , but the update is also applicable if the degree violation
appears at ui , instead. Note that D ISTRIBUTE does not apply if degree violations simultaneously appear at both ui and
ui+1 , since it requires |α| + |β | + |γ| ≥ 2a.) A BSORB S IBLING is more complex.
Like D ISTRIBUTE, A BSORB S IBLING attempts to fix a degree violation at ui or ui+1 . If a single degree violation appears at either ui or ui+1 (depicted at ui+1 in Figure 8.1), then A BSORB S IBLING removes it. However, unlike
D ISTRIBUTE, A BSORB S IBLING can be applied when degree violations occur at both ui and ui+1 (which occurs pre-

cisely when |α| < a and |α| + |β | ≥ a). In this case, A BSORB S IBLING removes both degree violations. However,

since A BSORB S IBLING removes the node ui+1 , if u contains a pointers before the update, then the update will create a

degree violation at u. Therefore, depending on the degrees of u, ui and ui+1 , A BSORB S IBLING will either: (1) remove
degree violations at ui and ui+1 , (2) remove degree violations at ui and ui+1 and create one at u, (3) remove a degree
violation at either ui or ui+1 , or (4) remove a degree violation at either ui or ui+1 and create one at u. In case (2) and (4),
we think of the violation created at u as having been moved there from ui or ui+1 (so, conceptually, no new violation
is created). Thus, A BSORB S IBLING removes up to two degree violations, and possibly moves a degree violation from
a node to its parent.
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Figure 8.2: Data definition for a node in the (a, b)-tree.
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Figure 8.3: G ET and S EARCH.

8.2

Implementation

Let a be the minimum degree of nodes, and b be the maximum degree. We represent each node by a Data-record with
b mutable pointers, and b immutable keys, as well as immutable fields d and tag which contain the node’s degree and
tag bit, respectively. (See Figure 8.2.) The degree d represents the number of pointers that are used, and the tag bit
indicates whether the node is tagged. Internal nodes have one fewer key than pointers, so kd is unused in an internal
node. Leaves have exactly as many pointers as keys.
To avoid special cases when the (a, b)-tree is empty, we add a sentinel node at the top of the tree. The sentinel
node entry always has one child and no keys. (Every search that passes through it will simply follow that one child
pointer.) The sole child of this sentinel node is initially an empty leaf (with d = 0 and no keys or pointers). The actual
(a, b)-tree is rooted at the child of the sentinel node. For convenience, we use root to refer to the current child of the
sentinel node.
Detailed pseudocode for G ET, I NSERT and D ELETE is given in Figure 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5. G ET, I NSERT and D ELETE
each execute an auxiliary procedure, S EARCH(key), which appears in Figure 8.3. S EARCH(key) starts at entry and
traverses nodes as in an ordinary B-tree search, reading child pointers until reaching a leaf, which it then returns
(along with the leaf’s parent and grandparent). Sometimes, the grandparent returned by an invocation of S EARCH is
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not accessed. It is easy to argue, by inspection of the code, and because of the sentinel node, that the leaf’s parent
always exists (i.e., is not N IL), and its grandparent exists whenever it is accessed. We define the search path for key
at any time to be the path that S EARCH(key) would follow, if it were done instantaneously. The G ET(key) operation
simply executes a S EARCH(key) and then returns the value found in the leaf if it contains key, and ⊥ otherwise.

8.2.1

Detailed description of insertion

Pseudocode for I NSERT and its helper function T RY I NSERT appear in Figure 8.4. I NSERT is identical to the I NSERT
procedure for the chromatic tree. It simply repeatedly invokes T RY I NSERT until it successfully performs the insertion,
and then invokes C LEANUP if it created a violation. T RY I NSERT takes key and value as its arguments, and returns
either FAIL, or a pair hcreatedViolation, oldValuei. In this pair, createdViolation is a bit that indicates whether the

invocation of T RY I NSERT created a violation, and oldValue is the value that was previously associated with key. If
T RY I NSERT returns FAIL, this signals to I NSERT that the update was not successful, and I NSERT should perform
another invocation of T RY I NSERT to try again.
T RY I NSERT first invokes S EARCH(key), which returns a leaf l and its parent p. Then, it performs LLX on p and
l. If either LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, then T RY I NSERT returns FAIL. So, we assume both LLXs succeed.
After the LLX(p), T RY I NSERT verifies that p still points to l (since p may have changed since it was visited by
S EARCH). This is conceptually part of the C ONFLICT procedure in the template. After the LLX(l), T RY I NSERT
computes SCX-A RGUMENTS.
The creation of the arguments to SCX is straightforward. If l already contains key, then T RY I NSERT performs
R EPLACE PAIR by setting oldValue to the value that was associated with key in l, and replacing l with a new node
in which the previous association hkey, oldValuei is replaced with hkey, valuei. This does not create any violation, so
createdViolation is set to false. Otherwise, if l contains fewer than b keys, then T RY I NSERT performs I NSERT PAIR

by replacing l with a new copy that has hkey, valuei inserted. Since there was no value previously associated with
key, oldValue is set to N IL. As in the previous case, this does not create any violation, so createdViolation is set to

false. Otherwise, l already contains b keys, so T RY I NSERT performs OVERFLOW by replacing l with a subtree of three
newly created nodes (configured as shown in Figure 8.1). Since there was no value previously associated with key,
oldValue is set to N IL. Since OVERFLOW creates a violation, createdViolation is set to true.

8.2.2

Detailed description of deletion

Pseudocode for D ELETE and its helper function T RY D ELETE appear in Figure 8.5. D ELETE is identical to the D ELETE
procedure for the chromatic tree. It simply repeatedly invokes T RY D ELETE until it successfully performs the deletion,
and then invokes C LEANUP if it created a violation. T RY D ELETE takes key as its argument, and returns either FAIL,
or a pair hcreatedViolation, oldValuei. If T RY D ELETE returns FAIL, this signals that the update was not successful,
and D ELETE should perform another invocation of T RY D ELETE to try again.

T RY D ELETE is identical to T RY I NSERT up until it begins computing SCX-A RGUMENTS, so we jump straight
to the description of how it computes SCX-A RGUMENTS. If l does not contain key, then key is not in the tree, so
T RY D ELETE simply returns hFALSE, oldValuei. Otherwise, T RY D ELETE performs D ELETE PAIR by setting oldValue

to the value that was associated with key in l, and replacing l with a new copy that does not contain key. The replacement of l creates a (degree) violation if and only if l contains exactly a key-value pairs. So, createdViolation is set
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I NSERT(key, value)
. Identical to I NSERT procedure for the chromatic tree (see Figure 6.6).
T RY I NSERT(key, value)
. Returns hT RUE, ⊥i if key was not in the dictionary and inserting it caused a violation,
hFALSE, ⊥i if key was not in the dictionary and inserting it did not cause a violation,
hFALSE, oldValuei if hkey, oldValuei was in the dictionary, and FAIL if we should try again
. Search for key in the tree
h−, p, li := S EARCH(key)
. Template iteration 0 (parent of leaf)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
if l ∈
/ result t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
Let p.pi be the child pointer of p that pointed to l at the previous line
. Template iteration 1 (leaf)
resultl := LLX(l)
i f resultl ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hp, li
R := hli
f ld := a pointer to p.pi
i f l contains key t h e n
. Replace the value associated with an existing key
Let oldValue be the value associated with key in l
newNode := new copy of l that contains hkey, valuei instead of hkey, oldValuei
createdViolation := f alse
e l s e i f l.d < b t h e n
. Insert a new key-value pair into a full leaf
newNode := new copy of l that has the new key-value pair inserted
oldValue := N IL
createdViolation := f alse
e l s e . l.d = b
. Insert a new key-value pair into a non-full leaf
newNode := pointer to a subtree of three newly created nodes: one internal node and two leaves, configured as
in OVERFLOW in Figure 8.1 (so that the key-value pairs in kv(l) ∪ {hkey, valuei} are evenly distributed
between the leaves, and the internal node is tagged)
oldValue := N IL
createdViolation := true
i f SCX(V, R, f ld, newNode) t h e n r e t u r n hcreatedViolation, oldValuei
e l s e r e t u r n FAIL

Figure 8.4: Pseudocode for I NSERT and T RY I NSERT. Here, a is the minimum degree of nodes, and b is the maximum
degree of nodes.
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D ELETE(key)
. Identical to D ELETE procedure for the chromatic tree (see Figure 6.7).
T RY D ELETE(key)
. Returns hFALSE, ⊥i if key was not in the dictionary,
hFALSE, oldValuei if hkey, oldValuei was in the dictionary and deleting it did not create a violation,
hT RUE, oldValuei if hkey, oldValuei was in the dictionary and deleting it created a violation, and
FAIL if we should try again
. Search for key in the tree
h−, p, li := S EARCH(key)
. Template iteration 0 (parent of leaf)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
if l ∈
/ result t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
Let p.pi be the child pointer of p that pointed to l at the previous line
. Template iteration 1 (leaf)
resultl := LLX(l)
i f resultl ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hp, li
R := hli
f ld := a pointer to p.pi
i f l does not contain key t h e n
. The tree does not contain key
oldValue := N IL
createdViolation := f alse
r e t u r n hcreatedViolation, oldValuei
else
Let oldValue be the value associated with key in l
newNode := new copy of l that does not contain hkey, oldValuei
createdViolation := (l.d = a)
i f SCX(V, R, f ld, newNode) t h e n r e t u r n hcreatedViolation, oldValuei
e l s e r e t u r n FAIL

Figure 8.5: Pseudocode for D ELETE and T RY D ELETE. Here, a is the minimum degree of nodes, and b is the maximum
degree of nodes.

to the result of the expression l.d = a. (Observe that, if l.d < a, then the degree violation was actually created by a
previous deletion at l.)

8.2.3

The rebalancing algorithm

As in the chromatic tree, we assign responsibility for a violation to the process that created it. Whenever a process
creates a violation, it executes a C LEANUP procedure that repeatedly searches for violations and performs rebalancing
steps to eliminate them, terminating when it no longer finds any.
At a high level, in each iteration of the outer loop, C LEANUP(key) searches for key, stopping at the first violation it
encounters. If it does not find a violation, then it terminates. Otherwise, it determines which rebalancing step it should
perform, and then invokes the appropriate procedure in {T RY ROOT U NTAG, T RY ROOTA BSORB, T RYA BSORB C HILD,
T RY P ROPAGATE TAG, T RYA BSORB S IBLING, T RY D ISTRIBUTE}. Conceptually, each of these procedures implements
the update phase of an update in Figure 8.1, taking the return value m of the search phase as its argument. (Note that we
discuss precisely how these procedures are implemented, below.) After invoking one of these procedures, C LEANUP
moves to the next iteration of the loop.
More specifically, a process executing C LEANUP first checks if there is a tag violation at root (line 90). If so,
it invokes T RY ROOT U NTAG. Otherwise, the process checks if there is a degree violation at root (line 91). If so, it
invokes T RY ROOTA BSORB. Otherwise, it enters the loop at line 93, where it searches for a violation on the search
path for key. The process exits this loop when it reaches a leaf without finding a violation and returns from C LEANUP
(at line 94), or finds a violation and exits the loop (at line 99). Consequently, at line 103, we know there is a violation
at l.
If l is tagged, then C LEANUP invokes T RYA BSORB C HILD or T RY P ROPAGATE TAG, as appropriate. Suppose l is
not tagged. Then there is a degree violation at l. Degree violations are fixed using A BSORB S IBLING and D ISTRIBUTE,
which manipulate l and its sibling s. Since these rebalancing steps require that l and s are both untagged, C LEANUP
must first check whether s is tagged. If so, C LEANUP invokes T RYA BSORB C HILD or T RY P ROPAGATE TAG to fix the
tag violation at s. (After fixing a tag violation at s, C LEANUP will move to the next iteration of the loop, and search
again.) Otherwise, C LEANUP invokes T RYA BSORB S IBLING or T RY D ISTRIBUTE, as appropriate, to fix the degree
violation at l.
The argument for why this C LEANUP algorithm yields an upper bound on the height of the tree is very similar to
the argument for the chromatic tree. It relies on the fact that an I NSERT(key, value) or D ELETE(key) always creates
its violation at the terminal leaf on the search path for key, and a violation can only be moved from a node to its
parent. Thus, intuitively, a process can always find any violation it created while performing an I NSERT(key, value) or
D ELETE(key) by searching for key. (And, similarly, if a process finds no violation while searching for key, then any
violation it created has been eliminated.) We will discuss this further in Section 8.5.

8.2.4

Implementing a rebalancing step

We now explain how T RYA BSORB S IBLING is implemented. The procedures for the other rebalancing steps are similar.
Pseudocode appears in Figure 8.7. T RYA BSORB S IBLING takes four nodes gp, p, l and s, as well as three integers
ix p , ixl and ixs , as its arguments. When T RYA BSORB S IBLING is invoked by C LEANUP, there is a degree violation
at the node l, and no other violations at p, s or l. Furthermore, during its most recent search phase, C LEANUP saw
gp.pix p = p, p.pixl = l and p.pixs = s.
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C LEANUP(key)
. Ensures the violation created by an OVERFLOW or D ELETE PAIR (which is, in turn, caused by an
I NSERT(key, value) or D ELETE(key)) gets eliminated
w h i l e T RUE
. Repeatedly search until no violation is found
. Conceptually, S EARCH P HASE starts here
gp := N IL ; p := entry ; l := entry.p1
. Save the three last nodes traversed
ix p = 0 ; ixl = 1
. Also save the indices of the pointers to p and l
. Base case: check for violations at the root of the (a, b)-tree
i f l.tag = 1 t h e n T RY ROOT U NTAG(p, ixl , l)
e l s e i f l is internal and l.d = 1 t h e n T RY ROOTA BSORB(p, ixl , l)
e l s e . Continue to search for key, looking for a violation
loop
i f l is a leaf then return
. Arrived at leaf without finding any violation
ix p := ixl ; ixl := 1
w h i l e ixl < l.d and key ≥ l.kixl
. Locate appropriate child pointer to follow
ixl := ixl + 1
gp := p ; p := l ; l := l.pixl
. Follow the child pointer
i f l.tag = 1 or l.d < a t h e n e x i t l o o p . Exit the loop if there is a violation at l
. Note: if we got here, we found a violation at l and gp 6= N IL
. Try to fix any tag violation at l (recall: tag violations supersede degree violations)
i f l.tag = 1 t h e n
i f p.d + l.d ≤ b + 1 t h e n T RYA BSORB C HILD(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l)
e l s e T RY P ROPAGATE TAG(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l)
e l s e . Try to fix the degree violation at l (assert: l.d < a and gp 6= N IL)
ixs := (ix p > 0 ? ix p − 1 : ix p + 1)
. Compute the index of a sibling of l
s := p.pixs
. Get a pointer to this sibling
. We can only fix the degree violation at l if s is not tagged, so we first check if s is tagged
i f s.tag = 1 t h e n
. Fix the tag violation at s
i f p.d + s.d ≤ b + 1 t h e n T RYA BSORB C HILD(gp, ix p , p, ixs , s)
e l s e T RY P ROPAGATE TAG(gp, ix p , p, ixs , s)
else
. Both l and s are untagged, so we try to fix the degree violation at l
i f l.d + s.d < 2a t h e n T RYA BSORB S IBLING(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l, ixs , s)
e l s e T RY D ISTRIBUTE(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l, ixs , s)

Figure 8.6: Pseudocode for C LEANUP. Here, a is the minimum degree of nodes, and b is the maximum degree of
nodes.
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|β| < a and |α| + |β| < 2a
T RYA BSORB S IBLING(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l, ixs , s)
. Implements the U PDATE P HASE for the A BSORB S IBLING update. Precondition: there is a degree violation at l,
and there are no other violations at p, s or l.
. Template iteration 0 (grandparent of l)
resultgp := LLX(gp)
i f resultgp ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
Let ptr p be the value in resultgp that was read from gp.pix p
i f ptr p 6= p t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify gp still points to p
. Template iteration 1 (parent of l)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
Let ptrl be the value in result p that was read from p.pixl
Let ptrs be the value in result p that was read from p.pixs
i f ptrl 6= l t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
i f ptrs 6= s t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to s
. Determine whether s is the left or right sibling of l (used to order the nodes in V top-to-bottom, then left-to-right)
i f ixs < ixl t h e n le f t := s ; right := l
. s is the left sibling of l
e l s e le f t := l ; right := s
. s is the right sibling of l
. Template iteration 2 (the leftmost of l and s)
resultle f t := LLX(le f t)
i f resultle f t ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. Template iteration 3 (the rightmost of l and s)
resultright := LLX(right)
i f resultright ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n FAIL
. Compute SCX-A RGUMENTS: Start by creating new nodes according to the right-hand of the diagram above
(using the immutable fields of gp, p, l and s, and the results of the LLXs)
create node nl with key-value pairs kv(l) ∪ kv(s)
create node new by copying p, removing the child pointer to s (and the corresponding key), and changing the
pointer to l to point to nl
V := hgp, p, le f t, righti
R := hp, le f t, righti
f ld := &gp.pix p
. Perform the SCX to change child pointer ix p of node gp
SCX(V, R, f ld, new)

Figure 8.7: Implementing rebalancing step A BSORB S IBLING. Other rebalancing steps are handled similarly using the
diagrams shown in Figure 8.1. Here, a is the minimum degree of nodes, and b is the maximum degree of nodes.

T RYA BSORB S IBLING begins by invoking LLX(gp). Conceptually, this marks the beginning of iteration zero
of the loop in the template. If any LLX performed by T RYA BSORB S IBLING returns FAIL or F INALIZED, then
T RYA BSORB S IBLING immediately returns FAIL, which prompts C LEANUP to search again for violations to fix. If the
LLX(gp) returns a snapshot, then T RYA BSORB S IBLING verifies that gp.pix p still points to p, according to the result
of the LLX(gp). If gp.pix p no longer points to p, then T RYA BSORB S IBLING immediately returns FAIL. In terms of
the template, this verification is considered to be part of the C ONFLICT procedure.
In iteration one of the loop in the template, T RYA BSORB S IBLING invokes LLX(p). If this LLX returns a snapshot,
then T RYA BSORB S IBLING verifies that p.pixl still points to l and p.pixs still points to s, according to the result of the
LLX(p). If p.pixl no longer points to l or p.pixs no longer points to s, then T RYA BSORB S IBLING immediately returns
FAIL. (As above, these verification steps are considered to be part of C ONFLICT.)
Recall that the template places an ordering constraint on the nodes in the V sequence that will be passed to SCX.
Specifically, the sequences V constructed by all updates that take place entirely during a period of time when no SCXs
change the tree structure must be ordered consistently according to a fixed tree traversal algorithm (for example, an
in-order traversal or a breadth-first traversal). We use a breadth-first traversal (i.e., top-to-bottom, then left-to-right).
So, T RYA BSORB S IBLING next determines whether s is the left or right sibling of l, and gives the alias le f t to the
leftmost of the two, and the alias right to the rightmost of the two.
In iterations two and three of the loop in the template, T RYA BSORB S IBLING simply invokes LLX(le f t) and
LLX(right). Finally, T RYA BSORB S IBLING computes SCX-A RGUMENTS, and invokes SCX to perform the update.
The return value of SCX is ignored, because it does not matter whether the SCX succeeds or fails. In either case,
C LEANUP will continue to perform rebalancing steps until it performs a search without encountering any violation. It
is straightforward to verify that each iteration of the outer loop in C LEANUP follows the template.

8.3

Correctness proof

In the following, the terms search path and range are defined as they were in the proof of the chromatic tree (in
Section 6.3).
Lemma 8.1 Our implementation of a relaxed (a, b)-tree satisfies the following claims.
1. T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE follow the tree update template and satisfy all constraints specified by the template. Each iteration of the outer loop in C LEANUP follows the template.
2. The node entry always has no keys and one child pointer. The child pointer points to a node root 6= entry.

3. If a node v is in the data structure in some configuration C and v was on the search path for key k in some earlier
configuration C0 , then v is on the search path for k in C. (Equivalently, updates to the tree do not shrink the
range of any node in the tree.)
4. If an invocation of S EARCH(k) reaches a node v, then there was some earlier configuration during the search
when v was on the search path for k.
5. The S EARCH procedure used by T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE satisfies DTP.
6. All invocations of T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE that perform a successful SCX are atomic (including their
search phases). All invocations of T RY ROOT U NTAG, T RY ROOTA BSORB, T RYA BSORB C HILD, T RY P ROPAGATE TAG,
T RYA BSORB S IBLING and T RY D ISTRIBUTE that perform a successful SCX are atomic.
7. The tree rooted at the child of entry is always a relaxed (a, b)-tree.
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Proof: We prove these claims together by induction on the sequence of steps (invocations and responses of procedures, atomic invocations of S EARCH (for Claim 5) reads from shared memory, and LLXs and SCXs) in an execution.
That is, we assume that all of the claims hold before an arbitrary step in the execution, and prove they hold after the
step.
Claim 1: This claim follows almost immediately from inspection of the code. The only subtlety is showing that
no process invokes LLX(r) where r = N IL. Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds just before an invocation I of
LLX(r).
Suppose I occurs in T RY I NSERT or T RY D ELETE. Then, r must be one of the nodes p or l returned by S EARCH.
By inspection of the code, l is not N IL. By inductive Claim 2, l has a parent, so p is not N IL. Now, suppose I occurs
in T RYA BSORB S IBLING. Then, r must be one of the nodes gp, p or l passed to T RYA BSORB S IBLING, or a sibling s
of l obtained from an LLX(p). Before C LEANUP invokes T RYA BSORB S IBLING it must execute one iteration of the
loop at line 93, where it sets gp := p. It is straightforward to argue that l, p and gp are all non-N IL when the loop
terminates. Thus, if r ∈ {gp, p, l}, then r 6= N IL. It remains to prove s 6= N IL. By inductive Claim 7, when I obtains
s from the result of its LLX(p), the tree is a relaxed (a, b)-tree, and p has at least two children. Thus, s exists (and is

non-N IL). The proof for T RYA BSORB C HILD, T RY P ROPAGATE TAG and T RY D ISTRIBUTE is similar. The proof when
I occurs in T RY ROOT U NTAG or T RY ROOTA BSORB is even simpler, since gp is not passed as an argument. Thus, we
need only argue that l and p are non-N IL, which follows immediately from line 86.
Claim 2: The only step that can modify the tree (and, hence, affect this claim) is an invocation S of SCX performed by an invocation I of T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE, T RY ROOT U NTAG, T RY ROOTA BSORB, T RYA BSORB C HILD,
T RY P ROPAGATE TAG, T RYA BSORB S IBLING or T RY D ISTRIBUTE. Proving this claim entails arguing that I cannot replace the entry point, or modify it in any way except by changing its single child pointer.
Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds just before S. By inductive Claim 1, I follows the tree update template up
until it performs S. By Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.1, the update phase of I atomically performs performs one of the
transformations in Figure 8.1. All of these transformations simply change a single child pointer to replace one or more
nodes. However, each node that is replaced has a parent, which entry does not. Thus, entry cannot be replaced.
Claim 3: Initially, the claim is trivially true (since the tree only contains entry, which is on every search path). In
order for v to change from being on the search path for k in configuration C0 to no longer being on the search path for
k in configuration C, the tree must change between C0 and C. Thus, there must be a successful SCX S between C0 and
C. Moreover, this is the only kind of step that can affect this claim. We show S preserves the property that v is on the
search path for k.
By inductive Claim 1, S is performed by a template operation. Thus, by Lemma 5.1, S changes a pointer of a node
from old to new, removing a connected set R of nodes (rooted at old) from the tree, and inserting a new connected set
N of nodes. If v is not a descendant of old immediately before S, then this change cannot remove v from the search
path for k. So, suppose v is a descendant of old immediately prior to S.
Since v is in the data structure in both C0 and C, it must be in the data structure at all times between C0 and C by
Lemma 5.3. Therefore, v is a descendant of old, but S does not remove v from the tree. Recall that the fringe FR is the
set of nodes that are children of nodes in R, but are not themselves in R (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). By definition,
v must be a descendant of a node f ∈ FR . Moreover, since v is on the search path for k just before S, so is f . We argue,

for each possible tree modification in Figure 8.1, that if any node in FR is on the search path for k prior to S, then it is
still on the search path for k after S. We proceed by cases.
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Case 1: Suppose S performs a I NSERT PAIR, OVERFLOW or D ELETE PAIR update. Since S replaces a leaf with
either a new leaf, or a new internal node and two new leaves, the fringe set is empty. Thus, the claim is vacuously true.
Case 2: Suppose S performs a ROOT U NTAG or ROOTA BSORB update. Then, S does not change the range of any
node in the fringe set, so the claim holds.
Case 3: Suppose S performs a T RYA BSORB C HILD update. By inductive Claim 7, the tree is a relaxed (a, b)-tree
before S. Since leaves are never tagged in a relaxed (a, b)-tree, the node ui in the depiction of A BSORB C HILD in
Figure 8.1 must be internal. Thus, one can think of each of the nodes ui and u as a sequence of alternating pointers
and keys, starting and ending with a pointer. Consequently, α, β and γ (in Figure 8.1) can be thought of as sequences
of alternating pointers and keys, where α starts with a pointer and ends with a key, β starts and ends with pointers,
and γ starts with a key and ends with a pointer. The fringe FR is the set of nodes pointed to by α, β and γ. Observe
that the keys in ui and u partition the range of u, and this partition defines the range of each node in FR . Specifically,
the partition begins with the left endpoint of the range of u, then continues with the alternating pointers and keys of α,
β and γ, and finally ends with the right endpoint of the range of u. The update does not change this partition, so the
range of each node in FR is the same before and after the update. Therefore, if a node in FR is on the search path to key
before the update, it is still on the search path after the update. The cases for P ROPAGATE TAG, A BSORB S IBLING and
D ISTRIBUTE follow the exact same reasoning.
Claim 4: Consider a read r of a child pointer in an invocation I of S EARCH(k). This is the only kind of step that can
affect this claim. Let v be the node pointed to by the value returned by r. We prove that r preserves the claim. If r is
the first read of a child pointer by I, then v is entry, which is always on the search path for k, so r preserves the claim.
Now, suppose there is a previous read r0 of a child pointer by I. By the inductive hypothesis, the node v0 that was
returned by r0 was on the search path for k in some configuration C0 after the beginning of I and before r0 . Our goal is
to prove that there is a configuration C, after C0 and before r, when v is on the search path for k. If v0 is in the tree when
I performs r, then C is the configuration just before r. Otherwise, C is the last configuration before v0 was removed
from the tree.
Without loss of generality, suppose I reaches v by following the ith child pointer of v0 . By inductive Claim 7, the
data structure is a relaxed (a, b)-tree just before r, so k ≥ v0 .k j for j < i and k < v0 .k j for j ≥ i. We now prove that v0 .pi

points to v in C. Suppose v0 is in the tree when I performs r (so C is just before r). This case follows immediately from
our assumption that r reads a pointer to v from v0 .pi . Now, suppose v0 is not in the tree when r occurs, so C is the last
configuration before v0 was removed. Recall that v0 is in the tree in C0 . By Lemma 5.3, v0 cannot be added back into
the data structure after it is removed. Since v0 is in the tree in C0 , and is not in the tree when I subsequently performs r,
v0 must be removed after C0 and before r occurs. By inductive Claim 1 and template Constraint 3, v0 becomes finalized
precisely when it is removed. Since v0 cannot change after it is finalized, and v0 .pi points to v when r occurs (which is
after v0 is removed), we can see that v0 .pi must point to v in C (which is just before v0 is removed).
Finally, we prove that v is on the search path for k in C. Since v0 was on the search path for k in C0 , and it is in the
data structure in C, which is after C0 but before r, inductive Claim 3 implies that v0 is on the search path for k in C.
Since v = v0 .pi , k ≥ v0 .k j for j < i and k < v0 .k j for j ≥ i, we can see that v must also be on the search path for k in C.
Claim 5: Initially, the claim holds vacuously (since no steps have been taken). Suppose an invocation S of S EARCH(k)
in T RY I NSERT terminates and returns m. (The proof for T RY D ELETE is similar.) Consider any configuration C, after
S returns m, in which all of the nodes in m are in the tree and their fields agree with the values in m. Suppose the
inductive hypothesis up until C. We prove that an invocation S0 of S EARCH(k) in T RY I NSERT would return m if S0
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were performed atomically just after configuration C.
The value m = h−, p, li returned by S contains a leaf l and its parent p. By inductive Claim 4, p and l were each on

the search path at some point during S (which is before C). Since p and l are in the tree in C, inductive Claim 3 implies

that they are on the search path for k in C. Therefore, S0 will visit each of them. Conceptually, m also encodes the
fact that p points to l. This fact is checked at line 24 as part of the C ONFLICT procedure. By our assumption (that the
fields of the nodes in m in configuration C agree with their values in m), p is also the parent of l when S0 is performed.
Consequently, S0 will also return m = h−, p, li.
Claim 6: By inductive Claim 5 and Theorem 5.7, all invocations of T RY I NSERT and T RY D ELETE that perform a successful SCX are atomic. By Lemma 5.5, all invocations of T RY ROOT U NTAG, T RY ROOTA BSORB, T RYA BSORB C HILD,
T RY P ROPAGATE TAG, T RYA BSORB S IBLING and T RY D ISTRIBUTE that perform a successful SCX are atomic.
Claim 7: Only successful invocations of SCX can affect this claim. Successful invocations of SCX are performed only
in T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE and the rebalancing procedures: T RY ROOT U NTAG, T RY ROOTA BSORB, T RYA BSORB C HILD,
T RY P ROPAGATE TAG, T RYA BSORB S IBLING and T RY D ISTRIBUTE. The claim holds in the initial state of the tree
(which is described in Claim 2). We show that every successful invocation S of SCX preserves the claim. We proceed
by cases.
Case 1: S is performed in an invocation I of T RY I NSERT(key, value) or T RY D ELETE(key). By Claim 6, the entirety
of I is atomic, including its search phase. Thus, when I occurs, its search procedure returns the unique leaf l on the
search path for key. Consequently, I atomically performs one of the transformations D ELETE PAIR, R EPLACE PAIR,
I NSERT PAIR, or OVERFLOW in Figure 8.1 to replace l (and possibly some of its neighbouring nodes). Since I is
entirely atomic (including its search phase), and it simply performs one of the (a, b)-tree updates, it is easy to verify
that it preserves the claim.
Case 2: S is performed in an invocation I of one of the rebalancing procedures. By Claim 6, the update phase of
I is atomic (but the search phase is not necessarily atomic). Therefore, I atomically performs one of the rebalancing
transformations at some location in the tree (but not necessarily the same rebalancing transformation, at the same
location, that it would perform if I’s search were also part of the atomic update). All of the rebalancing transformations
preserve the claim (regardless of where in the tree they are performed).
We define the linearization points for relaxed (a, b)-tree operations as follows.
• G ET(key) is linearized at a time during the operation when the leaf reached was on the search path for key. (This
time exists, by Lemma 8.1.4.)

• An I NSERT is linearized at its successful SCX inside T RY I NSERT (if such an SCX exists). (Note: every I NSERT
that terminates performs a successful SCX.)

• A D ELETE that returns ⊥ is linearized at a time during the operation when the leaf returned by its last invocation
of S EARCH was on the search path for key. (This time exists, by Lemma 8.1.4.)

• A D ELETE that does not return ⊥ is linearized at its successful SCX inside T RY D ELETE (if such an SCX
exists). (Note: every D ELETE that terminates, but does not return ⊥, performs a successful SCX.)

It is easy to verify that every operation that terminates is assigned a linearization point during the operation.
Theorem 8.2 The relaxed (a, b)-tree is a linearizable implementation of a dictionary with the operations G ET, I NSERT
and D ELETE.
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Proof: Lemma 8.1.6 proves that the SCXs implement atomic changes to the tree as shown in Figure 8.1. By inspection of these transformations, the set of keys and associated values stored in leaves are not altered by any rebalancing
steps. Moreover, the transformations performed by each linearized I NSERT and D ELETE maintain the invariant that
the set of keys and associated values stored in leaves of the tree is exactly the set that should be in the dictionary. When
an invocation of G ET(key) is linearized, the search path for key ends at the leaf returned by its invocation of S EARCH.
If that leaf contains key, G ET returns the associated value, which is correct. If that leaf does not contain key, then, by
Lemma 8.1.7, it is nowhere else in the tree, so G ET is correct to return ⊥.

8.4

Progress proof

Our goal is to prove that, if processes take steps infinitely often, then relaxed (a, b)-tree operations succeed infinitely
often. At a high level, this follows from Theorem 5.10 (the final progress result for template operations), and the fact
that at most (i + d)bloga (|T | + i)/2c + 1 rebalancing steps can be performed after i insertions and d deletions have

been performed on a standard (a, b)-tree T (proved in [85]). Additionally, note that for b ≥ 2a, only amortized O(1)

rebalancing steps are needed per insertion or deletion to maintain balance.
Theorem 8.3 The relaxed (a, b)-tree operations are non-blocking.

Proof: To derive a contradiction, suppose there is some configuration C after which some processes continue to take
steps but no successful relaxed (a, b)-tree operations occur. We first argue that eventually the tree stops changing. Since
no successful relaxed (a, b)-tree operations occur after C, the only steps that can change the tree after C are successful invocations of SCX performed by invocations of T RY ROOT U NTAG, T RY ROOTA BSORB, T RYA BSORB C HILD,
T RY P ROPAGATE TAG, T RYA BSORB S IBLING or T RY D ISTRIBUTE. Larsen and Fagerberg [85] proved that after a
bounded number of rebalancing steps, a relaxed (a, b)-tree becomes a standard (a, b)-tree, and then no further rebalancing steps can be applied. Thus, eventually the tree must stop changing.
This implies that every invocation of S EARCH (and, hence, G ET) succeeds after a finite number of steps, unless
the process executing it crashes. It follows that no invocation of S EARCH or G ET occurs after C. Therefore, eventually
processes only take steps in I NSERT and/or D ELETE operations. Thus, processes perform infinitely many invocations
of T RY I NSERT and/or T RY D ELETE, and/or infinitely many iterations of the outer loop in C LEANUP. By Lemma 8.1.1,
T RY I NSERT, T RY D ELETE, and iterations of the outer loop in C LEANUP, all follow the template. Thus, Theorem 5.10
implies that infinitely many of these template updates will succeed. Since the number of rebalancing steps that can
be performed is finite if the number of successful insertions and deletions is finite, there must be infinitely many
successful insertions and/or deletions. Consequently, infinitely many must succeed after C, which is a contradiction.

8.5

Bounding the height of the tree

We now show that the height of the relaxed (a, b)-tree at any time is O(c + loga n) where n is the number of keys
stored in the tree and c is the number of I NSERT and D ELETE operations currently in progress. (When no process
is performing I NSERT or D ELETE, the c term disappears.) At a high level, the upper bound holds for the following
reason. Since we always perform rebalancing steps that satisfy VIOL, if we reach a leaf without finding the violation
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that an I NSERT or D ELETE created, then the violation has been eliminated. Since each I NSERT or D ELETE creates
and most one violation, and eliminates it before terminating, we can prove that the number of violations in the tree
at any time is bounded above by c. Further, since removing all violations would yield an (a, b)-tree tree with height
O(loga n), and eliminating each violation reduces the height by at most one, the height of the relaxed (a, b)-tree is
O(c + loga n).
Note that this is a very pessimistic upper bound, because many violations do not increase the height of the tree. In
our experiments, the height is typically approximately 1 + loga n. To the authors’ knowledge, a tree of height c + loga n
is only achieved in a specific pathology where all processes cooperate on the same path to cause n consecutive tag
violations (by having one process perform OVERFLOW at a node, then a second process perform OVERFLOW at one
of the leaves created by the first OVERFLOW, then a third process perform OVERFLOW at one of the leaves created
by the second OVERFLOW, and so on). Observe that, to cause an OVERFLOW at a leaf that was created by another
OVERFLOW, processes must insert b − a + 1 keys at the leaf. Additionally, no operation that performs an OVERFLOW

update can terminate until all processes have finished constructing this pathology, or else the operation will perform
rebalancing steps to eliminate the tag violations.
Definition 8.4 Let x be a node that is in the data structure. We say that a tag violation occurs at x if x has its tag bit
set. Suppose x is not entry, and no tag violation occurs at x. We say that a degree violation occurs at x if (1) x is root
(i.e., entry.p1 ) and x is an internal node with one pointer, or (2) x is not root and x has fewer than a pointers.
Definition 8.5 A process P is in a cleanup phase for k if it is executing an I NSERT(k, value) or a D ELETE(k) and it
has performed a successful SCX inside a T RY I NSERT or T RY D ELETE that returns createdViolation = T RUE. If P
is between line 86 and 117, then location(P) is the value of P’s local variable l; otherwise, location(P) is the entry
node.
We use the following invariant to show that each violation in the data structure has a pending update operation that
is responsible for removing it before terminating: either that process is on the way towards the violation, or it will find
another violation and restart from the top of the tree, heading towards the violation.
Lemma 8.6 In every configuration, there exists an injective mapping ρ from violations to processes such that, for
every violation x,
• (A) process ρ(x) is in a cleanup phase for some key kx and

• (B) x is on the search path for kx from root (i.e., entry.p1 ) and
• (C) either

(C1) the search path for kx from location(ρ(x)) contains the violation x, or

(C2) in the prefix of the search path for kx from location(ρ(x)) up to and including the first non-finalized node
(or the entire search path if all nodes are finalized), there is a node where a violation occurs.
Proof: In the initial configuration, there are no violations, so the invariant is trivially satisfied. We show that any step
S by any process P preserves the invariant. We assume there is a function ρ satisfying the claim for the configuration
C immediately before S and show that there is a function ρ 0 satisfying the claim for the configuration C0 immediately
after S. The only step that can cause a process to leave its cleanup phase is the termination of an I NSERT or D ELETE
that is in its cleanup phase. The only steps that can change location(P) and parent(P) are P’s execution of line 86 or
the read of the child pointer on line 98. (We think of all of the updates to local variables on those lines as happening
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atomically with the read of the child pointer.) The only steps that can change child pointers or finalize nodes are
successful SCXs. No other steps S can cause the invariant to become false.
Case 1 S is the termination of an I NSERT or D ELETE that is in its cleanup phase: We choose ρ 0 = ρ. S happens
when the test in line 94 is true, meaning that location(P) is a leaf. Leaves are never tagged. There cannot be a degree
violation at the leaf, because then the process would have exited the loop in the previous iteration after the test at line
99 returned true (since set of pointers/values in a leaf never changes). Thus, no violation occurs at location(P). So, P
cannot be ρ(x) for any violation x, so S cannot make the invariant become false.
Case 2 S is an execution of line 86: We choose ρ 0 = ρ. Step S changes location(P) to entry.p1 and parent(P) to
entry. If P 6= ρ(x) for any violation x, then this step cannot affect the truth of the invariant. Now suppose P = ρ(x0 )

for some violation x0 . The truth of properties (A) and (B) are not affected by a change in location(P) and property (C)

is not affected for any violation x 6= x0 . Since ρ satisfies property (B) for violation x0 before S, it will satisfy property
(C1) for x0 after S.

Case 3 S is a read of the child pointer on line 98: We choose ρ 0 = ρ. Step S changes location(P) from some node
l to node li , which is l’s ith child when S is performed. If P 6= ρ(x) for any violation x, then this step cannot affect the
truth of the invariant. So, suppose P = ρ(x0 ) for some violation x0 . By (A), P is in a cleanup phase for kx0 . The truth

of (A) and (B) are not affected by a change in location(P) and property (C) is not affected for any violation x 6= x0 . So

it remains to prove that (C) is true for violation x0 in C0 .

First, we prove there is no violation at l. Suppose S occurs in the first iteration of C LEANUP’s inner loop. Then, l
was root when it was read from entry.p1 at line 86. Before entering the inner loop, C LEANUP saw that l was untagged
(so there is no tag violation at l), and was not an internal node with one pointer (so there is no degree violation at
l). Thus, there is no violation at l in this case. Now, suppose S does not occur in the first iteration of C LEANUP’s
inner loop. In the previous iteration, C LEANUP saw l.tag = 0 and l.d ≥ a at line 99, otherwise the loop would have
terminated. So, there is no violation at l.

We consider two cases, depending on whether (C1) or (C2) is true in configuration C.
Case 3a (C1) is true in configuration C: Thus, when S is performed, the violation x0 is on the search path for kx0
from l, but it is not at l (as argued above). S reads the ith child of l, so k ≥ l.k j for j < i and k < l.k j for j ≥ i (since

the keys of node l never change). So, x0 must be on the search path for kx0 from li . This means (C1) is satisfied for x0
in configuration C0 .
Case 3b (C2) is true in configuration C: This proof is similar to the previous case.

Case 4 S is a successful SCX: We must define the mapping ρ 0 for each violation x in configuration C0 . Since tag
bits are immutable and the number of pointers in nodes do not change, no transformation in Figure 8.1 can create a
new violation at a node that was already in the data structure in configuration C. So, if x is at a node that was in the
data structure in configuration C, x was a violation in configuration C, and ρ(x) is well-defined. In this case, we let
ρ 0 (x) = ρ(x).
If x is at a node that was added to the data structure by S, then we must define ρ(x) on a case-by-case basis for
all transformations described in Figure 8.1. If x is a tag violation at a newly added node, we define ρ 0 (x) according
to the table in Figure 8.8. If x is a degree violation at a newly added node, we define ρ 0 (x) according to the table in
Figure 8.9.
The function ρ 0 is injective, since ρ 0 maps each violation created by S to a distinct process that ρ assigned to a
violation that has been removed by S, with only two exceptions: for tag violations caused by OVERFLOW and degree
violation caused by D ELETE PAIR. In these exceptional cases, ρ 0 maps these violations to the process that has just
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Transformation
D ELETE PAIR
R EPLACE PAIR
I NSERT PAIR
OVERFLOW
ROOT U NTAG
ROOTA BSORB
A BSORB C HILD
P ROPAGATE TAG
A BSORB S IBLING
D ISTRIBUTE

Tag violations x created by S
none created
none created
none created
at n
none created
none created
none created
at n
none created
none created

ρ 0 (x)
–
–
–
process performing the I NSERT
–
–
–
ρ(tag violation at ui )
–
–

Figure 8.8: Description of how ρ 0 maps tag violations at newly added nodes to processes responsible for them.
Transformation
D ELETE PAIR
D ELETE PAIR
R EPLACE PAIR
I NSERT PAIR
OVERFLOW
ROOT U NTAG
ROOTA BSORB
A BSORB C HILD
P ROPAGATE TAG
A BSORB S IBLING
A BSORB S IBLING
A BSORB S IBLING
A BSORB S IBLING
D ISTRIBUTE

Degree violations x created by S
at n (if u.d = a)
at n (if u.d < a)
none created
none created
none created
at n (if root is internal and root.d = 1)
at n (if root1 is internal and root1 .d = 1)
at n (if u.d ≤ a − 2)
none created
at ni (if ui .d + ui+1 .d < a)
at n (if u.d = a and ui .d + ui+1 .d < a)
at n (if u.d = a and ui .d + ui+1 .d ≥ a)
at n (if u.d < a)
at n (if u.d < a)

ρ 0 (x)
process performing the D ELETE
ρ(degree violation at u)
–
–
–
ρ(tag violation at u)
ρ(degree violation at root1 )
ρ(degree violation at u)
–
ρ(degree violation at ui )
ρ(degree violation at ui+1 )
ρ(degree violation at ui or ui+1 )
ρ(degree violation at u)
ρ(degree violation at u)

Figure 8.9: Description of how ρ 0 maps degree violations at newly added nodes to processes responsible for them.
Here, u.d denotes the degree of a node u.

begun its cleanup phase (and therefore was not assigned any violation by ρ).
Let x be any violation in the tree in configuration C0 . We show that ρ 0 satisfies properties (A), (B) and (C) for x in
configuration C0 .
Property (A): Every process in the image of ρ 0 was either in the image of ρ or a process that just entered its
cleanup phase at step S, so every process in the image of ρ 0 is in its cleanup phase.
Property (B) and (C): We consider several subcases.
Subcase 4a Suppose S is an OVERFLOW’s SCX, and x is the tag violation created by S. Then, P is in its cleanup
phase for the inserted key, which is one of the children of the node containing the tag violation x. Since the tree is a
search tree, x is on the search path for this key, so (B) holds. In this subcase, location(ρ 0 (x)) = entry since P = ρ 0 (x)
has just entered its cleanup phase. So property (B) implies property (C1).
Subcase 4b Suppose S is a D ELETE PAIR’s SCX, and x is the degree violation assigned to P by ρ 0 . Then, P is in
a cleanup phase for the deleted key, which was in u before S. Therefore, x (at the replacement leaf n) is on the search
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path for this key, so (B) holds. As in the previous subcase, location(ρ 0 (x)) = entry since P = ρ 0 (x) has just entered its
cleanup phase. So property (B) implies property (C1).
Subcase 4c If x is at a node that was added to the data structure by S (and is not covered by the above two cases),
then ρ 0 (x) is ρ(y) for some violation y that has been removed from the tree by S, as described in the above two tables.
Let k be the key such that process ρ(y) = ρ 0 (x) is in the cleanup phase for k. By property (B), y was on the search
path for k before S. By inspection of the tables, and Lemma 8.1.3, any search path that went through y’s node in
configuration C goes through x’s node in configuration C0 . (We designed the tables to have this property.) Thus, since
y was on the search path for k in configuration C, x is on the search path for k in configuration C0 , satisfying property
(B).
If (C2) is true for violation y in configuration C, then (C2) is true for x in configuration C0 (since any node that is
finalized remains finalized forever, and its child pointers do not change).
So, for the remainder of the proof of subcase 4c, suppose (C1) is true for y in configuration C. Let l = location(ρ(y))
in configuration C. Then y is on the search path for k from l in configuration C.
First, suppose S removes l from the data structure.
• If y is a violation at node l in configuration C, then it makes (C2) true for x in configuration C0 .

• Otherwise, since both l and its descendant, the parent of the node that contains y, are removed by S, the entire
path between these two nodes is removed from the data structure by S. So, all nodes along this path are finalized
by S because Constraint 3 is satisfied. Thus, the violation y makes (C2) true for x in configuration C0 .

Now, suppose S does not remove l from the data structure. In configuration C, the search path from l for k contains
y. By inspection of the tables defining ρ 0 , and Lemma 8.1.3, any search path from l that went through y’s node in
configuration C goes through x’s node in configuration C0 . So, (C1) is true in configuration C0 .
Subcase 4d If x is at a node that was already in the data structure in configuration C, then ρ 0 (x) = ρ(x). Let k be
the key such that this process is in the cleanup phase for k. Since x was on the search path for k in configuration C
and S did not remove x from the data structure, x is still on the search path for k in configuration C0 (by Lemma 8.1.3).
This establishes property (B).
If (C2) is true for x in configuration C, then it also holds for x in C0 , for the same reason as in Subcase 4c. So,
suppose (C1) is true for x in configuration C. Let l = location(ρ(x)) in configuration C. Then, (C1) says that x is on
the search path for k from l in configuration C. If S does not change any of the child pointers on this path between l
and x, then x is still on the search path from location(ρ 0 (x)) = l in configuration C0 , so property (C1) holds for x in
C0 . So, suppose S does change the child pointer of some node on this path from old to new. Then the search path for
k from l in configuration C goes through old to some node f in the fringe set FR of S and then onward to the node
containing violation x. By Lemma 8.1.3, the search path for k from l in configuration C0 goes through new to the same
node f , and then onward to the node containing the violation x. Thus, property (C1) is true for x in configuration C0 .
Corollary 8.7 The number of violations in the data structure is bounded by the number of incomplete I NSERT and
D ELETE operations.
Lemma 8.8 Consider a relaxed (a, b)-tree T rooted that contains n nodes and c violations. Suppose T 0 is any (a, b)tree that results from performing sufficient rotations on T to eliminate all violations. Then, the following claims hold
for any leaf u in T , and any leaf u0 ∈ T 0 .
1. l(u) ≤ rl(u) + c
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2. rl(u) ≤ rl(u0 ) + c
3. rl(u0 ) = l(u0 )
Proof: Claim 1: Immediate from the definitions of l and rl.
Claim 2: The rebalancing steps in a relaxed (a, b)-tree maintain the invariant that all leaves have the same relaxed
level. Thus, every pair of leaves u1 and u2 in T satisfy rl(u1 ) = rl(u2 ). The only time the relaxed level of a leaf
changes is when a ROOT U NTAG update changes the tag bit of the root from one to zero, uniformly incrementing the
relaxed level of every leaf by one. ROOT U NTAG also decreases the number of violations in the tree by one. Thus,
eliminating c violations can increase the relaxed level of every leaf by at most c. The claim then follows from the fact
that T 0 is produced by performing rotations to eliminate c violations.
Claim 3: Immediate from definitions of l and rl, and the fact that, since T 0 is an (a, b)-tree, no node is tagged.
Corollary 8.9 Our implementation of a relaxed (a, b)-tree containing n keys has height O(c + loga n), where c is the
number of incomplete I NSERT and D ELETE operations.
Proof: Let r, T , r0 and T 0 be defined as in Lemma 8.8. By Corollary 8.7, T contains at most c violations. Thus,
we immediately obtain l(r) ≤ l(r0 ) + 2c from Lemma 8.8. Since T 0 is an (a, b)-tree, l(r0 ) ∈ O(loga n). Therefore,
l(r) ∈ O(c + loga n).

8.6

Experiments

We implemented the relaxed (a, b)-tree in C++, using a fast memory reclamation scheme called DEBRA that is described in Chapter 11. Since this implementation was done in C++, a direct comparison with the Java implementation
of the chromatic tree described earlier would not make sense. (Any performance differences due to the algorithms
would be conflated with the differences between C++ and Java.) So, for comparison, we also implemented an unbalanced version of the chromatic tree (BST) in C++, which simply does not perform any rebalancing steps.2 BST used
the same memory reclamation scheme as the relaxed (a, b)-tree.
We ran a small set of experiments on an Intel E7-4830 v3 with 12 cores and 2 hyperthreads per core, for a total
of 24 hardware contexts. Each core has a private 32KB L1 cache and 256KB L2 cache (which is shared between
hyperthreads on a core). All cores share a 30MB L3 cache. The machine has 128GB of RAM and runs Ubuntu 14.04
LTS.
All code was compiled with the GNU C++ compiler (G++) 4.8.4 with build target x86_64-linux-gnu and compilation options -std=c++0x -mcx16 -O3. Thread support was provided by the POSIX Threads library. We used the
scalable allocator jemalloc 4.2.1 [54], which greatly improved performance for both BST and the relaxed (a, b)-tree.
We pinned one thread to each hardware context. For thread counts up to 12, we pinned at most one thread to each
core, so hyperthreading is engaged only for thread counts 13 through 24.
In our experiments, we fixed the parameters for the (a, b)-tree at a = 6 and b = 16. With b = 16, each node
occupies four consecutive cache lines. Since (a, b)-trees require b ≥ 2a − 1, with b = 16, we must have a ≤ 8. We
2 We subsequently implemented the full chromatic tree in C++, but we did not have that implementation when these experiments were run.
Subsequent experiments with random insertions and deletions of uniformly random keys indicated that the performance of BST is the same, or
slightly better than that of the chromatic tree, for the workloads shown here. This is because random operations on uniform keys yield a fairly
balanced tree, so BST enjoys the benefits of balance without paying the overhead of performing rebalancing steps.
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0% updates

10% updates

100% updates

Figure 8.10: Performance results for a microbenchmark comparing BST and the relaxed (a, b)-tree. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads. The y-axis represents operations per microsecond.

chose to make a slightly smaller than 8 in order to exploit a performance tradeoff: a smaller minimum degree slightly
increases depth, but decreases the number of degree violations that are created in an execution. With a = 6, after a
leaf is created by an OVERFLOW update (containing b/2 = 8 keys), three keys must be deleted from the leaf (with no
intervening insertions into the leaf) before a degree violation is created. (In contrast, with a = 8, the first deletion from
a leaf created by OVERFLOW causes a degree violation, and triggers rebalancing.)
We compared the performance of BST and the relaxed (a, b)-tree using a simple randomized microbenchmark.
For each algorithm A ∈ {BST, relaxed (a, b)-tree} and update rate U ∈ {100, 10, 0}, we ran five timed trials for several

thread counts n. Each trial proceeded in two phases: prefilling and measuring. In the prefilling phase, n concurrent
threads performed 50% Insert and 50% Delete operations on keys drawn uniformly randomly from [0, 106 ) until
the size of the tree converged to a steady state (containing approximately 106 /2 keys). Next, the trial entered the
measuring phase, during which threads began counting how many operations they performed. (These counts were
eventually summed over all threads and reported in our graphs.) In this phase, each thread performed (U/2)% Insert,
(U/2)% Delete and (100 −U)% Find operations on keys drawn uniformly from [0, 106 ) for ten seconds.

As a way of validating correctness in each trial, each thread maintained a checksum. Each time a thread inserted a
new key, it added the key to its checksum. Each time a thread deleted a key, it subtracted the key from its checksum.
Observe that, at the end of any correct trial, the sum of all thread checksums must be equal to the sum of keys in the
tree.
The results for this benchmark appear in Figure 8.10. In these experiments, the key range is fairly large, and the
relaxed (a, b)-tree has a significant performance advantage over BST. With 100% updates, it approximately doubles
the performance of the BST, and the performance gap grows wider as the proportion of operations that are searches
increases. This performance advantage comes from the smaller depth and improved cache locality offered by the fat
nodes in the (a, b)-tree.
We briefly explain why cache performance is better in a tree with fat nodes than in a BST. In a modern system,
whenever a process reads a memory address, the cache coherence protocol actually reads the entire cache line containing the address (typically 64 bytes) and stores it in the cache. In fact, in recent Intel systems, there is a cache
prefetcher that additionally fetches an adjacent cache line, as well as a streamer that may fetch even more subsequent,
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consecutive cache lines (up to an entire page of memory). Thus, each read from memory loads at least two full cache
lines from memory (and often three or four).
For example, reading a key in a BST node might also cause the value and child pointers to be loaded into the cache
at the same time, if they happen to reside in the same cache line (or the adjacent one). In this particular experiment,
a BST node was 40 bytes, so each time a node was accessed, at least 128 − 40 = 88 bytes of unrelated information
was also loaded into the cache. This unrelated information clutters the cache, negatively impacting its utilization.
Furthermore, when a process is searching in the tree, each time a pair of cache lines are retrieved from memory, they
likely contain only one relevant key, and the next relevant key cannot be accessed until more cache lines are loaded,
which introduces significant latency. This is sometimes called the pointer chasing problem.
In contrast, fat nodes harness prefetching behaviour by storing several cache lines worth of relevant information
consecutively. Consequently, cache utilization is improved, and accessing a key has the side effect of loading several
other relevant keys and/or pointers from memory, at the same time (reducing the impact of pointer chasing).
Preliminary experiments suggest that there is an even larger performance gap with larger trees, and that the relaxed
(a, b)-tree remains competitive with the BST even when the key range is two orders of magnitude smaller than in
the workload shown here. In light of these results, future code libraries should consider including concurrent data
structures with fat nodes, like the relaxed (a, b)-tree.
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Chapter 9

B-slack trees: space efficient B-trees
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B-trees are balanced trees designed for block-based storage media. Internal nodes contain between b/2 and b child
pointers, and one less key. Leaves contain between b/2 and b keys. All leaves have the same depth, so access times
are predictable. If memory can be allocated on a per-byte basis, nodes can simply be allocated the precise amount
of space they need to store their data, and no space is wasted. However, typically, all nodes have the same, fixed
capacity, and some of the capacity of nodes is wasted. As much as 50% of the capacity of each node is wasted in the
worst case. This is particularly problematic when data structures are being implemented in hardware, since memory
allocation and reclamation schemes are often very simplistic, allowing only a single block size to be allocated (to
avoid fragmentation). Furthermore, since hardware devices must include sufficient resources to handle the worst-case,
good expected behaviour is not enough to allow hardware developers to reduce the amount of memory included in
their devices. To address this problem, we introduce B-slack trees, which are a variant of B-trees with substantially
better worst-case space complexity. We also introduce relaxed B-slack trees, which are a variant of B-slack trees that
are more amenable to concurrent implementation.
The development of B-slack trees was inspired by a collaboration with a manufacturer of internet routers, who
wanted to build a concurrent router based on a tree. In such embedded devices, memory is limited, so it is important
to use it as efficiently as possible. A suitable tree would have a simple algorithm for updates, small space complexity,
fast searches, and searches that would not be blocked by concurrent updates. Updates were expected to be infrequent.
One naive approach is to rebuild the entire tree after each update. Keeping an old copy of the tree while rebuilding a
new copy would allow searches to proceed unhindered, but this would double the space required to store the tree.
B-slack trees are leaf-oriented trees with many desirable properties. The average degree of nodes is high, exceeding
b − 2 for trees of height at least three. Their space complexity is better than all of their competitors. Consider
a dictionary implemented by a leaf-oriented search tree, in which, along with each key, a leaf stores a pointer to
associated data. Suppose that each key and each pointer to a child or to data occupies a single word. Then,
an upper bound on the number of words needed to store a B-slack tree with n >

b3

2b
b−3 n

is

keys. For large b, this tends to 2n,

which is optimal. Section 9.3 gives a more complex upper bound, which is much better when b is small. B-slack trees
have logarithmic height, and the number of rebalancing steps performed after a sequence of m updates to a B-slack tree
of size n is amortized O(log(n + m)) per update. Furthermore, the number of rebalancing steps needed to rebalance
the tree can be reduced to amortized constant per update at the cost of slightly increased space complexity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 9.1 surveys related work. Section 9.2 introduces B-slack
trees and relaxed B-slack trees. Height, average degree, space complexity and rebalancing costs of relaxed B-slack
trees (and, hence, of B-slack trees) are analyzed in Section 9.3. Section 9.4 describes the variant of B-slack trees with
amortized constant rebalancing. Section 9.5 compares the worst-case space complexity of B-slack trees to competing
data structures. Single-threaded experimental results appear in Section 9.6. Section 9.7 discusses some implementation
issues surrounding rebalancing. Section 10.1 describes an approach for obtaining a lock-free implementation of a Bslack tree using the template described in Chapter 5.

9.1

Related work

B-trees were initially proposed by Bayer and McCreight in 1970 [18]. Insertion into a full node in a B-tree causes
it to split into two nodes, each half full. Deletion from a half-full node causes it to merge with a neighbour. Arnow,
Tenenbaum and Wu proposed P-trees [12], which enjoy moderate improvements to average space complexity over
B-trees, but waste 66% of each node in the worst case.
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A number of generalizations of B-trees have been suggested that achieve much less waste if no deletions are
performed. Bayer and McCreight also proposed B*-trees in [18], which improve upon the worst-case space complexity
of B-trees. At most a third of the capacity of each node in a B*-tree is wasted. This is achieved by splitting a node only
when it and one of its neighbours are both full, replacing these two nodes by three nodes. Küspert [80] generalized B*bm
c and b pointers or keys, where m ≤ b − 1 is a design parameter.
trees to trees where each node contains between b m+1

Such a tree behaves just like a B*-tree everywhere except at the leaves. An insertion into a full leaf causes keys to be
shifted among the nearest m − 1 siblings to make room for the inserted key. If the m − 1 nearest siblings are also full,

then these m nodes are replaced by m + 1 nodes which evenly share keys. Large values of m yield good worst-case
space complexity. However, with large m, updates would be complicated and inefficient in a concurrent setting.
Baeza-Yates and Per-åke Larson introduced B+trees with partial expansions [15]. Several node sizes are used,

each a multiple of the block size. An insertion to a full node causes it to expand to the next larger node size. With
three node sizes, at most 33% of each node can be wasted, and worst-case utilization improves with the number of
block sizes used. However, this technique simply pushes the complexity of the problem onto the memory allocator.
Memory allocation is relatively simple for one block size, but it quickly becomes impractical for simple hardware to
support larger numbers of block sizes.
Culik, Ottmann and Wood introduced strongly dense multiway trees (SDM-trees) [39]. An SDM-tree is a nodeoriented tree in which all leaves have the same depth, and the root contains at least two pointers. Apart from the
root, every internal node u with fewer than b pointers has at least one sibling. Each sibling of u has b pointers if
it is an internal node and b keys if it is a leaf. Insertion can be done in O(b3 + (log n)b−2 ) time. Deletion is not
supported, but the authors mention that the insertion algorithm could be modified to obtain a deletion algorithm, and
the time complexity of the resulting algorithm “would be at most O(n) and at least O((log n)b−1 ).” Besides the long
running times for each operation (and the lack of better amortized results), the insertion algorithm is very complex and
involves many nodes, which makes it poorly suited for hardware implementation. Furthermore, in a concurrent setting,
an extremely large section of the tree would have to be modified atomically, which would severely limit concurrency.
Srinivasan introduced a leaf-oriented B-tree variant called an Overflow tree [116]. For each parent of a leaf, its
children are divided into one or more groups, and an overflow node is associated with each group. The tree satisfies
the B-tree properties and the additional requirement that each leaf contains at least b − 1 − s keys, where s ≥ 2 is a

design parameter and b is the maximum degree of nodes. Inserting a key into a full leaf causes the key to be inserted
into the overflow node instead; if the overflow node is full, the entire group is reorganized. Deleting from a leaf is the
same as in a B-tree unless it will cause the leaf to contain too few keys, in which case, a key is taken from the overflow
node; if a key cannot be taken from the overflow node, the entire group is reorganized. Each search must look at an
overflow node. The need to atomically modify and search two places at once makes this data structure poorly suited
for concurrent implementation.
Hsuang introduced a class of node-oriented trees called H-trees [71], which are a subclass of B-trees parameterized
by γ and δ . These parameters specify a lower bound on the number of grandchildren of each internal node (that has
grandchildren), and a lower bound on the number of keys contained in each leaf, respectively. Larger values of δ
and γ yield trees that use memory more efficiently. When δ and γ are as large as possible, each leaf contains at least
2

b − 3 keys, and each internal node has zero or at least b b 2+1 c grandchildren. The paper presents O(log n) insertion

and deletion algorithms for node-oriented H-trees. The algorithms are very complex and involve many cases. H-trees
√
have a minimum average degree of approximately b/ 2 for internal nodes, which is much smaller than the b − 2 of

B-slack trees (for trees of height at least three).
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Section 9.5 describes families of B-trees, H-trees and Overflow trees which require significantly more space than
B-slack trees.
Rosenberg and Snyder introduced compact B-trees [110], which can be constructed from a set of keys using the
minimum number of nodes possible. No compactness preserving insertion or deletion procedures are known. The
authors suggested using regular B-tree updates and periodically compacting a data structure to improve efficiency.
However, experiments in [11] showed that starting with a compact B-tree and adding only 1.6% more keys using standard B-tree operations reduced storage utilization from 99% to 67%. Thus, to maintain reasonable space complexity,
the expensive tree rebuilding/compaction algorithm would have to be executed prohibitively often.
An impressive paper by Brönnimann et al. [26] presented three ways to transform an arbitrary sequential dictionary
into a more space efficient one. One of these ways will be discussed here; of the other two, one is extremely complex
and poorly suited for concurrent hardware implementation, and the other pushes the complexity onto the memory
allocator.
This transformation takes any sequential tree data structure and modifies it by replacing each key in the sequential
data structure with a chunk, which is a group of b − 2, b − 1 or b keys, where b is the memory block size. All chunks

in the data structure are also kept in a doubly linked list to facilitate iteration and movement of keys between chunks.
For instance, a BST would be transformed into a tree in which each node has zero, one or two children, and b − 2,

b − 1 or b keys. All keys in chunks in the left subtree of a node u would be smaller than all keys in u’s chunk, and

all keys in chunks in the right subtree of u would be larger than all keys in u’s chunk. A search for key k behaves the

same as in the sequential data structure until it reaches the only chunk that can contain k, and searches for k within the
chunk. An insertion first searches for the appropriate chunk, then it inserts the key into this chunk. Inserting into a full
chunk requires shifting the keys of the b closest neighbouring chunks to make room. If these b chunks are full, then
b consecutive keys from these chunks are first placed in a new chunk, and the remaining b(b − 1) keys are distributed

amongst the original b chunks. Deletion is similar. Each operation in the resulting data structure runs in O( f (n) + b2 )
steps, where f (n) is the number of steps taken by the sequential data structure to perform the same operation.
After this transformation, a B-tree with maximum degree b requires 2n+O(n/b) words to store n keys and pointers
to data. In the worst-case, each chunk wastes 2/b of its space, which is somewhat worse than in B-slack trees.
Furthermore, supporting fast searches can introduce significant complexity to the hardware design. Suppose this
transformation is applied to a B-tree. Then a node in the transformed B-tree contains up to b − 1 chunks, each of

which contains b − 2, b − 1 or b keys, and occupies one block of memory. Thus in order to determine which child
pointer should be followed, a search must load up to b − 1 blocks. In order for searches to be fast, hardware must
therefore be able to quickly load up to b − 1 blocks from memory (a total of θ (b2 ) memory words). This represents a
significant challenge for hardware design.

As we saw in Chapter 8, B-trees with relaxed balance have previously been proposed. In particular, several of
the updates to B-slack trees are derivative of updates to the relaxed (a, b)-tree. However, limited work has been done
on improving the space complexity of relaxed balance data structures. Larsen and Fagerberg improved the space
complexity of the relaxed (a, b)-tree while the tree is out of balance [73], but its worst-case space complexity remains
unchanged.
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9.2

B-slack trees

A B-slack tree is a variant of a B-tree. Each node stores its keys in sorted order, so binary search can be used to
determine which child of an internal node should be visited next by a search, or whether a leaf contains a key. Let
p0 , p1 , ..., pm be the sequence of pointers contained in an internal node, and k1 , k2 , ..., km be its sequence of keys. For
each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the subtree pointed to by pi−1 contains keys strictly smaller than ki , and the subtree pointed to by pi

contains keys greater than or equal to ki . We say that the degree of an internal node is the number of non-N IL pointers
it contains, and the degree of a leaf is the number of keys it contains. This unusual definition of degree simplifies our

discussion. The degree of node v is denoted deg(v). If the maximum possible degree of a node is b, and its degree is
b − x, then we say it contains x units of slack (or simply x slack).

A B-slack tree is a leaf-oriented search tree with maximum degree b > 4 in which:
P1: every leaf has the same depth,
P2: internal nodes contain between 2 and b pointers (and one less key),
P3: leaves contain between 0 and b keys, and
P4: for each internal node u, the total slack contained in the children of u is at most b − 1.

P4 is the key property that distinguishes B-slack trees from other variants of B-trees. It limits the aggregate space
wasted by a number of nodes, as opposed to limiting the space wasted by each node. Alternatively, P4 can be thought
of as a lower bound on the sum of the degrees of the children of each internal node. Formally, for each internal node
with children v1 , v2 , ..., vl , deg(v1 ) + deg(v2 ) + ... + deg(vl ) ≥ lb − (b − 1) = lb − b + 1. This interpretation is useful

to show that all nodes have large subtrees. For instance, it implies that a node u with two internal children must have
at least b + 1 grandchildren. If these grandchildren are also internal nodes, we can conclude that u must have at least
b2 − b + 2 great grandchildren.

A tree that satisfies P1, and in which every node has degree b − 1, is an example of a B-slack tree. Another example

of a B-slack tree is a tree of height two, where b is even, the root has degree two, its two children have degree b/2 and

b/2 + 1, respectively, and the grandchildren of the root are leaves with degree b, except for two, one in the left subtree
of the root, and one in the right subtree, that each have degree one. This tree contains the smallest number of keys of
any B-slack tree of height two.

9.2.1

Relaxed B-slack trees

A relaxed balance search tree decouples updates that rebalance (or reorganize the keys of) the tree from updates that
modify the set of keys stored in the tree [87]. The advantages of this decoupling are twofold. First, updates to a relaxed
balance version of a search tree are smaller, so a greater degree of concurrency is possible in a multithreaded setting.
Second, for some applications, it may be useful to temporarily disable rebalancing to allow a large number of updates
to be performed quickly, and to gradually rebalance the tree afterwards.
A relaxed B-slack tree is a relaxed balance version of a B-slack tree that has weakened the properties. A weight
of zero or one is associated with each node. These weights serve a purpose similar to the colors red and black in a
red-black tree. We define the relaxed depth of a node to be one less than the sum of the weights on the path from the
root to this node. A relaxed B-slack tree is a leaf-oriented search tree with maximum degree b > 4 in which:
P00 : every node with weight zero contains exactly two pointers,
P10 : every leaf has the same relaxed depth,
P20 : internal nodes contain between 1 and b pointers (and one less key), and
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P3 : leaves contain between 0 and b keys
To clarify the difference between B-slack trees and relaxed B-slack trees, we identify several types of violations
of the B-slack trees properties that can be present in a relaxed B-slack tree. We say that a weight violation occurs
at a node with weight zero, a slack violation occurs at a node that violates P4, and a degree violation occurs at an
internal node with only one child (violating P2). Observe that P1 is satisfied in a relaxed B-slack tree with no weight
violations. Likewise, P2 is satisfied in a relaxed B-slack tree with no degree violations, and P4 is satisfied in a relaxed
B-slack tree with no slack violations. Therefore, a relaxed B-slack tree that contains no violations is a B-slack tree.
Rebalancing steps can be performed to eliminate violations, and gradually transform any relaxed B-slack tree into a
B-slack tree.

9.2.2

Updates to relaxed B-slack trees

We now describe the algorithms for inserting and deleting keys in a relaxed B-slack tree (in a way that maintains P00 ,
P10 , P20 and P3). We use the Insert, Delete and Overflow updates introduced by Larsen and Fagerberg in their work
on relaxed (a, b)-trees [84]. These updates appear in Figure 9.1. There, weights appear to the right of nodes, and
shaded regions represent slack. If u is a node that is not the root, then we let π(u) denote the parent of u. The insertion
and deletion algorithms always ensure that all leaves have weight one. We also study how these updates change the
amount of slack in nodes, and how they create, move or eliminate violations.
Deletion. First, a search is performed to find the leaf u where the deletion should occur. If the leaf does not contain
the key to be deleted, then the deletion terminates immediately, and the tree does not change. If the leaf contains the
key to be deleted, then the key is removed from the sequence of keys stored in that leaf. Deleting this key may create
a slack violation.
Insertion. To perform an insertion, a search is first performed to find the leaf u where the insertion should occur.
If u contains some slack, then the key is added to the sequence of keys in u, and the insertion terminates. Otherwise, u
cannot accommodate the new key, so Overflow is performed. Overflow replaces u by a subtree of height one consisting
of an internal node with weight zero, and two leaves with weight one. The b keys stored in u, plus the new key, are
evenly distributed between the children of the new internal node. If u was the root before the insertion, then the new
internal node becomes the new root. Otherwise, u’s parent π(u) before the insertion is changed to point to the new
internal node instead of u. After Overflow, there is a weight violation at the new internal node. Additionally, since the
new internal node contains b − 2 slack, whereas u contained no slack, there may be a slack violation at π(u).

Delete, Insert and Overflow maintain the properties of a relaxed B-slack tree. They will also maintain the properties

of a B-slack tree, provided that rebalancing steps are performed to remove any violations that are created.

9.2.3

Rebalancing steps

The rebalancing steps are also based on the work of Larsen and Fagerberg. In fact, Root-Zero, Root-Replace, Absorb
and Split are the same as in [84]. However, the Compress and One-Child operations are newly introduced by this
work. These operations ensure that P4 and P2 are satisfied, respectively.
If there is a degree violation at the root, then Root-Replace is performed. If there is no degree violation at the root,
but there is a weight violation at the root, then Root-Zero is performed. If there is a weight violation at an internal
node that is not the root, then Absorb or Split is performed. Suppose there are no weight violations. If there is a degree
violation at a node u and no degree or slack violation at π(u), then One-Child is performed. If there is a slack violation
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Figure 9.1: Updates to B-slack trees (and relaxed B-slack trees). Nodes with weight zero contain exactly two pointers.

at a node u and no degree violation at u, then Compress is performed. Figure 9.1 illustrates these rebalancing steps.
The goal of rebalancing is to eliminate all violations, while maintaining the relaxed B-slack tree properties.
Root-Zero. Root-Zero changes the weight of the root from zero to one, eliminating a weight violation, and
incrementing the relaxed depth of every node. If P10 held before Root-Zero, it holds afterwards.
Root-Replace. Root-Replace replaces the root r by its only child u, and sets u’s weight to one. This eliminates a
degree violation at r, and any weight violation at u. If u had weight zero before Root-Replace, then the relaxed depth
of every leaf is the same before and after Root-Replace. Otherwise, the relaxed depth of every leaf is decremented by
Root-Replace. In both cases, if P10 held before Root-Replace, it holds afterwards.
Absorb. Let u be a non-root node with weight zero. Absorb is performed when π(u) contains less than b pointers.
In this case, the two pointers in u are moved into π(u), and u is removed from the tree. Since the pointer from π(u) to
u is no longer needed once u is removed, π(u) now contains at most b pointers. The only node that was removed is
u and, since it had weight zero, the relaxed depth of every leaf remains the same. Thus, if P10 held before Absorb, it
also holds afterwards. Absorb eliminates a weight violation at u, but may create a slack violation at π(u).
Split. Let u be a non-root node with weight zero. Split is performed when π(u) contains exactly b pointers. In this
case, there are too many pointers to fit in a single node. We create a new node v with weight one, and evenly distribute
all of the pointers and keys of u and π(u) (except for the pointer from π(u) to u) between u and v. Now π(u) has two
children, u and v. The weight of u is set to one, and the weight of π(u) is set to zero. As above, this does not change
the relaxed depth of any leaf, so P10 still holds after Split. Split moves a weight violation from u to π(u) (closer to the
root, where it can be eliminated by a Root-Zero or Root-Replace), but may create slack violations at u and v.
Compress. Compress is performed when there is a slack violation at an internal node u, there is no degree violation
at u, and there are no weight violations at u or any of its k ≥ 2 children. Let c ≤ kb − b be the number of pointers

or keys stored in the children of u. Compress evenly distributes the pointers or keys contained in the children of u
amongst the first dc/be children of u, and discards the other children. This will also eliminate any degree violations at
the children of u if c > 1. After the update, u satisfies P4. Compress does not change the relaxed depth of any node,

so P10 still holds after. Compress removes at least one child of u, so it increases the slack of u by at least one, possibly
creating a slack violation at π(u). (However, it decreases the total amount of slack in the tree by at least b − 1.) Thus,

after a Compress, it may be necessary to perform another Compress at π(u). Furthermore, as Compress distributes

keys and pointers, it may move nodes with different parents together, under the same parent. Even if two parents
initially satisfied P4 (so the children of each parent contain a total of less than b slack), the children of the combined
parent may contain b or more slack, creating a slack violation. Therefore, after a Compress, it may also be necessary
to perform Compress at some of the children of u.
One-Child. One-Child is performed when there is a degree violation at an internal node u, there are no weight
violations at u or any of its siblings, and there is no violation of any kind at π(u). Let k be the degree of π(u). Since
there is no slack violation at π(u), there are a total of c > kb − b = b(k − 1) pointers stored in u and its siblings. Since

u has only one child pointer, each of its other k − 1 siblings must contain b pointers. One-Child evenly distributes the
keys and pointers of the children of π(u). One-Child does not change the relaxed depth of any node, so P10 still holds

after. One-Child eliminates a degree violation at u, but, like Compress, it may move children with different parents
together under the same parent, possibly creating slack violations at some children of π(u). So, it may be necessary to
perform Compress at some of the children of π(u).
All of these updates maintain P00 , P20 and P3. While rebalancing steps are being performed to eliminate the
violation created by an insertion or deletion, there is at most one node with weight zero.
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We prove that a rebalancing step can be applied in any relaxed B-slack tree that is not a B-slack tree.
Lemma 9.1 Let T be a relaxed B-slack tree. If T is not a B-slack tree, then a rebalancing step can be performed.
Proof: If T is not a B-slack tree, it contains a weight violation, a slack violation or a degree violation. If there is
weight violation, then Root-Zero, Absorb or Split can be performed. Suppose there are no weight violations. Let u be
the node at the smallest depth that has a slack or degree violation. Suppose u has a degree violation. If u is the root,
then Root-Replace can be performed. Otherwise, π(u) has no violation, so One-Child can be performed. Suppose u
does not have a degree violation. Then, u must have a slack violation, and Compress can be performed.

9.3

Analysis

This section provides a detailed analysis of B-slack trees that store n keys, by giving: an upper bound on the height
of the tree, a lower bound on the average degree of nodes (and, hence, utilization), and an upper bound on the space
complexity. We first give a brief outline of the proofs and results, and then provide the full details.
Arbitrary B-slack trees are difficult to analyze, so we begin by studying a class of trees called b-overslack trees.
A b-overslack tree has a root with degree two, and satisfies P1, P2 and P3, but instead of P4, the children of each
internal node contain a total of exactly b slack. Thus, a b-overslack tree is a relaxed B-slack tree, but not a B-slack
tree. Consider a b-overslack tree T of height h that contains n keys. We prove that the total degree at depth δ ≤ h in T
√
√
is d(δ ) = 2−δ (α δ + γ δ ), where α = b + b2 − 4b and γ = b − b2 − 4b. Since the total degree at the lowest depth is

precisely the number of keys in the tree, every b-overslack tree of height h contains exactly d(h) keys. Furthermore,

when h ≥ 3, we also have (b − 2)h < d(h) ≤ bh . Therefore, for n > b3 (which implies height at least three), h satisfies

dlogb ne ≤ h ≤ dlogb−2 ne. We also prove that the average degree of nodes in T is

b·d(h−1)−b+2
b·d(h−2)−b+3 ,

which is greater than

b − 2 for h ≥ 3.

We next prove some connections between overslack trees and B-slack trees. First, we show that each b-overslack

tree of height h has a smaller total degree of nodes at each depth than any B-slack tree of height h. We do this by
starting with an arbitrary B-slack tree of height h, and repeatedly removing pointers and keys from the children of
each internal node that satisfies P4 (taking care not to violate P1, P2 or P3), until we obtain a b-overslack tree. It
follows that each b-overslack tree of height h contains fewer keys than any B-slack tree of height h. Consequently,
every b-overslack tree with n keys has height at least as large as any B-slack tree with n keys. We next prove that every
b-overslack tree of height h has a smaller average node degree than any B-slack tree of height h. As above, the proof
starts with an arbitrary B-slack tree of height h, and removes pointers and keys from nodes until the tree becomes a
b-overslack tree. However, in this proof, every time we remove a pointer, we must additionally show that the average
degree of nodes in the tree decreases.
We then compute the space complexity of a B-slack tree containing n keys, which is the number of words needed
to store it. Consider a leaf-oriented tree with maximum degree b. For simplicity, we assume that each key and each
pointer to a child or data occupies one word in memory. Thus, a leaf occupies 2b words, and an internal node occupies
2b − 1 words. A memory block size of 2b is assumed. Let D̄ be the average degree of nodes. Then, U = D̄/b is the

proportion of space that is utilized (which we call the average space utilization of the tree), and 1 −U is the proportion
of space that is wasted. The space complexity is 2bF, where F is the number of nodes in the tree. Suppose the tree
contains n keys. By definition, the sum of the degrees of all nodes is F − 1 + n, since each node, except the root, has a

pointer into it and the degree of a leaf is the number of keys it contains. Additionally, F D̄ is equal to the sum of degrees
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of all nodes, so F = (n − 1)/(D̄ − 1). Therefore, the space complexity is 2b(n − 1)/(D̄ − 1). In order to compute an

upper bound on the space complexity for a B-slack tree of height h, we simply need a lower bound on D̄. Above, we
saw that D̄ > b − 2 for B-slack trees of height at least three. It follows that a B-slack tree with n > b3 keys has space

b
complexity at most 2b(n − 1)/(b − 3) < 2n b−3
. (Recall that 2n is optimal under these assumption.) A slightly tighter

b·d(h−1)−b+2
upper bound is 2b(n − 1)/ b·d(h−2)−b+3 − 1 .

Section 9.5 describes pathological families of B-trees, Overflow trees and H-trees, and compares the space complexity of example trees in these families with the worst-case upper bound on the space complexity of a B-slack tree.
By studying these families, we obtain lower bounds on the space complexity of these trees that are above the upper
bound for B-slack trees.
We also study the number of rebalancing steps necessary to maintain balance in a relaxed B-slack tree. Consider
a relaxed B-slack tree obtained by starting from a B-slack tree containing n keys and performing a sequence of i
insertions and d deletions. We prove that such a relaxed B-slack tree will be transformed back into a B-slack tree after
at most 2i(2 + blogb b c (n + i)/2c) + d/(b − 1) rebalancing steps, irrespective of which rebalancing steps are performed,
2

and in which order. Hence, insertions perform amortized O(log(n + i)) rebalancing steps and deletions perform an
amortized constant number of rebalancing steps.

9.3.1

Analysis of overslack trees

For our analysis, it is helpful to generalize the definition of b-overslack trees to the following. A (b, k)-overslack tree
is the same as b-overslack tree, except that the root has degree k, instead of degree two.
We now compute the total degree of nodes at each depth in a (b, k)-overslack tree. As we will see, for each k, the
total degree of nodes at a given depth δ is the same in every (b, k)-overslack tree of height at least δ .
Lemma 9.2 The total degree of nodes at depth δ in a (b, k)-overslack tree of height h is:

if δ = 0

 k
d(δ , k) =
kb − b
if δ = 1


b(d(δ − 1, k) − d(δ − 2, k)) if 1 < δ ≤ h
Proof: In the following, we use c(u) to denote the set of children of node u. Let T be a (b, k)-overslack tree. The
proof is by induction on δ . The base cases δ = 0 and δ = 1 are immediate from the definition of a (b, k)-overslack
tree. Consider δ > 1. Let Tδ be the set of nodes at depth δ in T . Then,
d(δ , k) =

∑ deg(v) = ∑ ∑

v∈Tδ

deg(v).

u∈Tδ −1 v∈c(u)

Since T is an overslack tree,

∑
v∈c(u)

d(δ , k) =

∑

u∈Tδ −1

deg(v) = deg(u)b − b = b(deg(u) − 1), so

b(deg(u) − 1) = b(d(δ − 1, k) − |Tδ −1 |) = b(d(δ − 1, k) − d(δ − 2, k)).
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Since d(δ , k) is a linear homogeneous recurrence relation with constant coefficients, we use the technique described in Section 2.1.1(a) of [58] to obtain the following closed form solution.
√
√
bk−2b
+ 2k and k2 = k − k1 .
Lemma 9.3 d(δ , k) = 2−δ (k1 (b + b2 − 4b)δ + k2 (b − b2 − 4b)δ ), where k1 = √
2
2

√
√
Corollary 9.4 d(δ , 2) = 2−δ ((b + b2 − 4b)δ + (b − b2 − 4b)δ ).

b −4b

√
√
Since b + b2 − 4b asymptotically approaches 2b as b increases, and b − b2 − 4b approaches zero, d(δ , 2) ap-

proximately grows like bδ for large b. Simple algebra establishes the following bounds on d(δ , 2).
Corollary 9.5 For h ≥ 3,


b h
2

< d(h, 2) ≤ bh .

For the following lemma, we used symbolic mathematics software to obtain the partial derivatives of d(δ , k) with
respect to δ and k, and prove that they are positive.
Lemma 9.6 d(δ , k) is an increasing function of δ and k.
Lemma 9.7 The total degree of nodes in every (b, k)-overslack tree of height h is
(
D(h, k) =

:h=0

k

k + b(d(h − 1, k) − 1) : h > 0

Moreover, D(h, k) is increasing in h and k.
Proof: By Lemma 9.2, D(h, k) = ∑hδ =0 d(δ , k) = k + (kb − b) + ∑hδ =2 b(d(δ − 1, k) − d(δ − 2, k)). This telescoping

sum reduces to D(h, k) = k + (kb − b) + b(d(h − 1, k) − d(0, k)) = k + b(d(h − 1, k) − 1). Lemma 9.6 implies that
D(h, k) is increasing in h and k.

We now consider the average degree of nodes at each depth in a (b, 2)-overslack tree. In any (b, 2)-overslack tree,
the two children of the root must share exactly 2b − b = b pointers or keys. Let us build intuition with an example.

Consider a (b, 2)-overslack tree in which the children of the root evenly share b pointers or keys. The grandchildren of
the root must share a total of exactly ((b/2)b − b) + ((b/2)b − b) = b2 − 2b pointers or keys. Thus, the average degree

of nodes at depth zero is two, at depth one is b/2, and at depth two is b − 2. We prove that every (b, 2)-overslack tree
T of height h has the smallest average node degree of any (b, k)-overslack tree of height h. We first derive expressions
for the average degree of nodes in an overslack tree, and the average degree at each depth.
Since the total degree of nodes at depth δ is d(δ , k), and the total number of nodes at depth δ is d(δ − 1, k), we

obtain the following.

Lemma 9.8 The average degree of nodes at depth δ in any (b, k)-overslack tree of height h is:
(
¯ , k) =
d(δ

k

:δ =0

d(δ ,k)
d(δ −1,k)

:0<δ ≤h

¯ , k) with respect to δ and k. We proved the
We used our mathematics software to obtain the partial derivatives of d(δ
¯ , k) > 0 for 2 ≤ k ≤ b−2, ∂ d(δ
¯ , k) < 0 for k > b−2, and ∂ d(δ
¯ , k) > 0.
following two lemmas by showing that ∂ d(δ
∂δ

∂δ
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∂k

¯ , k) is an increasing function of δ for 2 ≤ k ≤ b − 2, and is a decreasing function of δ for k ≥ b − 1.
Lemma 9.9 d(δ
¯ , k) is an increasing function of k.
Lemma 9.10 d(δ
Let T be a B-slack tree of height h. Since every node in T except for the root is pointed to by exactly one child
pointer, the number of nodes in T is the total degree of all nodes at depths zero through h − 1, plus one for the root,

which is exactly D(h − 1, k) + 1. Thus, we obtain the following.

Lemma 9.11 The average degree of nodes in any (b, k)-overslack tree of height h is:
(
D̄(h, k) =

k

:h=0

D(h,k)
D(h−1,k)+1

:h>0

Lemma 9.12 D̄(h, k) is an increasing function of h for 2 ≤ k ≤ b − 2, and is a decreasing function of h for k ≥ b − 1.
Proof: The average node degree at depth δ ∈ {0, 1, ..., h} is the same in every (b, k)-overslack tree of height at
¯ k), d(1,
¯ k), ..., d(h,
¯ k). Thus, D̄(h + 1, k)
least h. By definition, D̄(h, k) must be a weighted average of the terms d(0,
¯ + 1, k) Suppose k ≤ b − 2. By Lemma 9.9, d(h
¯ + 1, k) > maxi≤h d(i,
¯ k).
is a weighted average of D̄(h, k) and d(h
¯ + 1, k) > D̄(h, k), which implies that D̄(h + 1, k) > D̄(h, k). Now, suppose k ≥ b − 1. By Lemma 9.9,
Therefore, d(h
¯ + 1, k) < mini≤h d(i,
¯ k). Therefore, d(h
¯ + 1, k) < D̄(h, k), which implies that D̄(h + 1, k) < D̄(h, k).
d(h
We used our mathematics software to obtain the partial derivative of D̄(h, k) with respect to k, and proved that it is
positive, yielding the following result.
Lemma 9.13 D̄(h, k) is an increasing function of k.
We proved a simple lower bound on D̄(h, k) using our mathematics software.
Lemma 9.14 D̄(h, k) > b − 2 for h ≥ 3 (and b ≥ 5).

9.3.2

Relating B-slack trees to overslack trees

In this section, we first prove that a (b, 2)-overslack tree has the greatest height of any B-slack tree containing the same
number of keys, and a smaller average degree of nodes than any B-slack tree with the same height. Then, we compute
upper and lower bounds on the space used to store a B-slack tree with n keys.
Proposition 9.15 Let u be an internal node in a B-slack tree. If the total slack contained in the children of u is less
than b, then some child of u has degree at least three.
Proof: Suppose the total slack contained in the children v1 , v2 , ..., vl of u is less than b. Then, deg(v1 ) + deg(v2 ) +
... + deg(vl ) > lb − b. By P2, l ≥ 2. Since b > 4, it follows that lb − b = b(l − 1) > 4(l − 1) ≥ 2l. Therefore, the
average degree of the children of u is (deg(v1 ) + deg(v2 ) + ... + deg(vl ))/l >

lb−b
l

> 2.

Lemma 9.16 Every (b, 2)-overslack tree of height h has a smaller total degree of nodes, at each depth, than any
B-slack tree of height h.
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Proof: Let T be a B-slack tree of height h. We can transform T into a (b, 2)-overslack tree by removing keys and
pointers. Removing a key, or a pointer from a node that has at least three pointers, does not affect P1, P2 or P3. Let
u be any internal node whose children share a total of less than b slack. We arbitrarily remove a key or pointer from
the child, v, of u with the largest degree. By Proposition 9.15, v must have degree at least three. We can repeat this
process until T is a (b, 2)-overslack tree.
Corollary 9.17 Every (b, 2)-overslack tree with n keys has a larger height than any B-slack tree with n keys.
Corollary 9.18 Any B-slack tree of height h contains more keys than every (b, 2)-overslack tree of height h, and,
hence, more than d(h, 2) keys.
Lemma 9.19 Every (b, 2)-overslack tree of height h has a smaller average node degree than any B-slack tree of height
h.
Proof: We first describe how to transform a B-slack tree into an overslack tree of the same height while decreasing
the average node degree. Observe that, since an overslack tree satisfies P1, P2 and P3, any B-slack tree will become
an overslack tree if pointers and keys are removed until, for each internal node u, the children of u share a total of b
slack. The proof is by induction on the height of the tree. Let u be the root of a B-slack tree T .
In the base case, the children of u are leaves. Arbitrarily removing keys from the children of u until the children
contain a total of exactly b slack will transform T into an overslack tree while decreasing the average degree of nodes.
Now, suppose the children of u are internal. By the inductive hypothesis, we can transform each subtree rooted
at a child of u into an overslack tree. After these transformations, for every internal node in every subtree rooted at a
child of u, the children of this internal node contain a total of b slack. If the children of u contain a total of b slack,
then T is an overslack tree. Otherwise, we would like to remove some grandchild of u, to increase this slack. As we
argued in the proof of Lemma 9.16, removing a pointer from a node that has the largest degree amongst its siblings
yields a B-slack tree. However, we must carefully choose which grandchild to remove so that we decrease the average
degree of nodes. Let v be the child of u that is the root of the tree with the largest average degree. By Lemma 9.13, v
has the largest degree amongst its siblings. By Lemma 9.15, v must have at least three pointers, so removing one of
its children does not violate P2. It is easy to verify that removing one of v’s children will not violate P1 or P3. We
remove the child of v that is the root of the tree with the largest average degree. Since this tree has the largest average
degree of any tree rooted at a child of v, removing it decreases the average degree of T . (This is because every other
subtree rooted at a child of v has the same or smaller average degree, and removing this child of v decreases the degree
of v.) We can repeatedly apply this transformation until the children of u contain a total of b slack, at which point T is
an overslack tree.
We now prove the main result. Given a B-slack tree T , we first transform it into an overslack tree. Then, if the root
of T has more than two children, we transform T into a (b, 2)-overslack tree by keeping the two children that are the
roots of the trees with the largest average degrees, and throwing away the rest.
Since the average degree of nodes represents the fraction of space that is utilized, this implies that every (b, 2)overslack tree of height h wastes a larger proportion of space than any B-slack tree of the same height. We can also
obtain a lower bound on the average degree (and, hence, the fraction of space that is utilized) for any B-slack tree
containing n keys.
Lemma 9.20 A B-slack tree with n ≥ 2 keys has average degree greater than D̄(dlogb ne − 1, 2).
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Proof: Let T be a B-slack tree of height h containing n keys. By Lemma 9.19, T has average degree greater than
D̄(h, 2). Lemma 9.12 implies that D̄(h, 2) increases with h, so it suffices to find a lower bound on h. Since b is the
maximum possible degree for any node in T , h is at least dlogb ne − 1.
We can now compute bounds on S(n), the space complexity of a B-slack tree containing n keys. Recall from
Section 9.2 that S(n) = 2b(n − 1)/(D̄ − 1). By Lemma 9.20, D∗ ≥ D̄(dlogb ne − 1, 2). Let s = D̄(dlogb ne − 1, 2).

Then,

n−1
2b(n − 1)
2b(n − 1)
n−1
≤F ≤
and
≤ S(n) ≤
.
b−1
s−1
b−1
s−1

9.3.3

Amortized logarithmic rebalancing

In the following, we assume that the tree is initially a B-slack tree. After a sequence of insertions and deletions, the
tree is a relaxed B-slack tree. The goal of this section is to establish an upper bound on the number of rebalancing
steps needed to transform this relaxed B-slack tree back into a B-slack tree.
We assume that the updates shown in Figure 9.1 are performed sequentially. In a concurrent setting, locks or lockfree methodologies such as the template in Chapter 5 can be used to ensure that updates appear to atomically operate
on mutually exclusive sets of nodes (so that the effect will be the same as if the updates were performed sequentially
in some order).
Our analysis follows the approach taken in [84]. Consider any arbitrary B-slack tree T . Initially, we associate
every key in the tree with the leaf that contains it. When a key is inserted into a leaf u, we associate the key with u.
After a key is deleted from u, the key is still associated with u. If the node u is deleted, then all keys associated with u
are instead associated with another node. Two cases arise. If u is deleted by a Root-Replace, then all keys associated
with u are instead associated with the only child of u. Otherwise, u is deleted by Absorb or Compress, and all keys
associated with u are instead associated with the node that was the parent of u before the Absorb or Compress.
Let σ be a sequence of updates to T , and w be an internal node in the tree after the updates in σ have been
performed. We define the A-multiset of w to be the multiset of all keys associated with nodes in the subtree rooted at
w. Therefore, the A-multiset of the root contains n + i keys, where i is the number of insertions in σ and n is the size
of T .
We also define the relaxed height of a node u in a relaxed B-slack tree. Suppose we formed a new relaxed B-slack
tree T 0 by detaching the subtree rooted at u from the relaxed B-slack tree that contains it. The relaxed height of u,
denoted rh(u), is then the relaxed depth of the leaves in T 0 .
The following lemma relates the relaxed height of a node to the number of keys in its A-multiset.
Lemma 9.21 Consider a B-slack tree T containing at least two keys, and a sequence of updates to it. Then, let u be
 rh(u)−weight(u)
keys. Otherwise,
any node in the resulting tree. If u is the root, then its A-multiset contains at least 2 2b
 b rh(u)
its A-multiset contains at least 2
keys.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the sequence of updates performed on T .
Base case. Let u be any node in T , Tu be the tree rooted at u, and hu be the height of Tu . Any subtree of a B-slack
tree is a B-slack tree, so Tu is a B-slack tree. By Corollary 9.18, Tu must contain at least d(hu , 2) keys. By Corollary 9.5,
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d(hu , 2) > ( b2 )hu . Since Tu is a B-slack tree, every node has weight one, so the relaxed height of each node is equal to
its height and hu = rh(u). Therefore, d(hu , 2) > ( 2b )rh(u) ≥ b 2b crh(u) ≥ 2b b2 crh(u)−1 = 2b b2 crh(u)−weight(u) .

Inductive step. Suppose the claim holds before an update U. We prove it holds after U. Let rh0 (u) be the relaxed

height of a node u after U.
Suppose U is Delete. Then, each A-multiset remains the same, and every node has the same relaxed height before
and after U.
Suppose U is Insert. Then, each A-multiset either gains one new key, or remains the same, and every node has the
same relaxed height before and after U.
Suppose U is Root-Replace. Let p be the old root, and u be its only child. If u has weight one before U, then
rh0 (u)

= rh(p) − 1. Otherwise, u has weight zero before U, so rh0 (u) = rh(p). Any keys associated with p before U

are associated with u after U, so the A-multiset of the root is the same before and after U.

Suppose U is Root-Zero. Let r be the relaxed height of the root before U. By the inductive hypothesis, the A r
multiset of the root contains at least 2 2b keys before U. Moreover, U does not change any A-multiset. After U, the
relaxed height of the root increases to r + 1 because the weight of the root changes from zero to one, so the A-multiset
 (r+1)−1
 rh(root)−weight(root)
 r
= 2 2b
.
of the root contains at least 2 2b = 2 b2
Suppose U is Absorb. Let u be the child before U and p be its parent. In this case, u is removed by U, and all of its
associated keys are instead associated with p. The A-multiset, weight and relaxed height of p are all the same before
and after U.
Suppose U is Split. Let u be the child before U and p be its parent. In this case, U creates a new child, v, of p and
moves all of p’s pointers (except for its pointers to u and v) into u and v, so that u and v each contain at least b b+1
2 c≥

b
2

pointers. Observe that rh0 (u) = rh0 (v) = rh0 (p) = rh(p). Each pointer in u or v after U points to a node with relaxed
height rh(p) − 1. By the inductive hypothesis, the A-multiset of every such node contains at least b 2b crh(p)−1 keys.
0

0

Therefore, the A-multisets of u and v each contain at least b2 b b2 crh(p)−1 ≥ b b2 crh(p) = b b2 crh (u) = b b2 crh (v) keys, and the
0

0

0

A-multiset of p contains at least b b2 crh (u) + b 2b crh (v) = 2b 2b crh (p) keys.

Suppose U is Overflow. Let u be the leaf that is full. In this case, U creates a new leaf r and an internal node p with

weight zero and pointers to u and v, and moves half of the keys from u into v. After U, the A-multiset of p contains at
least b + 1 keys. Since u and v are leaves, rh(p) = 1, so b + 1 ≥ 2b 2b crh(p) . The A-multisets of u and v each contain at

least

b
2

keys. Since rh(u) = rh(v) = 1,

b
2

≥ b 2b crh(u) = b b2 crh(v) .

Suppose U is Compress or One-Child. Let p be the upper node and k be its degree. Observe that U does not change
the weight or relaxed height of any node, and does not remove any key from the A-multiset of p. After U, p has d bc e

c
c
cb
b
children that evenly share c pointers or keys. Thus, each child contains at least b dc/be
c ≥ b c/b+1
c = b c+b
c = b 1+b/c
c
b
pointers or keys. If U is One-Child, then c > kb − b and k ≥ 2, so c > b and b 1+b/c
c > b b2 c. If U is Compress, then

two cases arise. If p has at least two children after U, then d bc e ≥ 2, so c/b + 1 ≥ 2 and b/c ≤ 1. Therefore, each child

b
of p contains at least b 1+b/c
c ≥ b 2b c pointers or keys after U. Otherwise, after U, the single child of p contains all of

the pointers and keys of the children that were removed, so its A-multiset is at least as large as it was before U. The
claim then follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis.

Corollary 9.22 Consider a relaxed B-slack tree that results from performing a sequence of operations, i of which are
insertions, on a B-slack tree containing n keys. The relaxed height of the root, and, hence, any node in this relaxed


B-slack tree is at most logb b c n+i
+ 1.
2
2
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Lemma 9.23 After a sequence of operations, i of which are insertions, on a B-slack tree containing n keys, the total
number of Absorb and Root-Zero updates that can be performed is at most i, and the number of Split updates that can


be performed is at most i(1 + logb b c n+i
2 ).
2

Proof: Absorb or Split is performed when a node has weight zero. Overflow is the only update that increases the
number of zero weights in the tree, and at most i Overflows occur, so there are at most i nodes with weight zero in the
tree. Absorb and Root-Zero each decrease the number of zero weights in the tree by one, so at most i of these updates
can be performed. Root-Zero, Root-Replace, Absorb and Split are the only updates that can change the relaxed height
of a node with weight zero. Root-Zero, Root-Replace and Absorb each change a zero weight to one, and Split moves
a zero weight from a node with relaxed height r to a node with relaxed height r + 1. Therefore, each zero weight will
remain at a node with the same relaxed height until it is moved by Split or changed to one by Root-Zero, Root-Replace


or Absorb. Since the relaxed height of any node in the tree is at most logb b c n+i
+ 1, each of the i zero weights in
2
2


n+i
the tree can be moved by Split at most logb b c 2 + 1 times.
2

Lemma 9.24 Let T be a relaxed B-slack tree of height h that is obtained by performing any sequence of i insertions


and d deletions on an initially empty relaxed B-slack tree. At most 2i(4 + 32 logb b c n+i
2 ) + 2d/(b − 1) rebalancing
2

steps can be applied to T .

Proof: Let c be the total degree of the children of a parent where Compress or One-Child is performed. We first
bound the number of One-Child updates that can be performed. If a node has exactly one pointer, we say a pointer
violation occurs at that node. One-Child is performed only when a pointer violation occurs at a child of the parent
and c > kb − b. Since c > kb − b and k ≥ 2, c ≥ b + 1, so the parent will have at least two children after One-Child.

Furthermore, each child of the parent will have degree at least bb/2c. Thus, One-Child removes every pointer violation

at a child of the parent, and does not create any pointer violation. Root-Replace removes a pointer violation at the
root, decreasing the number of pointer violations in the tree by one. However, Compress can increase the number of
pointer violations in the tree by one if c ≤ b. No other update changes the number of pointer violations in the tree.

Therefore, the total number of One-Child and Root-Replace updates that can be performed is bounded above by the
number of Compress updates.
We bound the number of Compress updates by studying the change in the total amount of slack in the tree that is
caused by each type of update. It is convenient to ignore the slack in any node with a zero weight value, since Compress
cannot affect any such node. Compress redistributes a total of c < kb − b pointers or keys from k nodes to dc/be nodes.

Since c ≤ kb − b = b(k − 1), dc/be ≤ k − 1, Compress will remove at least one node from the tree. Removing this node
removes b slack, and increases slack at the parent by one. Thus, Compress reduces the total amount of slack in the tree
by at least b − 1 (and by even more, if more than one node is removed). Split is applied precisely when the parent of a

node with weight value zero contains exactly b pointers (and no slack). Since the node with weight value zero contains
exactly two pointers, b + 1 pointers are moved into the nodes with weight value one in Figure 9.1, so Split increases


) times,
the total slack in the tree by exactly b − 1. By Lemma 9.23, Split can be performed at most i(1 + logb b c n+i
2
2


so the total amount of slack created by Split is at most i(1 + logb b c n+i
)(b
−
1).
It
is
easy
to
verify
that
Insert,
Insert2
2

Distribute and Absorb each decrease the total slack by one, and that Delete and Insert-Overflow increase the total slack
by one and 2(b − 1), respectively. Thus, the total slack created by Delete and Insert-Overflow updates is d + 2i(b − 1),




so the total slack in T is at most i(1 + logb b c n+i
)(b − 1) + d + 2i(b − 1) = i(b − 1)(3 + logb b c n+i
) + d. Therefore,
2
2
2
2


n+i
at most i(3 + logb b c 2 ) + d/(b − 1) Compress updates can occur.
2
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By Lemma 9.23 at most i Absorb and Root-Zero updates and i(1 + logb b c n+i
2 ) Split updates can occur. Since the
2

total number of Root-Replace and One-Child updates is at most the number of Compress updates, the number of Root

Replace, One-Child and Compress updates that can occur is at most 2i(3 + logb b c n+i
) + 2d/(b − 1). Therefore, at
2



 2 n+i 

n+i
n+i
3
most 2i(3 + logb b c 2 ) + 2d/(b − 1) + i + i(1 + logb b c 2 ) = 2i(4 + 2 logb b c 2 ) + 2d/(b − 1) rebalancing
2

2

2

steps can be applied to T .

This result implies that the number of rebalancing steps needed to rebalance the tree after a sequence of deletions
is amortized constant, and after a sequence of insertions is amortized logarithmic in: the size of the tree the last time it
was a B-slack tree plus the number of insertions that have occurred since then. Section 9.4 explains how B-slack trees
can be modified to obtain amortized constant rebalancing by slightly increasing the amount of slack shared amongst
the children of an internal node.

9.4

B-slack trees with amortized constant rebalancing

The main challenge in achieving amortized constant rebalancing is ensuring that long sequences of Split and Compress
operations occur infrequently. Split can necessitate other Splits higher in the tree and many Compresses. Compress
can necessitate many other Compresses. This makes Split and Compress particularly problematic.
Split occurs only when an internal node is full. If a Compress at an internal node leaves some slack in each of its
children, then Splits will not immediately occur at the children. With this in mind, we make some small modifications.
P4 is replaced with P40 , which says that, for each internal node u of degree k, the total slack contained in the children
of u is at most b + k − 1 (so the worst-case slack per node is only one greater than in a standard B-slack tree). A slack

violation then occurs at any internal node that violates P40 . The children of an internal node of degree k where a slack
violation occurs will have total degree less than kb − (b + k − 1) = (k − 1)(b − 1). Thus, Compress is performed only at

internal nodes whose children have total degree c ≤ (k − 1)(b − 1), and One-Child is performed only at internal nodes
whose children have total degree c > (k − 1)(b − 1). This threshold is chosen so that Compress is only performed
when it can remove one node and still leave each child with one slack (so that each child can accommodate one more
key before necessitating a Split). We then change Compress so that it evenly distributes the c pointers or keys of its
c
children amongst d b−1
e nodes, instead of d bc e. This way, each child is guaranteed to have at least one slack afterwards.

We prove that the number of rebalancing steps is amortized constant using the potential method. The potential of a

node u, denoted φ (u), captures the intuition that a node is bad if it contains too much slack, is full, or has weight zero.
(
φ (u) =

b − deg(u) if deg(u) < b and u has weight one

b

otherwise (i.e., deg(u) = b or u has weight zero)

The potential of a tree T , denoted Φ(T ), is the sum of potentials of its nodes.
We now study how Φ(T ) is changed by deletion, insertion, and each rebalancing step. Let u be a node with degree
k. Recall that leaves never have weight zero.
Delete. If u is full, then φ (u) changes from b to 1. Otherwise, φ (u) changes from b − k to b − (k − 1). So, φ (u)

increases by at most one.

Insert. If the insertion fills u, then φ (u) changes from 1 to b. Otherwise, φ (u) changes from b − k to b − (k + 1).

So, φ (u) increases by at most b − 1.
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Overflow. A full node with potential b turns into a node with weight zero, which has potential b, and two nodes
with weight one that share a total of b − 1 slack. Thus, b potential is replaced by b + b − 1 = 2b − 1 potential, which
is an increase of b − 1.

Absorb. Let u be the node with weight zero. Its parent π(u) has weight one. Beforehand, u has degree two and
π(u) contains j ≤ b − 1 pointers, so is it not full. Absorb decreases potential by b by eliminating u. It also moves a
pointer from u to π(u). If j = b − 1, then φ (π(u)) changes from 1 to b, increasing potential by b − 1, for a net decrease
of one. Otherwise, φ (π(u)) changes from b − j to b − ( j − 1), for a net decrease in potential of b − 1.

Split. Let u be the node with weight zero. Its parent π(u) has weight one, but it is full, so it has potential b
behorehand. Afterwards, it has weight zero, so its potential does not change. Before the Split, u has potential b, and it
is split into two nodes, each of weight one, that share a total of b − 1 slack. After the Split, the sum of their potentials
is b − 1. Thus, the potential of the tree is decreased by one.

Compress. Let u be a node with k ≥ 2 children that have total degree at most (k − 1)(b − 1). The modified version

of Compress will leave at least one slack at each child of u, so the total potential of u’s children will be the total amount
of slack they contain, which decreases by at least b, since at least one of the children is removed. Removing a child
of u also increases the slack at u by one, which increases φ (u) by one (unless u was full, in which case it decreases
φ (u)). For each child of u that is removed by Compress, b slack is eliminated at at the children of u, and one slack is
added at the parent. Therefore, the total potential of the tree decreases by b − 1 for each child removed by Compress.
Since at least one child is removed, the total potential of the tree decreases by at least b − 1.

One-Child. Since One-Child evenly distributes keys, it cannot create any more full nodes than existed beforehand.
It does not affect weights, and it does not remove any key or pointer. So, One-Child does not affect the total potential
of the tree.
Since Φ(T ) is increased by one for Delete and b − 1 for Insert (and Overflow), and no other operation increases

it, after i insertions and d deletions, Φ(T ) ≤ (b − 1)i + d. We can use Φ(T ) to bound the number of rebalancing steps
that can be performed on T . Let C, A, S, R0 , Rr be the number of Compresses, Absorbs, Splits, Root-Zeros and Root-

Replaces, respectively. We immediately obtain (b − 1)C + A + S + 2(R0 + Rr ) ≤ Φ(T ) ≤ (b − 1)i + d. Astute readers

will notice that One-Child has not yet made an appearance. By the same argument as in Lemma 9.24, the number of
One-Childs is at most C. Therefore, the number of rebalancing steps is constant per update.
In fact, we can achieve tighter bounds if we are more careful. By the same argument as in Lemma 9.23, A + R0 ≤ i.

Additionally, the same argument used to show that the number of One-Childs is at most C applies to Root-Replace,
so Rr ≤ C. Therefore, on average, there is at most one Absorb or Root-Zero per insertion, at most one Compress

(and One-Child) and Root-Replace per insertion, and at most one Split per insertion. Similarly, on average, there is
at most one Absorb, Split, Root-Replace or Root-Zero per deletion, and at most one Compress (and One-Child) per
b − 1 deletions.
The increase in space complexity associated with these changes is very small. Since the worst-case slack per
node is only one greater than in a B-slack tree, the minimum average degree of this modified B-slack tree is at most
one less than in a B-slack tree. So, worst-case lower bound on utilization changes from D̄/b to (D̄ − 1)/b, and the

space complexity upper bound changes from 2b(n − 1)/(D̄ − 1) < 2b(n − 1)/(b − 3) to 2b(n − 1)/((D̄ − 1) − 1) <

2b(n − 1)/(b − 4).
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Max degree
8
16
32

B-tree
≥ 5.333n
≥ 4.571n
≥ 4.266n

Overflow tree
≥ 5.066n
≥ 3.120n
≥ 2.492n

H-tree
≥ 3.840n
≥ 2.685n
≥ 2.307n

B-slack tree
< 2.789n
< 2.301n
< 2.145n

Optimal
2.000n
2.000n
2.000n

Figure 9.2: Space complexity of example trees, and worst-case bound for B-slack trees.

9.5

Space complexity of competing trees

In this section, we study the space complexity of some pathological families of B-trees, Overflow trees and H-trees.
The maximum degree of nodes is b, the block size is 2b, and all trees are leaf-oriented.

• B-tree. The root has degree two, and all other nodes have degree b/2.
• Overflow tree. The root has degree two, the internal nodes have degree b/2, and the leaves have degree b − 3.

Overflow groups are chosen to be as large as possible, to minimize wasted space. Specifically, for each parent
u of a leaf, u’s children are all in a single group, with one shared overflow node. Thus, each overflow node is
shared by b/2 leaves (which contain a total of (b − 3)(b/2) = b2 /2 − 3b/2 keys).

• H-tree. Parameters γ and δ are chosen to be as large as possible, to minimize wasted space. The root has degree
√
two, the internal nodes have degree db/ 2e, and the leaves have degree b − 2. (H-trees are node-oriented, which

would significantly inflate their space complexity on a system with only one block size. The space complexity
bounds shown in Figure 9.2 ignore this, and are thus quite charitable. To actually achieve such good space
complexity bounds for H-trees, one would have to completely redesign the data structure to be leaf-oriented.)

We assume that a key and a pointer each occupy a single word in memory. For each family, and each choice of
maximum degree in {8, 16, 32}, we consider the minimum height tree from the family containing at least 106 keys,
and computed its space complexity. Observe that the resulting space complexity values are lower bounds on the worst-

case space complexity for these data structures. These space complexity values appear in Figure 9.2, along with very
pessimistic upper bounds on the space complexity for any B-slack tree (b ∈ {8, 16, 32}) containing at least 50, 000

keys. (The aforementioned upper bounds actually apply to overslack trees, which allow the slack shared amongst the
children of a node to be one greater than in a B-slack tree. Additionally, despite the fact that the space complexity of
B-slack trees improves as the number of keys grows, these upper bounds only assume the tree contains at least 50,000
keys, in contrast to the other data structures, which contain at least 106 keys.) Therefore, these results are actually
quite charitable to the other data structures.
Nevertheless, the advantage of B-slack trees is clear. The optimal space to store n keys and pointers to associated
data is 2n. H-trees, the closest competitor to B-slack trees, use more than double the space beyond what is optimal. If
these trees were modified to implement a set instead of a dictionary (by eliminating data and allowing leaves to contain
up to 2b keys), then the optimal space would become n, and it is expected that relative differences in space complexity
between the trees would increase further.
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9.6

Sequential experiments

Java implementation The B-slack tree was implemented as a sequential data structure in Java. Each update U
shown in Figure 9.1 was implemented as follows. A process performing U creates new a node for each node on the
right hand side of the depiction of U in Figure 9.1, and replaces the nodes on the left hand side by these new nodes.
The nodes that were replaced by U are eventually reclaimed by Java’s automatic garbage collection. If a Delete, Insert
or Overflow creates a violation, then the process invokes a Cleanup procedure to perform rebalancing steps until the
tree no longer contains any violations.
For simplicity, we implemented Cleanup as a recursive procedure. Cleanup takes the node u where a violation
occurs as its argument, and attempts to perform a rebalancing step to fix the violation at u. If this rebalancing step
creates any new violations, or replaces any nodes with existing violations and moves the violations to new nodes, then
recursive invocations of Cleanup are performed to eliminate these violations. If an invocation of Cleanup sees that the
node whose violation it was supposed to fix has already been replaced, then it knows the invocation of Cleanup that
replaced it will make a recursive call to fix the violation, wherever it was moved. Thus, this invocation of Cleanup can
simply return. The downside of a recursive implementation of Cleanup is that stack overflow may occur if rebalancing
steps create a large number of violations. Other ways to implement the Cleanup procedure are discussed in Section 9.7.
Java is not an ideal language for implementing the B-slack tree, since it gives very little control over memory
layout. The purpose of our Java implementation is simply to serve as a guide for any implementers who are interested
in porting the B-slack tree tree to other languages. Each node is implemented as an array of keys, and an array
of child pointers. Unlike in C/C++, in Java, arrays cannot be embedded directly in a node. Instead, nodes contain
pointers to arrays, which are located elsewhere in memory. Thus, even after a process has loaded (a cache line
that contains) a node, accessing a key or child pointer of that node still requires performing additional loads from
potentially distant locations in main memory. This makes the implementation somewhat inefficient. Furthermore, the
implementation does not directly satisfy the space complexity upper bounds computed in Section 9.3. However, if we
ignore these complications and pretend that keys and pointers are embedded directly inside nodes, then we can still
use this implementation to study structural properties of B-slack trees in practice.
Methodology

We performed randomized experimental trials for several b values, simulated workloads, and tree

sizes. Each trial was divided into two phases. In the first phase, a B-slack tree was created and initialized by inserting and deleting (with 50% probability each) keys drawn uniformly randomly from [0, size), until the tree stabilized,
containing approximately size/2 keys. In the second phase, one million random insertions and deletions were performed with some specified probabilities, and each rebalancing step was recorded. We considered probabilities: 50%
insertion and 50% deletion (50i-50d), 90% insertion and 10% deletion (90i-10d), and 10% insertion and 90% deletion
(10i-90d). At the end of each trial, average degree and space complexity were computed (under the assumption that
keys and pointers were actually embedded directly in nodes).
Results We discuss a small selection of the results. For 50i-50d, b = 16 and size = 220 = 1,048,576, there were
approximately 1.2 rebalancing steps per successful update, the average degree was approximately 15.5, and the space
complexity was less than 2.209n. In fact, even with a rather small size of 212 = 4,096, the average degree was approximately 15.4, and the space complexity was less than 2.226n, which is substantially better than the theoretical
average degree lower bound of 12.7 and space complexity upper bound of 2.726n. This suggests that the performance
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Figure 9.3: Histogram showing the frequency of updates that perform a certain number of rebalancing steps in a
randomized trial.
of B-slack trees is much better in practice than what is suggested by our theoretical results. For 50i-50d, b = 32, and
size = 220 , there were approximately 1.1 rebalancing steps per successful update, the average degree was approximately 31.5, and the space complexity was less than 2.097n. For 10i-90d, b = 16 and size = 220 , there was less than
one rebalancing step per successful update. Even with 90% of updates being deletion, the average degree remained the
same as in the 50i-50d case, and the space complexity was less than 2.213n. For 90i-10d, there were approximately
1.2 rebalancing steps per successful update. These results suggest that little rebalancing is required for random updates
on uniform keys.
Distribution of rebalancing It is also interesting to understand how many rebalancing steps are necessitated by
each insertion or deletion. So, we plotted a histogram for one trial with parameters 50i-50d, b = 16 and size = 220 =
1,048,576 in Figure 9.3. (Results for other trials, values of b and simulated workloads are similar.) The x-axis shows
the number of rebalancing steps that were performed by a single insertion or deletion, and the y-axis shows how many
insertions or deletions performed x rebalancing steps. The total number of successful insertions and deletions was
500,326, and the height of the tree was four when the trial finished. The most rebalancing steps performed by an
insertion or deletion was 18, 67.6% of successful insertions and deletions performed no rebalancing, 97.6% performed
six or less rebalancing steps, and 99.9% performed less than ten rebalancing steps.

9.7

Implemention issues for rebalancing

One way to implement rebalancing is to explicitly maintain a collection of pointers to internal nodes where rebalancing
steps must be performed. After an update creates a violation, a rebalancing step is performed to fix that violation. Every
time a rebalancing step creates a violation, a pointer to the node where the violation occurs (and possibly also a pointer
to its parent) is added to the collection. An update does not terminate until it has emptied the queue and performed
rebalancing steps to fix all violations in the tree.
Observe that violations can only occur at internal nodes. The number of internal nodes is quite small compared to
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n (close to n/(b − 2)2 in B-slack trees of height at least three). So, even if a collection contains every internal node, the
worst-case collection size may be reasonable for some applications. Since the amortized number of rebalancing steps

per update is small, most updates will result in a small collection. We recommend using a small, fixed-size queue and
switching to a more computationally expensive algorithm if the queue becomes full. For instance, when a process tries
to enqueue a pointer and the queue is full, it can simply discard that pointer, and continue the algorithm, recording the
fact that the a pointer was discarded. Eventually, after enough rebalancing steps are performed, the queue becomes
empty, and the process can traverse the tree to find any outstanding violations, repopulate the queue, and continue the
algorithm. Although this approach is very expensive once the queue becomes full, it will not significantly increase the
average running time of updates if the queue rarely becomes full. The experimental results in Section 9.6 indicate that
this approach could be practical, even with a very small bound on queue size.
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Chapter 10

Relaxed B-slack trees implemented with the
template
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t y p e Node
. Fields used by LLX/SCX algorithm
info
. pointer to SCX-record
. marked bit
marked
. User-defined fields
weight
. weight bit (immutable)
lea f
. leaf bit (immutable)
searchKey . an auxiliary key for rebalancing (immutable)
. degree of the node (immutable)
d
k1 , k2 , ..., kd . keys (immutable)
p1 , p2 , ..., pd . pointers (mutable)

Figure 10.1: Data definition for a node in a relaxed B-slack tree.

10.1

Implementation

We present an implementation of a relaxed B-slack tree using the template described in Chapter 5. This implementation
is very similar to the implementation of the (a, b)-tree in Chapter 8, except for the way that rebalancing is performed.
Let b be the maximum degree of nodes. We represent each node by a Data-record with b mutable pointers, and b
immutable keys, as well as immutable fields d, weight, lea f and searchKey. (See Figure 10.1.) The field d contains
the number of pointers that are used. The weight field contains the node’s weight. The bit lea f indicates whether the
node is a leaf. The field searchKey contains an auxiliary key that can be used to locate the node during rebalancing. If
a node contains at least one key, then searchKey is just the first key, k1 , which might seem redundant. However, when
a node contains no keys, searchKey provides a process with a key that it can use to search for the node (which would
otherwise be difficult to locate). Internal nodes have one fewer key than pointers, so the key kd is unused in an internal
node. Leaves have exactly as many pointers as keys.
To avoid special cases when the tree is empty, we add a sentinel node at the top of the tree. The sentinel node
entry always has one child and no keys. (Every search that passes through it will simply follow that one child pointer.)
The sole child of this sentinel node is initially an empty leaf (with d = 0 and no keys or pointers). The actual relaxed
B-slack tree is rooted at the child of the sentinel node. For convenience, we use root to refer to the current child of the
sentinel node.
Detailed pseudocode for G ET (and its auxiliary subroutine S EARCH), I NSERT and D ELETE is given in Figure 8.3,
10.2 and 10.3. The implementations of G ET and S EARCH are identical to the same procedures in the relaxed (a, b)-tree
implementation. The implementations of I NSERT and D ELETE are also very similar to those of the relaxed (a, b)-tree.
The difference lies in the way that these procedures trigger rebalancing. In our discussion of I NSERT and D ELETE, we
focus on the differences between the I NSERT and D ELETE procedures for the relaxed B-slack tree and relaxed (a, b)tree. The way we perform rebalancing in the relaxed B-slack tree is quite different from rebalancing in the relaxed
(a, b)-tree, and we carefully discuss the relaxed B-slack tree rebalancing algorithm.

10.1.1

Insertion

Pseudocode for I NSERT appears in Figure 10.2. As in the relaxed (a, b)-tree, I NSERT takes two arguments: key and
value. If key is not in the dictionary, then I NSERT inserts the key-value pair hkey, valuei, and returns ⊥. Otherwise,
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I NSERT(key, value)
. Returns ⊥ if key was not in the dictionary. Otherwise, this returns the value previously associated with key.
loop
. Start of operation attempt
. Search for key in the tree
h−, p, li := S EARCH(key)
. Template iteration 0 (parent of leaf)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e . goto next iteration (to retry)
if l ∈
/ result t h e n
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
continue
. goto next iteration (to retry)
Let p.pi be the child pointer of p that pointed to l at the previous line
. Template iteration 1 (leaf)
resultl := LLX(l)
i f resultl ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e

. goto next iteration (to retry)

. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hp, li
R := hli
f ld := a pointer to p.pi
i f l contains key t h e n
. Replace the value associated with an existing key
Let oldValue be the value associated with key in l
n := new copy of l that contains hkey, valuei instead of hkey, oldValuei
over f low := FALSE
e l s e i f l.d < b t h e n
. Insert a new key-value pair into a full leaf
n := new copy of l that has the new key-value pair inserted
oldValue := ⊥
over f low := FALSE
e l s e . l.d = b
. Insert a new key-value pair into a non-full leaf
n := pointer to a subtree of three newly created nodes: one internal node and two leaves, configured as in
Overflow in Figure 9.1 (so that the key-value pairs in kv(l) ∪ {hkey, valuei} are evenly distributed
between the leaves, and the internal node has weight zero). The searchKey of each new node is its first
key.
oldValue := ⊥
over f low := T RUE
. If n will replace root, then we also perform Root-Zero as part of the same atomic update
i f p = entry t h e n n.weight = 1
success := SCX(V, R, f ld, n)
. End of operation attempt
i f success t h e n
i f over f low t h e n
F IX W EIGHT(n)
F IX S LACK(p)
r e t u r n oldValue
e l s e continue

. After an Overflow, we may need to rebalance
. Check for weight violation at n
. Check for slack violation at p
. goto next iteration (to retry)

Figure 10.2: Pseudocode for I NSERT. Here, b is the maximum degree of nodes.

I NSERT replaced the existing key-value pair hkey, oldValuei in the dictionary with hkey, valuei and returns oldValue.
I NSERT differs from the relaxed (a, b)-tree’s I NSERT procedure in three ways. First, instead of having a helper
function T RY I NSERT that is invoked repeatedly in a loop, the body of the T RY I NSERT function is inlined directly
in I NSERT. Second, when new nodes are created for an Overflow update, we set the searchKey field of each new
node to the node’s first key. Note that each new node contains at least one key, and can be located by searching for
its first key (using the S EARCH N ODE procedure in Figure 10.8, which is described below). Third, after performing a
successful SCX, instead of invoking C LEANUP to perform any needed rebalancing, two rebalancing procedures called
F IX W EIGHT and F IX S LACK are invoked. These procedures are discussed in Section 10.1.3.
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D ELETE(key)
. Returns ⊥ if key was not in the dictionary. Otherwise, this returns the value associated with key.
loop
. Start of operation attempt
. Search for key in the tree
h−, p, li := S EARCH(key)
. Template iteration 0 (parent of leaf)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e . goto next iteration (to retry)
if l ∈
/ result t h e n
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
continue
. goto next iteration (to retry)
Let p.pi be the child pointer of p that pointed to l at the previous line
. Template iteration 1 (leaf)
resultl := LLX(l)
i f resultl ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e

. goto next iteration (to retry)

. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hp, li
R := hli
f ld := a pointer to p.pi
i f l does not contain key t h e n
. The tree does not contain key
return ⊥
else
Let oldValue be the value associated with key in l
n := new copy of l that does not contain hkey, oldValuei
success := SCX(V, R, f ld, n)
. End of operation attempt
i f success t h e n
F IX S LACK(p)
. Check for slack violation at p
r e t u r n oldValue
e l s e continue
. goto next iteration (to retry)

Figure 10.3: Pseudocode for D ELETE.
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10.1.2

Deletion

Pseudocode for D ELETE appears in Figure 10.3. As in the relaxed (a, b)-tree, D ELETE takes one argument, key. If
key is not in the dictionary, then D ELETE simply returns ⊥. Otherwise, D ELETE removes the existing key-value pair
hkey, oldValuei from the dictionary and returns oldValue.

D ELETE differs from the relaxed (a, b)-tree’s D ELETE procedure in three ways. First, instead of having a helper

function T RY D ELETE that is invoked repeatedly in a loop, the body of the T RY D ELETE function is inlined directly
in D ELETE. Second, when the new node is created for a D ELETE, we set its searchKey field to the searchKey of the
node l that it is replacing. Note that, since l could be reached by searching for l.searchKey (using the S EARCH N ODE
procedure) before the D ELETE, so can the new node after the D ELETE. Third, after performing a successful SCX,
instead of invoking C LEANUP to perform any needed rebalancing, the rebalancing procedure F IX S LACK is invoked.
Update U by P
Delete
Insert
Overflow
Root-Zero
Root-Replace
Absorb
Split

Compress

One-Child

Violations that P becomes responsible for after U
possible hslack, parenti
none possible
hweight, ni, and
possible hslack, parenti
hdegree, ni, and
if hdegree, rooti ∈ β
hslack, ni
if hslack, rooti ∈ β
hdegree, ni, and
if hdegree, the child of rooti ∈ β
hslack, ni
if hslack, the child of rooti ∈ β
possible hslack, ni
hweight, ni, and
possible hslack, ni, and
possible hslack, n.p1 i, and
possible hslack, n.p2 i, and
possible hslack, parenti
possible hslack, any child of ni, and
possible hslack, parenti, and
hdegree, ni
if the children of n have total degree c ≤ b
possible hslack, any child of ni

Figure 10.4: Violations that a process P becomes responsible for after performing an update U. Here, n is the topmost
node shown on the right-hand side of U’s diagram in Figure 9.1, parent is the node whose child pointer is changed by
U (i.e., the parent of n after U), and root is the root of the relaxed B-slack tree (not the sentinel node entry).

10.1.3

The rebalancing algorithm

Our algorithm for rebalancing a relaxed B-slack tree is considerably different from the algorithm for rebalancing the
relaxed (a, b)-tree. In the relaxed (a, b)-tree, each insertion or deletion can increase the number of violations in the
tree by at most one. Whenever a process creates a new violation, it takes responsibility for that violation, and performs
rebalancing steps to fix it. Each rebalancing step that the process performs will either fix the violation (eliminating it
and decreasing the number of violations in the tree), or move the violation from a node to its parent. Since a violation
can move only from a node to its parent, a process can always find the violation it is responsible for by searching for
the key it inserted or deleted to create the violation. Thus, a process performs rebalancing by repeatedly searching for
a key, and performing rebalancing steps to fix any violations it sees, until it performs a search and sees no violations.
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However, in a relaxed B-slack tree, a rebalancing step can create several new violations, which are not necessarily on
the search path to any one key. Therefore, processes cannot simply search for a single key, fixing any violations they
see.
We think of a violation as a pair htype, nodei, where type is slack, degree or weight, and node is a node in the tree

where the violation occurs. Consider any update U to a relaxed B-slack tree (see Figure 9.1). Observe that U changes
a child pointer of a node parent, removing a connected set R of nodes from the tree and inserting a connected set N of
nodes into the tree. Let β be the set of violations in the tree before U, and β 0 be the set of violations in the tree after
U. The process that performs U takes responsibility for all violations in β 0 \ β . All of the violations at nodes in R are
no longer in the tree after U, and any violations at nodes in N are in the tree after U, but were not in the tree before U.

Additionally, U may create a slack violation at parent. Furthermore, observe that U can create violations only at nodes
in N ∪ {parent}, and can create only a slack violation at parent. Therefore, β 0 \ β is the set of violations at nodes in N,

as well as a possible slack violation at parent. (Technically, in our implementation, a process if P performs an update
that could create a slack violation at parent, then it will take responsibility for any slack violation at parent, even if
that violation was in β . So, P actually takes responsibility for (β 0 \ β ) ∪ {any slack violation at parent just after U}.)

In Figure 10.4, we precisely characterize the set of violations that a process takes responsibility for after each update to
a relaxed B-slack tree. The information in this figure was obtained in a straightforward way by inspecting the updates
to relaxed B-slack trees in Figure 9.1.
Note that, after U removes the nodes in R from the tree, any processes that were previously responsible for violations occurring at nodes in R are no longer responsible for them. This approach turns out to be fairly practical. If a
process is trying to fix a violation at a node u, and it fails to perform a rebalancing step because u has been removed
from the tree, then it can simply proceed as if it had successfully fixed the violation (since the violation has either been
eliminated, or another process is now responsible for it).
Consistent with Figure 10.4, after a process performs an Overflow update in I NSERT, it invokes F IX W EIGHT to
fix the weight violation at the topmost node n in N, and then invokes F IX S LACK to fix any possible slack violation at
the parent p of n. Similarly, after a process performs a successful D ELETE, it invokes F IX S LACK to fix any possible
slack violation at p.

10.1.4

Fixing weight violations

Pseudocode for F IX W EIGHT appears in Figure 10.5. The procedure takes a single argument, node, which points to a
node that is known (or suspected) to contain a weight violation. At a high level, F IX W EIGHT repeatedly: locates node
in the tree, determines whether it contains a weight violation, and attempts to fix the weight violation. It continues to
do this until it either successfully fixes the weight violation, or node is removed by another process (so this process is
no longer responsible for fixing any violations at node).
We now describe F IX W EIGHT in detail. An invocation I of F IX W EIGHT begins by checking whether node has
weight zero. If not, then there is no weight violation at node, so I simply returns. So, suppose node has weight zero
(meaning there is a weight violation at node).
The next step is an (optional) optimization that avoids searching for node if it has already been removed from the
tree. This optimization entails invoking LLX(node) and checking whether node is F INALIZED. It is easy to verify
that our lock-free relaxed B-slack tree implementation satisfies the following property: a node is finalized precisely
when it is removed from the tree. (This is equivalent to saying that every node removed from the tree by an invocation
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F IX W EIGHT(node)
i f node.weight = 1 t h e n r e t u r n
. Assert: node is internal (because leaves have weight one), and is not entry or root (because both have weight
one)
. Optimistically check to see if node was already removed (so we are no longer responsible for its violations)
i f LLX(node) = F INALIZED t h e n r e t u r n
loop
. Start of operation attempt
. Search for node and fix any weight violation at node
result := S EARCH N ODE(node)
. If result = FAIL, then another update removed node, so we are no longer responsible for its violations.
i f result = FAIL t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hgp, ix p , p, ixl , li := result
. We cannot fix a weight violation at l if there is a weight violation at p, so we first check p
i f p.weight = 0 t h e n
. End of operation attempt
F IX W EIGHT(p)
continue
. go to next iteration (to retry)
. Template iteration 0 (grandparent of node)
resultgp := LLX(gp)
i f resultgp ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e
i f resultgp .pix p 6= p t h e n c o n t i n u e
. Template iteration 1 (parent of node)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e
i f result p .pixl 6= l t h e n c o n t i n u e
. Template iteration 2 (node)
resultl := LLX(l)
i f resultl ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n c o n t i n u e

. goto next iteration (to retry)
. C ONFLICT: verify gp still points to p

. goto next iteration (to retry)
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l

. goto next iteration (to retry)

. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hgp, p, li ; R := hp, li ; f ld := a pointer to gp.pix p
i f p.d + l.d − 1 ≤ b
. If the contents of l and p fit in a single node
n := pointer to a new internal node configured as in Absorb in Figure 9.1. The searchKey of the new node is
its first key.
success := SCX(V, R, f ld, n)
. End of operation attempt
i f success t h e n
F IX S LACK(n)
return
else
. The contents of l and p cannot fit in a single node
n := pointer to a subtree of three newly created nodes, configured as in Split in Figure 9.1. The searchKey of
each new node is its first key.
. If n will replace root, then we also perform Root-Zero as part of the same atomic update
i f gp = entry t h e n n.weight = 1
success := SCX(V, R, f ld, n)
. End of operation attempt
i f success t h e n
i f gp 6= entry t h e n F IX W EIGHT(n)
f o r each x ∈ {n, le f t, right, gp} do F IX S LACK(x)
return
Figure 10.5: Pseudocode for F IX W EIGHT. Here, b is the maximum degree of nodes.

of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) appears in R.) So, if LLX(node) returns F INALIZED, then I can simply return.
Suppose the invocation of LLX(node) does not return F INALIZED. Then, I enters a loop wherein it will repeatedly
attempt to locate and fix a violation at node until either it succeeds, or node is removed from the tree by another
process. Each iteration of this loop follows the tree update template (described in Chapter 5) until just before it
invokes F IX W EIGHT or F IX S LACK (described in Section 10.1.5).
The first step in the loop is to search for node by invoking a procedure called S EARCH N ODE, which appears in
Figure 10.8. S EARCH N ODE is similar to S EARCH, except that (1) it uses the searchKey of node to locate it in the tree,
(2) the search stops as soon as it encounters node, and (3) it returns FAIL if it does not encounter node. S EARCH N ODE
either returns FAIL, or hgp, ix p , p, ixnode , nodei such that, during the search, p was read from gp.pix p and node was

subsequently read from p.pixnode . It is straightforward to prove the following using the techniques in Chapter 8. If
S EARCH N ODE returns FAIL, then node was removed from the tree at some point before S EARCH N ODE terminated.

Thus, if I’s invocation of S EARCH N ODE(node) returns FAIL, then the process executing I is no longer responsible
for any violations at node, so I can simply return. So, suppose I’s invocation of S EARCH N ODE(node) does not return
FAIL.
Fixing any weight violation at p first. Then, I will attempt to fix the weight violation at node by performing Absorb
or Split. However, neither of these updates can be performed if the parent p of node has weight zero. So, if p has
weight zero, I invokes F IX W EIGHT(p) to fix it and then skips to the next iteration of the loop (to retry fixing the
weight violation at node).
Note that I does not follow the template if it performs this invocation of F IX W EIGHT(p). We briefly explain why
this is the case. I does not invoke SCX, so if it were to follow the template, its final U PDATE N OT N EEDED procedure
would have to return T RUE. If U PDATE N OT N EEDED were to return T RUE, then the template operation would have
to be successful and return R ESULT. However, the template operation will continue to the next iteration of the loop
and perform another attempt after invoking F IX W EIGHT (which conceptually corresponds to the template operation
returning FAIL and trying again). In contrast, when I invokes F IX W EIGHT at line 125, it does so after performing a
successful SCX, and it subsequently returns successfully. (So, in that case, we can think of the template operation as
having terminated successfully before invoking F IX W EIGHT.) As we will see, deviating from the template adds an
additional step to the progress proof.
Performing LLXs. Suppose p has weight one. Then, I invokes LLX(gp). Conceptually, this step represents the
beginning of iteration 0 of the tree update template. After invoking LLX(gp), I verifies that the gp still points to p.
This step conceptually represents the C ONFLICT procedure in the template. If the LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED,
or if gp does not point to p, then I skips to the next iteration of the loop (to retry). So, suppose I does not skip to the
next iteration.
Then, I invokes LLX(p). This represents the beginning of iteration 1 of the template. Next, I verifies that p still
points to node (as part of the template’s C ONFLICT procedure). If the LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, or if p does
not point to l, then I skips to the next iteration of the loop. So, suppose I does not skip to the next iteration.
Finally, I invokes LLX(l) (where l = node). This represents iteration 2 of the template. If the LLX returns FAIL
or F INALIZED then I skips to the next iteration of the loop. So, suppose it does not.
Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS, performing SCX and rebalancing. Next, I computes the arguments V , R, f ld and n
for an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, n) by using locally stored values and immutable fields of nodes. Both Absorb and
Split change a pointer of gp (at index ix p ) from p to point to some new node n, removing p and l from the tree. Since
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p and l are removed, R = hp, li. Since gp is changed, it must be in V . Since R is a subsequence of V , V = hgp, p, li.

In order to compute n, I must decide whether it should perform Absorb or Split. So, it checks whether the contents of
l and p can fit in a single node.
Suppose the contents of l and p can fit in a single node. Then, I attempts to perform Absorb by creating a single
new internal node n (configured as shown in Absorb in Figure 9.1), and invoking SCX. (The node l must be internal,
since there was a weight violation at l, and weight violations cannot occur at leaves. Thus, the new node created by
this update must be internal.) The searchKey of n is simply its first key. If the invocation of SCX returns T RUE, then,
in accordance with Figure 10.4, I invokes F IX S LACK to fix any slack violation at n.
Now, suppose the contents of l and p cannot fit in a single node. Then, I attempts to perform Split by creating a
subtree of three new nodes (configured as shown in Split in Figure 9.1) rooted at n, and invoking SCX. As we argued
in the previous case, l must be internal, so the new nodes must all be internal, as well. The searchKey of each new node
is its first key. If gp = entry (and the SCX is successful), then the SCX will replace the root of the relaxed B-slack
tree with n. In this case, I also performs Root-Zero as part of the same atomic update (by setting n.weight = 1 before
invoking SCX). If the invocation of SCX returns T RUE, then, in accordance with Figure 10.4, I invokes F IX W EIGHT
to fix a weight violation at n (unless it eliminated the violation by performing Root-Zero as part of the SCX), and then
invokes F IX S LACK to fix possible slack violations at gp and each new node.

10.1.5

Fixing degree and slack violations

Pseudocode for F IX S LACK appears in Figure 10.6. The procedure takes a single argument, node, which points to a
node that is suspected to contain a degree or slack violation. F IX S LACK is quite similar to F IX W EIGHT. It repeatedly:
locates node in the tree, determines whether it contains a degree or slack violation, and attempts to fix the violation. It
continues to do this until it either successfully fixes the violation, or node is removed by another process.
We give a detailed description of F IX S LACK. An invocation I of F IX S LACK begins by invoking a procedure called
N O F IX N EEDED, which appears in Figure 10.8. If N O F IX N EEDED returns T RUE, then I simply returns. This is an
(optional) optimization that avoids searching for node if it can determine there is no violation to fix. N O F IX N EEDED
is described in detail in Section 10.1.6. Suppose N O F IX N EEDED returns FALSE.
Then, I enters a loop wherein it will repeatedly attempt to locate and fix a degree or slack violation at node (using
Compress or One-Child) until either it succeeds, or node is removed from the tree by another process. Each iteration
of this loop follows the tree update template (described in Chapter 5) until just before it invokes F IX W EIGHT or
F IX S LACK.
As in F IX W EIGHT, the first step in the loop is to search for node by invoking S EARCH N ODE. Recall that
S EARCH N ODE either returns FAIL, or hgp, ix p , p, ixnode , nodei such that, during the search, p was read from gp.pix p

and node was subsequently read from p.pixnode . If it returns FAIL, then the process executing I is no longer responsible
for any violations at node, so I can simply return. So, suppose S EARCH N ODE does not return FAIL. Then, the local
variable l is the same as node.
Using Root-Replace to fix a degree violation at the root
Next, I checks whether gp = N IL and node.d = 1. If so, then p = entry and node is the root. So, I will attempt to perform Root-Replace to eliminate the degree violation. It does this by performing an invocation I 0 of
D O ROOT R EPLACE(p, ixl , l). The pseudocode for D O ROOT R EPLACE appears in Figure 10.7.
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F IX S LACK(node)
i f N O F IX N EEDED(node) t h e n r e t u r n
. Optimistically check if this procedure is needed
loop
. Start of operation attempt
. Search for node and fix any degree or weight violation at node
result := S EARCH N ODE(node)
. If result = FAIL, then another update removed node, so we are no longer responsible for its violations.
i f result = FAIL t h e n r e t u r n e l s e hgp, ix p , p, ixl , li := result
. Determine whether Root-Replace should be performed
i f gp = N IL and node.d = 1 t h e n
. Degree violation at node = root
result := D O ROOT R EPLACE(p, ixl , l)
. End of operation attempt
i f result = R ETRY t h e n c o n t i n u e
. goto next iteration (to retry)
f o r each x ∈ result do F IX S LACK(x)
return
i f node.d > 1 . If there is no degree violation at node, then we are trying to perform Compress
Take one extra step in the search, so that p becomes the topmost node in the Compress diagram in
Figure 9.1
. Note: If there is a degree violation at node, then l = node. Otherwise, p = node.
result := D O C OMPRESS(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l)
. End of operation attempt
i f result = R ETRY t h e n c o n t i n u e
. goto next iteration (to retry)
f o r each x ∈ result do F IX S LACK(x)
return
Figure 10.6: Pseudocode for F IX S LACK.
Performing LLXs. I 0 begins by invoking LLX(p). Conceptually, this step represents the beginning of iteration 0
of the tree update template. After invoking LLX(p), I 0 verifies that the p still points to l. This step conceptually
represents the C ONFLICT procedure in the template. If the LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, or if p does not point to
l, then I 0 returns R ETRY, which causes I to skip to the next iteration of loop (to retry). So, suppose I 0 does not return
R ETRY.
Then, I 0 invokes LLX(l). This represents the beginning of iteration 1 of the template. If the LLX returns FAIL or
F INALIZED, then I 0 return R ETRY. So, suppose I 0 does not return R ETRY.
Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS. Next, I 0 computes the arguments V , R, f ld and n for an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, n)
by using locally stored values and immutable fields of nodes. Root-Replace changes a pointer of p (at index ixl ) from l
(which is root) to point to some new node n, removing l from the tree. Since l is removed, R = hli. Since p is changed,

it must be in V . Since R is a subsequence of V , V = hp, li. Recall that the degree of l = node was seen to be one before
D O ROOT R EPLACE was invoked by I. Since the degree of a node never changes, l still has degree one. Let c be the

single child of l that was returned by the invocation of LLX(l) performed by I 0 . I 0 creates n by copying c and setting
the weight of the new copy to one. If there was a weight violation at c, then this update eliminates it.
Performing SCX and subsequent rebalancing. Next, I 0 invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, n) to replace l with n. If the invoca-
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D O ROOT R EPLACE(p, ixl , l)
. Template iteration 0 (parent of node)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
i f result p .pixl 6= l t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
. Template iteration 1 (node)
resultl := LLX(l)
i f resultl ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
Let c be the single child pointer in resultl
. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hp, li ; R := hli ; f ld := p.pixl
n := a pointer to a newly created copy of c with weight one
. Note: if c.weight = 0 then this update also eliminates a weight violation
i f SCX(V, R, f ld, n) t h e n r e t u r n n
r e t u r n R ETRY
D O C OMPRESS(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l)
. Template iteration 0 (grandparent of node)
resultgp := LLX(gp)
i f resultgp ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
i f resultgp .pix p 6= p t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
. C ONFLICT: verify gp still points to p
. Template iteration 1 (parent of node)
result p := LLX(p)
i f result p ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
i f result p .pixl 6= l t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
. C ONFLICT: verify p still points to l
. Perform LLXs on the nodes in result p
f ailed := FALSE
f o r i = 1..p.d
. Template iteration i + 1 (child i of p)
i f LLX(result p .pi ) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY
. Before fixing a degree or slack violation at node, we must fix any weight violations at p or its children
i f F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS(p, result p ) t h e n r e t u r n R ETRY . Retry if we fixed a weight violation //
. Determine whether there is a slack violation at node = p, or a degree violation at node = l
pGrandDegree := 0
f o r i = 1..p.d do pGrandDegree := pGrandDegree + result p .pi .d
slack = p.d ∗ b − pGrandDegree
. Total slack shared amongst the nodes of result p
i f slack < b and node.d > 1 t h e n r e t u r n 0/
. U PDATE N OT N EEDED: no violation at node
. Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS from locally stored values (and immutable fields)
V := hgp, p, result p .p1 , result p .p2 , ...i ; R := hp, result p .p1 , result p .p2 , ...i ; f ld := gp.pix p
hdoRootReplace, n, nChildreni := C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES(gp, p, result p , pGrandDegree)
i f SCX(V, R, f ld, n) t h e n
i f doRootReplace t h e n r e t u r n {n}
. Did Compress/One-Child and Root-Replace
e l s e r e t u r n {gp, n} ∪ nChildren
. Did Compress/One-Child
r e t u r n R ETRY
Figure 10.7: Pseudocode for D O C OMPRESS and D O ROOT R EPLACE. Here, b is the maximum degree of nodes.
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S EARCH N ODE(node)
. If node is in the tree, this returns hgp, ix p , p, ixnode , nodei such that, during the search, p was read from gp.pix p
and node was subsequently read from p.pixnode . Otherwise, this returns FAIL.
key := node.searchKey
. We locate node using node.searchKey
gp := ⊥ ; p := entry ; l := p.p1
. Save the last three nodes encountered
ix p := 0 ; ixl := 1
. Invariant: l was read from p.pixl
w h i l e l 6= node and n o t l.lea f
ix p := ixl
w h i l e ixl < l.d and key ≥ l.kixl
. Locate appropriate child pointer to follow
ixl := ixl + 1
gp := p ; p := l ; l := l.pixl
. Follow the child pointer
. Check whether we reached node
i f l 6= node t h e n
r e t u r n FAIL . Another update removed l, so we are no longer responsible for any violation at l.
r e t u r n hgp, ix p , p, ixl , li
N O F IX N EEDED(node)
i f node.lea f r e t u r n T RUE

. Degree and slack violations cannot occur at leaves

. Optimistically check to see if node was already removed (so we are no longer responsible for its violations)
result := LLX(node)
i f result = F INALIZED t h e n r e t u r n T RUE
i f result = FAIL t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
. Cannot determine whether there is a violation
i f node.weight = 0 t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
. Weight violations must be fixed before others
i f node.d = 1 t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
. Found a degree violation at node
. Use the snapshot to (try to) determine whether there is a slack violation at node
slack := 0 ; numLeaves := 0
f o r i = 1..node.d
slack := slack + (b − result.pi .d)
i f result.pi .weight = 0 t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
. Weight violations must be fixed before others
i f slack ≥ b t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
. Possible slack violation at node
r e t u r n T RUE
. No violation to fix
F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS(p, result p )
f o r i = 1..p.d
i f result p .pi .weight = 0 t h e n
. End of operation attempt
f oundWeightViolation := T RUE
F IX W EIGHT(result p .pi )
i f p.weight = 0 t h e n
. End of operation attempt
f oundWeightViolation := T RUE
F IX W EIGHT(p)
r e t u r n f oundWeightViolation

. If we fixed a weight violation, retry the search

Figure 10.8: Pseudocode for S EARCH N ODE, N O F IX N EEDED and F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS. Here, b is the
maximum degree of nodes.
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C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES(gp, p, result p , pGrandDegree)
. Determine how to divide keys and values as evenly as possible, into as few new nodes as possible
numNewChildren := dpGrandDegree/be
ceilNodes := pGrandDegree mod numNewChildren
f loorNodes := numNewChildren − ceilNodes
ceilDegree := dpGrandDegree/numNewChildrene
f loorDegree := bpGrandDegree/numNewChildrenc
. Note: since there are no weight violations at any nodes in result p , they are either all leaves or all internal
pChildrenAreLeaves := (result p .p1 .lea f ) . Determine which is the case
. Create new node(s)
i f gp = entry and numNewChildren = 1 t h e n
. If we would replace root by a node with degree one, then we perform Root-Replace as well
n := pointer to a newly created node that contains all of the keys and pointers of the nodes in result p . This node
is a leaf if pChildrenAreLeaves = T RUE, and is internal otherwise. The searchKey of n is the same as the
searchKey of p (since n will replace p).
r e t u r n hT RUE, n, 0i
/
else
n := pointer to a subtree consisting of a newly created parent and numNewChildren newly created children,
configured as in Compress in Figure 9.1. The keys and pointers of the nodes in result p are divided such
that ceilNodes of the new children have degree ceilDegree, and f loorNodes of the new children have
degree f loorDegree. These children are leaves if pChildrenAreLeaves = T RUE, and are internal
otherwise. If numNewChildren = 1, then the searchKey of each new node is the same as the searchKey of
p, otherwise the searchKey of each node is its first key.
r e t u r n hFALSE, n, {children of n}i
Figure 10.9: Pseudocode for C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES. Here, b is the maximum degree of nodes.
tion of SCX returns FALSE, then I 0 simply returns R ETRY. So, suppose the SCX returns T RUE. Then, according to
Figure 10.4, the process performing I 0 may now be responsible for a degree or slack violation at n. So, I 0 returns n to
I. I then invokes F IX S LACK(n) to fix any degree or slack violation at n.

Using Compress to fix both degree and slack violations
Now, suppose gp 6= N IL or node.d 6= 1, so I will not perform Root-Replace. Instead, it will attempt to perform
Compress or One-Child. Although we conceptually view Compress and One-Child as different updates, we can
actually use Compress instead of One-Child to fix degree violations. According to Figure 9.1, Compress applies
when u has k ≥ 2 children with total degree c ≤ kb − b (so there is a slack violation at u). Suppose we follow the
tree update template to implement Compress by replacing u and its children with a new internal node and dc/be new

children (where the keys and pointers in the children of u before the update are evenly distributed amongst the new
children after the update). According to Figure 9.1, One-Child applies when π(u) has k ≥ 2 children with total degree

c > kb − b (so there is a degree violation at u, but no slack violation at π(u)). Each of the k children of π(u) can have
degree at most b, so kb ≥ c. Since kb ≥ c > kb − b, we have dc/be = k. So, whenever the preconditions for One-Child
are satisfied, if we simply pretend there is a slack violation at π(u), and perform Compress (as if we were going to fix
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that violation), then we will create a new internal node and dc/be = k new children (which evenly share the keys and
pointers that were contained in the children of π(u) before the update). This is exactly what One-Child does.

Observe that a Compress update where π(u) is the topmost node replaced by the update will fix either a slack
violation at π(u) or a degree violation at u. So, if the violation to be fixed at node is a degree violation, then we fix
it by performing Compress where the parent of node is the topmost node replaced by the update. In the pseudocode,
l = node, and p is its parent. So, we fix the violation by performing Compress where p is the topmost node replaced by
the update. However, if there is no degree violation at node, then the violation we are interested in fixing at node must
be a slack violation. In this case, we fix the violation by performing Compress where node (instead of its parent) is
the topmost node replaced by the update. In order to facilitate the use of the same code for both cases, if the violation
is a slack violation, then I takes one more step in the search. After this extra step, the variable p points to node, and l
points to some child of node. So, as in the previous case, we fix the violation by performing Compress where p is the
topmost node replaced by the update.
I performs the necessary Compress update by performing an invocation I 0 of D O C OMPRESS(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l).
Pseudocode for D O C OMPRESS appears in Figure 10.7.
Performing LLXs. I 0 begins by invoking LLX(gp). Conceptually, this step represents the beginning of iteration 0
of the tree update template. After invoking LLX(gp), I 0 verifies that the gp still points to p. This step conceptually
represents the C ONFLICT procedure in the template. If the LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, or if gp does not point
to p, then I 0 returns R ETRY (which causes I to skips to the next iteration of its loop and retry). So, suppose I 0 does not
return R ETRY.
Then, I 0 invokes LLX(p). This represents the beginning of iteration 1 of the template. Next, I 0 verifies that p still
points to l (as part of the template’s C ONFLICT procedure). If the LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, or if p does not
point to l, then I 0 returns R ETRY. So, suppose I 0 does not return R ETRY.
I 0 then performs LLXs on each node pointed to by the snapshot that was returned by its LLX(p). These steps
correspond to template iterations 2 through p.d + 1, where p.d is the degree of p. If any of these invocations of LLX
return FAIL or F INALIZED, then I 0 returns R ETRY. So, suppose I 0 does not return R ETRY.
Fixing nearby weight violations first. Compress cannot be performed if there are any weight violations at p or any
of its children. So, I 0 invokes F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS(p, result p ) to fix any weight violations at these nodes
before proceeding (see Figure 10.8). F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS checks for weight violations at p or the nodes
in result p , and invokes F IX W EIGHT to fix each violation it finds. F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS returns T RUE if it
performs any invocation of F IX W EIGHT and FALSE otherwise.
Note that I does not follow the template if this invocation of F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS performs an invocation
of F IX W EIGHT. As we will see, deviating from the template adds an additional step to the progress proof. If the
invocation of F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS(p, result p ) returns T RUE, then I 0 returns R ETRY. So, suppose I 0 does not
return R ETRY.
Computing U PDATE N OT N EEDED. Now that I 0 has performed LLX(gp) and LLX(p), and confirmed that there are
no weight violations at p or any of its children, it checks whether a Compress update is necessary. Conceptually,
this is part of the U PDATE N OT N EEDED procedure in the template. To do this, I 0 uses the snapshot of p’s children
that was returned by its invocation of LLX(p) to compute the total slack shared amongst the children of p. I 0 then
checks whether there is a slack violation at p, or degree violation at l. (Observe that a slack violation at p and a degree
violation at l can each be fixed by a Compress where p is the topmost node replaced by the update.) If there is no
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slack or degree violation, then I 0 simply returns 0/ (which will cause I to return, successfully, without performing any
additional rebalancing). So, suppose I 0 finds a slack or degree violation.
Computing SCX-A RGUMENTS. Next, I 0 computes the arguments V , R, f ld and n for an invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, n)
by using locally stored values and immutable fields of nodes. Compress changes a pointer of gp (at index ix p )
from p to point to some new node n, removing p and its children from the tree. Since p and its children are removed, R = hp, result p .p1 , result p .p2 , ...i. Since gp is changed, it must be in V . Since R is a subsequence of V ,

V = hgp, p, result p .p1 , result p .p2 , ...i. In order to create the new nodes needed for the Compress update, I 0 invokes a
procedure called C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES, which appears in Figure 10.9.

Creating the new node(s). At a high level, C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES creates a small subtree of new nodes that
would result by applying Compress (and possibly also Root-Replace) to p and its children. These new nodes will be
used by D O C OMPRESS to replace p and its children in the tree.
More specifically, C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES takes four arguments: a pointer gp, a pointer p, a set of pointers
result p and a natural number pGrandDegree. These arguments correspond to the variables with the same names in
F IX S LACK. An invocation I 00 of C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES(gp, p, result p , pGrandDegree) begins by determining
how to divide the pGrandDegree keys and values in the nodes of result p as evenly as possible into numNewChildren =
dpGrandDegree/be new nodes (where b is the maximum degree of nodes). Specifically, it divides them into ceilNodes

nodes with degree ceilDegree, and f loorNodes with degree f loorDegree.

Next, I 00 determines whether the nodes in result p are leaves or internal nodes. Observe that, since there are no
weight violations at any of the nodes in result p , property P10 of relaxed B-slack trees implies that these nodes are
either all leaves or all internal nodes. Therefore, I 00 checks whether the first node in result p is a leaf, and stores the
result in a variable pChildrenAreLeaves. If so, all nodes in result p are leaves. Otherwise, all nodes in result p are
internal nodes.
If gp = entry and numNewChildren = 1, then Compress would replace the root of the tree by a new node with
only one child n, necessitating a subsequent Root-Replace update. In this case, I 00 will simply cause Root-Replace to
be performed at the same time as the Compress update by returning the new child n as the replacement for p. This new
node n contains all of the keys and pointers of the nodes in result p . It is a leaf if the nodes in result p are leaves, and an
internal node otherwise. The searchKey of n is the same as the searchKey of p. Since p was reachable by searching
for p.searchKey before this update, and n replaces node p in the tree (and none of the ancestors of p are replaced
or changed by the update, except to replace p by n), n will also be reachable by searching for p.searchKey after this
update. Finally, I 00 returns hT RUE, n, 0i,
/ which indicates that the newly created node n is the result of performing both
Compress and Root-Replace.

Now, suppose gp 6= entry or numNewChildren 6= 1. In this case, I 00 creates a new parent for the numNewChildren

newly created children, and returns points to this parent, and the new children. The new children are leaves if the
nodes in result p are leaves, and are internal nodes otherwise. Two subcases arise.
First, suppose numNewChildren = 1. Then, the searchKey fields of the single new child and its new parent n are
both the same as the searchKey of p. By the same argument as in the previous case, n is reachable by searching for
p.searchKey after this update. Moreover, since n has only one child, clearly that child is reachable by searching for
the same searchKey.
Second, suppose numNewChildren 6= 1. Then, the searchKey of each new node is its first key. We briefly argue

that each new node contains at least one key. Since numNewChildren 6= 1, and P20 says that each internal node has
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at least one pointer, we obtain numNewChildren > 1. Thus, the new parent node n contains at least one key. Since
I 00 divides the key and pointers as evenly as possible, and into as few new child nodes as possible, each new child has
degree at least bb/2c. So, each new child contains at least bb/2c − 1 keys. Since b ≥ 5, bb/2c − 1 ≥ 2.

Finally, I 00 returns hFALSE, n, {children of n}i, which indicates that n is the result of performing Compress.

Performing SCX and subsequent rebalancing. After the invocation of C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES by I 0 returns
hdoRootReplace, n, nChildreni, I 0 invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, n) to replace the subtree rooted at p with the subtree rooted
at n. If the invocation of SCX returns FALSE, then I 0 simply returns R ETRY. So, suppose the SCX returns T RUE. Then,

I 0 checks whether doRootReplace = T RUE. If so, I 0 atomically performed both Compress and Root-Replace, so n is
the only new node created by the update. Consequently, by Figure 10.4, I need only check for degree or slack violations
at n. Thus, I 0 returns {n}, which will cause I to invoke F IX S LACK(n). However, if doRootReplace = FALSE, then

I must check for a degree violation at n, and slack violations at gp and all new children of n. Thus, I 0 returns
{gp, n} ∪ nChildren. I will then invoke F IX S LACK(x) for each x ∈ {gp, n} ∪ nChildren.

As a minor point, as we described above, whenever a rebalancing update would necessitate a subsequent Root-Zero

update, we always perform Root-Zero as part of the same atomic update. Consequently, in our implementation, there
is never a weight violation at the root.

10.1.6

An optimization to avoid unnecessary searches while rebalancing

An invocation I 0 of N O F IX N EEDED begins by checking whether node is a leaf. If it is, then I 0 returns T RUE, since
degree and slack violations cannot occur at leaves. So, suppose node is internal. Then, I 0 performs LLX(node) and
checks whether it returns F INALIZED. If so, node has been removed from the tree by another process (and we are no
longer responsible for any violations at node), so I 0 returns T RUE. Otherwise, if the LLX returns FAIL, then I 0 cannot
determine whether there is a violation at node, so it returns FALSE. So, suppose the LLX does not return F INALIZED
or FAIL (which means it returns a snapshot of the pointers of node).
Next, I 0 checks if node has weight zero. If so, there is a weight violation at node. Since a degree or slack violation
at node cannot even be fixed if there is a weight violation at node, the weight violation must be fixed before proceeding,
so I 0 returns FALSE. So, suppose there is no weight violation at node. Next, I 0 checks if there is a degree violation at
node, and returns FALSE if there is. So, suppose there is no degree violation at node.
I 0 uses the snapshot of node’s children that was returned by the LLX(node) to check for a slack violation at node.
Specifically, it uses the degree of each of these children to compute the total slack shared amongst these children, and
it also checks whether there are weight violations at any of these children. If I 0 finds a weight violation, it must be
fixed before proceeding (for the same reasons we gave in the case where there is a weight violation at node), so I 0
returns FALSE. Suppose I 0 does not find any weight violations. Then, if the total slack is less than b, there was no
degree violation at node when the LLX(node) occurred, so I 0 returns T RUE. Otherwise, there may be a slack violation
at node, so I 0 returns FALSE.

10.2

Correctness proof

For convenience, we define a few terms. Consider an iteration of the outer loop in I NSERT, D ELETE, F IX W EIGHT or
F IX S LACK. Within this iteration, we call the sequence of steps between the comments “Start of operation attempt”
and “End of operation attempt” an operation attempt. More precisely, an operation attempt begins when a process
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performs a step just after a “Start of operation attempt” comment, and ends when it reaches an “End of operation
attempt” comment, exits the loop, goes to the next iteration, or starts a new operation attempt. Each invocation of
I NSERT or D ELETE performs a (non-empty) sequence of operation attempts. Each invocation of F IX W EIGHT or
F IX S LACK either returns before entering the loop, or performs a sequence of operation attempts. As we will see
below, some operation attempts follow the template, and some do not. The terms search path and range are defined
as they were in the proof of the chromatic tree (in Section 6.3).
Lemma 10.1 Our implementation of a relaxed B-slack tree satisfies the following claims.
1. Each operation attempt A follows the tree update template and satisfies all constraints specified by the template,
unless: (1) A occurs in F IX W EIGHT, and it invokes F IX W EIGHT at line 94, or (2) A occurs in F IX S LACK, and
it performs an invocation of F IX W EIGHT at line 242 or line 246.
2. The node entry has weight one, no keys, and a single child pointer to a node root 6= entry with weight one.

3. If a node v is in the data structure in some configuration C and v was on the search path for key k in some earlier
configuration C0 , then v is on the search path for k in C. (Equivalently, updates to the tree do not shrink the
range of any node in the tree.)
4. If an invocation of S EARCH(k) reaches a node v, then there was some earlier configuration during the search
when v was on the search path for k.
5. The S EARCH procedure used by I NSERT and D ELETE satisfies DTP.
6. All operation attempts in I NSERT and D ELETE that perform a successful SCX are atomic (including their
search phases). All operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT and F IX S LACK that perform a successful SCX have
atomic update phases.
7. The tree rooted at the child of entry is always a relaxed B-slack tree.

Proof: We prove these claims together by induction on the sequence of steps in an execution. That is, we assume
that all of the claims hold before an arbitrary step in the execution, and prove they hold after the step.
Claim 1: This claim follows almost immediately from inspection of the code. The only subtlety is showing that no
process invokes LLX(r), F IX W EIGHT(r) or F IX S LACK(r) where r = N IL. Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds
just before an invocation I of LLX(r), F IX W EIGHT(r) or F IX S LACK(r).
We first observe that, if an invocation of S EARCH or S EARCH N ODE that returns hgp, ix p , p, ixl , li, then p, l 6= N IL.

This follows by inductive Claim 2 and inspection of the code.

Suppose I is an invocation of F IX W EIGHT(r). If I occurs in I NSERT, then r is a newly created node. If I occurs
in F IX W EIGHT, then r = p or r = n. In the first case, r 6= N IL since it was returned by S EARCH N ODE. In the second

case, r is a newly created node. If I occurs in F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS, then r = p or r = result p .pi , where
result p is a result of an LLX(p). In the first case, r 6= N IL since it was returned by S EARCH N ODE. In the second case,
r was returned by an LLX(p) where p 6= N IL, so r 6= N IL by inductive Claim 7.

Suppose I is an invocation of F IX S LACK(r). If I occurs in I NSERT or D ELETE, then r = p, where p was returned
by S EARCH (and hence is non-N IL).
If I occurs in F IX W EIGHT, then r is either gp or a newly created node. We argue that gp 6= N IL. The pointer gp

was returned by S EARCH N ODE(node), which also returned l and p. Since this invocation of S EARCH N ODE does not

return FAIL, l = node. Also observe that node = l was seen to have weight zero before S EARCH N ODE was invoked.
The weight field of a node cannot change, so l always has weight zero. By Claim 2, entry and its child always have
weight one. So, l cannot be entry or its child. It follows that gp 6= N IL.
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If I occurs in F IX S LACK, then r is either gp or a newly created node. We argue that gp 6= N IL. By inspection

of the pseudocode, if r = gp, then I was invoked at line 152. Thus, r is either the first or second pointer returned by
S EARCH N ODE, depending on whether line 146 is executed. Two subcases arise.

Case 1: suppose node.d > 1 at line 145, so line 146 is executed. By Claim 2, entry.d = 1, so node 6= entry.

Since S EARCH N ODE does not return FAIL, the variable l returned by S EARCH N ODE is the same as node. Thus, after
line 146, p = node 6= N IL and l 6= N IL. Since p 6= entry, we have gp 6= N IL.

Case 2: suppose node.d ≤ 1 at line 145, so line 146 is not executed. By Claim 7, P20 is satisfied, so node.d = 1.

Since we only execute this case if we previously saw that gp 6= N IL or node.d 6= 1, and we know that node.d = 1, we

obtain gp 6= N IL.

Now, suppose I is an invocation of LLX(r). Then, I can occur in I NSERT, D ELETE, F IX W EIGHT, N O F IX N EEDED,

D O ROOT R EPLACE or D O C OMPRESS.
If I occurs in I NSERT or D ELETE, then r must be one of the nodes p or l returned by S EARCH. As we argued
above, l, p 6= N IL.

If I occurs in F IX W EIGHT(node), then r must either be node, or one of the nodes gp, p or l returned by

S EARCH N ODE(node). We have already argued above that the argument node is non-N IL. If r is p or l, then r 6= N IL

(as argued above). The argument for gp 6= N IL is identical to the argument above for the case where I is an invocation
of F IX W EIGHT that occurs in F IX W EIGHT.

If I occurs in N O F IX N EEDED(node), then r = node. By inspection of the pseudocode, N O F IX N EEDED(node) is
invoked only by F IX S LACK(node), and we have argued above that the argument node to F IX S LACK is non-N IL.
If I occurs in D O ROOT R EPLACE(p, ixl , l), then r = p or r = l. Observe that D O ROOT R EPLACE is invoked
only by F IX S LACK(node), and the arguments p and l to D O ROOT R EPLACE were returned by an invocation of
S EARCH N ODE(node) (along with another pointer gp). As we argued above, p, l 6= N IL.

If I occurs in D O C OMPRESS(gp, ix p , p, ixl , l), then r = gp or r = p or r = l or r is one of the pointers returned by

an invocation of LLX(p) performed by the D O C OMPRESS. The argument that l, p 6= N IL is identical to the argument

in the previous case. If r was returned by an LLX(p), then r 6= N IL by inductive Claim 7. The argument that gp 6= N IL
is identical to the case where I is an invocation of F IX S LACK that occurs in F IX S LACK.

Claim 2: The only step that can modify the tree (and, hence, affect this claim) is an invocation S of SCX performed by
an invocation I of I NSERT, D ELETE, F IX W EIGHT or F IX S LACK. Proving this claim entails (1) arguing that I cannot
replace the entry point, or modify it in any way except by changing its single child pointer and (2) if I replaces root,
then it replaces it with a new node that has weight one.
Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds just before S. By inductive Claim 1, I follows the tree update template up
until it performs S. By Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.5, the update phase of I is performed atomically. Thus, by inspection
of the pseudocode, I atomically performs Delete, Insert, Overflow, Root-Replace, Absorb, Split or Compress, or a
combination of Root-Zero and Overflow or Split, or a combination of Root-Replace and Compress.
We first argue that entry cannot be replaced. All of these transformations simply change a single child pointer to
replace one or more nodes. However, each node that is replaced has a parent, which entry does not.
Now, suppose I replaces root. The only updates that could replace root by a new node with weight zero are
Overflow and Split. However, whenever an Overflow or Split would do so, Root-Zero is also performed as part of the
same atomic update (see line 36 and line 121) so that the new root has weight one.
Claim 3: The proof of this claim is very similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1.3. Initially, the claim is trivially true (since
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the tree only contains entry, which is on every search path). In order for v to change from being on the search path
for k in configuration C0 to no longer being on the search path for k in configuration C, the tree must change between
C0 and C. Thus, there must be a successful SCX S between C0 and C. Moreover, this is the only kind of step that can
affect this claim. We show S preserves the property that v is on the search path for k.
By inductive Claim 1 and inspection of the pseudocode, S is performed by a template operation. Thus, by
Lemma 5.1, S changes a pointer of a node from old to new, removing a connected set R of nodes (rooted at old)
from the tree, and inserting a new connected set N of nodes. If v is not a descendant of old immediately before S, then
this change cannot remove v from the search path for k. So, suppose v is a descendant of old immediately prior to S.
Since v is in the data structure in both C0 and C, it must be in the data structure at all times between C0 and C by
Lemma 5.3. Therefore, v is a descendant of old, but S does not remove v from the tree. Recall that the fringe FR is the
set of nodes that are children of nodes in R, but are not themselves in R (see Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). By definition,
v must be a descendant of a node f ∈ FR . Moreover, since v is on the search path for k just before S, so is f . We argue,

for each possible tree modification in Figure 9.1, that if any node in FR is on the search path for k prior to S, then it is
still on the search path for k after S. We proceed by cases.
Case 1: Suppose S performs Insert, Overflow or Delete. Since S replaces a leaf with either a new leaf, or a new
internal node and two new leaves, the fringe set is empty. Thus, the claim is vacuously true.
Case 2: Suppose S performs Root-Replace or Root-Zero update. Then, S does not change the range of any node
in the fringe set, so the claim holds.
Case 3: Suppose S performs Absorb. By inductive Claim 7, the tree is a relaxed B-slack tree before S. Since leaves
always have weight one in a relaxed B-slack tree, the node u in the depiction of Absorb in Figure 9.1 must be internal.
Thus, one can think of each of the nodes u and π(u) as a sequence of alternating pointers and keys, starting and ending
with a pointer. Consequently, α, β and γ (in Figure 9.1) can be thought of as sequences of alternating pointers and
keys, where α starts with a pointer and ends with a key, β starts and ends with pointers, and γ starts with a key and
ends with a pointer. The fringe FR is the set of nodes pointed to by α, β and γ. Observe that the keys in u and π(u)
partition the range of π(u), and this partition defines the range of each node in FR . Specifically, the partition begins
with the left endpoint of the range of π(u), then continues with the alternating pointers and keys of α, β and γ, and
finally ends with the right endpoint of the range of π(u). The update does not change this partition, so the range of
each node in FR is the same before and after the update. Therefore, if a node in FR is on the search path to key before
the update, it is still on the search path after the update. The cases for Split, Compress and One-Child follow the exact
same reasoning.
Claim 4: The proof of this claim is identical to the proof of Lemma 8.1.4 (except for the text substitution “relaxed
(a, b)-tree” → “relaxed B-slack tree”).
Claim 5: The proof of this claim is very similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1.5. Initially, the claim holds vacuously
(since no steps have been taken). Suppose an invocation S of S EARCH(k) in I NSERT terminates and returns m. (The
proof for D ELETE is similar.) Consider any configuration C, after S returns m, in which all of the nodes in m are in
the tree and their fields agree with the values in m. Suppose the inductive hypothesis up until C. We prove that an
invocation S0 of S EARCH(k) in I NSERT would return m if S0 were performed atomically just after configuration C.
The value m = h−, p, li returned by S contains a leaf l and its parent p. By inductive Claim 4, p and l were each on

the search path at some point during S (which is before C). Since p and l are in the tree in C, inductive Claim 3 implies

that they are on the search path for k in C. Therefore, S0 will visit each of them. Conceptually, m also encodes the
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fact that p points to l. This fact is checked at line 11 as part of the C ONFLICT procedure. By our assumption (that the
fields of the nodes in m in configuration C agree with their values in m), p is also the parent of l when S0 is performed.
Consequently, S0 will also return m = h−, p, li.
Claim 6: By inductive Claim 5 and Theorem 5.7, all operation attempts that occur in I NSERT and D ELETE and execute
a successful SCX are atomic. By Lemma 5.5, all operation attempts that occur in F IX W EIGHT and F IX S LACK and
execute a successful SCX have atomic update phases.
Claim 7: Only successful invocations of SCX can affect this claim. Successful invocations of SCX are performed
only in I NSERT, D ELETE and the rebalancing procedures: F IX W EIGHT and F IX S LACK. The claim holds in the initial
state of the tree (which is described in Claim 2). We show that every successful invocation S of SCX preserves the
claim. We proceed by cases.
Case 1: S is in an operation attempt A that occurs in an invocation of I NSERT(key, value) or D ELETE(key). By
Claim 6, the entire operation attempt A is atomic (including the search phase). Thus, the invocation of S EARCH by A
returns the unique leaf l on the search path for key. Consequently, A atomically performs one of the transformations
I NSERT, OVERFLOW or D ELETE to replace l (and possibly some of its neighbouring nodes). Since A is entirely
atomic, and it simply performs one of the relaxed B-slack tree updates, it is easy to verify that it preserves the claim.
Case 2: S is in an operation attempt A that occurs in an invocation of one F IX W EIGHT or F IX S LACK. By
Claim 6, the update phase of A is atomic (but the search phase is not necessarily atomic). Therefore, A atomically
performs one or two rebalancing transformations at some location in the tree (but not necessarily the same rebalancing
transformations, at the same location, that it would perform if A’s search were also part of the atomic update). All of
the rebalancing transformations preserve the claim (regardless of where in the tree they are performed).
We define the linearization points for relaxed B-slack tree operations as follows.
• G ET(key) is linearized at a time during the operation when the leaf reached was on the search path for key. (This
time exists, by Lemma 10.1.4.)

• An I NSERT is linearized at its successful SCX (if such an SCX exists). (Note: every I NSERT that terminates
performs a successful SCX.)

• A D ELETE that returns ⊥ is linearized at a time during the operation when the leaf returned by its last invocation
of S EARCH was on the search path for key. (This time exists, by Lemma 10.1.4.)

• A D ELETE that does not return ⊥ is linearized at its successful SCX (if such an SCX exists). (Note: every
D ELETE that terminates, but does not return ⊥, performs a successful SCX.)

It is easy to verify that every operation that terminates is linearized, and that each linearized operation has a linearization point that is during the operation.
Theorem 10.2 The relaxed B-slack tree is a linearizable implementation of a dictionary with the operations G ET,
I NSERT and D ELETE.
Proof: Lemma 10.1.6 proves that each successful SCX atomically performs one or two of transformations shown in
Figure 9.1. By inspection of these transformations, the set of keys and associated values stored in leaves are not altered
by any rebalancing steps. Moreover, the transformations performed by each linearized I NSERT and D ELETE maintain
the invariant that the set of keys and associated values stored in leaves of the tree is exactly the set that should be in
the dictionary. When an invocation of G ET(key) is linearized, the search path for key ends at the leaf returned by its
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invocation of S EARCH. If that leaf contains key, G ET returns the associated value, which is correct. If that leaf does
not contain key, then, by Lemma 10.1.7, it is nowhere else in the tree, so G ET is correct to return ⊥.

10.3

Progress proof

Our goal is to prove that, if processes take steps infinitely often, then relaxed B-slack tree operations succeed infinitely often. At a high level, this follows from Theorem 5.10 (the final progress result for template operations), and


Lemma 9.24, which states that at most 2i(4 + 23 logb b c n+i
2 ) + 2d/(b − 1) rebalancing steps can be performed after i
2

insertions and d deletions have been performed on an empty B-slack tree.

Theorem 5.10 applies only if processes perform infinitely many template operations, so we must prove that processes will perform infinitely many template operations if they take steps infinitely often. The subtlety is that some
operation attempts might not follow the template. Specifically, as we saw in Lemma 10.1.1, an operation attempt A
does not follow the template if: (1) A occurs in F IX W EIGHT, and it invokes F IX W EIGHT at line 94, or (2) A occurs
in F IX S LACK, and it performs an invocation of F IX W EIGHT at line 242 or line 246. One can imagine a pathology in
which non-blocking progress is violated, because processes perform only finitely many template operations, but take
infinitely many steps in F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK. We first prove that this does not happen. Then, we prove the
main result.
Observation 10.3 Nodes are finalized precisely when they are removed from the data structure (and are never reinserted into the data structure).
Lemma 10.4 If processes take infinitely many steps in F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK, then infinitely many template
operations are performed.
Proof: Suppose, to derive a contradiction, that processes take infinitely many steps in F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK,
but only finitely many template operations are performed. Since the tree is changed only by successful invocations
of SCX, and SCX is invoked only by template operations, the tree eventually stops changing. Consequently, every
invocation of S EARCH or S EARCH N ODE terminates after a finite number of steps, unless the process executing it
crashes.
Suppose there is some configuration C0 after which there are no operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT or F IX S LACK.
Then, every invocation of F IX W EIGHT after C0 returns at line 80 or line 83, and every invocation of F IX S LACK after
C0 returns at line 129. By inspection of the code, these invocations of F IX W EIGHT and F IX S LACK are wait-free
(since their loops are bounded, and our implementation of LLX is wait-free). Therefore, processes must perform
infinitely many invocations of F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK. Since there are no operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT
or F IX S LACK after C0 , these invocations must be performed by operation attempts in I NSERT and/or D ELETE. Each
operation attempt in I NSERT or D ELETE performs a finite number of invocations of F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK.
Thus, there must be infinitely many operation attempts in I NSERT and/or D ELETE. However, by Lemma 10.1.1, these
operation attempts are in fact template operations. Thus, infinitely many template operations are performed. Since this
contradicts our assumption, there must be infinitely many operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK.
Since only finitely many template operations are performed, there must be some configuration C0 after which no
operation attempt is a template operation. Thus, by Lemma 10.1.1, after C0 , every operation attempt in F IX W EIGHT
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invokes F IX W EIGHT at line 94, and every operation attempt in F IX S LACK invokes F IX W EIGHT at line 242 or line 246.
We consider two subcases.
Case 1: suppose processes begin infinitely many operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT. Let q be any process that
takes infinitely many steps in F IX W EIGHT. Consider the first invocation I of F IX W EIGHT(node) by q that begins
after C0 . Since I is after C0 , it performs another invocation I 0 of F IX W EIGHT(π(node)) at line 94 where π(node) was
read from node.le f t or node.right in S EARCH N ODE and π(node).weight was seen to be zero just before I started I 0 .
Since there are no template operations after C0 , the tree does not change after C0 , so π(node) is the parent of node.
The invocation I 0 also performs another invocation of F IX W EIGHT(π(π(node))) where π(π(node)) is the parent of
π(node) and π(π(node)).weight = 0, and so on. By Lemma 10.1.2 and Lemma 10.1.7, node is a descendent of entry,
so q will eventually invoke F IX W EIGHT(entry). However, entry.weight 6= 0, so the invocation of F IX W EIGHT(entry)

will not invoke F IX W EIGHT at line 94, which is a contradiction.

Case 2: suppose processes begin infinitely many operation attempts in F IX S LACK. We argue that processes
also begin infinitely many operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT. Suppose not. Since there are no template operation after C0 , every operation attempt that occurs in F IX S LACK and starts after C0 must invoke F IX W EIGHT (in
F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS). Furthermore, since we have assumed there are only finitely many operation attempts
in F IX W EIGHT, eventually, each invocation of F IX W EIGHT must return before taking any step in the loop. Consequently, eventually, every invocation of F IX W EIGHT(node) must see node.weight = 0 or LLX(node) = F INALIZED.
When a process executing F IX A LLW EIGHT V IOLATIONS invokes F IX W EIGHT(node), it does so after seeing node.weight =
1. Thus, eventually, every invocation of F IX W EIGHT(node) must see LLX(node) = F INALIZED.
However, as we now argue, invocations of F IX W EIGHT can perform only finitely many invocations of LLX that
return F INALIZED. Only finitely many invocations of LLX can be performed by operation attempts that begin before
C0 . Consider any invocation of F IX W EIGHT performed by an operation attempt A that begins after C0 . We prove
that no invocation of LLX performed by A returns F INALIZED. Before invoking F IX W EIGHT(node), A performs an
invocation of S EARCH N ODE. This invocation either returns node, or it returns the parent p of node and the operation
attempt then performs an invocation of LLX(p) that returns a pointer to node. Since the tree does not change after
C0 , in each case, node is in the tree during A. Consequently, node cannot be finalized. However, this contradicts our
argument above that, eventually, every invocation of F IX W EIGHT(node) must see LLX(node) = F INALIZED. Thus,
our assumption that processes only begin finitely many operation attempts in F IX W EIGHT must be invalid. Therefore,
the proof of this case follows from the proof of Case 1.
Since both cases lead to a contradiction, our original assumption must be incorrect. Thus, infinitely many template
operations must be performed.
Theorem 10.5 The relaxed B-slack tree operations are non-blocking.
Proof: To derive a contradiction, suppose there is some configuration C after which some processes continue to take
steps but no successful relaxed B-slack tree operations occur. We first argue that eventually the tree stops changing.
Since no successful relaxed B-slack tree operations occur after C, the only steps that can change the tree after C are
successful invocations of SCX performed by invocations of F IX W EIGHT or F IX S LACK. By Lemma 9.24, at most


2i(4 + 32 logb b c n+i
2 ) + 2d/(b − 1) rebalancing steps can be performed after i insertions and d deletions have been
2

performed on an empty B-slack tree (and then no further rebalancing steps can be applied). Thus, eventually, the tree
must stop changing.
This implies that every invocation of S EARCH, S EARCH N ODE or G ET terminates after a finite number of steps,
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unless the process executing it crashes. Consequently, any invocation of G ET performed after C will be successful
(unless the process executing it crashes). Thus, eventually, no process takes a step in G ET.
Suppose processes take infinitely many steps in F IX W EIGHT and/or F IX S LACK after C. Then, by Lemma 10.4,
infinitely many template operations are performed, Thus, by Theorem 5.10, infinitely many of these template updates
will succeed. However, this contradicts the above argument that the tree eventually stops changing.
Thus, eventually, processes take steps only in I NSERT and/or D ELETE. Consequently, infinitely many operation
attempts are performed in I NSERT and D ELETE. By Lemma 10.1.1, infinitely many template operations are performed.
Moreover, by Theorem 5.10, infinitely many of these template updates will succeed, which contradicts our argument
that the tree eventually stops changing.

10.4

Balance proof

Lemma 10.6 In all configurations, for each node u in the tree, u is on the search path to u.searchKey.
Proof: In the initial configuration, there are only two nodes, entry and root, and both are on the search path to every
key, so the invariant holds. We show that any step S by any process P preserves the invariant. Since the searchKey
field of a node is immutable, the only steps that can affect this invariant are steps that insert nodes into the tree. The
only step that can insert a node into the tree is a successful SCXs S (at line 38, line 73, line 113, line 122, line 169 or
line 201). S atomically performs one or two of the relaxed B-slack tree updates in Figure 9.1.
It is straightforward to verify that, if S occurs at line 38, line 113 or line 122, then each node u inserted by S
contains at least one key, and the searchKey of u is its first key. Thus, in each of these cases, Lemma 10.1.7 implies
that u is on the search path to u.searchKey. If S occurs at line 73, then S replaces a leaf l with a new node n that has the
same searchKey. Since we have assumed that l is on the search path to l.searchKey before S, n is on the search path
to n.searchKey = l.searchKey after S. The argument is similar for the case where S occurs at line 169. If S occurs at
line 201, three cases arise.
Case 1: S replaces an internal node p and its children with a single new node n (created at line 262) that has the
same searchKey as p. Since we have assumed that p is on the search path to p.searchKey before S, n is on the search
path to n.searchKey = p.searchKey after S.
Case 2: S replaces p and its children with a new node n that has a single child nc (both created at line 265 when
numNewChildren = 1), where n and nc both have the same searchKey as p. Since we have assumed that p is on the
search path to p.searchKey before S, n is on the search path to n.searchKey = p.searchKey after S. Since nc is the only
child of n, it is also on the search path to nc .searchKey = n.searchKey after S.
Case 3: for each node u inserted by S (created at line 265 when numNewChildren > 1), the searchKey of u is its
first key. It is straightforward to verify that u contains at least one key (since numNewChildren > 1 and there is at
most b − 1 slack shared amongst the new children). By Lemma 10.1.7, u is on the search path to u.searchKey.
Definition 10.7 If a process P is between line 208 and line 214, then location(P) is the value of P’s local variable l
and target(P) is the value of P’s local variable node. Otherwise, location(P) = target(P) = entry.
Lemma 10.8 In all configurations, for each process P, if target(P) is not finalized, then target(P) is on the search
path to target(P).searchKey starting from location(P).
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Proof: In the initial configuration, location(P) = target(P) = entry for each process P, so the invariant trivially
holds. We show that any step S by any process P preserves the invariant. Since the searchKey field of a node is
immutable, the only steps that can affect this invariant are steps that modify child pointers in the tree, and steps that
change target(P) or location(P). The only step S that can modify a child pointer in the tree is a successful SCXs at
line 38, line 73, line 113, line 122, line 169 or line 201. The only step S that can change target(P) or location(P) is a
read of a child pointer at line 208 or line 214.
Case 1: S occurs at line 208 in an invocation of S EARCH N ODE(node). Step S changes location(P) to entry.p1
and target(P) to node. By Lemma 10.6, node is on the search path to node.searchKey starting from entry (and, hence,
starting from entry.p1 = location(P)).
Case 2: S occurs at line 214. We use l(P) to denote the value of location(P) before S, and l 0 (P) to denote the
value of location(P) after S. Observe that l(P) 6= node, since P would have exit the loop at line 210 otherwise.

Since (1) we have assumed that target(P) = node was on the search path to node.searchKey from l(P) before S, (2)

l(P) 6= node, and (3) l 0 (P) is a child of l(P) that was chosen using node.searchKey, node is still on the search path to
node.searchKey from l 0 (P) after S.

Case 3: S is a successful SCX. S atomically performs one or two of the relaxed B-slack tree updates in Figure 9.1,
removing a connected set R of nodes rooted at top from the tree, and replacing them with a set N of newly created
nodes rooted at n. In order to affect the invariant, S must remove and replace at least one node on the path from
location(P) to target(P). Three subcases arise.
Subcase 1: target(P) ∈ R. In this case, target(P) is finalized after S, so the invariant trivially holds.

Subcase 2: target(P) ∈
/ R and location(P) ∈ R. Let FR be the fringe of R, that is, the set of nodes that are not in R,

but are pointed to by a node in R. Before S, the search path to target(P).searchKey starting from location(P) enters R

by passing through top, and then exits R by passing through some node u ∈ FR (eventually passing through target(P),

which is either u or a descendant of U). Since location(P) and the parent of u are both in R, and R is a connected set

of nodes, all of the nodes on the path from location(P) to the parent of u are removed from the tree and finalized by
S. Consequently, they do not change after they are removed. Thus, the search path to target(P).searchKey starting
from location(P) still passes through u after S. Since S does not modify any node on the path from u to target(P), the
invariant holds.
Subcase 3: target(P) ∈
/ R and location(P) ∈
/ R. Since location(P),target(P) ∈
/ R, and R is a connected set of

nodes, one of which we have assumed is on the path from location(P) to target(P), location(P) is a proper ancestor
of all nodes in R, and some node u ∈ FR is an ancestor of target(P). Before S, the search path to target(P).searchKey

starting from location(P) enters R by passing through top, and then exits R by passing through u. It is straightfor-

ward to verify that, regardless of which transformations in Figure 9.1 are performed by S, after S, the search path to
target(P).searchKey starting from location(P) enters N by passing through n, and then exits N by passing through u.
(The transformations were designed to satisfy this property.) Since S does not modify any node on the path from u to
target(P), the invariant holds.
Corollary 10.9 If an invocation of S EARCH N ODE(node) returns FAIL, then node is finalized.
Definition 10.10 Consider an execution in which processes perform invocations of I NSERT, D ELETE and G ET (and
these procedures invoke other procedures). In any given configuration, each process is executing a particular procedure, which is either I NSERT, D ELETE or G ET, or was invoked by another procedure. Each process has a call chain,
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which consists of a sequence of invocations I1 , I2 , ..., Ik where Ii+1 was invoked by Ii for all i. Observe that, for each
process, I1 ∈ {I NSERT, D ELETE, G ET}, and for each i > 1, Ii ∈
/ {I NSERT, D ELETE, G ET}.
Definition 10.11 A process P is performing weight cleanup for node in configuration C if its call chain includes
F IX W EIGHT(node). Similarly, P is performing slack cleanup for node in configuration C if its call chain includes
F IX S LACK(node).
We now show that each violation in the data structure has a process that is responsible for removing it. Recall that
a violation is defined as an ordered pair containing a type and a node.
Lemma 10.12 Consider any execution C0 · S1 · C1 · S2 · C2 ..., where C = {C0 ,C1 , ...} is the set of configurations, S =
{S1 , S2 , ...} is the set of steps, and P is the set of processes that take steps. Let V and N be the sets of violations and

nodes, respectively, that are ever in the tree. There exists a responsibility function ρ : C × V → P × N such that, for
every configuration Ci , and every weight (resp., slack or degree) violation x = htype, loci in the tree in configuration

Ci , the following holds. Let ρ(Ci , x) = hP, nodei.
(1) node = loc, and

(2) P is performing I NSERT or D ELETE in configuration Ci , and is also performing weight (resp., slack) cleanup for
node.searchKey, or will do so before its I NSERT or D ELETE terminates, and
(3) If x is a violation in configuration Ci−1 , and ρ(Ci−1 , x) = hQ, −i and ρ(Ci , x) = hP, −i, where P 6= Q, then Si must
be a successful SCX by P.

Proof: In the initial configuration, there are no violations, so the invariant is trivially satisfied. We show that any step
Si by any process P preserves the invariant. We assume that ρ satisfies the claim for configurations C0 ,C1 , ...,Ci−1 and
show that it satisfies the claim for the configuration Ci just after Si . The only step that can cause P to stop performing
cleanup for node.searchKey is the termination of an invocation of F IX W EIGHT(node) or F IX S LACK(node) by P. The
only steps that can add and remove nodes and violations are successful SCXs. No other steps Si can cause the invariant
to become false.
Case 1 Si is the termination of an invocation of F IX W EIGHT(node) by P. We let ρ(Ci , x) = ρ(Ci−1 , x) for each
violation x in configuration Ci . Part (3) of the invariant is immediate. Since Si is not a successful SCX, it does not add
or remove nodes or violations, so the same violations exist, at the same nodes, in Ci−1 and Ci . Thus, part (1) of the
invariant holds.
By definition, P is performing weight cleanup for node.searchKey. Recall that the call chain for each process starts
with a G ET, I NSERT or D ELETE. If P’s call chain starts with G ET, then P cannot be executing F IX W EIGHT, so P must
be performing I NSERT or D ELETE. We show that ρ does not map any weight violation to node in configuration Ci−1
(and, hence, in configuration Ci ), so Si cannot make part (2) of the invariant become false. Si is a return statement at
line 80, line 83, line 89, line 117 or line 127. Suppose Si occurs at line 80 Then, node.weight = 1 in configuration Ci−1 ,
so ρ does not map any weight violation to node in Ci−1 . Now, suppose Si occurs at line 83. Then, node is finalized
before Si (and it remains finalized thereafter, so it is finalized in configuration Ci−1 ), so ρ does not map any violation
to node in Ci−1 . Now, suppose Si occurs at line 89. Then, S EARCH N ODE searched for node.searchKey and returned
FAIL, so Corollary 10.9 implies that node is finalized before Ci−1 (so it is finalized in Ci−1 ). Consequently, ρ does not
map any violation to node in Ci−1 . Now, suppose Si occurs at line 117 or line 127. Then, node was finalized by the
preceding SCX, so ρ does not map any violation to node in Ci−1 .
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Case 2 Si is the termination of an invocation of F IX S LACK(node) by P. We let ρ(Ci , x) = ρ(Ci−1 , x) for each
violation x in configuration Ci . Part (3) of the invariant is immediate. Since Si is not a successful SCX, it does not add
or remove nodes or violations, so the same violations exist, at the same nodes, in Ci−1 and Ci . Thus, part (1) of the
invariant holds.
By definition, P is performing slack cleanup for node.searchKey. Recall that the call chain for each process starts
with a G ET, I NSERT or D ELETE. If P’s call chain starts with G ET, then P cannot be executing F IX S LACK, so P
must be performing I NSERT or D ELETE. We show that ρ does not map any slack or degree violation to node in
configuration Ci−1 (and, hence, in configuration Ci ), so Si cannot make part (2) of the invariant become false. Si is a
return statement at line 129, line 135, line 143 or line 153. We start with the easy cases. If Si occurs at line 135, then
S EARCH N ODE searched for node.searchKey and returned FAIL before Ci−1 , so Corollary 10.9 implies that node is
finalized before Ci−1 . Consequently, in configuration Ci−1 , node is finalized, so ρ does not map any violation to node.
If Si occurs at line 143 or line 153, then node was finalized by the preceding SCX, so ρ does not map any violation to
node in configuration Ci−1 .
Now, suppose Si occurs at line 129. Then, it immediately follows an invocation of N O F IX N EEDED that returns
T RUE at line 221, line 225 or line 236. If it returns T RUE at line 221, then node is a leaf, so there cannot be any
violation at node (so ρ cannot map any violation to node in Ci−1 ). If it returns T RUE at line 225, then node is finalized
before Ci−1 (so ρ cannot map any violation to node in Ci−1 ). If it returns T RUE at line 236, then N O F IX N EEDED
performs LLX(node) and obtains a snapshot of the children of node, and sums the (immutable) degree fields of these
children, then determines that there was no degree or slack violation at node in the configuration C j ( j < i − 1) just

before the LLX was performed. Since there was no degree or slack violation at node in C j , ρ does not map any
degree or slack violation to node in C j . By part (3) of the invariant, prior to Si , a process can take responsibility
for violations only by performing a successful SCX, and cannot cause other processes to become responsible for
violations. Consequently, since ρ does not map any degree or slack violation to node in configuration C j , and there is
no successful SCX by P after C j and before Si (by inspection of the code), ρ cannot map any degree or slack violation
to hP, nodei in configuration Ci−1 (although ρ might map a degree or slack violation to hQ, nodei, where Q 6= P).

Case 3 Si is a successful SCX. Let parent be the node whose pointer is changed by Si . Recall that x is a violation of

type type at loc in configuration Ci (just after Si ). We consider four subcases depending on the value of x = htype, loci.

Subcase 1: type is weight or degree and loc was in the tree in configuration Ci−1 . In this case, we let ρ(Ci , x) =

ρ(Ci−1 , x) (preserving part (3) of the invariant). Since tag bits are immutable and the number of pointers in nodes do
not change, no transformation in Figure 9.1 can create a new weight or degree violation at a node that was already in
the data structure. Thus, x was a violation (that occurred at loc) in configuration Ci−1 , so ρ(Ci−1 , x) is well-defined.
Since ρ(Ci , x) = ρ(Ci−1 , x) and loc is not changed or removed by Si , parts (1) and (2) of the invariant are preserved.
Subcase 2: type is slack and loc 6= parent was in the tree in configuration Ci−1 . In this case, we let ρ(Ci , x) =

ρ(Ci−1 , x) (preserving part (3) of the invariant). As Figure 10.4 shows, only D ELETE, OVERFLOW, S PLIT and
C OMPRESS can create a slack violation at parent. Furthermore, Si cannot create a new slack violation at any other
node loc 6= parent that was in the tree in configuration Ci−1 . Thus, x was a violation (that occurred at loc) in config-

uration Ci−1 , so ρ(Ci−1 , x) is well-defined. Since ρ(Ci , x) = ρ(Ci−1 , x) and loc is not changed or removed by Si , parts
(1) and (2) of the invariant are preserved.
Subcase 3: type is slack and loc = parent was in the tree in configuration Ci−1 . In this case, we let ρ(Ci , x) =
hP, parenti (satisfying part (3) of the invariant). By Observation 10.3 and the semantics of SCX, Si does not remove
parent from the tree, so parent is in the tree just after Si . Since x occurs at loc in configuration Ci and loc = parent,
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and ρ(Ci , x) = hP, parenti, part (1) of the invariant holds.

Recall that the call chain for each process starts with a G ET, I NSERT or D ELETE. If P’s call chain starts with

G ET, then P cannot perform SCX, so P must be performing I NSERT or D ELETE. We argue that P performs an
invocation I of F IX S LACK(parent) before its I NSERT or D ELETE terminates. By Figure 10.4, in order for there to be
a slack violation at parent after Si , Si must perform Compress (but not Root-Replace), Delete, Overflow or Split. If
Si performs Compress (but not Root-Replace) at line 201, then doRootReplace = FALSE, so D O C OMPRESS returns
gp = parent. Consequently, P performs I at line 152. If Si performs Delete (at line 73), then P performs I at line 76.
If Si performs Overflow (at line 38), then P performs I at line 43. If Si performs Split (at line 122), then P performs I
at line 126. Thus, part (2) of the invariant holds.
Subcase 4: loc was not in the tree in configuration Ci−1 . In this case, ρ(Ci , x) = hP, loci (satisfying parts (1) and

(3) of the invariant). Recall that the call chain for each process starts with a G ET, I NSERT or D ELETE. If P’s call
chain starts with G ET, then P cannot perform SCX, so P must be performing I NSERT or D ELETE. It remains to

argue that, if x is a weight (resp., degree or slack) violation, then P performs an invocation I of F IX W EIGHT(loc)
(resp., F IX S LACK(loc)) before its I NSERT or D ELETE terminates. Since loc is not in the tree before Si , Si must have
performed an update that created and inserted loc into the tree. Consequently, in the terminology of Figure 10.4, loc
is n or a child of n. (We know loc 6= parent, because parent is not newly created by the update.) Figure 10.4 shows
precisely where x could be after each type of update.

For example, if Si performs Split, then x is either a weight violation at loc = n or a slack violation at loc ∈

{n, n.p1 , n.p2 }. (We know loc 6= parent, because parent is not a newly created node.) In this case, Si occurs at
line 122. P will invoke F IX S LACK for n and its two children at line 126 before its invocation of I NSERT or D ELETE

terminates. If gp = entry, then n is the new root of the relaxed B-slack tree, and its weight was set to one at line 121,
so there is no weight violation at n. Otherwise, P will also invoke F IX W EIGHT(n) at line 125 before its invocation of
I NSERT or D ELETE terminates. Consequently, part (2) of the invariant holds in this case. The argument for the other
updates is very similar.
Corollary 10.13 The lock-free relaxed B-slack tree is a B-slack tree whenever no process is executing I NSERT or
D ELETE.
Proof: If no process is executing I NSERT or D ELETE, then Lemma 10.12.2 implies that there are no violations in the
tree. A relaxed B-slack tree with no violations is a B-slack tree.
Curiously, the proof of Case 2 in the preceding lemma was significantly more complex than the corresponding
cases, in the corresponding lemmas, for the Chromatic tree, AVL tree and relaxed (a, b)-tree. We briefly explain why.
In the other trees, violations can only be created at newly inserted nodes, because whether a node has a violation
depends only on the node’s immutable fields. However, in a relaxed B-slack tree, whether a node has a violation
depends not only on the node’s immutable fields, but also on the immutable fields of its children. Since the children
of a node can change, it is possible for a node to be in the tree and have no violation in one configuration, and, in a
subsequent configuration, be in the tree and have a violation. This possibility makes the proof of Case 2 quite subtle.

10.5

Modifications for amortized constant rebalancing

We briefly explain how to modify our pseudocode to obtain amortized constant rebalancing, as described in Section 9.4. This requires two changes. First, the definition of a slack violation is modified slightly, so that a slack
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violation occurs at a node u whenever the total slack shared amongst the children of u is less than b + u.d (instead of
b). Second, the Compress update changes so that the total degree c shared amongst the children before the update are
evenly distributed amongst dc/(b − 1)e new nodes after the update (instead of dc/be new nodes). These changes do
not affect the proof.

The specific changes to the pseudocode follow. At line 196 of F IX S LACK, the condition slack < b becomes
slack < b + p.d. Similarly, at line 235 of N O F IX N EEDED, the condition slack ≥ b becomes slack ≥ b + node.d.

Finally, at line 250 of C REATE C OMPRESSED N ODES, numNewChildren is set to dpGrandDegree/(b − 1)e.

10.5.1

Adding a range query operation

A R ANGE Q UERY operation takes, as its arguments, two keys low and high, and returns all key-value pairs present
in the dictionary whose keys are in [low, high). These operations are commonly used in databases. Consequently, a
R ANGE Q UERY operation is a common addition to the (ordered) dictionary ADT.
We give a simple implementation of a lock-free R ANGE Q UERY operation for the relaxed B-slack tree that uses
LLX and VLX to obtain a snapshot of the desired range. Recall that a VLX(V ) by process p returns T RUE if no node
u ∈ V has changed since p last performed LLX(u), and FALSE otherwise.

The implementation of R ANGE Q UERY(low, high) appears in Figure 10.10. It first performs a breadth-first traversal

of the tree, pruning any subtrees that it determines cannot intersect [low, high). The traversal visits the children of a
node from left to right, and performs LLX on each node it visits. If any LLX returns FAIL or F INALIZED, then a node
visited by the traversal has changed, so the R ANGE Q UERY restarts its traversal. So, suppose all invocations of LLX
return snapshots. Then, the R ANGE Q UERY invoked VLX(V ), where V is the sequence of nodes visited by the traversal. If the VLX returns FALSE, then a node visited by the traversal has changed (or replaced), so the R ANGE Q UERY
restarts its traversal. Otherwise, the nodes visited by the traversal form a snapshot, and the R ANGE Q UERY returns
K ∩ [low, high), where K is the set of keys in the leaves in V .

Each R ANGE Q UERY that performs an invocation of VLX(V ) which returns T RUE is linearized at this invocation

of VLX. We briefly explain why this algorithm is correct. Consider a R ANGE Q UERY R that returns K ∩ [low, high).
Since (1) all child pointers followed by the traversal are obtained from snapshots returned by LLX, (2) the VLX

succeeds only if none of these nodes have changed, and (3) a node in the tree is excluded from V only if its subtree
cannot intersect [low, high), K must contain all keys that are in [low, high) when the VLX occurs. Thus, K ∩ [low, high)
contains precisely the keys in the tree that are in [low, high) when R is linearized.

Now, we briefly explain why the algorithm satisfies lock-freedom. With this algorithm, individual R ANGE Q UERY
operations can be susceptible to starvation is updates are frequent, but they are guaranteed to succeed in a finite
number of steps if there are no updates. Lock-freedom is satisfied as long as updates continue to succeed, and once
updates stop succeeding, any ongoing R ANGE Q UERIES will eventually succeed (satisfying lock-freedom), unless the
processes performing them crash.

10.6

Experiments

We implemented the lock-free relaxed B-slack tree in C++, using a fast memory reclamation scheme called DEBRA
that is described in Chapter 11. This implementation includes the optimization for amortized constant rebalancing that
is described in Section 10.5. We then performed a series of experiments to compare the lock-free relaxed B-slack tree
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R ANGE Q UERY(low, high)
retry:
result := empty sequence
V := empty sequence
q := empty queue
. Depth first traversal (of relevant subtrees)
q.enqueue(entry)
w h i l e n o t q.isEmpty()
node := q.dequeue()
i f LLX(node) ∈ {FAIL, F INALIZED} t h e n g o t o retry
Let c1 , c2 , ..., cn be the child pointers returned by LLX(node)
nkeys := n − 1
. Visit node
Add node to V
i f node.lea f
. node is a leaf, so we record its relevant keys
Add the keys in node ∩ [low, high) to result
else
. node is internal, so we explore its children
. Find right-most sub-tree that could contain a key in [low, high)
r := nkeys
w h i l e r > 0 and high < node.kr−1
. Subtree rooted at cr contains only keys greater than high
r := r − 1
. Skip child cr of node
. Find left-most sub-tree that could contain a key in [low, high)
l := 0
. Index of smallest key in node
w h i l e l < nkeys and low ≥ kl
. Subtree rooted at cl contains only keys less than low
l := l + 1
. Skip child cl of node
. Enqueue relevant children to continue the BFS
f o r i = l..r do q.enqueue(ci )
. Validation
i f n o t VLX(V ) t h e n g o t o retry
r e t u r n result
Figure 10.10: Pseudocode for R ANGE Q UERY.

with the unbalanced BST and relaxed (a, b)-tree implementations described in Section 8.6. (These implementations
also reclaim memory using DEBRA.)
For the relaxed (a, b)-tree, we set a = 6 and b = 16 (for the same reason that we detailed in Section 8.6). Similarly,
for the relaxed B-slack tree, we set the maximum degree b to 16. A single node size of 224 bytes was used for the
relaxed B-slack tree and the relaxed (a, b)-tree (just large enough to hold 16 4-byte keys and 8-byte pointers, as well
as the meta-data for the tree algorithm and for LLX and SCX). A single SCX-record size of 320 bytes was used for
the relaxed B-slack tree and the relaxed (a, b)-tree. In the BST, each node occupies 40 bytes (enough to hold a 4-byte
key, 4-byte value, two 8-byte child pointers, and meta-data for LLX and SCX), and each SCX-record occupies 120
bytes. Nodes and SCX-records were not padded.
Experimental system

We performed experiments on a 4-socket AMD Opteron 6272 with 16 cores per socket, for a

total of 64 threads. Each core has a private 64KB L1 data cache, and 2MB L2 cache that is shared with one other core.
All cores on a socket share a 16MB L3 cache. The size of a cacheline is 64 bytes. This system has a non-uniform
memory architecture (NUMA) in which threads have significantly different access costs to different parts of memory
depending on which processor they are currently executing on. The machine has 128GB of RAM, and runs Ubuntu
14.04 LTS.
All code was compiled with the GNU C++ compiler (G++) 4.8.4 with build target x86_64-linux-gnu and compilation options -std=c++0x -mcx16 -O3. Thread support was provided by the POSIX Threads library. We used
the scalable allocator jemalloc 4.2.1 [54], which greatly improved performance for all algorithms. We used the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) library [32] to collect statistics from hardware performance
counters to determine cache miss rates, stall times, instructions retired, and so on. We pin threads to cores on the
different sockets in a round-robin fashion (such that at most one thread is pinned to each core).

10.6.1

Steady-state performance

In this section, we describe a simple randomized benchmark for different workloads consisting of basic dictionary
operations (G ET, I NSERT and D ELETE) on uniformly random keys drawn from fixed key ranges. The goal is to study
the performance of these basic dictionary operations for each of the three tree algorithms in the steady state (wherein
the tree contains approximately half of the keys in the key range, and is neither growing nor shrinking). Since the
three tree algorithms are all leaf-oriented, updates always perform modifications tree close to a leaf. Consequently, the
internal structure of the tree is somewhat calcified in the steady state (especially near the top of the tree). Since relaxed
B-slack trees are intended to be used in workloads with many G ETs and few updates, we study workloads containing
up to 5% I NSERT and 5% D ELETE operations.
Our microbenchmark was implemented as follows. For each algorithm A ∈ {Relaxed B-slack tree, Relaxed (a, b)-

tree, BST} workload W ∈ {0i-0d, 1i-1d, 5i-5d} (where xi-yd represents x% I NSERTs, y% D ELETEs and (100 −x −y)%
G ETs) and key range size S ∈ {105 , 106 , 107 }, we ran five timed trials for several thread counts n. Each trial proceeded

in two phases: prefilling and measuring. In the prefilling phase, n concurrent threads performed 50% Insert and 50%

Delete operations on keys drawn uniformly randomly from [0, S) until the size of the tree converged to a steady state.
Note that a steady state is achieved when the tree contains S/2 keys, since an insertion or deletion of a key k drawn
uniformly from [0, S) is then equally likely to succeed or fail. Next, the trial entered the measuring phase, during which
threads began counting how many operations they performed. In this phase, each thread performed random operations
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Figure 10.11: Experimental results. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads. The y-axis represents
operations per microsecond.

according to the workload W on keys drawn uniformly from [0, S) for three seconds.
As a way of validating correctness in each trial, each thread maintains a checksum. Each time a thread inserts
(resp., deletes) a key, it adds the key to (resp., subtracts from) its checksum. At the end of the trial, the sum of all
thread checksums must be equal to the sum of keys in the tree.

Results Results appear in Figure 10.11. As the first column shows, searches are much faster in the trees with large
nodes than in the BST. (Note that the BST has been found to perform approximately as well as the Chromatic tree in
these types of workloads, since insertions and deletions of uniform random keys yield approximately balanced trees.)
For the two larger key ranges, the relaxed B-slack tree outperforms the relaxed (a, b)-tree. We argue that this is due
to the slightly smaller height and better cache utilization of relaxed B-slack tree nodes, which results from their higher
average node degree. (Naturally, cache utilization only matters once the tree can no longer entirely fit in cache, which
is only the case in the key ranges [0, 106 ) and [0, 107 ).) As an example, with 64 threads and key range [0, 106 ), the
relaxed B-slack tree has average node degree 14.54 and height 4, and the relaxed (a, b)-tree has average node degree
9.82 and height 5. Moreover, we used PAPI to measure the number of cycles during which a processor is stalled while
waiting for a resource (e.g., a load from main memory), and found that operations experienced approximately 78%
more stalled cycles in the relaxed (a, b)-tree. In our analysis, we prefer to use stalled cycles as a metric to explain
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Figure 10.12: Stalled cycle measurements for 0i-0d with key range [0, 107 ). Only the relaxed B-slack tree and the
relaxed (a, b)-tree are depicted. The y-axis shows the average number of stalled cycles per operation. The x-axis
shows the number of concurrent threads.

performance, rather than cache misses, because cache misses are not all equally costly. Whereas measuring the number
of cache misses only captures how many times bad things happen, counting stalled cycles captures how much impact
they have on the execution (in the aggregate).
Note that, for key range [0, 107 ), the failure to scale at high thread counts is due to cache effects, rather than
contention. Figure 10.12 shows the average number of stalled cycles per operation versus the number of concurrent
threads in case 0i-0d with key range [0, 107 ), for the relaxed B-slack tree and the relaxed (a, b)-tree. (The BST
is omitted, since it experiences more than ten times as many stalled cycles than the other trees due to its poor cache
utilization, so it would dominate the graph.) Since the L3 cache is shared between all threads on a socket, as the number
of threads grows, the effective per-thread L3 cache size decreases. Consequently, threads experience more cache
misses, and, hence, more stalled cycles per operation. The relaxed B-slack tree utilizes the cache more effectively,
because of its higher node degree, so it experiences fewer stalled cycles.
As the number of update operations increases, the performance of the relaxed B-slack tree decreases relative to
the other two algorithms. We believe this is due to the overhead of the relaxed B-slack tree’s stricter rebalancing.
However, the relaxed B-slack tree still manages to match or outperform the other algorithms in half of the workloads
that contain updates. These results suggest that the relaxed B-slack tree is a good alternative to a relaxed (a, b)-tree
when the tree is expected to be very large (which is the primary use case for trees with large node degree) and few
updates occur.

10.6.2

Tree building performance

In this section, we study the performance of the three tree algorithms in the prefilling phase (as they work to reach a
steady state). Whereas the internal structure of the tree undergoes relatively few changes in the steady state, the tree
structure is completely built from nothing in the prefilling phase. Thus, by measuring the time needed to prefill each
data structure, we can get some indication of the cost of building (and balancing) the internal structure of the tree.
We performed trials to measure the time needed to prefill each data structure using 64 threads, for range sizes: 217 ,
218 , 219 , ..., 227 (from 131,072 to approximately 134 million). Each trial was implemented as a sequence of prefilling
intervals. At the start of each interval, the main thread creates 64 new threads, each of which waits on a barrier until
all threads have been created. Then, all threads perform 50% insertion and 50% deletion operations on keys drawn
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Figure 10.13: Experiment showing the time needed to prefill a data structure with 64 threads, for a variety of key
ranges.

uniformly from the key range for 100 milliseconds. After 100 milliseconds, the main thread destroys these 64 threads,
and computes the size of the tree. If the size is within 3% of the expected size of the tree in the steady state, then
prefilling terminates, and the main thread outputs the number of prefilling intervals that have been performed. This
allows us to approximate the time needed to prefill the tree (with a granularity of 100 milliseconds).
The results appear in Figure 10.13. The relaxed (a, b)-tree is a clear winner. Its prefilling takes slightly more than
half of the time needed for the BST and relaxed B-slack tree. Interestingly, the relaxed (a, b)-tree shows approximately
the same performance advantage over the BST and relaxed B-slack tree, although it outperforms them for very different
reasons. The relaxed (a, b)-tree outperforms the BST because of the latter’s poor cache utilization. However, it
outperforms the relaxed B-slack tree (in spite of the relaxed B-slack tree’s superior cache utilization) because of the
high overhead of rebalancing in the relaxed B-slack tree.
Note that prefilling represents a workload in which all operations are updates, which is not an intended use case
for the relaxed B-slack tree. In fact, this workload serves as a worst-case for the relaxed B-slack tree.

10.6.3

Memory usage of the final trees

In this section, we study the amount of memory used by a static relaxed B-slack tree that is constructed by many
concurrent threads. For each key range, and algorithm, we ran a trial in which 64 threads prefilled the data structure,
and then the trial terminated. We then computed the total amount of memory used by nodes in the final data structure.
The results appear in Figure 10.14. There, the memory usage for each data structure is expressed as a percentage
value, relative to the memory usage of the BST (which is always 100%). Each data point for the BST is further
annotated with its absolute memory usage in megabytes. Consistently, the relaxed (a, b)-tree uses approximately a
third of the memory used by the BST, and the relaxed B-slack tree uses approximately one fifth. The relaxed B-slack
tree achieves significant space savings over the relaxed (a, b)-tree, which uses between 52% and 60% more memory
on average.
A more sophisticated analysis of memory consumption would go beyond the static tree at the end of each trial and
study the usage of memory by threads in the process of building the trees. We leave this for future work.
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Figure 10.14: Experiment showing the amount of memory occupied by nodes in a static data structure constructed by
64 concurrent threads, for three different key ranges.

10.6.4

Workloads with range queries

In this section, we study workloads containing R ANGE Q UERY operations. Recall that a R ANGE Q UERY takes, as
its arguments, two keys low and high, and returns all key-value pairs present in the dictionary whose keys are in
[low, high). R ANGE Q UERY operations can be significantly more efficient in data structures where nodes contain many
keys, since they do not need to visit as many nodes to cover the range [low, high).
This experiment was performed the same way as the experiment described in Section 10.6.1, but with different workloads: W ∈ {0i-0d-10rq, 1i-1d-10rq, 5i-5d-10rq}, where xi-yd-zrq represents x% I NSERT, y% D ELETE, z%

R ANGE Q UERY and (100 − x − y − z)% G ET operations. For each operation R ANGE Q UERY(low, high), we set low to

be a key drawn uniformly randomly from the key range, and we set high = low + 1000. (Thus, in the steady state,

when a tree is expected to contain half of the keys in a fixed key range, a R ANGE Q UERY is expected to return 500
keys.)
Results appear in Figure 10.15. Broadly, the BST performs extremely poorly, and the relaxed B-slack tree performs
significantly better than the relaxed (a, b)-tree, except in the smallest key range.
In the BST, R ANGE Q UERY operations are inefficient, since they must visit many more nodes than in the other
trees. Additionally, since the BST uses so much more memory than the other data structures, only a small part of the
BST can fit in cache in any workload shown Thus, the cache performance for the BST is quite poor.
In the relaxed B-slack tree, R ANGE Q UERY operations visit slightly fewer nodes than in the relaxed (a, b)-tree
(because of the relaxed B-slack tree’s higher average node degree). Moreover, when compared to the other trees, a
larger proportion of the relaxed B-slack tree fits in the cache.
We now discuss the performance differences between the relaxed B-slack tree and the relaxed (a, b)-tree.
In the smallest key range, [0, 105 ), both trees easily fit in cache (occupying less than one tenth of it). In workload 0i0d-10rq, the relaxed B-slack tree performs slightly better, because its R ANGE Q UERIES visit approximately 32% fewer
nodes, on average. In workloads 1i-1d-10rq and 5i-5d-10rq, the performance of the relaxed B-slack tree decreases
relative to the relaxed (a, b)-tree, because of the higher cost of updates in the relaxed B-slack tree. These updates are
more costly primarily because more rebalancing is needed to maintain the stricter balance property. Consequently, if
one performs the same sequence of I NSERT and D ELETE operations in a relaxed B-slack tree and a relaxed (a, b)-tree,
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Figure 10.15: Experimental results for workloads including range queries. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads. The y-axis represents operations per microsecond.

many more nodes will be modified (or replaced) on average in the relaxed B-slack tree. Each time a node is modified
(or replaced) by a process on one socket, last level cache invalidations occur on all other sockets. Hence, the next time
a process on another socket accesses the node, it will incur an expensive last level cache miss. Note that this effect is
amplified in the smallest key range, because the static tree easily fits in cache, so these cross-socket cache invalidations
are the primary source of cache misses.
In the middle key range, [0, 106 ), both static trees would fit in entirely the cache (with the relaxed B-slack tree
occupying approximately half of the last level cache, and the relaxed (a, b)-tree occupying nearly the entire last level
cache), if there were nothing else stored in the cache. However, this was not the case. Consider Figure 10.16(b), which
shows that the number of stalled cycles per operation in the relaxed (a, b)-tree increases significantly after 24 threads.
This coincides with the flattening of the relaxed (a, b)-tree after 24 threads in the 0i-0d-10rq graph in Figure 10.15.
Compare Figure 10.16(b) with Figure 10.16(a), which shows the graph for key range [0, 105 ), wherein both trees are
small enough that they easily fit in the last level cache. If the trees in key range [0, 106 ) were actually contained in
the last level cache during our trials, then we would expect these two graphs to look similar. The number of stalled
cycles per operation also increases with the number of threads for the relaxed B-slack tree (in Figure 10.16(b)), but it
increases more slowly, and is much smaller at all thread counts (since the relaxed B-slack tree uses less space).
We briefly consider what else might occupy the last level cache (so that the trees cannot fit). Because of the
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(a) Key range [0, 105 )

(b) Key range [0, 106 )

Figure 10.16: Stalled cycle measurements for workload 0i-0d-10rq. Only the relaxed B-slack tree and the relaxed
(a, b)-tree are depicted. The y-axis shows the average number of stalled cycles per operation. The x-axis shows the
number of concurrent threads.
implementation of LLX and SCX, nodes in the tree point to SCX-records created by the invocations of SCX that last
modified them. These SCX-records are accessed by invocations of LLX, which are performed by I NSERT, D ELETE
and R ANGE Q UERY, so they were also part of certain threads’ working sets (and, hence, sometimes appeared in the
cache). Threads also use a certain amount of stack space as they perform operations, and the amount used varies
throughout the execution (and can grow relatively large, since we implemented rebalancing recursively in both trees).
Recent accesses by a thread to its stack memory are cached. Moreover, cache space devoted to these memory accesses
grows with the number of threads.
The graphs for the largest key range, [0, 107 ), look similar to the graphs for key range [0, 106 ), except that the
performance advantage of the relaxed B-slack tree over the relaxed (a, b)-tree is smaller in [0, 107 ). As we discussed
above, part of the performance advantage of the relaxed B-slack tree over the relaxed (a, b)-tree in [0, 106 ) was due to
the fact that a significantly larger portion of the relaxed B-slack tree fit in the last level cache. However, in [0, 107 ),
only a small part of either tree fits in the cache, so caching effects have less impact on performance. Thus, in these
graphs, the performance advantage of the relaxed B-slack tree is primarily due to its higher average node degree, and
correspondingly smaller height.
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Chapter 11

Reclaiming memory
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In this chapter, we study the problem of performing safe memory reclamation for lock-free data structures.
Consider a linked data structure that contains records,
which point to one another. Figure 11.1 shows the lifecycle of a record. Initially all records are unallocated.
A process can allocate a record, after which we say the
record is uninitialized. The process then initializes and
inserts the record into the data structure. Eventually, a
process may remove the record from the data structure,
after which we say the record is retired. The goal of safe
memory reclamation is to determine when it is safe to
free a retired record, returning it to an unallocated state.
Once it is safe to free a record, one can either free it,
or immediately reuse it. In either case, we say that the
record has been reclaimed.
It is conceptually useful to divide the work of reclaiming an object into two parts: determining when a
record is retired, and determining when it is safe to free
(because no process can reach it by following pointers).
Figure 11.1: The lifecycle of a record.

We call a memory reclamation scheme automatic if it
performs all of the work of reclaiming a record, and non-

automatic if it requires a data structure operation to invoke a procedure whenever it removes a record from the data
structure. Non-automatic memory reclamation schemes may also require a data structure operation to invoke procedures when other events occur, for instance, when the operation begins, or when it accesses a new record. A lock-free
algorithm can invoke these procedures only if they are lock-free or wait-free. (Otherwise, they will break the lock-free
progress property.)
To specify progress for a memory reclamation scheme, it is also necessary to provide some guarantee that records
will eventually be reclaimed. Ideally, one would guarantee that every retired record is eventually reclaimed. However,
it is impossible to guarantee such a strong property when processes can crash. Since it is not safe to free a record while
a process has a pointer to it, and one cannot distinguish between a crashed process and a very slow one, a crashed
process can prevent some records from ever being reclaimed. We call a memory reclamation scheme fault-tolerant if
crashed processes can only prevent a bounded number of records from being reclaimed.
Automatic memory reclamation offers a simple programming environment, but can be inefficient, and is typically
not fault-tolerant. Non-automatic memory reclamation schemes are particularly useful when developing data structures
for software libraries, since optimizations can pay large dividends when code is reused. Additionally, non-automatic
techniques can be used to build data structures that serve as building blocks to construct new automated techniques.
Garbage collectors comprise the largest class of automatic memory reclamation schemes. The literature on garbage
collection is vast, and lies outside the scope of this thesis. Garbage collection schemes are surveyed in [75, 111].
Reference counting is another memory reclamation scheme that can be automatic. Limited forms of reference counting
are also used to construct non-automatic memory reclamation schemes.
Non-automatic techniques can broadly be grouped into five categories: unsafe reclamation, reference counting,
hazard pointers, epoch based reclamation and transactional memory assisted reclamation. Unsafe reclamation algo-
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rithms do not implement safe memory reclamation. Instead, they immediately reclaim records without waiting until
they can safely be freed, which can cause numerous problems. For example, suppose a process p reads a field f of a
record r and sees A, then performs a CAS instruction to change f from A to B. If r is reclaimed before it can safely
be freed, then p can still have a pointer to r after r has been reclaimed. Thus, p’s CAS can be performed after r has
been reclaimed. And, if f happens to contain A when p’s CAS is performed, then the CAS will erroneously succeed,
effectively changing a different record than the one p intended to change. Unsafe reclamation algorithms must ensure
that such problems do not occur. Algorithms in the other categories implement safe memory reclamation, and cannot
experience such problems. As will be discussed in Section 11.1, existing techniques either do not work for, or are
inefficient for, many natural lock-free data structures.
In epoch based reclamation (EBR), the execution is divided into epochs. Each record removed from the data
structure in epoch e is placed into a shared limbo bag for epoch e. Limbo bags are maintained for the last three epochs.
Each time a process starts an operation, it reads and announces the current epoch, and checks the announcements of
other processes. If all processes have announced the current epoch, then a new epoch begins, and the contents of
the oldest limbo bag can be reclaimed. If a process sleeps or crashes during an operation, then no memory can be
reclaimed, so EBR is not fault tolerant.
The first contribution of this work is DEBRA, a distributed variant of EBR with numerous advantages over classical EBR. DEBRA supports partial fault tolerance by allowing reclamation to continue after a process crashes, as long
as that process was not performing an operation on the data structure. DEBRA also significantly improves the performance of EBR by: amortizing the cost of checking processes’ announced epochs over many operations, eliminating
the shared limbo bags in favour of private limbo bags for each process, and optimizing for good cache performance
(even on NUMA systems). DEBRA performs O(1) steps at the beginning and end of each data structure operation and
O(1) steps each time an record is removed from the data structure.
Our main contribution is DEBRA+, the first fault tolerant epoch based reclamation scheme. The primary challenge
was to find a way to allow a process to advance the current epoch without waiting for another process, which may
have crashed. In order to advance the epoch, we must ensure that such a process will not access any retired record if
it takes another step. The technique we introduce for adding fault tolerance to DEBRA uses signals, an interprocess
communication mechanism supported by many operating systems (e.g., Linux and UNIX). With DEBRA+, at most
O(mn2 ) records are in the limbo bags, waiting to be freed, where n is the number of processes and m is the largest
number of records removed from the data structure by one operation.
A major problem arises when auditioning non-automatic techniques to see which performs best for a given lockfree data structure. The set of operations exposed to the programmer by non-automatic techniques varies widely.
This is undesirable for several reasons. First, from a theoretical standpoint, there is no reason that a data structure
should have to be aware of how its records are allocated and reclaimed. Second, it is difficult to interchange memory
reclamation schemes to determine which performs best in a given situation. Presently, doing this entails writing
many different versions of the data structure, each version tailored to a specific memory reclamation scheme. Third,
as new advancements in memory reclamation appear, existing data structures have to be reimplemented (and their
correctness painstakingly re-examined) before they can reap the benefits. Updating lock-free data structures in this
way is non-trivial. Fourth, moving code to a machine with a different memory consistency model can require changes
to the memory reclamation scheme, which currently requires changing the code for the lock-free data structure as
well. Fifth, if several instances of a data structure are used for very different purposes (e.g., many small trees with
strict memory footprint requirements and one large tree with no such requirement), then it may be appropriate to use
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different memory reclamation schemes for the different instances. Currently, this requires writing and maintaining
code for different versions of the data structure.
These issues were all considered in the context of sequential data structures when the C++ standard template
libraries were implemented. Their solution was to introduce an Allocator abstraction, which allows a data structure to
perform allocate and deallocate operations. With this abstraction, the memory allocation scheme for a data structure
can easily be changed without modifying the data structure code at all. Unfortunately, the Allocator abstraction cannot
be applied directly to lock-free programming, since its operations do not align well with the operations of lock-free
memory reclamation schemes. (For example, it requires the data structure to know when it is safe to free a record.)
The main challenge in developing an appropriate generalization of the Allocator abstraction is to find the right set of
operations to expose to the data structure implementation, so that the result is simultaneously highly efficient, versatile
and easy to program. In Section 11.4, we present our third contribution, the first generalization of the Allocator
abstraction for lock-free programming.
Experiments on C++ implementations of DEBRA and DEBRA+ show that overhead is very low. Compared with
performing no reclamation at all, DEBRA is on average 4% slower, and at worst 21% slower, over a wide variety
of thread counts and workloads. In some experiments, DEBRA actually improves performance by as much as 20%.
Although it seems impossible to achieve better performance when computation is spent reclaiming records, DEBRA
reduces the memory footprint of the data structure, which improves memory locality and cache performance. Adding
fault tolerance to DEBRA adds 2.5% overhead, on average. Section 11.5 presents extensive experiments comparing
DEBRA and DEBRA+ with other leading memory reclamation schemes. For example, DEBRA+ also outperforms a
highly efficient implementation of hazard pointers by an average of 75%.

11.1

Related work

There are many existing techniques for reclaiming memory in lock-free data structures. We give a detailed survey of
the literature, and identify significant problems with some of the most widely used memory reclamation algorithms,
and some of the most recent ones. These problems are poorly understood, and make these reclamation algorithms
unsuitable for use with a large class of lock-free algorithms.
Reference Counting (RC).

RC augments each record o with a counter that records the number of pointers that

processes, entry points and records have to r. A record can safely be freed once its reference count becomes zero.
Reference counts are updated every time a pointer to a record is created or destroyed. Naturally, a process must first
read a pointer to reach a record before it can increment the record’s reference counter. This window between when
a record is reached and when its reference counter is updated reveals the main challenge in designing a RC scheme:
the reference count of a freed record must not be accessed. However, the reference count of a retired record can be
accessed.
Detlefs et al. [44] introduced lock-free reference counting (LFRC), which is applicable to arbitrary lock-free data
structures. LFRC uses the double compare-and-swap (DCAS) synchronization primitive, which atomically modifies
two arbitrary words in memory, to change the reference count of a record only if a certain pointer still points to it.
DCAS is not natively available in modern hardware, but it can be implemented from CAS [62]. Herlihy et al. [66]
subsequently improved LFRC to single-word lock-free reference counting (SLFRC), which uses single-word CAS
instead of DCAS. To prevent the reference count of a freed record from being accessed, the implementation of SLFRC
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uses a variant of Hazard Pointers (described below) to prevent records from being freed until any pending accesses
have finished. Lee [89] developed a distributed reference counting scheme from fetch-and-increment and swap. Each
node contains several limited reference counts, and the true reference count for a node is distributed between itself and
its parent. The scheme was developed for in-trees (in which each node only has a pointer to its parent), but it may be
generalizable.
RC requires extra memory for each record and it cannot reclaim records whose pointers form a cycle (since their
reference counts will never drop to zero). Manually breaking cycles to allow reclamation requires knowledge of the
data structure and adds more overhead. RC has high overhead, since following a pointer involves incrementing, and
later decrementing, its reference count, which is expensive. Experiments confirm that RC is less efficient than other
techniques [63].
Hazard Pointers (HPs).

Michael introduced HPs [97], and provided a wait-free implementation from atomic read-

/write registers. (Herlihy et al. [66] independently developed another version of HPs called Pass-the-Buck (PTB),
providing a lock-free implementation from CAS, and a wait-free implementation from double-wide CAS.) HPs track
which records might be accessed by each process. Before a process can access a field of a record r, or use a pointer to
r as the expected value for a CAS, it must first acquire a hazard pointer to r. To correctly use HPs, one must satisfy
the following constraint. Suppose a record r is retired at time tr and later accessed by a process p at time ta . Then, one
of p’s HPs must continuously point to r from before tr until after ta . This constraint implies that, after a record r is
retired and is not pointed to by any HP, no process can acquire a HP to r until it is freed, allocated again, and inserted
back into the data structure. Therefore, a process can safely free a retired record after scanning all HPs and seeing that
none of them point to r.
To acquire a HP to r, a process first announces the HP by writing a pointer to r in a shared memory location only
it can write to. This announces to all processes that r might be accessed and cannot safely be freed. Then, the process
verifies that r is in the data structure. If r is not in the data structure, then the process can behave as if its operation
had failed due to contention (typically by restarting its operation), without threatening the progress guarantees of the
data structure. As we will discuss below, for many data structures, a process cannot easily tell with certainty whether a
record is in the data structure. Such data structures are modified in ad-hoc ways so that operations restart whenever they
cannot tell whether a record is in the data structure. This requires reproving the data structures’ progress guarantees (a
subtlety that has been missed by many).
On modern Intel and AMD systems, a memory barrier must be issued immediately after a HP is announced
to ensure that the announcement is immediately flushed to main memory, where it can be seen by other processes.
Otherwise, a HP announcement might be delayed so that a process performing reclamation will miss it, and erroneously
free the record it protects. Memory barriers are costly, and this introduces significant overhead.
Many lock-free algorithms require only a small constant number k of HPs per process, since a HP can be released
once a process will no longer access the record to which it points during an operation. Scanning the HPs of all processes
takes Θ(nk) steps, so doing this each time a record is retired would be costly. However, with a small modification,
the expected amortized cost to retire an object is O(1). Each process maintains a local collection of records that it has
removed from the data structure. (Note that each record is only removed by one process.) When a collection contains
nk + Ω(nk) objects, the process creates a hash table T containing every HP, and, for each object o in its collection,
checks whether o is in T . If not, o is freed. Since there are at most nk records in T , Ω(nk) records can be freed. Thus,
the number of records waiting to be freed is O(kn2 ). To obtain good performance, one typically chooses a fairly large
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constant for the Ω(kn2 ) term.
Aghazadeh et al. [6] introduced an improved version of HPs with a worst case constant time procedure for scanning
HPs each time a record is retired. Their algorithm maintains two queues of length nk for each process. These queues
are used to incrementally scan HPs as records are retired. The algorithm adds a limited type of reference count to each
record that tracks the number of incoming references from one of the queues. Note that Θ(log(nk)) bits are reserved
in each record for the reference count.
Recall that, with traditional HPs, a process must issue a costly memory barrier immediately after announcing a
HP. Dice et al. [46] recently introduced three techniques for implementing HPs more efficiently by eliminating these
frequent barriers. The first technique harnesses the memory protection mechanism of modern operating systems.
Whenever a process is about to scan all hazard pointers to reclaim memory, it first write-protects the memory pages
that contain all hazard pointers. Enabling write-protection on a page acts like a global memory barrier that causes all
processes to flush any pending writes to the page before it is write-protected. Thus, from the perspective of the process
performing memory reclamation, it is as if all processes had been issuing memory barriers immediately after their HP
announcements. Unfortunately, this technique is not lock-free, since a process that crashes during reclamation will
cause all processes to block. Nevertheless, it could be useful for lock-based algorithms that perform searches without
acquiring locks. The second technique exploits an idiosyncrasy of certain x86 architectures to achieve a non-blocking
variant of the first technique. However, the authors stress that this is not a portable solution. The third technique is a
hardware-assisted mechanism that relies on an extension to current processor architectures suggested by the authors.
Problems with Hazard Pointers. A major problem with HPs is that they cannot be used with many lock-free data
structures. Recall that in order to acquire a HP to a record r, one must first announce a HP to r, then verify that r is
not retired. If one can determine that r is definitely not retired, then a HP to r has successfully been acquired. On the
other hand, if one can determine that r is definitely retired, then the operation can simply behave as if it failed due
to contention (typically restarting). However, in many data structures, it is not clear how an operation can determine
whether a node is definitely retired or not retired. And, if the operation cannot tell for sure which is the case, then
behaving as if it failed due to contention can cause the data structure to lose its progress guarantee, as in the following
example.
Many data structures with lock-free operations use marking to prevent processes from erroneously performing
modifications to records just before, or after, they are removed from the data structure. Specifically, before a record is
removed from the data structure, it is marked, and no process is allowed to change a marked node. Search operations
can often traverse marked nodes, and even leave the data structure to traverse some retired nodes, and still succeed
(see, e.g., [10, 30, 31, 49, 52, 51, 65, 70, 101, 108, 113]).
As an example, consider a lock-free singly-linked list in which nodes are marked before they are retired, and
operations can traverse retired nodes. Suppose that, while searching this list, a process p has acquired a HP to node u
and needs to acquire a HP to the next node, u0 . To acquire the HP to u0 , p reads and announces the pointer to u0 , and
must then verify that u0 is in the list.
One might initially think of checking whether u0 is marked to determine whether it is in the list. Since nodes
are marked before they are retired, a node that is not marked is definitely not retired. Unfortunately, there are two
problems with this approach. First, in order to check whether u0 is marked, p would already need to have a HP to u0 .
Second, if p were to see that u0 is marked, then it would learn nothing about whether u0 is actually in the list. (Since
nodes are marked before they are retired, a process may have marked u0 but not yet retired it.)
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We can get around the first problem by having p check whether the previous node u is marked, instead of checking
whether u0 is marked. (Recall that p already has a HP to u.) If u points to u0 and is not marked, then u and u0 are
definitely both in the list. However, this does not resolve the second problem: if u is marked, we learn nothing about
whether u is in the list (and, hence, we learn nothing about whether u0 is in the list). All we have done is reduced the
problem of determining whether u0 is in the list to the problem of determining whether u is in the list.
To resolve the second problem, one might think of having p continue to move backwards in the list until it reaches
a node that is not marked. (Since nodes do not change after they are marked, if p were to find a node that is not
marked, and points to the chain of marked nodes p traversed, then p would know that all of these nodes are in the list.)
However, unless p holds HPs to every node it traverses while moving backwards in the list, it will run into the first
problem again. In the worst case, p will have to hold HPs to every node it visits during its search. Thus, the number of
HPs needed by each process can be arbitrarily large. This can introduce significant space and time overhead, and also
enables a crashed process to prevent an arbitrarily large number of nodes from being reclaimed. Additionally, since
the list is singly-linked, p will have to remember all of the previous nodes that it visited, which may require changes
to the algorithm.
Another possible way to verify that u0 is in the list is to recursively start a new search looking for u0 . Of course, this
new search can encounter the exact same problem at a different node on the way to u0 . Additionally, p would require
additional HPs to perform this search (without releasing the HPs it currently holds on u). Clearly, this approach would
be extremely complex and inefficient. Moreover, for some data structures, the amortized cost of operations depends
on the number of marked nodes they traverse. Searching again from an entry point can provably lead to an asymptotic
increase in the amortized cost of operations [51].
Given that lots of data structures use HPs in practice, one might ask how they deal with these problems. In practice,
it is common for data structures that use HPs to simply restart an operation whenever a marked node is encountered.
This is usually done without any concern for whether restarting operations will preserve the data structure’s progress
guarantees. We argue that this will not always preserve lock-freedom. (And we suspect that this will almost always
violate lock-freedom.) In our example, suppose p sees that u is marked, and restarts its search without being certain
that u is actually retired. If the process that marked u crashed before actually retiring u, then after p restarts the search,
it will simply encounter u again, see that it is marked, and restart again. Thus, p will restart its search forever, never
making progress. Other processes can get into similar infinite loops just as easily, so this can cause all processes to
block, violating lock-freedom. It is straightforward to see that restarting in this way will violate lock-freedom for
search procedures in many data structures (including [10, 30, 31, 49, 52, 51, 65, 70, 101, 108, 113]).
Additionally, HPs introduce complications in data structures with helping. In many lock-free data structures,
whenever a process p is prevented from making progress by another operation O (perhaps because O has marked a
node that p would like to modify), p helps O by performing the steps necessary to complete O (removing any marked
nodes from the data structure), on behalf of the process that started O. This involves accessing several nodes, and
modifying some of them. Of course, before p can access these nodes, it must acquire HPs to them. As we explained
above, in order for p to acquire HPs to these nodes, it must be able to determine that they are definitely not retired.
Consequently, one cannot use helping to resolve the problems described above.
Note that, more generally, these problems occur whenever a process can traverse a pointer from a retired node to
another retired node (regardless of whether nodes are marked). It appears this scenario can occur in any data structure
where retired records can point to records that are still in the data structure (which can later be retired), and searches
do not help other operations (which means they cannot restart without violating lock-free progress).
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Considering the exposition above, it seems likely that precisely determining whether nodes are retired after announcing HPs is approximately as difficult as maintaining a reference count in each node that counts the number of
incoming pointers from other nodes in the data structure.
Beware & Cleanup (B&C). B&C was introduced by Gidenstam et al. [57] to allow processes to acquire hazard
pointers to records that have been retired but not reclaimed. A limited form of RC is added to HPs to ensure that a
retired record is freed only when no other record points to it. The reference count of a record counts incoming pointers
from other records, but does not count incoming pointers from processes’ local memories. Before reclaiming a record,
a process must verify that its reference count is zero, and that no HP points to it. Consequently, after announcing a HP
to a record r, to determine whether r is retired, it suffices to check whether its reference count is nonzero.
Unfortunately, if a data structure allows retired records to point to other retired records, then a retired record’s
reference count may never be zero. To address this issue, the authors make the following assumption: “each [pointer]
in a [retired record] that references another [retired record] can be replaced with a reference to [a record that is not
retired], with retained semantics for all of the involved threads.” To use B&C, one must implement a procedure that
takes a retired record and changes it so that it no longer points to any retired record. Designing such a procedure and
proving that it “retains semantics for all of the involved threads” is non-trivial. Additionally, B&C’s algorithm for
retiring records is extremely complicated, and the technique has significantly higher overhead than HPs.
The authors did not mention the problems with HPs described above. They stated that operations using HPs would
need to restart whenever they encountered a retired record, but did not consider how such operations would actually
determine whether a record is retired. The goal of the work was simply to improve performance for operations that
frequently restart. Nevertheless, their technique does solve the problems with HPs described above. Regrettably, it
does not appear to be practical.
ThreadScan (TS).

TS is a variant of hazard pointers that avoids making an expensive announcement for each record

accessed by treating the private memory of each process as if every pointer it contains is an announcement [8]. TS
was developed independently, at the same time as DEBRA+. Like DEBRA+, TS uses uses operating system signals
to enable threads obtain a progress guarantee.
Each process maintains a single-writer multi-reader delete buffer in shared memory that contains the records it has
removed from the data structure, but has not yet freed. When process p’s buffer becomes sufficiently large, p starts
reclamation by acquiring a global lock (which prevents other processes from starting reclamation). It then collects
the records in the buffers of all processes, and sends a signal to every other process. Whenever a process q receives
a signal, it scans through its own private memory (stack and registers) and marks each record that it has a pointer to.
Then, q sends an acknowledgment back to p, indicating that it has finished marking records. Process p waits until it
receives acknowledgments from all processes, and then frees any records in its buffer that are not marked.
The authors claim that TS offers strong progress guarantees under the assumption that: “the operating system does
not starve threads.” However, this assumption is extremely strong. It implies that processes cannot fail, which means
that TS cannot be used by a lock-free algorithm. There are two reasons why TS needs this assumption. First, TS
uses a global lock to ensure that only one process is performing reclamation at a time. Second, a process performing
reclamation must wait to receive acknowledgments from all other processes.
Although TS is not fault-tolerant, it is a very attractive option in practice, since it is easy to use, and it appears to
be quite efficient. In order to use TS, one simply invokes a procedure whenever a process has just removed a record
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from the data structure. However, TS can only be applied to algorithms that satisfy a set of assumptions. One of these
assumptions is particularly problematic: “nodes in [a process’] delete buffer have already been removed [from the data
structure], and cannot be accessed through shared references, or through references present on the heap.” Restated
using our terminology, this assumption says that records in a process’ delete buffer are retired, and cannot be accessed
by following pointers from other records (even other retired records). The authors claim that this assumption “follows
from the definition of concurrent memory reclamation [97, 66].” However, it is not clear that this assumption follows
from the definitions in those papers.
Consider the relevant part of the definition in [97]: A hazard pointer to a record must be acquired before the record
is retired. This admits the possibility that a process can hold hazard pointers to (and, hence, safely access) potentially
many retired records, as long as the necessary hazard pointers were acquired before these records were retired. Thus,
it is theoretically possible for a process to follow pointers from retired records to other retired records (although there
are some problems in practice with traversing pointers from retired records, as we discussed above). Similarly, in the
pass the buck algorithm of Herlihy et al. [66], it is safe to access any record that is injail, which means it has been
allocated since it was last freed. Since records are retired before being freed, any record that is retired but has not yet
been freed is still injail. Thus, it is perfectly fine to follow pointers in shared memory from retired records to other
retired records. Therefore, it would appear that TS’s assumption above is strictly stronger than each of these.
Applicability of TS. TS’s assumption prevents it from being used with algorithms where a process can traverse a
pointer in shared memory from a retired record to another retired record. This includes all of the algorithms listed
where we discussed the problem with HPs. We briefly consider what happens if such an algorithm is used with TS.
Suppose a process p has a pointer in its private memory to a node u that another process q has removed from
the data structure, and is about to read a pointer in u that points to another node u0 which q has also been removed
from the data structure. Then, suppose that, before p reads the pointer in u that it would follow to reach u0 , q begins
reclamation, and signals all processes, including p. This causes all processes to stop what they are doing and help q
perform reclamation, by scanning their private memories for any pointers to nodes in q’s buffer (including u and u0 ).
If no process has a pointer to u0 in its memory, then no process will mark node u0 , and process q will free u0 . This can
occur because p has a pointer to u in its private memory, but does have a direct pointer to u0 . However, since u points
to u0 , after p finishes helping q perform its reclamation, and resumes its regular algorithm, it will follow the pointer
from u to u0 , performing an illegal access to a freed node.
Dynamic Collect Dragojević et al. [50] explored how hardware transactional memory (HTM) can be used to easily
produce several implementations of a dynamic collect object. A dynamic collect object has four operations: Register,
DeRegister, Update and Collect. Intuitively, one can think of a dynamic collect object as a collection of hazard pointers
that can increase and decrease in size. Register adds a new HP to the dynamic collect object, and DeRegister removes
one. Update sets a HP. An invocation of Collect returns the set of HPs that were set before the Collect began (and
were not removed during the Collect), and possibly some others. Similarly to HPs, it is not clear how one could use
dynamic collect to reclaim memory for a lock-free data structure wherein processes can traverse pointers from retired
records to other retired records.
One interesting observation made by the paper is that, in RC schemes, if a process traverses several records inside
a transaction, then some increments and decrements of reference counts can be elided. We explain with an example.
Let r1 , r2 and r3 be records in a data structure. Suppose a process executing in a transaction follows a pointer from
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r1 to r2 , and a pointer from r2 to r3 . Observe that it is not necessary to increment or decrement r2 ’s reference count,
since it would be incremented when the process follows the pointer from r1 to r2 , and decremented when the process
follows the pointer from r2 to r3 (and the atomicity of transactions guarantees that neither change will be visible on its
own). In general, if a process follows a chain of pointers inside a transaction, only the reference counts of the first and
last records must be updated. The authors described how to efficiently traverse large linked lists by splitting a traversal
into many small transactions, and using this technique to eliminate most of the overhead of reference counting.
StackTrack (ST). Alistarh et al. [7] introduced an algorithm called StackTrack, which relies on the cache coherence
protocol of the processor to detect conflicts between a process that frees a record and a process that accesses the record.
The key idea is to execute each operation of the lock-free data structure in a transaction, and use the implementation
of HTM to automatically monitor all pointers stored in the private memory of processes without having to explicitly
announce pointers to them before they are accessed. If a transaction accesses a record which is freed during the
transaction, then the HTM system will simply abort the transaction, instead of causing the failure of the entire system.
To decrease the probability of aborting transactions, each operation is split into many small transactions called
segments. This takes advantage of the fact that lock-free algorithms do not depend on transactions for atomicity.
Segments are executed in order, with each segment being repeatedly attempted until it either commits or has aborted k
times. The size of segments is adjusted dynamically based on how frequently segments commit or abort. If segments
frequently abort, then they are made smaller (which increases overhead, but makes them more likely to commit), and
vice versa. If a segment aborts k times, then a non-transactional fallback code path for the segment is executed instead.
This fallback path uses HPs. A process p executing a segment on the fallback path may need to access some records
that it obtained pointers to while executing its previous segment. In order to access these records, p must know that
they have not been freed. Thus, p must already have HPs to these records when it begins executing on the fallback
path. Consequently, at the end of each segment executed in a transaction by a process p, all pointers in p’s private
memory are announced as HPs.
Any time a process wants to free a record r, it must first verify that no HP points to r. Each time a process removes
a record r from the data structure, it places r in a local list. If the size of the list exceeds a predefined threshold, then
the process invokes a procedure called ScanAndFree, which iterates over each record r in the list, and frees r if it is
not announced. ST requires a programmer to insert code before and after each operation, whenever a record is retired,
and after every few lines of lock-free data structure code.
A Problem with StackTrack. Although no such constraint is stated in the paper, ST cannot be applied to any data
structure in which an operation traverses a pointer from a retired record to another retired record [95]. This includes
all of the data structures mentioned above where we discussed the problems with HPs.
We briefly explain what happens when ST is used to reclaim memory for such a data structure. Consider a simple
list consisting three nodes, A, B and C, where A points to B and B points to C. For simplicity, we assume the list
supports an operation that atomically deletes two consecutive nodes. Suppose process p is searching the list for C.key,
and process q is concurrently removing B and C. Process p starts a transaction, obtains a pointer to B by reading
A.next, announces B, and commits the transaction. Then, process q starts a transaction, changes A.next to NULL (to
remove B and C from the list), commits the transaction, and adds B and C to its list of removed records. Next, q invokes
ScanAndFree and sees that p has announced B, so q does not free B. However, p has not announced C, so q frees C.
Then, p starts a new transaction and reads B.next, obtaining a pointer to C, and then follows that pointer, which causes
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the transaction to abort. This transaction will abort every time it is retried. Consequently, the data structure operation
cannot make progress on the fast path. Furthermore, as we described above, the HP fallback path cannot accommodate
data structures where operations traverse pointers from a retired record to another retired record.
Epochs.

A process is in a quiescent state whenever it does not have a pointer to any record in the data structure. A

grace period is any time interval during which every process has a point when it is in a quiescent state. Fraser [55]
described epoch based reclamation (EBR), which assumes that a process is in a quiescent state between its successive
data structure operations. More specifically, EBR can be applied only if processes cannot save pointers read during an
operation and access them during a later operation. We expand on the brief description of EBR given at the beginning
of the chapter. EBR uses a single global counter, which records the current epoch, and an announce array. Each
data structure operation first reads and announces the current epoch ε, and then checks whether all processes have
announced the current epoch. If so, it increments the current epoch using CAS. The key observation is that the period
of time starting from when the epoch was changed from ε − 2 to ε − 1 until it was changed from ε − 1 to ε is a grace

period (since each process announced a new value, and, hence, started a new operation). So, any records retired in

epoch ε − 2 can safely be freed in epoch ε. Whenever a record is retired in epoch ε, it is appended to a limbo bag for
that epoch. It is sufficient to maintain three limbo bags (for epochs ε, ε − 1 and ε − 2, respectively). Whenever the

epoch changes, every record in the oldest limbo bag is freed, and that limbo bag becomes the limbo bag for the current
epoch.
Since EBR only introduces a small amount of overhead at the beginning of each operation, it is significantly
more efficient than HPs, which requires costly synchronization each time a new record is accessed. The penalty
for writing to memory only at the beginning of each operation, rather than each time a new record is accessed, is that
processes have little information about which records might be accessed by a process that is suspected to have crashed.
Consequently, EBR is not fault tolerant.
Quiescent state-based reclamation (QSBR) [96] is a generalization of EBR that can be used with data structures
where processes can save pointers read during an operation and access them during a later operation. However, to use
QSBR, one must manually identify times when individual processes are quiescent.
Drop the Anchor (DTA).

Braginsky, Kogan and Petrank [23] introduced DTA, a specialized technique for singly-

linked lists, which explores a middle ground between HPs and EBR. Instead of acquiring a HP each time a pointer to
a node is read, a HP is acquired only once for every c pointers read. When a HP to a node u is acquired, it prevents
other processes from reclaiming u and the next c − 1 nodes currently in the list. (It also prevents other processes from

reclaiming any nodes that are inserted amongst these nodes.) Suppose a process q performs s operations without seeing
any progress by another process p. Then, q will cut all nodes that p might access out of the list, replacing them with
new copies It will also mark the old nodes so that p can tell what has happened. If p has crashed, then the nodes that q
cuts out of the list can never be freed. However, if p has not crashed, then it will eventually see what has happened, and
attempt to free these marked nodes. Observe that memory reclamation can continue in the list regardless of whether p
has crashed. Consequently, DTA is fault tolerant.
DTA has been shown to be efficient [7, 23]. However, it is not clear how it could be extended to work for other
data structures. Additionally, DTA needs to be integrated with the mechanism for synchronizing updates to the linked
list, because a sequence of nodes can be cut out of the list concurrently with other updates.
In the worst case, the number of retired nodes that cannot be freed is Ω(scn2 ). To see why, consider the following.
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Let p be a process with a HP at a node u1 that allows it to access nodes u1 , ..., uc . Suppose each process other inserts
s nodes between u1 and uc before p performs another step. Observe that p’s next step might access any of the Ω(scn)
nodes starting at u1 and ending at uc . Thus, a process q that suspects p has crashed will cut all of these nodes out of
the list. None of these nodes can be freed if p crashes. If this is repeated for each process p 6= q, then there will be
Ω(scn2 ) nodes that cannot be reclaimed.

QSense (QS). Recently, Balmau et al. [16] introduced QS, another algorithm that combines HPs and EBR. Like DTA,
QS adds fault-tolerance to EBR by using HPs. Like the accelerated implementations of HPs in [46], the performance
benefit of QS over HPs comes from a reduction in the overhead of memory barriers issued to ensure that HP announcements are visible to all threads. At a high level, QS uses two execution paths: an EBR-based fast path and a HP-based
slow path. As long as processes continue to make progress, they continue to use the fast path. If a process has not
made progress for a sufficiently long time, then all processes switch to the slow path. To guarantee that nodes are not
erroneously freed when the algorithm switches from the fast path to the slow path, the fast path and slow path both
acquire HPs. On the fast path, EBR is effectively used to reduce the cost of reclamation by eliminating the need to
scan HPs to determine whether nodes can be freed.
In order to reduce the overhead of issuing memory barriers for the HPs acquired in QS, the authors make the
following observation: In a modern operating system, running on an x86/64 architecture, whenever a process experiences a context switch, the kernel code for performing a context switch issues at least one memory barrier. Suppose
a process p announces a HP at time t, and does not perform a memory barrier after announcing the HP. Additionally,
suppose another process q begins scanning HPs (to perform reclamation) at time t 0 > t. If p experiences a context
switch between t and t 0 , then q will see p’s HP announcement, as if p had issued a memory barrier. (This is somewhat
similar to the HP schemes of Dice et al. [46] discussed above, which also harness operating system and/or hardware
primitives to eliminate memory barriers.)
The authors introduce rooster processes to trigger context switches for all processes at regular intervals. Each
processor has a rooster process pinned to it that sleeps for some fixed length of time T , then wakes up (forcing a
context switch), then immediately sleeps again. Whenever a process wants to reclaim a node u that was retired at time
t, it waits until time t + T + ε (for some small ε > 0), by which point a rooster process should have woken up, forcing a
context switch and guaranteeing that the reclaiming process can see any HPs announced before the node was removed
from the data structure. The ε term above is necessary because, in real systems, when a process requests to sleep for
T time units, it may sleep longer. If a rooster process sleeps for more than t + T + ε time, then its failure to trigger a
timely context switch might cause a reclaiming process to miss a HP and erroneously free a node that is still in use.
Thus, QS only works under the following assumption: a bound on ε must be known and rooster processes never fail.
Consequently, QS does not work in a fully asynchronous system. (In comparison, the TS algorithm also makes timing
assumptions, but it only loses its progress guarantee in a fully asynchronous system.)
QS switches from the slow path to the fast path only when every process has completed an operation since it last
switched to the slow path. Consequently, if a process crashes either before or while processes are executing on the
slow path, then all processes remain on the slow path forever (where they cannot use EBR to reclaim memory). This
is not true for DEBRA+, which allows EBR to continue, even if a process has crashed. Furthermore, since QS uses
HPs, it cannot be used with data structures where operations traverse pointers from a retired record to another retired
record (as we described above).
Optimistic Access (OA). Cohen and Petrank [36] introduced an approach where algorithms optimistically access
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parts of memory that might have already been reclaimed, and check after each read whether this was the case. (Their
approach was developed independently, at the same time as DEBRA+.) Crucially, OA relies on processes being able
to access reclaimed memory without causing the system to crash. Consequently, an algorithm that uses OA must either
(a) never release memory to the operating system, or (b) trap segmentation fault and bus fault signals and ignore them.
If option (a) is used, then OA has the same downsides as OPs. On the other hand, if option (b) is used, then one must
cope with the downsides of trapping segmentation and bus faults. In particular, if an algorithm contains bugs that
cause segmentation or bus faults, then option (b) makes it significantly more difficult to identify these bugs, because
one cannot easily distinguish between faults caused by a program bug and faults caused by accesses to reclaimed
memory. Such algorithms cannot be used in software that already traps segmentation or bus faults, including many
common debugging tools. (Incidentally, like DEBRA+, option (b) is lock-free only if the operating system’s signaling
mechanism is lock-free.)
OA can be used only with algorithms that appear in a normalized form. At a high level, an operation in a normalized
algorithm proceeds in three phases: CAS generation, CAS execution and wrap-up. In the CAS generation phase, the
operation reads shared memory and constructs a sequence of CAS steps. These CAS steps are performed in the CAS
execution phase. Any additional processing is performed in the wrap-up phase. In the CAS execution and wrap-up
phases, the operation can be helped by other processes. As we will see, the class of algorithms in lock-free normalized
form is quite similar to the class of algorithms that can use DEBRA+ in a straightforward way.
At a high-level, OA works as follows. Each process p has a warning bit that is cleared whenever p starts a new
operation, and is set whenever any process begins reclaiming memory. After p performs a read from shared memory,
it checks whether its warning bit is set, and, if so, jumps back to a safe checkpoint earlier in the operation (intuitively
restarting the operation). Unlike reads, CAS operations cannot be optimistically performed on reclaimed memory,
since this could cause data corruption. Thus, before performing CAS on any record, a process first announces a HP to
ensure that another process does not reclaim the record (and possibly does the same for the old value and new value for
the CAS), and then checks whether its warning bit is set. If so, it releases its HP and jumps back to a safe checkpoint.
Whenever p retires a record, it places it in a local buffer. If this local buffer becomes sufficiently large, then p performs
reclamation. To perform reclamation, p simply sets the warning bits of all processes, and then frees every record in its
local buffer that is not pointed to by a HP.
Before one can use OA to reclaim memory for a lock-free algorithm, one must first transform the algorithm into
normalized lock-free form, then replace each shared memory read or CAS with a small procedure. Each shared
memory read is replaced with: two reads, a branch, a possible write, and a possible jump. Each shared memory
write or CAS is replaced with: four to seven writes, one read, one branch, a CAS, a memory fence, three possible
bit-masking operations, and a possible jump.
Conceptually, OA is somewhat simpler than DEBRA+. However, in practice, OA would likely be less efficient,
and more time consuming to apply to complex data structures, since it requires code modifications for each read, write
and CAS on shared memory, and for each record retired. It is also quite likely to be less efficient, for this reason. In a
subsequent paper, Cohen and Petrank presented an extended version of OA called automatic optimistic access (AOA).
AOA uses garbage collection techniques to eliminate the need for a procedure to be invoked whenever a record is
retired [35].
Applying each technique. The effort required to apply these techniques varies widely. See Figure 11.2 for a summary.
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Necessary code modifications RC HP B&C
TS
ST EBR DTA
QS
OA DEBRA DEBRA+
per accessed record
X X
X
X
X
X
X
per operation
X
X
X
X
X
X
per retired record
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
other
a
b
a
b, c
d
b
e
f
Special timing assumptions
For progress
For correctness
Fault tolerant
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Termination of memory
L W
L
Blocking
L L/W
L
Lrooster
L
W
Wsig
reclamation procedures
Can traverse pointer from
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
retired record to retired record

Figure 11.2: Summary of reclamation schemes. Other code modifications: (a) break cycles in pointers; (b) write
recovery code for when a process fails to acquire a HP; (c) insert transaction checkpoints after every few lines of
code; (d) integrate crash recovery with the lock-free data structure’s synchronization mechanisms (and only works
for lists); (e) transform lock-free algorithm into normalized form, and then instrument every read, write and CAS on
shared memory; (f) write crash recovery code (which is trivial for many data structures). Termination of memory
reclamation procedures: (L) lock-free; (Lrooster ) lock-free if rooster processes cannot crash; (W) wait-free; (Wsig )
wait-free if the operating system’s signaling mechanism is wait-free

11.2

DEBRA: Distributed Epoch Based Reclamation

In this section, we present DEBRA, a distributed version of EBR with numerous advantages over classical EBR.
First, DEBRA supports a sort of partial fault tolerance. Consider an execution of a data structure that uses EBR.
Observe that a process that sleeps for a long time will delay reclamation for all other processes, even if it is not
currently executing an operation on the data structure. In DEBRA, a process can prevent other operations from
reclaiming memory only if it is currently executing an operation on the data structure. Thus, if a process sleeps for
a long time or crashes while it is not executing an operation on the data structure, other processes will continue to
reclaim memory as usual. This can have a significant impact in real applications, where operations on a data structure
may represent a small part of the execution. It also makes it possible to terminate some of the processes operating on
a data structure, or reassign them to different tasks, without permanently halting reclamation for all other processes.
Second, recall that in EBR, each time a process begins a new operation, it reads the epoch announcements of
all processes. This can be expensive, especially on NUMA systems, where reading the epoch announcements of
processes on other sockets is likely to incur extremely expensive last-level cache misses. In DEBRA, we read the
epoch announcements of all processes incrementally over many operations. This can slightly delay the reclamation of
some records, but it dramatically reduces the overall cost of reading epoch announcements.
Third, instead of having all processes synchronize on shared epoch bags, each process has its own local epoch
bags, and reclamation proceeds independently for each process. Additionally, these bags are carefully optimized for
good cache performance and extremely low overhead.

Using DEBRA DEBRA provides four operations: leaveQstate(), enterQstate(), retire(r) and isQuiescent(), where
r is a record. Each of these operations takes O(1) steps in the worst-case. Let T be a lock-free data structure. To use
DEBRA, T simply invokes leaveQstate at the beginning of each operation, enterQstate at the end of each operation,
and retire(r) each time a record r is retired (i.e., removed from T ). Like EBR, DEBRA assumes that a process does not
hold a pointer to any record between successive operations on T . Each process alternates invocations of leaveQstate
and enterQstate, beginning with an invocation of leaveQstate. Each process is said to be quiescent initially and after
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(Applying DEBRA)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Value search ( Key key ) {
+
leaveQstate () ;
Node * node = root ;
while (! node . isLeaf () ) {
if ( key < node -> key ) ) {
node = node -> left ;
} else {
node = node -> right ;
}

+
+
+
}

}
if ( key == node - > key ) {
Value result = node -> value ;
enterQstate () ;
return result ;
}
enterQstate () ;
return NO_VALUE ;

(Applying hazard pointers)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Value search ( Key key ) {
+
announce root
+
if ( root is retired ) restart search
Node * node = root ;
+
Node * prev = NULL ;
while (! node . isLeaf () ) {
+
prev = node ;
if ( key < node -> key ) ) {
node = node -> left ;
} else {
node = node -> right ;
}
+
announce node
+
if ( node is retired ) {
+
release hazard pointer to prev
+
restart search
+
}
+
release hazard pointer to prev
}
if ( key == node - > key ) {
+
Value result = node -> value ;
+
release hazard pointer to node
return result ;
}
+
release hazard pointer to node
return NO_VALUE ;
}

Figure 11.3: Applying DEBRA and HPs to a search in a binary search tree. (+) denotes a new line.

invoking enterQstate, and is said to be non-quiescent after invoking leaveQstate. An invocation of isQuiescent by
a process returns true if it is quiescent, and false otherwise. Figure 11.3 is an example of DEBRA applied to code
for searching a lock-free binary search tree. For comparison, it also shows how HPs could be applied if one could
determine whether a node is retired. Note that determining whether node is retired (and not just marked) can be
extremely difficult, as discussed in Section 11.1 (where we discussed problems with HPs).

Implementation C++ style psuedocode for DEBRA appears in Figure 11.4. Each process p has three limbo bags,
denoted bag0 , bag1 and bag2 , which contain records that it removed from the data structure. At any point, one of these
bags is designated as p’s limbo bag for the current epoch, and is pointed to by a local variable currentBag. Whenever
p removes a record from the data structure, it simply adds it to currentBag. Each process has a quiescent bit, which
indicates whether the process is currently quiescent. The only thing p does when it enters a quiescent state is set
its quiescent bit. Whenever p leaves a quiescent state, it reads the current epoch e and announces it in announce p .
If this changes the value of announce p , then the contents of the oldest limbo bag can be reused or freed. In this
case, p changes currentBag to point to the oldest limbo bag, and then moves the contents of currentBag to an object
pool. Next, p attempts to determine whether the epoch can be advanced, which is the case if each process is either
quiescent or has announced e. To do this efficiently, p checks the announcements and quiescent bits of all processes
incrementally, reading one announcement and one quiescent bit in each leaveQstate operation. Process p repeatedly
checks the announcement and quiescent bit of the same process q in each of its leaveQstate operations, until q either
announces the current epoch or becomes quiescent, or until the epoch changes. A local variable checkNext keeps track
of the next process whose announcement should be checked. Once checkNext is n, p performs a CAS to increment the
current epoch.
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

process local variables :
long pid ;
long checkNext ;
blockbag * bags [0..2];
blockbag * currentBag ;
long index ;
long opsSinceCheck ;
shared variables :
long epoch ;
long announce [n ];
objectpool * pool ;
bool
void
void
bool
}
void
bool
void
bool

//
//
//
//
//
//

process id
the next process whose announcement should be checked
limbo bags for the last three epochs
pointer to the limbo bag for the current epoch
index of currentBag in bags [0..2]
# ops performed since checking another process ' announcement

// current epoch
// per - process announced epoch and quiescent bit
// pointer to object pool

getQuiescentBit ( long otherPid )
{ return announce [ otherPid ] & 1; }
setQuiescentBitTrue ( long otherPid ) { announce [ otherPid ] = announce [ otherPid ] | 1; }
setQuiescentBitFalse ( long otherPid ) { announce [ otherPid ] = announce [ otherPid ] & ~1; }
isEqual ( long readEpoch , long announcement ) {
return readEpoch == ( announcement & ~1) ; // compare read epoch to epoch - bits from announcement
retire ( record *p ) { currentBag - > add (p); }
isQuiescent ()
{ return getQuiescentBit ( pid ); }
enterQstate ()
{ setQuiescentBitTrue ( pid ); }
leaveQstate () {
bool result = false ;
long readEpoch = epoch ;
if (! isEqual ( readEpoch , announce [ pid ]) ) { // our announcement differs from the current epoch
opsSinceCheck = checkNext = 0;
// we are now scanning announcements for a new epoch
rotateAndReclaim () ;
result = true ;
// result indicates that we changed our announcement
}
// incrementally scan all announcements
if (++ opsSinceCheck >= CHECK_THRESH ) {
opsSinceCheck = 0;
long other = checkNext % n;
if ( isEqual ( readEpoch , announce [ other ]) || getQuiescentBit ( other )) {
long c = ++ checkNext ;
if (c >= n && c >= INCR_THRESH ) { // if we scanned every announcement
CAS (& epoch , readEpoch , readEpoch +2) ;
}
}
}
announce [ pid ] = readEpoch ;
// announce new epoch with quiescent bit = false
return result ;

}
void rotateAndReclaim () { // rotate limbo bags and reclaim records retired two epochs ago
index = ( index +1) % 3;
// compute index of oldest limbo bag
currentBag = bags [ index ];
// reuse the oldest libmo bag as the new currentBag
pool - > moveFullBlocks ( currentBag );
// move all full blocks to the pool
}

Figure 11.4: C++ style pseudocode for DEBRA, where n is the number of processes, INCR_THRESH is the minimum
number of times a process must invoke leaveQstate before it can increment the epoch, and CHECK_THRESH is the
number of times a process must invoke leaveQstate before it will check the epoch announcement of another process.

Correctness DEBRA reclaims a record only when no process has a pointer to it: Suppose p places a record r in
limbo bag b at time t1 , and moves r from b to the pool at time t2 . Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that a process q
has a pointer to r at time t2 . At time t1 , b is p’s current limbo bag, and just before time t2 , b is changed from being p’s
oldest limbo bag to being p’s current limbo bag, again. Thus, currentBag must be changed at least three times between
t1 and t2 . Since p changes currentBag only in an invocation of leaveQstate that changes announce p , p must perform
at least three such invocations between t1 and t2 . The current epoch must change between any pair of invocations of
leaveQstate that change announce p , so the current epoch must change at least twice between t1 and t2 . Consider two
consecutive changes of the current epoch, from e to e0 and from e0 to e00 . At some point between these two changes, q
must either be quiescent or have announced e0 . Process q must announce e0 after reading the current epoch and seeing
e0 , before the current epoch changes from e0 to e00 . Thus, q must announce e0 after the current epoch changes from e
to e0 , and before it changes from e0 to e00 . Since q can only announce an epoch when it is in a quiescent state, q must
therefore be quiescent at some point between t1 and t2 . This means q must obtain its pointer to r by following pointers
from an entry point after it was quiescent, which is after t1 . However, r is removed from the data structure before t1 ,
and, hence, it is no longer reachable by following pointers from an entry point. This is a contradiction.
Object pool

The object pool shared by all processes is implemented as a collection of n pool bags, one per process,

and one shared bag. Whenever a process moves a record to the pool, it places the record in its pool bag. If its pool bag
is too large, it moves some records to the shared bag. Whenever a process wants to allocate a record, it first attempts
to remove one from its pool bag. If its pool bag is empty, it attempts to take some records from the shared bag. If the
process fails to take any record from the shared bag, then it will allocate some new records and place them in its pool
bag.
Block bags

For efficiency, each pool bag and limbo bag is implemented as a blockbag, which is a singly-linked list

of blocks. Each block contains a next pointer and up to B records. (In our experiments, B = 256.) The head block
in a blockbag always contains fewer than B records, and every subsequent block contains exactly B records. With
this invariant, it is straightforward to design constant time operations to add and remove records in a blockbag, and to
move all full blocks from one blockbag to another. This allows a process to move all full blocks of records in its oldest
limbo bag to the pool highly efficiently after announcing a new epoch. However, if the process only moves full blocks
to the pool, then this limbo bag may be left with some records in its head block. These records could be moved to the
pool immediately, but it is more efficient to leave them in the bag, and simply move them to the pool later, once the
block that contains them is full. One consequence of not moving these records to the pool is that each limbo bag can
contain at most B − 1 records that were retired two or more epochs ago. This does not affect correctness. The shared

bag is implemented as a lock-free singly-linked list of blocks with operations to add and remove a full block. Moving
entire blocks to and from the shared bag greatly reduces synchronization costs.
Operating on blocks instead of individual records significantly reduces overhead. However, it also requires a
process to allocate and deallocate blocks. To reduce the number of blocks that are allocated and deallocated during an
execution, each process has a bounded block pool that is used by all of its local blockbags. Instead of deallocating a
block, a process returns the block to its block bool. If the block pool is already full, then the block is freed. Experiments
show that allowing each process to keep up to 16 blocks in its block pool reduces the number of blocks allocated by
more than 99.9%. No blocks are allocated for the shared bag, since blocks are simply moved between pool bags and
the shared bag.
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Minor optimizations We make two additional optimizations in our implementation. First, the least significant bit of
announce p is used as p’s quiescent bit. This allows both values to be read and written atomically, which reduces the
number of reads and writes to shared memory. Second, a process attempts to increment the current epoch only after
invoking leaveQstate at least INCR_THRESH times, where INCR_THRESH is a constant (100 in our experiments).
This is especially helpful when the number of processes is small. For example, in a single process system, without this
optimization, the process will advance the epoch and try to move records to the pool at the beginning of every single
operation, introducing unnecessary overhead.

Optimizing for NUMA systems Memory layout and access pattern can have a significant impact on the performance
of an algorithm on a NUMA system. Recall that each invocation of leaveQstate by a process q reads one announcement
announce p (which is periodically changed by process p). If p is on the same socket as q (so p and q share the last-level
cache), then this read will usually be quite fast, since a write by p to announce p will not invalidate q’s cached copy of
announce p . However, if they are on different sockets, then a write by p to announce p will invalidate q’s cached copy,
and will cause a subsequent read of announce p by q to incur a last-level cache miss. The cost of these last-level cache
misses is not noticeable in all workloads, but we did notice it in experimental workloads where all processes performed
short read-only operations on small data structures that fit in the last-level cache (so the only last-level cache misses
were caused by these reads). To reduce the impact of these cache misses, we suggest reading an announcement only
once every CHECK_THRESH invocations of leaveQstate (where CHECK_THRESH is a small constant). Of course,
checking announcements less frequently can delay reclamation for some records.

11.3

Adding fault tolerance

The primary disadvantage of DEBRA is that a crashed or slow process can stay in a non-quiescent state for an arbitrarily long time. This prevents any other processes from freeing memory. Although we did not observe this pathological
behaviour in our experiments, many applications require a bound on the number of records waiting to be freed.
Lock-free data structures are ideal for building fault tolerant systems, because they are designed to be provably
fault tolerant. If a process crashes while it is in the middle of any lock-free operation, and it leaves the data structure
in an inconsistent state, other processes can always repair that state. The onus is on a process that wants to access
part of a data structure to restore that part of the data structure to a consistent state before using it. Consequently, a
lock-free data structure always provides procedures to repair and access parts of the data structure that are damaged
(by a process crash) or undergoing changes. (Furthermore, these procedures are necessarily designed so that processes
can crash while executing them, and other processes can still repair the data structure and continue to make progress.)
We use these procedures to design a mechanism that allows a process to neutralize another process that is preventing
it from advancing the epoch.
A novel aspect of DEBRA+ is our use of two features offered by Unix, Linux and other POSIX-compliant operating
systems. The first is signaling, an inter-process communication mechanism. Signals can be sent to a process by the
operating system, and by other processes. When a process receives a signal, the code it was executing is interrupted,
and the process begins executing a signal handler, instead. When the process returns from the signal handler, it
resumes executing from where it was interrupted. A process can specify what action it will take when it receives a
particular signal by registering a function as its signal handler.
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The second feature is non-local goto, which allows a process to begin executing from a different instruction,
outside of the current function, by using two procedures: sigsetjmp and siglongjmp. A process first invokes sigsetjmp,
which saves its local state and returns false. Later, the process can invoke siglongjmp, which restores the state saved
by sigsetjmp immediately prior to its return, but causes it to return true instead of false. The standard way to use these
primitives is with the idiom: “if (sigsetjmp(...)) alternate(); else usual();”. A process that executes this code will save
its state and execute usual(). Then, if the process later invokes siglongjmp, it will restore the state saved by sigsetjmp
and immediately begin executing alternate().
At the beginning of each operation by a process q, q invokes sigsetjmp, following the idiom described above,
and then proceeds with its operation. Another process p can interrupt q by sending a signal to q. We design q’s
signal handler so that, if q was interrupted while it was in a quiescent state, then q will simply return from the signal
handler and resume its regular execution from wherever it was interrupted. However, if q was interrupted in a nonquiescent state, then it is neutralized: it will enter a quiescent state and perform a siglongjmp. Then, q will execute
special recovery code, which allows it to clean up any mess it left because it was neutralized. Since q’s signal handler
performs siglongjmp only if q was interrupted in a non-quiescent state, q will not perform siglongjmp while it is
executing recovery code. Hence, if q receives a signal while it is executing recovery code, it will simply return from
the signal handler and resume executing wherever it left off.
Our technique requires the operating system to guarantee that, after a process p sends q a signal, the next time
process q takes a step, it will execute its signal handler. (This requirement is satisfied by the Linux kernel [76]. It
can also be weakened with small modifications to DEBRA+, which are discussed at the end of this section.) With
this guarantee, after p has sent a signal to q, it knows that q will not access any retired record until q has executed
its recovery code and subsequently executed leaveQstate. Thus, as soon as p has sent q a signal, p can immediately
proceed as if q is quiescent.
Operations for which recovery is simple

The main difficulty is

using DEBRA+ is designing recovery code. Although recovery must
be tailored to the data structure, it is straightforward for lock-free operations of the following form. Each operation is divided into three
parts: a quiescent bookkeeping preamble, a non-quiescent body, and
a quiescent bookkeeping postamble. Processes can be neutralized
while executing in the body, but cannot be neutralized while executing in the preamble or postamble (because a process will not call siglongjmp while it is quiescent). Consequently, processes should not
do anything in the body that will corrupt the data structure if they are
neutralized part way through. Allocation, deallocation, manipulation
of process-local data structures that persist between operations, and
other non-reentrant actions should occur only in the preamble and
postamble.
Applying DEBRA+ Figure 11.5 shows how to apply DEBRA+ to the type of operations described above. The
remainder of this section explains the steps shown there. Consider an operation O. In the quiescent preamble, O
allocates a special record called a descriptor. A pointer to this descriptor is stored in a process local variable called
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1
2

process local variables :
descriptor * desc ;

3
4
5
6

void signalHandler ( args ):
if ( isQuiescent () ) then
enterQstate () ;
siglongjmp (...) ;

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

// jump to recovery code

int doOperationXYZ ( args ) :
...
// quiescent preamble
while (! done )
if ( sigsetjmp (...) )
// begin recovery code
if ( isRProtected ( desc )) done = help ( desc );
RUnprotectAll () ;
else
// end recovery code
leaveQstate () ;
// begin body
do search phase
initialize * desc
RProtect each record that will be accessed , or used as the old value of a CAS , by help ( desc )
RProtect ( desc );
done = help ( desc ) ;
enterQstate () ;
// end body
RUnprotectAll () ;
...
// quiescent postamble
perform retire () calls

Figure 11.5: Applying DEBRA+ to a typical lock-free operation. Lines 14 and 20 are necessary for both DEBRA and
DEBRA+. Gray lines are necessary for fault tolerance (DEBRA+).

desc. Any other records that might be needed by the body are also allocated in the preamble.
The body first reads some records, and then initializes the descriptor desc. Intuitively, this descriptor contains a
description of all the steps the operation O will perform. The body then executes a help procedure, which uses the
information in the descriptor to perform the operation. We assume that the descriptor includes all pointers that the
help procedure will follow (or use as the expected value of a CAS). The help procedure can also be used by other
processes to help the operation complete. In a system where processes may crash, a process whose progress is blocked
by another operation cannot simply wait for the operation to complete, so helping is necessary. The help procedure
for any lock-free algorithm is typically reentrant and idempotent, because, at any time, one process can pause, and
another process can begin helping. The end of the body is marked with an invocation of enterQstate (which is, itself,
reentrant and idempotent). The quiescent postamble then invokes retire for each record that was removed from the
data structure by the operation.
Recovery

We now describe recovery for an operation O performed by a process p. Suppose p receives a signal,

enters a quiescent state, and then performs siglongjmp to begin executing its recovery code. Although there are many
places where p might have been executing when it was neutralized, it is fairly simply to determine what action it
should take next. The main challenge is determining whether another process already performed O on p’s behalf. To
do this, p checks whether it announced a descriptor for O before it was neutralized. If it did, then some other process
might have seen this descriptor and started helping O. So, p invokes help (which is safe even if another process already
helped O, since help is idempotent). Otherwise, p can simply restart the body of O.
DEBRA allows a non-quiescent process executing an operation to safely access any record that it reached by
following pointers from an entry point during the operation. However, DEBRA does not allow quiescent processes
to safely access any records. In DEBRA+, once a process p has been sent a signal, other processes treat p as if were
quiescent. Furthermore, p enters a quiescent state before executing recovery code, and it remains in a quiescent state
throughout the recovery code. However, the help procedure in p’s recovery code must access the descriptor record,
and possibly some of the records to which it points. Thus, we need an additional mechanism in DEBRA+ to allow p
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to access this limited set of records even though it is quiescent. We use HPs in a very limited way to prevent these
records from being freed by other processes before p has finished its recovery code. This lets p safely run its recovery
code in a quiescent state, so that other processes can continue to advance the current epoch and reclaim memory.
We now describe how HPs are used. Let S be the set of records that will be accessed, or used as the old value of a
CAS, by help(desc). In the body of an operation by p, p announces HPs to all records in S by invoking RProtect(r)
for each r ∈ S. Then, p invokes RProtect(desc) to announce a HP to the descriptor, and invokes help(desc). After
performing help(desc) and invoking enterQstate, p invokes RUnprotectAll to release all of its HPs. Note that, since

RProtect is performed in the body, while p is non-quiescent, p might be neutralized while executing RProtect. Hence,
RProtect must be reentrant and idempotent.
When executing recovery code, p first invokes isRProtected(desc) (which returns true if some HP points to desc
and false otherwise) to determine whether it announced a HP to desc. Suppose it did. Since p announces a HP to the
descriptor d after announcing HPs to all records in S, when p performs recovery, if it sees that it announced a HP to d,
then it knows it already announced HPs to all records in S. Thus, its HPs will prevent everything it will access during
its recovery from being reclaimed until it has finished using them. So, p can safely execute help(desc). Now, suppose
p did not announce a HP to desc. Since p announces a HP to desc before invoking help(desc), this means p has not
yet invoked help(desc), so no other process is aware of p’s operation. Therefore, p can simply terminate its recovery
code and restart its operation. At the end of the recovery code, p invokes RUnprotectAll to release all of its HPs.
Recall that, in DEBRA, whenever a process p announces a new epoch, it can immediately reclaim all records in
its oldest limbo bag and move them to its pool. In DEBRA+, some of the records in p’s oldest limbo bag might be
pointed to by HPs, so p cannot simply move all of these to its pool. Before p can move a record r to the pool, it must
first verify that no HP points to it. We discuss how this can be done efficiently, below.
Complexity Thanks to our new neutralizing mechanism, we can bound the number of records waiting to be freed.
Each time a process p performing leaveQstate encounters a process q that is not quiescent and has not announced epoch
e, p checks whether the size of its own current limbo bag exceeds some constant c. If so, p neutralizes q. After p’s
current limbo bag contains at least c elements, and p performs n more data structure operations, it will have performed
leaveQstate n times, and each non-quiescent process will either have announced the current epoch or been neutralized
by p. Consequently, p will advance the current epoch, and, the next time it performs leaveQstate, it will announce the
new epoch and reclaim records. It follows that p’s current limbo bag can contain at most c + O(nm) elements, where
m is the largest number of records that can be removed from the data structure by a high-level operation. Therefore,
the total number of records waiting to be freed is O(n(nm + c)).
In DEBRA, all full blocks in a limbo bag are moved to the pool in constant time. In DEBRA+, records can be
moved to the pool only if no HP points to them, so this is no longer possible. One way to move records from a limbo
bag b to the pool is to iterate over each record r in b, and check if a HP points to r. To make this more efficient, we
move records from b to the pool only when b contains nk + Ω(nk) + B records, where k is the number of HPs needed
per process, and B is the maximum number of records in a block. Before we begin iterating over records in b, we
create a hash table containing every HP. Then, we can check whether a HP points to r in O(1) expected time. We can
further optimize by rearranging records in b so that we can still move full blocks to the pool, instead of individual
records. To do this, we iterate over the records in b, and move the ones pointed to by HPs to the beginning of the
blockbag. All full blocks that do not contain a record pointed to by a HP are then moved in O(1) time. Since there are
at most nk HPs, and we scan only when b contains at least nk + B + Ω(nk) records, we will be able to move at least
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max{B, Ω(nk)} records to the pool. Thus, the expected amortized cost to move a record to the pool (or free it) is O(1).
Implementation C++ style pseudocode for DEBRA+ appears in Figure 11.6. There, only the procedures that are
different from DEBRA are shown. There are three main differences from DEBRA. First, in an invocation of leaveQstate by process p, if p encounters a process q that has not announced the current epoch, and is not quiescent, p
invokes a procedure called suspectNeutralized. This procedure checks whether p’s current limbo bag contains more
than a certain number of records, and, if so, neutralizes q. Recall that p neutralizes q by sending a signal to q. The
signal handler that is executed by q when it receives a signal is called signalhandler. Second, a limited version of
HPs is provided by procedures isRProtected, RProtect and RUnprotectAll. Third, the procedure rotateAndReclaim
implements the algorithm described above efficiently moving records from a limbo bag to a pool (only if the records
are not pointed to by HPs) in expected amortized O(1) steps per record.
One problem with DEBRA+ is that it seems difficult to apply to lock-based data structures, because it is dangerous
to interrupt a process and force it to restart while it holds a lock. Of course, there is little reason to use DEBRA+ for a
lock-based data structure, since locks can cause deadlock if processes crash. For lock-based data structures, DEBRA
can be used, instead.
Alternative implementation options

Above, we specified the guarantee that the operating system signaling mech-

anism must provide: after a process p sends process q a signal, the next time q takes a step, it will execute its signal
handler. It is possible to modify DEBRA+ to work with a weaker guarantee. Suppose the operating system instead
guaranteed that, after a process p sends process q a signal, q is guaranteed to begin executing its signal handler when
it next experiences a context switch. Then, after p sends a signal to q, it can either wait or defer reclamation until q
is next context switched or is not running. For most operating system schedulers, every process is context switched
out after a bounded length of time (a scheduling quantum). Many operating systems also provide mechanisms to determine whether a process is currently running, how many context switches it has undergone, how much time remains
until it will be context switched, and so on. For example, Linux provides access to this information through a virtual
file system (rooted at "/proc").

11.4

A lock-free memory management abstraction

There are many compelling reasons to separate memory allocation and reclamation from data structure code. Although
the steps that a programmer must take to apply a non-automatic technique to a data structure vary widely, it is possible
to find a small, natural set of operations that allows a programmer to write data structure code once, and easily plug
in many popular memory reclamation schemes. In this section, we describe a record management abstraction, called
a Record Manager, that is easy to use, and provides sufficient flexibility to support: HPs (all versions), B&C, TS,
EBR, DTA, QS, DEBRA and DEBRA+. (ST is not supported because it requires a programmer to insert transactions
throughout the code, and to annotate the beginning and end of each stack frame. OA is not supported because it
requires each read and CAS to be instrumented.)
A Record Manager has three components: an Allocator, a Reclaimer and a Pool. The Allocator determines how
records will be allocated (e.g., by individual calls to malloc or by handing out records from a large range of memory)
and freed. The Reclaimer is given records after they are removed from the data structure, and determines when they
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process local variables :
hashtable scanning ;
shared variables :
arraystack RProtected [n ];
bool
bool
void
bool

// hash table used to collect all RProtected records
// array of RProtected record * for each process

isRProtected ( record *r) { return RProtected [ pid ]. contains ( r); }
RProtect ( record *r)
{ RProtected [ pid ]. add (r);
} // O (1) time
RUnprotectAll ()
{ RProtected [ pid ]. clear () ;
} // O (1) time
leaveQstate () {
bool result = false ;
long readEpoch = epoch ;
if (! isEqual ( readEpoch , announce [ other ]) ) { // our announcement differs from the current epoch
checkNext = 0;
// we are now scanning announcements for a new epoch
rotateAndReclaim () ;
result = true ;
// result indicates that we changed our announcement
}
// incrementally scan all announcements
if (++ opsSinceCheck >= CHECK_THRESH ) {
opsSinceCheck = 0;
long other = checkNext % n;
if ( isEqual ( readEpoch , announce [ other ]) || isQuiescent ( other ) || suspectNeutralized ( other )) {
long c = ++ checkNext ;
if (c >= n && c >= INCR_THRESH ) { // if we have scanned every announcement
CAS (& epoch , readEpoch , readEpoch +1) ;
}
}
}
announce [ pid ] = readEpoch ;
// announce new epoch with quiescent bit = false
return result ;

}
void rotateAndReclaim () {
index = ( current +1) % 3;
// compute index of oldest limbo bag
currentBag = bags [ index ];
// reuse the oldest limbo bag as the new currentBag
// if currentBag contains sufficiently many records to get amortized O (1) time per record
if ( currentBag -> getSizeInBlocks () >= scanThreshold ) {
// hash all announcements
scanning . clear () ;
for ( int other =0; other < n; ++ other ) {
int sz = RProtected [ other ]. size () ;
for ( int i =0; i < sz ; ++ i ) {
record * hp = RProtected [ other ]. get (i );
if ( hp != NULL ) {
scanning . insert ( hp ) ;
}
}
}
// if any records in currentBag are RProtected , swap them to the front
blockbag_iterator it1 = currentBag -> begin () ;
blockbag_iterator it2 = currentBag -> begin () ;
while ( it1 != currentBag -> end () ) {
if ( scanning . contains (* it1 )) { // record pointed to by it1 is RProtected
swap ( it1 , it2 );
// swap records pointed to by it1 and it2
it2 ++;
// advance iterator it2
}
it1 ++;
// advance iterator it1
}
// now , every record after it2 can be freed , so we reclaim all full blocks after it2
pool - > moveFullBlocks ( it2 ) ;
// O (1) time
}
}
bool suspectNeutralized ( long other ) {
return ( currentBag -> getSizeInBlocks () >= SUSPECT_THRESHOLD_IN_BLOCKS )
&& (! pthread_kill ( getPthreadID ( other ) , SIGQUIT )) ; // successfully send signal to other
}
void signalhandler ( int signum , siginfo_t * info , void * uctx ) {
// if the process is not in a quiescent state , it jumps to a different instruction
// and cleans up after itself , instead of continuing its current operation .
if (! isQuiescent () ) {
enterQstate () ;
siglongjmp (...) ;
}
} // otherwise , the process simply continues its operation as if nothing had happened .

Figure 11.6: C++ style pseudocode for data and procedures added to DEBRA to obtain DEBRA+, where n is the
number of processes, INCR_THRESH is the minimum number of times a process must invoke leaveQstate before it
can increment the epoch, and CHECK_THRESH is the number of times a process must invoke leaveQstate before it
will check the epoch announcement of another process.

can be safely handed off to the Pool. The Pool determines when records are handed to the Allocator to be freed, and
whether a process actually uses the Allocator to allocate a new record.
We implement data structures, Allocators, Reclaimers and Pools in a modular way, so that they can be combined
easily. This clean separation into interchangeable components allows, e.g., the same Pool implementation to be used
with both a HP Reclaimer and a DEBRA Reclaimer. Modularity is typically achieved with inheritance, but inheritance
introduces significant runtime overhead. For example, when the precompiled data structure invokes retire, it does
not know which of the precompiled versions of retire it should use, so it must perform work at runtime to choose
the correct implementation. In C++, this can be done more efficiently with template parameters, which allow a
compiler to reach into code and replace placeholder calls with calls to the correct implementations. Unlike inheritance,
templates introduce no overhead, since the correct implementation is compiled into the code. Furthermore, if the
correct implementation is a small function, the compiler can simply insert its code directly into the calling function
(eliminating the function call altogether).
A programmer interacts with the Record Manager,
which exposes the operations of the Pool and Reclaimer.
A Pool provides allocate and deallocate operations. A
Reclaimer provides operations for the basic events that
memory reclamation schemes are interested in: starting
and finishing data structure operations (leaveQstate and
enterQstate), reaching a new pointer and disposing of
it (protect and unprotect), and retiring a record (retire).
It also provides operations to check whether a process
is quiescent (isQuiescent) and whether a pointer can be
followed safely (isProtected). Finally, it provides operations for making information available to recovery code

Figure 11.7: Operations provided by a Record Manager,
Reclaimer, Pool and Allocator. Solid arrows (resp., dashed
Most of these are described in Section 11.2 and Sec- arrows) indicate that an operation on one object invokes
tion 11.3. We describe the rest here. protect, which must (resp., may invoke) an operation on another object.
(RProtect, RUnprotectAll, isRProtected).

be invoked on a record r before accessing any field of
r, returns true if the process successfully protects r (and, hence, is permitted to access its fields), and returns false
otherwise. Once a process has successfully protected r, it remains protected until the process invokes unprotect(r) or
becomes quiescent. isProtected(r) returns true if r is currently protected by the process.
Reclaimers for DEBRA and DEBRA+ are effectively described in Section 11.2 and Section 11.3. For these
techniques, unprotect does nothing, and protect and isProtected simply return true. (Consequently, these calls are
optimized out of the code by the compiler.) For HPs, leaveQstate, RProtect and RUnprotectAll all do nothing, and
isQuiescent and isRProtected simply return false. unprotect(r) releases a HP to r, and enterQstate clears all announced
HPs. protect announces a HP to a record and executes a function, which determines whether that record is in the data
structure. retire(r) places r in a bag, and, if the bag contains sufficiently many records, it constructs a hash table T
containing all HPs, and moves all records not in T to the Pool (as described in Section 11.1).
A predicate called supportsCrashRecovery is added to Reclaimers to allow a programmer to add crash recovery
to a data structure without imposing overhead for Reclaimers that do not support crash recovery. For example, a
programmer can check whether supportsCrashRecovery is true before invoking RProtect. The code statement “if
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(supportsCrashRecovery)” statically evaluates to “if (true)” or “if (false)” at compile time, once the Reclaimer template
has been filled in. Consequently, these if-statements are completely eliminated by the compiler. In our experiments,
this predicate is used to invoke sigsetjmp only for DEBRA+ (eliminating overhead for the other techniques).

11.5

Experiments

Our primary experimental system was an Intel i7 4770 machine with 4 cores, 8 hardware threads and 16GB of memory, running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. All code was compiled with GCC 4.9.1-3 and the highest optimization level (-O3).
Google’s high performance Thread Caching malloc (tcmalloc-2.4) was used.
We ran experiments to compare the performance of various Reclaimers: DEBRA, DEBRA+, HP, ST and no
reclamation (None). We used the Record Manager abstraction to perform allocation and reclamation for a lock-free
balanced binary search tree (BST) [30]. Searches in this BST can traverse pointers from retired nodes to other retired
nodes, so ST cannot be used, and we must confront the problems described in Section 11.1 to apply HP. Properly
dealing with HP’s problems would be highly complex and inefficient, so we simply restart any operation that suspects
a node is retired. Consequently, applying HP causes the BST to lose its lock-free progress guarantee. To determine
whether this significantly affects the performance of HP, we added the same restarting behaviour to DEBRA, and
observed that its impact on performance was small. (See Figure 11.13.) Note that the HP scheme was tuned for high
performance (instead of space efficiency) by allowing processes to accumulate large buffers of retired nodes before
attempting to reclaim memory.
Code for ST was graciously provided by its authors. They used a lock-based skip list to compare None, HP and
ST. We modified their code to use a Record Manager for allocating and pooling nodes, and used it to compare None,
DEBRA, HP and ST. The actual reclamation code for HP and ST is due to the authors of ST. Since the skip list uses
locks, it cannot use DEBRA+.

Experiment 1

Our first experiment compared the overhead of performing reclamation for the various Reclaimers.

In this experiment, each Reclaimer performed all the work necessary to reclaim nodes, but nodes were not actually
reclaimed (and, hence, were not reused). The Record Manager used a Bump Allocator: each process requests a large
region of memory from the operating system at the beginning of an execution, and then divides that region into nodes,
which it allocates in sequence. Since nodes were not actually reclaimed, we eliminated the Pool component of the
Record Manager. In this experiment, a data structure suffers the overhead of reclamation, but does not enjoy its benefits
(namely, a smaller memory footprint and fewer cache misses).
For the balanced BST, we ran eight trials for each combination of Reclaimers in {None, DEBRA, DEBRA+,
HP}, thread counts (in {1, 2, ..., 16}), operation mixes in {25i-25d, 50i-50d} (where xi-yd means x% insertions, y%
deletions and (100 − x − y)% searches) and key ranges in {[0, 10000), [0, 1000000)}. For the skip list, the thread

counts and operation mixes were the same, but ST was used instead of DEBRA+, and there was only one key range,
[0, 200000). In each trial, the data structure was first prefilled to half of the key range, then the appropriate number of
threads performed random operations (according to the operation mix) on uniformly random keys from the key range
for two seconds. The average of each set of eight trials became a data point in a graph. (Unfortunately, the system
quickly runs out of memory when nodes are not reclaimed, so it is not possible to run all trials for longer than two
seconds. However, we ran long trials for many cases to verify that the results do not change.)
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Experiment 1 on 8-thread Intel i7-4770
25% ins, 25% del, 50% search

Skiplist range [0, 2 · 105 )

BST range [0, 104 )

BST range [0, 106 )

50% ins, 50% del

Figure 11.8: Results for Experiment 1 (Overhead of reclamation). The x-axis shows the number of processes. The
y-axis shows throughput, in millions of operations per second.

The results in Figure 11.8 show that DEBRA and DEBRA+ have extremely low overhead. In the BST, DEBRA
has between 5% and 22% overhead (averaging 12%), and DEBRA+ has between 7% and 28% overhead (averaging
17%). Compared to HP, on average, DEBRA performs 94% more operations and DEBRA+ performs 83% more.
This is largely because DEBRA and DEBRA+ synchronize once per operation, whereas HP synchronizes each time
a process reaches a new node. In the skip list, DEBRA has up to 6% overhead (averaging 4%), outperforms HP
by an average of 200%, and also outperforms ST by between 93% and 168% (averaging 133%). ST has significant
overhead. For instance, on average, it starts almost four transactions per operation (each of which announces one or
more pointers), and runtime checks are frequently performed to determine if a new transaction should be started.

Experiment 2 In our second experiment, nodes were actually reclaimed. The Reclaimers were each paired with the
same Pool as DEBRA. The only exception was None, which does not use a Pool. (Thus, None is the same as in the
first experiment.)
The results appear in Figure 11.9. In the BST, DEBRA is only 8% slower than None on average, and, for some data
points, DEBRA actually improves performance by up to 12%. This is possible because DEBRA reduces the memory
footprint of the data structure, which allows a larger fraction of the allocated nodes to fit in cache and, hence, reduces
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Experiment 2 on 8-thread Intel i7-4770
25% ins, 25% del, 50% search

Skiplist range [0, 2 · 105 )

BST range [0, 104 )

BST range [0, 106 )

50% ins, 50% del

Figure 11.9: Experiment 2 (Using a Bump Allocator and a Pool).

the number of cache misses. DEBRA+ is between 2% and 25% slower than None, averaging 10%. Compared to HP,
DEBRA is between 48% and 145% faster, averaging 80%, and DEBRA+ is between 43% and 123% faster, averaging
76%. In the skip list, DEBRA performs as well as None. DEBRA also outperforms ST by between 108% and 211%,
averaging 160%.
To measure the benefit of neutralizing slow processes, we tracked the total amount of memory allocated for records
in each trial. Since we used bump allocation, this simply required determining how far each bump allocator’s pointer
had moved during the execution. Thus, we were able to compute the total amount of memory allocated after each
trial had finished (without having any impact on the trial while it was executing). Figure 11.11 shows the total amount
of memory allocated for records in the second experiment in the BST with key range 10,000 and workload 50i-50d.
(The other cases were similar.) DEBRA, DEBRA+ and HP all perform similarly up to eight processes. However,
for more than eight processes, some processes are always context switched out, and they often prevent DEBRA from
advancing the epoch in a timely manner. DEBRA+ fixes this issue. With 16 processes, DEBRA+ neutralizes processes
an average of 935 times per trial, reducing memory usage by an average of 94% over DEBRA.
We also ran the second experiment on a NUMA Oracle T4-1 system with 8 cores and 64 hardware contexts.
Figure 11.10 shows a representative sample of the results. Note that ST could not be run on this machine, since it does
not support HTM.
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Experiment 2 on 64-thread Oracle T4-1
25% ins, 25% del, 50% search

BST range [0, 106 )

50% ins, 50% del

Figure 11.10: Extra results for Experiment 2 on Oracle T4-1. (ST could not be run, since the Oracle T4-1 does not
support hardware transactional memory.)

Figure 11.11: Memory allocated for records in Experiment 2 in the BST with keyrange 10,000 and workload 50i-50d.
Experiment 3 Our third experiment is like the second, except we used a different Allocator, which does not preallocate memory. The Allocator’s allocate operation simply invokes malloc to request memory from the operation system
(and its deallocate operation invokes free).
The results (which appear in Figure 11.12) are similar to the results for the second experiment. However, the
absolute throughput is significantly smaller than in the previous experiments, because of the overhead of invoking
malloc. Although HP and ST are negatively affected, proportionally, they slow down less than None, DEBRA and
DEBRA+. This illustrates an important experimental principle: overhead should be minimized, because uniformly
adding overhead to an experiment disproportionately impacts low-overhead algorithms, and obscures their advantage.

11.6

Summary

In this work, we presented a distributed variant of EBR, called DEBRA. Compared to EBR, DEBRA significantly
reduces synchronization overhead and offers high performance even with many more processes than physical cores.
Our experiments show that, compared with performing no reclamation at all, DEBRA is 4% slower on average, 21%
slower at worst, and up to 20% faster in some cases. Moreover, DEBRA outperforms StackTrack by an average of
138%. DEBRA is easy to use, and only adds O(1) steps per data structure operation and O(1) steps per retired record.
We also presented DEBRA+, the first epoch based reclamation scheme that allows processes to continue reclaiming
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Experiment 3 on 8-thread Intel i7-4770
25% ins, 25% del, 50% search

Skiplist range [0, 2 · 105 )

BST range [0, 104 )

BST range [0, 106 )

50% ins, 50% del

Figure 11.12: Experiment 3 (Using malloc and a Pool).
memory after a process has crashed. In an n process system, the number of objects waiting to be freed is O(mn2 ),
where m is the largest number of objects retired by one data structure operation. The cost to reuse or free a record is
O(1) expected amortized time. In our experiments, DEBRA+ reduced memory consumption over DEBRA by 94%.
Compared with performing no reclamation, DEBRA+ is only 10% slower on average. DEBRA+ also outperforms a
highly efficient implementation of hazard pointers by an average of 70%.
We introduced the Record Manager, the first generalization of the C++ Allocator abstraction that is suitable for
lock-free programming. A Record Manager separates memory reclamation code from lock-free data structure code,
which allows a dynamic data structure to be implemented without knowing how its records will be allocated, reclaimed
and freed. This abstraction adds virtually no overhead. It is highly flexible, allowing a programmer to interchange
techniques for reclamation, object pooling, allocation and deallocation by changing one line of code.
Besides DEBRA and DEBRA+, the neutralizing technique introduced in this work is of independent interest. It
would be useful to find different ways to neutralize processes, so, for example, the neutralizing technique could be
used with different operating systems. There may also be opportunities to apply neutralizing in other contexts, such
as garbage collection. Finally, it would also be interesting to understand whether these ideas can be extended to
lock-based algorithms (even for a restricted class, such as reentrant and idempotent algorithms).
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50% ins, 50% del

25% ins, 25% del, 50% search

100% search

Figure 11.13: Overhead introduced by restarting BST operations instead of helping whenever a marked node is
reached.

Chapter 12

Reusing descriptors
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In simple lock-free data structures (e.g., [121, 61, 98, 101, 88]), a process can determine how to help an operation
that blocks it by inspecting a small part of the data structure. In more complex lock-free data structures (such as [52,
70, 113, 30], and those implemented with LLX and SCX), processes publish descriptors for their operations, and
helpers look at these descriptors to determine how to help. A descriptor typically encodes a sequence of steps that a
process should follow in order to complete the operation that created it.
Since lock-free algorithms cannot use mutual exclusion, many helpers can simultaneously help an operation, potentially long after the operation has terminated. Thus, to avoid situations where helpers read inconsistent data in a
descriptor and corrupt the data structure, or try to access a descriptor that has been freed to the operating system and
crash, each descriptor must remain consistent and accessible until it can be determined that no helper will ever access
it again. This leads to wasteful algorithms which allocate a new descriptor for each operation.
In this chapter, we introduce two simple abstract data types (ADTs) that capture the way descriptors are used by
wasteful algorithms. The immutable descriptor ADT appears in Section 12.1.1. It provides two operations, CreateNew
and ReadField, which respectively create and initialize a new descriptor, and read one of its fields. The mutable
descriptor ADT, which appears in Section 12.1.2, extends the immutable descriptor ADT by adding two operations:
WriteField and CASField. These allow a helper to modify fields of the descriptor (e.g., to indicate that the operation
has been partially or fully completed). We also give examples of wasteful algorithms whose usage of descriptors is
captured by these ADTs.
The natural way to implement the immutable and mutable descriptor ADTs is to have CreateNew allocate memory
and initialize it, and to have ReadField, WriteField and CASField perform a read, write and CAS, respectively. Every
implementation of one of these ADTs must eventually reclaim the descriptors it allocates. Otherwise, the algorithm
would eventually exhaust memory, and either cause the system to crash, or block while waiting for more memory to
become available, violating lock-free progress. Usually, a lock-free memory reclamation algorithm is used for the
reclamation of descriptors. We briefly explain why reclaiming descriptors this way is expensive.
It is non-trivial to determine when a descriptor is safe to free. In order to safely free a descriptor, a process must
know that the descriptor is no longer reachable. This means no other process can reach the descriptor by following
pointers in shared memory or in its private memory. State of the art lock-free memory reclamation algorithms (e.g.,
DEBRA and Hazard Pointers) can determine when no process has a pointer to an object in its private memory, but
typically require the underlying algorithm to identify a time after which the object is no longer reachable from shared
memory (and then invoke a Retire function).
Thus, for each high-level operation attempt O, an algorithm must identify a time t such that no operation attempt
started after t can encounter a pointer in shared memory to O’s descriptor. In an algorithm where each operation attempt removes all pointers to its descriptor from shared memory before it terminates, t is when O completes. However,
in some algorithms (such as the implementation of LLX and SCX in Chapter 3), pointers to descriptors are “lazily”
cleaned up by subsequent operation attempts. In such an algorithm, t may be long after O completes (and, consequently, t may be quite difficult to identify). The overhead of reclaiming descriptors comes both from identifying t,
and from actually running a lock-free memory reclamation algorithm.
Additionally, in some applications, such as embedded systems, it is important to have a small, predictable number
of descriptors in the system. In such cases, one must use memory reclamation algorithms that prioritize having a
small descriptor footprint, i.e., the largest number of descriptors in the system at one time. Such algorithms incur high
overhead. For example, hazard pointers [99] can be used to achieve a small descriptor footprint, but it must perform
costly memory fences every time a process tries to access a new descriptor (as we described in Chapter 11).
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To circumvent the aforementioned problems, we introduce a weak descriptor ADT (in Section 12.2) that has
slightly weaker semantics than the mutable descriptor ADT, but can be implemented without memory reclamation.
The crucial difference is that each time a process invokes CreateNew to create a new descriptor, it invalidates all
of its previous descriptors. An invocation of ReadField on an invalid descriptor fails and returns a special value ⊥.

Invocations of WriteField and CASField on invalid descriptors have no effect. We believe the weak descriptor ADT
can be useful in designing new lock-free algorithms, since an invocation of ReadField that returns ⊥ can be used to
inform a helper that it no longer needs to continue helping (making further accesses to the descriptor unnecessary).

We also identify a class of lock-free algorithms that use the descriptor ADT, and which can be transformed to use
the weak descriptor ADT (in Section 12.2.2). At a high level, these are algorithms in which (1) each operation attempt
creates a descriptor and invokes a Help function on it, and (2) ReadField, WriteField and CASField operations occur
only inside invocations of Help. Intuitively, the fact that these operations occur only in Help makes it easy to determine
how the transformed algorithm should proceed when it performs an invalid operation: the operation being helped must
have already terminated, so it no longer needs help. We prove correctness for our transformation, and demonstrate its
use by transforming a wasteful implementation of a double-compare-single-swap (DCSS) primitive [62].
We then present an extension to our weak descriptor ADT, and show how an even larger class of lock-free algorithms can be transformed to use this extension (in Section 12.3). In particular, the algorithms in this class can also
perform ReadField operations outside of Help. We prove correctness and progress for the transformation, and demonstrate its use by transforming a wasteful implementation of a k-compare-and-swap (k-CAS) primitive [62], as well as
the LLX and SCX implementation in Chapter 3.
We used mostly known techniques to produce an efficient, provably correct implementation of our extended weak
descriptor ADT in Section 12.4. With this implementation, the transformed algorithms for k-CAS, and LLX and SCX,
have some desirable properties. In the original k-CAS algorithm, each operation attempt allocates at least k + 1 new
descriptors. In contrast, the transformed algorithm allocates only two descriptors per process, once, at the beginning
of the execution, and these descriptors are reused. Similarly, in the original algorithm for LLX and SCX, each SCX
operation creates a new descriptor, but the transformed algorithm allocates only one descriptor per process, at the
beginning of the execution. This entirely eliminates dynamic allocation and memory reclamation for descriptors
(significantly reducing overhead), and results in an extremely small descriptor footprint.
We present extensive experiments on a 64-thread AMD system and a 48-thread Intel system (in Section 12.5).
These experiments use a variety of workloads to compare our transformed implementations with wasteful implementations that use state of the art memory reclamation algorithms. Our results show that our transformed implementations
always perform at least as well as their wasteful counterparts, and significantly outperform them in some workloads. In
a k-CAS microbenchmark, our implementation outperformed wasteful implementations using fast distributed epochbased reclamation [28], hazard pointers [99] and read-copy-update (RCU) [43] by up to 2.3x, 3.3x and 5.0x, respectively. In a microbenchmark using a binary search tree (BST) implemented with LLX and SCX, our transformed
implementation is up to 57% faster than the next best wasteful implementation.
The crucial observation in this work is that, in algorithms where descriptors are used only to facilitate helping,
a descriptor is no longer needed once the operation that created it has terminated. This allows a process to reuse
a descriptor as soon as its operation attempt finishes, instead of allocating a new descriptor for each operation attempt, and waiting considerably longer (and incurring much higher overhead) to reclaim it using standard memory
reclamation techniques. The challenge in this work is to characterize the set of algorithms that can benefit from this
observation, and to design and prove the correctness of a transformation that takes such algorithms and produces new
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algorithms that simply reuse a small number of descriptors. As a result of developing this transformation, we also
produce significantly faster implementations of k-CAS, and LLX and SCX.

12.1

Wasteful Algorithms

In this section, we describe increasingly complex classes of lock-free wasteful algorithms, and progressively build
up a descriptor ADT to capture their behaviour. First, we consider algorithms in which descriptors are not changed
after they are initialized. Such descriptors are called immutable. We then discuss algorithms in which descriptors are
modified by helpers. We call such descriptors mutable.
For the sake of illustration, we start by describing one common way that lock-free wasteful algorithms are implemented. Consider a lock-free algorithm that implements a set of high-level operations. Each high-level operation
consists of one or more attempts, which either succeed, or fail due to contention. Each high-level operation attempt
accesses a set of objects (e.g., individual memory locations or nodes of a tree). Conceptually, a high-level operation
attempt locks a subset of these objects and then possibly modifies some of them. These locks are special: instead of
providing exclusive access to a process, they provide exclusive access to a high-level operation attempt. Whenever a
high-level operation attempt by a process p is unable to lock an object because it is already locked by another highlevel operation attempt O, p first helps O to complete, before continuing its own attempt or starting a new one. By
helping O complete, p effectively removes the locks that prevent it from making progress. Note that p is able to access
objects locked for a different high-level operation attempt (which is not possible in traditional lock-based algorithms),
but only for the purpose of helping the other high-level operation attempt complete.
We now discuss how helping is implemented. Each high-level operation or operation attempt allocates a new
descriptor object, and fills it with information that describes any modifications it will perform. This information will
be used by any processes that help the high-level operation attempt. For example, if the lock-free algorithm performs
its modifications with a sequence of CAS steps, then the descriptor might contain the addresses, expected values and
new values for the CAS steps.
A high-level operation attempt locks each object it would like to access by publishing pointers to its descriptor,
typically using CAS. Each pointer may be published in a dedicated field for descriptor pointers, or in a memory
location that is also used to store application values. For example, in the BST of Ellen et al., nodes have a separate
field for descriptor pointers [52], but in Harris’ implementation of multi-word CAS from single-word CAS, high-level
operations temporarily replace application values with pointers to descriptors [62].
When a process encounters a pointer ptr to a descriptor (for a high-level operation attempt that is not its own), it
may decide to help the other high-level operation attempt by invoking a function Help(ptr). Typically, Help(ptr) is
also invoked by the process that started the high-level operation. That is, the mechanism used to help is the same one
used by a process to perform its own high-level operation attempt.
Wasteful algorithms typically assume that, whenever an operation attempt allocates a new descriptor, it uses fresh
memory that has never previously been allocated. If this assumption is violated, then an ABA problem may occur.
Suppose a process p reads an address x and sees A, then performs a CAS to change x from A to C, and interprets the
success of the CAS to mean that x contained A at all times between the read and CAS. If another process changes
x from A to B and back to A between p’s read and CAS, then p’s interpretation is invalid, and an ABA problem has
occurred. Note that safe memory reclamation algorithms will reclaim a descriptor only if no process has, or can obtain,
a pointer to it. Thus, no process can tell whether a descriptor is allocated fresh or reclaimed memory. So, safe memory
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reclamation will not introduce ABA problems.

12.1.1

Immutable descriptors

We give a trivial immutable descriptor ADT that captures the way that descriptors are used by the class of wasteful
algorithms we just described. A descriptor has a set of fields, and each field contains a value. The ADT offers two
operations: CreateNew and ReadField. CreateNew takes, as its arguments, a descriptor type and a sequence of values,
one for each field of the descriptor. It returns a unique descriptor pointer des that has never previously been returned by
CreateNew. Every descriptor pointer returned by CreateNew represents a new immutable descriptor object. ReadField
takes, as its arguments, a descriptor pointer des and a field f , and returns the value of f in des.
In wasteful algorithms, whenever a process wants to create a new descriptor, it simply invokes CreateNew. Whenever a helper wants to access a descriptor, it invokes ReadField.
Progress If the immutable descriptor ADT is implemented so that CreateNew allocates and initializes a new descriptor, and ReadField reads and returns a field of a descriptor, then its operations will be wait-free (i.e., each operation
will terminate after a finite number of its own steps). However, wait-free descriptor operations are not necessary to
guarantee lock-freedom for high-level operations that use descriptors. Instead, we simply require descriptor operations
to be lock-free. We now explain why this is sufficient to implement lock-free data structures.
Consider a lock-free algorithm that uses a wait-free implementation of the immutable descriptor ADT. Suppose
we transform this algorithm by replacing the wait-free implementation of the descriptor ADT with a lock-free implementation. We argue that the transformed algorithm remains lock-free. In other words, we show that, if processes
take infinitely many steps in the transformed algorithm, then infinitely many high-level operations complete. In the
original algorithm, if processes take infinitely many steps, then infinitely many high-level operations will complete.
The only steps we change to obtain the transformed algorithm are invocations of CreateNew and ReadField, some of
which might no longer terminate. Therefore, the only way the transformed algorithm can fail to satisfy lock-freedom
is if, eventually, all processes take steps only in non-terminating invocations of CreateNew and ReadField. (Otherwise,
processes take infinitely many steps of the original algorithm, so infinitely many high-level operations will succeed.)
In this case, only finitely many invocations of CreateNew and ReadField will terminate. However, since CreateNew
and ReadField are lock-free, infinitely many invocations of CreateNew and/or ReadField must terminate. Thus, a
lock-free implementation of the immutable descriptor ADT is sufficient to implement lock-free algorithms.
Example Algorithm: DCSS We use the double-compare single-swap (DCSS) algorithm of Harris et al. [62] as an
example of a lock-free algorithm that fits the preceding description. Its usage of descriptors is easily captured by the
immutable descriptor ADT. A DCSS(a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 ) operation does the following atomically. It checks whether the
values in addresses a1 and a2 are equal to a pair of expected values, e1 and e2 . If so, it stores the value n2 in a2 and
returns e2 . Otherwise it returns the current value of a2 .
Pseudocode for the DCSS algorithm appears in Figure 12.1. At a high level, DCSS creates a descriptor, and then
attempts to lock a2 by using CAS to replace the value in a2 with a pointer to its descriptor. Since the DCSS algorithm
replaces values with descriptor pointers, it needs a way to distinguish between values and descriptor pointers (in order
to determine when helping is needed). So, it steals a bit from each memory location and uses this bit to flag descriptor
pointers.
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t y p e DCSSdes : {ADDR1 , EXP1 , ADDR2 , EXP2 , NEW2 }
. DCSS ADT operations
DCSS(a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 ) :
des := CreateNew(DCSSdes, a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 )
f des := f lag(des)
loop
r := CAS(a2 , e2 , f des)
i f r is flagged t h e n DCSSHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
i f r = e2 t h e n DCSSHelp( f des)
return r
DCSSRead(addr) :
loop
r := ∗addr
i f r is flagged t h e n DCSSHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
return r
. Private procedures
DCSSHelp( f des) :
des := un f lag( f des)
addr1 := ReadField(des, ADDR1 )
addr2 := ReadField(des, ADDR2 )
exp1 := ReadField(des, EXP1 )
i f ∗addr1 = exp1 t h e n
new2 := ReadField(des, NEW2 )
CAS(addr2 , f des, new2 )
else
exp2 := ReadField(des, EXP2 )
CAS(addr2 , f des, exp2 )

Figure 12.1: Code for the DCSS algorithm of Harris et al. [62] using the immutable descriptor ADT.

We now give a more detailed description. DCSS starts by creating and initializing a new descriptor des at line 5.
It then flags des at line 6. We call the result fdes a flagged pointer. DCSS then attempts to lock a2 in the loop at
lines 7-10. In each iteration, it tries to store its flagged pointer in a2 using CAS. If the CAS is successful, then the
operation attempt invokes DCSSHelp to complete the operation (at line 11). Now, suppose the CAS fails. Then, the
DCSS checks whether its CAS failed because a2 contained another DCSS operation’s flagged pointer (at line 9). If so,
it invokes DCSSHelp to help the other DCSS complete, and then retries its CAS. DCSS repeatedly performs its CAS
(and helping) until the DCSS either succeeds, or fails because a2 did not contain e2 .
DCSSHelp takes a flagged pointer f des as its argument, and begins by unflagging f des (to obtain the actual
descriptor pointer for the operation). Then, it reads a1 and checks whether it contains e1 (at line 27). If so, it uses CAS
to change a2 from f des to n2 , completing the DCSS (at line 29). Otherwise, it uses CAS to change a2 from f des to e2 ,
effectively aborting the DCSS (at line 32). Note that this code is executed by the process that created the descriptor,
and also possibly by several helpers. Some of these helpers may perform a CAS at line 27 and some may perform a
CAS at line 29, but only the first of these CAS steps can succeed.
When a program uses DCSS, some addresses can contain either values or descriptor pointers. So, each read of
such an address must be replaced with an invocation of a function called DCSSRead. DCSSRead takes an address
addr as its argument, and begins by reading addr (at line 16). It then checks whether it read a descriptor pointer (at
line 17) and, if so, invokes DCSSHelp to help that DCSS complete. DCSSRead repeatedly reads and performs helping
until it sees a value, which it returns (at line 19).
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12.1.2

Mutable descriptors

In some more advanced lock-free algorithms, each descriptor also contains information about the status of its highlevel operation attempt, and this status information is used to coordinate helping efforts between processes. Intuitively,
the status information gives helpers some idea of what work has already been done, and what work remains to be done.
Helpers use this information to direct their efforts, and update it as they make progress. As a trivial example, the state
information might simply be a bit that is set (by the process that started the high-level operation, or a helper) once the
high-level operation succeeds.
As another example, in an algorithm where high-level operation attempts proceed in several phases, the descriptor
might store the current phase, which would be updated by helpers as they successfully complete phases. Observe that,
since lock-free algorithms cannot use mutual exclusion, helpers often use CAS to avoid making conflicting changes
to status information, which is quite expensive. Updating status information may introduce contention. Even when
there is no contention, it adds overhead. Lock-free algorithms typically try to minimize updates to status information.
Moreover, status information is usually simplistic, and is encoded using a small number of bits.
Status information might be represented as a single field in a descriptor, or it might be distributed across several
fields. Any fields of a descriptor that contain status information are said to be mutable. All other fields are called
immutable, because they do not change during an operation.
Mutable descriptor ADT

We now extend the immutable descriptor ADT to provide operations for changing (muta-

ble) fields of descriptors. The mutable descriptor ADT offers four operations: CreateNew, WriteField, CASField and
ReadField. The semantics for CreateNew and ReadField are the same as in the immutable descriptor ADT. WriteField
takes, as its arguments, a descriptor pointer des, a field f and a value v. It stores v in field f of des. CASField takes, as
its arguments, a descriptor pointer des, a field f , an expected value exp and a new value v. Let v f be the value of f in
des just before the CASField. If v f = exp, then CASField stores v in f . CASField returns v f .
As in the immutable descriptor ADT, we require the operations of the mutable descriptor ADT to be lock-free.
Example Algorithm: k-CAS A k-CAS(a1 , ..., ak , e1 , ..., ek , n1 , ..., nk ) operation atomically does the following. First,
it checks if each address ai contains its expected value ei . If so, it writes a new value ni to ai for all i and returns true.
Otherwise it returns false.
The k-CAS algorithm of Harris et al. [62] is an example of a lock-free algorithm that has descriptors with mutable
fields. At a high level, a k-CAS operation O in this algorithm starts by creating a descriptor that contains its arguments.
It then tries to lock each location ai for the operation O by changing the contents of ai from ei to des, where des is a
pointer to O’s descriptor. If it successfully locks each location ai , then it changes each ai from des to ni , and returns
true. If it fails because ai is locked for another operation, then it helps the other operation to complete (and unlock its
addresses), and then tries again. If it fails because ai contains an application value different from ei , then the k-CAS
fails, and unlocks each location a j that it locked by changing it from des back to e j , and returns false. (The same thing
happens if O fails to lock ai because the operation has already terminated.)
We now give a more detailed description of the algorithm. Pseudocode appears in Figure 12.2. A k-CAS operation
creates its descriptor at line 5, and then invokes a function k-CASHelp to complete the operation. In addition to the
arguments to its k-CAS operation, a k-CAS descriptor contains a 2-bit state field that initially contains Undecided and
is changed to Succeeded or Failed depending on how the operation progresses. This state field is used to coordinate
helpers.
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t y p e k-CASdes : {STATE, ADDR1 , EXP1 , NEW1 , ADDR2 , EXP2 , NEW2 , . . . , ADDRk , EXPk , NEWk }
. k-CAS ADT operations
k-CAS(a1 , e1 , n1 , a2 , e2 , n2 , . . . , ak , ek , nk ) :
des := CreateNew(k-CASdes,Undecided, a1 , e1 , n1 , . . .)
f des := flagged version of des
r e t u r n k-CASHelp( f des)
k-CASRead(addr) :
loop
r := DCSSRead(addr)
i f r is flagged t h e n k-CASHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
return r
. Private procedures
k-CASHelp( f des) :
des := remove the flag from f des
. Use DCSS to store f des in each of a1 , a2 , . . . , ak
. only if des has STATE Undecided and ai = ei for all i
i f ReadField(des, STATE) = Undecided t h e n
state := Succeeded
f o r i = 1...k do
retry_entry :
a1 := ReadField(des, STATE)
a2 := ReadField(des, ADDRi )
e2 := ReadField(des, EXPi )
val := DCSS(hdes, STATEi, Undecided, a2 , e2 , f des)
i f val is flagged t h e n
i f val 6= f des t h e n
k-CASHelp(val)
g o t o retry_entry
else
i f val 6= e2 t h e n
state := Failed
break
CASField(des, STATE, Undecided, state)
. Replace f des in a1 , ..., ak with n1 , ..., nk or e1 , ..., ek
state := ReadField(des, STATE)
f o r i = 1...k do
a = ReadField(des, ADDRi )
i f state = Succeeded t h e n
new := ReadField(des, NEWi )
else
new := ReadField(des, EXPi )
CAS(a, f des, new)
r e t u r n (state = Succeeded)

Figure 12.2: Code for the k-CAS algorithm of Harris et al. [62] using the mutable descriptor ADT.
Let p be a process performing (or helping) a k-CAS operation O that created a descriptor d. If p fails to lock
some address ai in d, then p attempts to change the state of d using CAS from Undecided to Failed. On the other
hand, if p successfully locks each address in d, then p attempts to change the state of d using CAS from Undecided
to Succeeded. Since the state field changes only from Undecided to either Failed or Succeeded, only the first CAS on
the state field of d will succeed. The k-CAS implementation then uses a lock-free DCSS primitive (the one presented
in Section 12.1.1) to ensure that p can lock addresses for O only while d’s state is Undecided. This prevents helpers
from erroneously performing successful CAS steps after the k-CAS operation is already over.
Recall that the DCSS algorithm allocates a descriptor for each DCSS operation. A k-CAS operation performs
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potentially many DCSS operations (at least k for a successful k-CAS), and also allocates its own k-CAS descriptor. The
k-CAS algorithm need not be aware of DCSS descriptors (or of the bit reserved in each memory location by the DCSS
algorithm to flag values as DCSS descriptor pointers), since it can simply use the DCSSRead procedure described
above whenever it accesses a memory location that might contain a DCSS descriptor. However, the converse is not
true, since the k-CAS algorithm performs DCSS on the state field of a k-CAS descriptor. Of course, the state field
must be accessed using the k-CAS descriptor’s ReadField operation. So, to allow DCSS to access the state field, we
must modify DCSS slightly. First, instead of passing an address a1 to DCSS, we pass a pointer to the k-CAS descriptor
and the name of the state field (at line 28 of Figure 12.2). Second, we replace the read of addr1 in DCSS (at line 27 of
Figure 12.1) with an invocation of ReadField.
Since k-CAS descriptor pointers are temporarily stored in memory locations that normally contain application
values, the k-CAS algorithm needs a way to determine whether a value in a memory location is an application value
or a k-CAS descriptor pointer. In the DCSS algorithm, the solution was to reserve a bit in each memory location,
and use this bit to flag the value contained in the location as a pointer to a DCSS descriptor. Similarly, the k-CAS
algorithm reserves a bit in each memory location to flag a value as a k-CAS descriptor pointer. The k-CAS and DCSS
algorithms need not be aware of each other’s reserved bits, but they should not reserve the same bit (or else, e.g., a
DCSS operation could encounter a k-CAS descriptor pointer, and interpret it as a DCSS descriptor pointer).
When the k-CAS algorithm is used, some memory addresses may contain either values or descriptor pointers, so
reads of such addresses must be replaced by a k-CASRead operation. This operation reads an address, and checks
whether it contains a k-CAS descriptor pointer. If so, it helps the k-CAS operation to complete, and tries again.
Otherwise, it returns the value it read. For further details, refer to [62].

12.2

Weak descriptors

In this section we present a weak descriptor ADT that has weaker semantics than the mutable descriptor ADT, but
can be implemented more efficiently (in particular, without requiring any memory reclamation for descriptors). We
identify a class of algorithms that use the mutable descriptor ADT, and which can be transformed to use the weak
descriptor ADT, instead.
We first discuss a restricted case where operation attempts only create a single descriptor, and we give an ADT,
transformation and proof for that restricted case. (In the next section, we describe how the ADT and transformation
can be modified slightly to support operation attempts that create multiple descriptors.)

12.2.1

Weak descriptor ADT

The weak descriptor ADT is a variant of the mutable descriptor ADT that allows some operations to fail. To ease the
discussion, we introduce the concept of descriptor validity. Let des be a pointer returned by a CreateNew operation O
by a process p, and d be the descriptor pointed to by des. In each configuration, d is either valid or invalid. Initially,
d is valid. If p performs another CreateNew operation O0 after O, then d becomes invalid immediately after O0 (and
will never be valid again).
We say that a ReadField(des, ...), WriteField(des, ...) or CASField(des, ...) operation is performed on a descriptor
d, where des is a pointer to d. An operation on a valid (resp., invalid) descriptor is said to be valid (resp., invalid).
Invalid operations have no effect on any base object, and return a special value ⊥ (which is never contained in a field
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of any descriptor) instead of their usual return value. We say that a CreateNew(T, ...) operation O is performed on a
descriptor d if O returns a pointer to d. Observe that a CreateNew operation is always valid.
The semantics for CreateNew are the same as in the mutable descriptor ADT. The semantics for the other three
operations are the same as in the mutable descriptor ADT, except that they can be invalid.
As in the other descriptor ADTs, we require the operations of the weak descriptor ADT to be lock-free.

12.2.2

Transforming a class of algorithms to use the weak descriptor ADT

We now formally define a class of lock-free algorithms that use the mutable descriptor ADT, and can easily be transformed so that they use the weak descriptor ADT, instead. We say that a process p owns a descriptor d if it performed
a CreateNew operation that returned a pointer des to d. Note that, in the following, we abuse notation slightly be
referring interchangeably to a descriptor and a pointer to it.
We say that a step s of an execution is nontrivial if it changes the state of an object o in shared memory, and trivial
otherwise. In particular, all invalid operations are trivial, and an unsuccessful CAS or a CAS whose expected and new
values are the same are both trivial.
Definition 1 Weak-compatible algorithms (WCA) are lock-free wasteful algorithms that use the mutable descriptor
ADT, and have the following properties:
1. Each high-level operation attempt O by a process p may create (and initialize) a single descriptor d. Inside O,
p may perform at most one invocation of a function Help(d) (and p may not invoke Help(d) outside of O).
2. A process may help any operation attempt O0 by another process by invoking Help(d 0 ) where d 0 is the descriptor
that was created by O0 .
3. If O terminates at time t, then any steps taken in an invocation of Help(d) after time t are trivial (i.e., do not
change the state of any shared object, incl. d).
4. While a process q 6= p is performing Help(d), q cannot change any variables in its private memory that are still
defined once Help(d) terminates (i.e., variables that are local to the process q, but are not local to Help).

5. All accesses (read, write or CAS) to a field of d occur inside either Help(d) or O.
At a high level, properties 1 and 2 of WCA describe how descriptors are created and helped. Property 4 intuitively
states that, whenever a process q finishes helping another process perform its operation attempt, q knows only that it
finished helping, and does not remember anything about what it did while helping the other process. In particular, this
means that q cannot pay attention to the return value of Help. We explain why this behaviour makes sense. If q creates
a descriptor d as part of a high-level operation attempt O and invokes Help(d), then q might care about the return
value of Help, since it needs to compute the response of O. However, if q is just helping another process p’s high-level
operation attempt O, then it does not care about the response of Help, since it does not need to compute the response
of O. The remaining properties, 3 and 5, allow us to argue that the contents of a descriptor are no longer needed
once the operation that created it has terminated (and, hence, it makes sense for the descriptor to become invalid). In
Section 12.3, we will study a larger class of algorithms with a weaker version of property 5.
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DCSSHelp( f des) :
des := Unflag( f des)
addr1 := ReadField(des, ADDR1 )
i f addr1 = ⊥ t h e n r e t u r n
addr2 := ReadField(des, ADDR2 )
i f addr2 = ⊥ t h e n r e t u r n
exp1 := ReadField(des, EXP1 )
i f exp1 = ⊥ t h e n r e t u r n
i f ∗addr1 = exp1 t h e n
new2 := ReadField(des, NEW2 )
i f new2 = ⊥ t h e n r e t u r n
CAS(addr2 , f des, new2 )
else
exp2 := ReadField(des, EXP2 )
i f exp2 = ⊥ t h e n r e t u r n
CAS(addr2 , f des, exp2 )

Figure 12.3: Applying the transformation to DCSS.

The transformation Each algorithm in WCA can be transformed in a straightforward way into an algorithm that
uses the weak descriptor ADT as follows. Consider any ReadField or CASField operation op performed by a highlevel operation attempt O in an invocation of Help(d), where d was created by a different high-level operation attempt
O0 . Note that op is performed while O is helping O0 . After op, a check is added to determine whether op was invalid,
in which case p returns from Help immediately. (In this case, Help does not need to continue, since op will be invalid
only if O0 has already been completed by the process that owns d or a helper.)
Example Algorithm: DCSS Figure 12.3 shows code for the DCSS algorithm in Figure 12.1 that has been transformed to use the weak descriptor ADT. There, we include only the DCSSHelp procedure, since it is the only one that
differs from Figure 12.1. The transformation adds lines 4, 6, 8, 11 and 15 to check whether the preceding invocations
of ReadField are invalid.
Correctness We argue that our transformation takes a linearizable algorithm A ∈ WCA that uses mutable descrip-

tors and produces a linearizable algorithm A0 that uses weak descriptors. Consider any execution e0 of the transformed
algorithm A0 . We prove there exists an execution e of the original algorithm A that performs the same high-level
operations, in the same order, and with the same responses, as in e0 . We explain how this helps. Since e is a correct
execution of the original algorithm A, the high-level operations performed in e must respect the sequential specification(s) of the object(s) implemented in A. Furthermore, since e0 performs the same high-level operations, in the same
order, and with the same responses, the high-level operations in e0 must also respect the sequential specification(s) of
the same object(s). Therefore, the transformed algorithm A0 is correct.
We construct e as follows. By Property 5 of WCA, all ReadField, WriteField and CASField operations occur in
Help. Whenever a check by a process p follows a ReadField or CASField in e0 that returns ⊥ (because the operation

attempt O being helped by p has already terminated), we replace that check by a consecutive sequence of steps in

which p finishes its invocation of Help. All other checks immediately following ReadField or CASField are simply
removed.
By Property 3 of WCA, none of the steps added to e change the state of any shared object. So, these steps will not
change the behaviour of any other process. We also argue that none of these steps make any changes to p’s private
memory that persist after p finishes its invocation of Help. (I.e., any changes these steps make to p’s private memory
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DCSSHelp( f des) :
des := Unflag( f des)
values := ReadImmutables(des)
i f values = ⊥ t h e n r e t u r n
haddr1 , exp1 , addr2 , exp2 , new2 i := values
i f ∗addr1 = exp1 t h e n
CAS(addr2 , f des, new2 )
else
CAS(addr2 , f des, exp2 )

Figure 12.4: Using ReadImmutables to optimize and streamline the transformed DCSS algorithm.
are reverted by the time p finishes its invocation of Help, so p’s private memory is the same just after the invocation
of Help as it was just before the invocation of Help.) So, these steps will not change the behaviour of p after it finishes
its invocation of Help. Observe that, whenever a process performs a ReadField or CASField operation on a descriptor
that it created, this operation will return a value different from ⊥. This is due to Property 1 of WCA, and the definition
of the weak descriptor ADT, which states that d becomes invalid only after O has terminated. Since p’s invocation of

ReadField or CASField returns ⊥, p must therefore be performing Help(d) where d was created by a different process.

Thus, Property 4 of WCA implies that, after p performs the sequence of steps to finish its invocation of Help(d), its

private memory has the same state as it did just before it invoked Help.
Reading immutable fields efficiently

If an invocation of Help(des) accesses many immutable fields of a descriptor,

then we can optimize it by replacing many ReadField operations with something more efficient. To this end, we can
add a new operation, ReadImmutables. This operation reads and returns all of a descriptor’s immutable fields, unless
the descriptor is invalid, in which case it returns ⊥.

To use ReadImmutables in Help(des), one can simply perform, at the beginning of Help, a ReadImmutables oper-

ation, followed by an if -statement that checks whether it the operation invalid, and, if so, returns immediately. Then,
in the body of Help(des), each invocation of ReadField(des, f ), where f is immutable, is replaced with a direct read
from the set of values returned by ReadImmutables. We demonstrate this approach on the transformed pseudocode
for DCSS in Figure 12.3. Figure 12.4 shows the result. Since all fields of a DCSS descriptor are immutable, every
invocation of ReadField can be replaced with a direct read from the result of the ReadImmutables operation performed
at line 3. (This will not be the case in an algorithm where the Help procedure reads mutable fields.) Since ReadImmutables replaces several invocations of ReadField, it has the added benefit of making code simpler and shorter.

12.3

Extended Weak Descriptors

In this section, we describe an extended version of the weak descriptor ADT, and an extended version of the transformation in Section 12.2.2. This extended transformation weakens property 5 of WCA so that ReadField operations on
a descriptor d can also be performed outside of Help(d).
Extended weak descriptor ADT This ADT is the same as the weak descriptor ADT, except that ReadField is
extended to take, as an additional argument, a default value dv that is returned instead of ⊥ when the operation is

invalid. Observe that the weak descriptor ADT is a special case of the extended weak descriptor ADT where each
argument dv to an invocation of ReadField is ⊥.
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The extended transformation We now describe how the weak transformation in Section 12.2.2 is extended. The
transformation is similar to the one in Section 12.2.2. For CASField and WriteField operations, the transformation is
the same. However, an invocation of ReadField(des, f ) is handled differently depending on whether it occurs inside
an invocation of Help(des). If it is, it is replaced with an invocation of ReadField(des, f , ⊥) followed by the check, as

in the WCA transformation. If not, it is replaced with an invocation of ReadField(des, f , dv), where the choice of dv
is specific to the algorithm being transformed.
Let A be any algorithm that uses mutable descriptors, and satisfies properties 1-4 of WCA algorithms (see Definition 1), as well as a weaker version of property 5 which states: every write or CAS to a field of a descriptor d must
occur in an invocation of Help(d). Consider an extended transformation of A. Let e be an execution of A and let e0
be an execution that is the same as e, except that one (arbitrary) descriptor d becomes invalid at some point t after the
high-level operation attempt O that created d terminates. (When we say that d becomes invalid at time t, we mean that
after t, each invocation of ReadField(d, f , dv) that is performed outside of Help(d) returns its default value dv.)
Let O0 be any high-level operation attempt in e0 which, after t, performs ReadField on d outside of Help(d). We
say that the extended transformation is correct for A if, for all choices of e, e0 , d, t, and O0 , the exact same changes are
performed by O0 in e and e0 to any variables that are still defined once O0 terminates (i.e., variables that are local to the
process performing O0 , but are not local to O0 , and variables in shared memory), and O0 returns the same response in
both executions. An algorithm A is an extended weak-compatible algorithm (and is in the class EWCA) if there is an
extended transformation that is correct for A.
Correctness Consider any extended transformation which is correct for a linearizable algorithm A that uses mutable
descriptors. We prove the result of applying this transformation to A is a linearizable algorithm A0 that uses extended
weak descriptors. Specifically, let e0 be any execution of A0 . We prove there is an execution e of A that performs the
same high-level operations, in the same order, with the same responses, as in e0 .
First, we define an execution e0 . Whenever a check in e0 by a process p in Help(d) determines that the preceding
ReadField or CASField on a descriptor d is invalid (which means that the operation attempt being helped by p has
already terminated), we replace that check by a consecutive sequence of steps in which p finishes its invocation of
Help(d). By Property 3 of WCA, none of these added steps change the state of any shared variable. Moreover, by
Property 4 of WCA, p does not change any variable that is still defined after its invocation of Help, so p has the same
local state after Help in e0 and e0 . Whenever such a check determines that the preceding ReadField or CASField is
valid, we simply remove this check. Observe that each invalid operation in e0 is an invalid ReadField operation on
some descriptor d performed outside of Help(d).
Let d1 , d2 , ... be the sequence of descriptors created in e0 . We inductively construct a sequence e1 , e2 , ... of executions such that ei differs from ei−1 only in that descriptor di never becomes invalid in ei . Specifically, for each
high-level operation attempt O0 that performs an invalid ReadField operation on descriptor di outside of Help(di ),
consider the first such ReadField operation R. All of the steps of O0 prior to R are the same in ei as in ei−1 . After R, O0
continues to take steps in ei , but each ReadField operation that O0 performs on a field f of di returns the contents of f
(instead of a default value). This may result in O0 executing completely different code paths in ei−1 and ei . However,
by the definition of an extended transformation that is correct for A, O0 returns the same response in ei and ei−1 and
performs the exact same changes to any variables that are still defined once O0 terminates. Thus, for each variable v
that is still defined once O0 terminates, we can schedule the sequence of changes to v in the exact same way in ei and
ei−1 (which implies that any reads in ei−1 which see these changes can be scheduled appropriately in ei ).
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Since the claim holds for all i, there is an execution e in which no descriptor becomes invalid (so e is an execution
of A), and the same high-level operation attempts are performed, in the same order, and with the same responses.
Multiple descriptors per operation attempt

In some lock-free algorithms, a high-level operation attempt can create

several different descriptors, and potentially invoke a different Help procedure for each descriptor. We describe how
to adjust the definitions above to support these kinds of algorithms. For simplicity, we think of there being a single
Help procedure that checks the type of the descriptor passed to it, and behaves differently for different types.
In order to allow a high-level operation attempt to create multiple descriptors without simply invalidating the ones
it previously created, we update the definition of valid and invalid descriptors. Let des be a pointer to a descriptor d
of type T returned by a CreateNew operation C performed by process p. Initially, d is valid. If p performs another
CreateNew operation C0 with the same descriptor type T after C, then d becomes invalid immediately after C0 (and
will never be valid again).
With this definition of valid and invalid descriptors, it might initially seem like an operation cannot create multiple
descriptors of the same type T . However, this turns out not to be a problem. If an operation should create multiple
descriptors of type T , we can simply imagine creating multiple clone types T1 , T2 , ... that have the exact same fields as
T . To create k descriptors of type T , one would then create k clone types, and have an operation invoke CreateNew
once for each clone type. (However, we are unaware of any algorithms in which a high-level operation attempt creates
multiple descriptors of the same type.)
We also slightly modify Property 1 of (extended) weak-compatible algorithms, as follows, to accommodate the
use of multiple descriptors. Each high-level operation attempt O by a process p may create (and initialize) a sequence
D of descriptors, each with a unique type. Inside O, p may perform at most one invocation of a function Help(d) for
each d ∈ D (and p may not invoke Help(d) outside of O). Note that the proof for the extended weak transformation
goes through unchanged.

12.3.1

Example Algorithm: k-CAS

In this section, we explain how the extended transformation is applied to the k-CAS algorithm presented in Section 12.1.2. There is only one place in the algorithm where an invocation I of ReadField on a k-CAS descriptor des is
performed outside of Help(des) (the Help procedure for k-CAS). (Note that no invocations of ReadField on a DCSS
descriptor des0 are performed outside of HelpDCSS(des0 ).) Specifically, I reads the state field of a k-CAS descriptor
inside the modified version of HelpDCSS. Recall that the k-CAS algorithm passes a k-CAS descriptor pointer and the
name of the state field as the first argument to DCSS at line 28 of Figure 12.2, and the DCSS algorithm is modified to
use ReadField at line 27 of Figure 12.1 to read this state field. We choose the default value dv = Succeeded for this
invocation of ReadField. We explain why this extended transformation of the k-CAS algorithm is correct.
When I is performed at line 27 of Figure 12.1, its response is compared with exp1 , which contains Undecided. If
I returns Undecided, then the CAS at line 29 is performed, and the process p performing I returns from HelpDCSS.
Otherwise, the CAS at line 32 is performed, and p returns from HelpDCSS.
Suppose I is invalid. Then, we know the k-CAS operation attempt that created des has been completed. We use
the following algorithm specific knowledge. After a k-CAS operation attempt has completed, its k-CAS descriptor has
state Succeeded or Failed (and is never changed back to Undecided). (This can be determined by inspection of the
code.) Thus, if I were valid, its response would not be Undecided, and p would perform the CAS at line 32 and return
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from HelpDCSS. Since dv = Succeeded, p does exactly the same thing when I is invalid. (Note that the exact value of
state is unimportant. It is only important that it is not Undecided.)

12.3.2

Example Algorithm: LLX and SCX

In this section, we explain how the extended transformation is applied to the LLX and SCX implementation in Chapter 3. Pseudocode for LLX and SCX using mutable descriptors is presented in Figure 12.5. Recall that each SCX
creates a new descriptor called an SCX-record, which has two mutable fields: a 2-bit state field and an allFrozen bit.
The state field contains one of three values: InProgress, Committed and Aborted.
The following properties of the LLX and SCX algorithm are relevant for our purposes.
P1. Before the first invocation of Help(des) for an SCX O (performed by O or a helper) has been completed, the
SCX-record des created by O has its state field set to Committed or Aborted, and, after this, the state field of des
is never changed again.
P2. A marked Data-record remains marked forever.
P3. A marked Data-record cannot point to an SCX-record with state = Aborted.
P4. Each time the info field of a Data-record changes, it changes to a new value that has never previously been stored
there (to avoid the ABA problem).
There is only one place in the code where an invocation I of ReadField(SCX-record, d, f , dv) can occur outside of
Help(des): at line 4 of LLX in Figure 12.5. I reads the state field of d. We choose the default value dv = Committed
for I. We give a rigorous, but straightforward, proof that this extended transformation of LLX and SCX is correct.
Let e be an execution of the original LLX and SCX algorithm A, and let e0 be an execution that is the same as e,
except that one arbitrary SCX-record d becomes invalid at some point t after the SCX operation attempt O that created
d terminates. Let O0 be any LLX in e which, after t, performs an invocation I of ReadField on d outside of Help(d).
We must prove that O0 performs the exact same changes in e and e0 to any variables that are still defined after O0
terminates, and returns the same response in both executions.
Since I is invalid in e0 , by definition, the SCX O that created d must have terminated before I. Thus, by P1, I must
return Committed or Aborted in e. If I returns Committed in e, then I returns the same response in e and e0 , so O0
is exactly the same in both executions. Now, suppose I returns Aborted in e. We consider three cases, depending on
where O0 returns in e.
Case 1: O0 returns at line 10 in e. If marked2 = FALSE, then O0 behaves exactly the same way in e and e0 . So,
suppose marked2 = T RUE. Then, O0 will enter the if-statement at line 6 in e, but not in e0 . In this case, O0 saw that the
Data-record r pointed to an SCX-record with state = Aborted when it performed line 3, and that r was marked when
it performed line 5. By P3, r cannot simultaneously be marked and point to an SCX-record with state = Aborted, so
r.info must change between these two lines. By P4, it must change to a value different from rinfo, so the if-block at
line 8 will not be executed in e. However, this contradicts our assumption that O0 returns at line 10.
Case 2: O0 returns F INALIZED at line 12 in e. Observe that O0 does not execute line 9 in e (since it would then
return at the following line). We first prove that O0 does not execute line 9 in e0 . Since O0 sees marked1 = T RUE just
before returning at line 12 in e, P2 implies that marked2 = T RUE (in both e and e0 ). Since I returns Committed in e0 ,
O0 will not enter the if-block at line 6 in e0 . Thus, O0 reaches line 11 in both e and e0 .
Since I returns Committed in e0 , and we have assumed I returns Aborted in e, O0 will not invoke Help at line 11
in e or e0 . Therefore, O0 does not change any variable that is still defined after it terminates. So, it suffices to prove
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t y p e SCXdes
. Immutable descriptor fields
. number of Data-records to be frozen
NFREEZE
. number of Data-records to be finalized
NFINALIZE
V1 , V2 , ...
. Data-records to be frozen
R1 , R2 , ...
. Data-records to be finalized (must be a subsequence of hV1 , V2 , ...i)
DES1 , DES2 , ...
. descriptor pointers read from V1 .info, V2 .info, ...
. pointer to a field of some Vi
FLD
. value to be written into the field FLD
NEW
. value previously read from the field FLD
OLD
. Mutable descriptor fields
. one of {InProgress, Committed, Aborted}
STATE
. Boolean
ALLFROZEN
1
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LLX(r) by process p
marked1 := r.marked
rinfo := r.info
state := ReadField(rinfo, STATE)
marked2 := r.marked
i f state = Aborted or (state = Committed and n o t marked2 ) t h e n
read r.m1 , ..., r.my and record the values in local variables m1 , ..., my
i f r.info = rinfo t h e n
store hr, rinfo, hm1 , ..., my ii in p’s local table
r e t u r n hm1 , ..., my i

. if r was not frozen at line 4
. if r.info contains the same
. descriptor as on line 3

i f state = InProgress t h e n Help(rinfo)
i f marked1 t h e n r e t u r n F INALIZED
e l s e r e t u r n FAIL
SCX(V = hV1 ,V2 , ...,Vk i, R = hR1 , R2 , ..., Rl i, f ld, new) by process p
. Preconditions: (1) for each r in V , p has performed an invocation Ir of LLX(r) linked to this SCX
(2) new is not the initial value of f ld
(3) for each r in V , no SCX(V 0 , R0 , f ld, new) was linearized before Ir was linearized
Let des1 , des2 , ..., desk be the descriptor pointers for V1 ,V2 , ...,Vk in p’s local table of LLX results
Let old be the value for f ld stored in p’s local table of LLX results
des := CreateNew(SCXdes, {(NFREEZE, k), (NFINALIZE, l), (V1 ,V1 ), (V2 ,V2 ), ..., (Vk ,Vk ),
(R1 , R1 ), (R2 , R2 ), ..., (Rl , Rl ), (DES1 , des1 ), (DES2 , des2 ), ..., (DESk , desk ),
(FLD, f ld), (NEW, new), (OLD, old), (STATE, InProgress), (ALLFROZEN, FALSE)})
r e t u r n Help(des)
Help(des)
. Freeze all Data-records in des. V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
hnfreeze, nfinal,V1 ,V2 , ...,Vnfreeze , R1 , R2 , ..., Rnfinal , des1 , des2 , ..., desnfreeze , f ld, new, oldi := ReadImmutables(des)
f o r i = 1..nfreeze do
i f n o t CAS(Vi .info, desi , des) t h e n
. freezing CAS
i f Vi .info 6= des t h e n
. Could not freeze Vi because it is frozen for another SCX
i f ReadField(des, ALLFROZEN) = T RUE t h e n
. frozen check step
. the SCX has already completed successfully
r e t u r n T RUE
else
. Atomically unfreeze all Data-records frozen for this SCX
WriteField(des, STATE, Aborted)
. abort step
r e t u r n FALSE
. Finished freezing Data-records (Assert: state ∈ {InProgress, Committed})
WriteField(des, ALLFROZEN, T RUE)
f o r i = 1..nfinal do
Ri .marked := T RUE
CAS( f ld, old, new)
. Finalize all Ri in R, and unfreeze all Vi in V that are not in R
WriteField(des, STATE, Committed)
r e t u r n T RUE

. frozen step
. mark step
. update CAS
. commit step

Figure 12.5: Code for the LLX and SCX using the mutable descriptor ADT.

that O0 returns F INALIZED (at line 12) in e0 . However, this is immediate from the fact that marked1 = T RUE in O0 in
e (and, hence, in e0 ).
Case 3: O0 returns FAIL at line 13 in e. The proof is similar to the previous case, except marked1 = FALSE in O0
in e, so when O0 reaches line 12, it will enter the else-block and return FAIL in both e and e0 .

12.4

Implementing the extended weak descriptor ADT

In this section, we give an efficient implementation of the extended weak descriptor ADT. Note, however, that this
implementation uses largely known techniques (similar to [94]), and is not the main contribution of this work.
At a high level, each process p uses a single descriptor object DT,p in shared memory to represent all descriptors
of type T that it ever creates. The descriptor object DT,p conceptually represents p’s current descriptor of type T .
At different times in an execution, DT,p represents different abstract descriptors created by p. We store a sequence
number in DT,p that is incremented every time p performs CreateNew(T, −). Instead of using traditional descriptor

pointers, we represent each descriptor pointer as a pair of bit fields stored in a single word. These bit fields contain the
name of the process who owns the descriptor, and a sequence number that indicates which invocation of CreateNew
conceptually created this descriptor. When a descriptor pointer is passed to an operation O on the abstract descriptor,
O compares the sequence number in des with the current sequence number in DT,p to determine whether the operation
is valid or invalid. Thus, incrementing the sequence number in DT,p effectively makes all abstract descriptors of type
T that were previously created by p invalid.

Detailed description

Complete pseudocode appears in Figure 12.6. We start by describing the data types and

shared variables. Each descriptor contains zero or more immutable fields, and zero or more mutable fields (which
are determined by the descriptor type), as well as a sequence number field seq. Recall that DT,p represents different
abstract descriptors at different times. Note that the immutable fields of DT,p are only immutable for as long as DT,p
represents the same abstract descriptor. When DT,p is reused, so that it represents a different abstract descriptor, its
immutable fields can be reinitialized. Usually very few bits are required for the mutable fields, since they exist solely
to capture the state of an ongoing operation (and it is inefficient to frequently change the state of a descriptor). (Every
lock-free algorithm we are aware of uses at most a small constant number of bits for its mutable fields.) Consequently,
we think of the sequence field and the mutable fields of a descriptor d as being packed together in a single word
mutables of d (with subfields for the sequence field and each mutable field). (Note that, if more space is needed for
mutable fields in some future algorithm, we can eliminate this assumption about the size of mutables, as we explain
below.) We use d. f to denote an immutable field f of d, d.mutables to denote the field mutables of d, and d.mutables. f
to denote a mutable field f of d.
Since mutables fits in a single word, it can be modified atomically using CAS. By having CAS atomically operate
on a mutable field and the sequence number, we can ensure that a descriptor changes only if its sequence number has
not changed.
We now describe the operations. An invocation of CreateNew(T, ...) by process p first increments the sequence
number of DT,p , then initializes all of its fields, then increments the sequence number again and returns a new descriptor
pointer (with the up-to-date sequence number). Observe that the descriptor pointers returned by CreateNew always
have even sequence numbers, and the sequence number of a descriptor is odd while it is being initialized by CreateNew.
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. Data types
Descriptor of type T :
mutables = hseq, mut1 , mut2 , ...i
imm1 , imm2 , ...
. Shared variables
DT,p for each descriptor type T and process p
. ADT operations
CreateNew(T, v1 , v2 , ...) by process p :
oldseq : = DT,p .mutables.seq
DT,p .mutables.seq : = oldseq + 1
f o r each f i e l d f i n DT,p
l e t value be the corresponding value in {v1 , v2 , ...}
i f f is immutable t h e n
DT,p . f := value
else
DT,p .mutables. f := value
DT,p .mutables.seq : = oldseq + 2
r e t u r n hp, oldseq + 2i . Descriptor identifier
ReadField(des, f , dv) :
hq, seqi := des
i f f is immutable t h e n
result := DT,q . f
else
result := DT,q .mutables. f
i f seq 6= DT,q .mutables.seq t h e n r e t u r n dv
r e t u r n result
ReadImmutables(des) :
hq, seqi := des
f o r each f i n des
i f f is immutable t h e n add DT,q . f to result
i f seq 6= DT,q .mutables.seq t h e n r e t u r n ⊥
r e t u r n result
WriteField(des, f , value) :
hq, seqi := des
loop
exp := DT,q .mutables
i f exp.seq 6= seq t h e n r e t u r n
new := exp
new. f := value
i f CAS(&DT,q .mutables, exp, new) t h e n r e t u r n
CASField(des, f , fexp, fnew) :
hq, seqi := des
loop
exp := DT,q .mutables
i f exp.seq 6= seq t h e n r e t u r n ⊥
i f exp. f 6= fexp t h e n r e t u r n exp. f
new := exp
new. f := fnew
i f CAS(&DT,q .mutables, exp, new) t h e n
r e t u r n f new

Figure 12.6: Pseudocode for the extended weak descriptor ADT implementation.

. Mutable fields
. Immutable fields

Consequently, while a descriptor is being initialized, its sequence number does not match any descriptor pointer in the
system, so no process can read or modify the descriptor’s fields.
Note that this approach of incrementing a sequence number twice has been used in different contexts such as in
transactional memory, where the least significant bit represents whether the sequence number is locked or unlocked.
Here, the idea is slightly different, since the least significant bit represents whether the descriptor is currently being
reused and initialized, or is safe to access. (Nevertheless, in some sense, one can think of the bit indicating whether
the descriptor is currently being initialized as a sort of lock. It does not prevent other processes from making progress
(since operations on the descriptor will terminate, but will simply be invalid), but it does prevent them from accessing
fields of the descriptor as they are being changed.)
An invocation of ReadField(des, f , default) by p reads the value v of the mutable or immutable field f from DT,p
followed by its sequence number s. If s matches the sequence number in the descriptor pointer des, then v is returned.
Otherwise, default is returned.
ReadImmutables is similar to ReadField, except it reads all immutable fields, instead of a single field, and it returns
⊥ instead of default.

An invocation I of WriteField(des, f , value) by p performs a sequence of one or more attempts. In each attempt,

it reads the contents old of mutables, including the sequence number s, from DT,p , then checks whether s matches
the sequence number in the descriptor pointer des. If the sequence numbers do not match, then the abstract descriptor
represented by des is invalid, so I returns without changing f . Otherwise, I uses CAS to try to change DT,p .mutables
from old to new, which is a copy of old in which the contents of field f have been changed (locally) to contain value.
Observe that this CAS will succeed only if the sequence number in DT,p .mutables matches the sequence number in
des. If the CAS succeeds, then I returns. Otherwise, I performs another attempt.
Note that WriteField is less efficient than performing a direct write to memory. However, since mutable fields are
used merely to encode the status of an ongoing operation, there are usually very few changes to a descriptor.
CASField is quite similar to WriteField. The only differences are (1) CASField has different return values and, (2)
in each attempt, it performs an additional check to determine whether old. f is equal to fexp, and, if not, returns old. f .
Practical considerations

One might wonder, in an algorithm with multiple types of descriptors, why the type of a

descriptor is not also encoded in descriptor pointers. In algorithms that use multiple descriptor types, any time the
original algorithm accesses a field of a descriptor, it typically must know what kind of descriptor it is accessing (if,
for no other reason, to compute the address of the desired field within the descriptor). In such algorithms, it would
not be necessary for descriptor pointers to carry this extra information. For algorithms that access descriptors without
knowing their exact types, one can include the descriptor type in descriptor pointers.
Some lock-free algorithms “steal” up to three bits from pointers to encode additional information, typically to distinguish between application values and (potentially, various types of) descriptors. To accommodate such algorithms,
one can slightly shrink the sequence number in our descriptor pointers, and reserve the three lowest-order bits for use
by other algorithms.
One obvious way to store the descriptors for each thread is to create an array for each descriptor type, with a slot
containing a descriptor for each process. In this kind of implementation, it is extremely important to pad each slot to
avoid false sharing [112]. We suggest allocating at least two cache lines for each descriptor (128 bytes on modern Intel
and AMD machines).
To improve efficiency, modern Intel and AMD processors implement a relaxed memory model called total store
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order (TSO) that allows certain steps in a program to be executed out of order. Specifically, a read that occurs after a
write in a program can actually be executed before the write, as long as the read and write are not accessing the same
address. This can render a concurrent algorithm incorrect if it requires a write by a process p to be visible to other
processes before p performs a subsequent read. One can prevent this reordering by placing a memory fence (or barrier)
between the write and read. CAS instructions also act as memory fences. Our implementation does not require any
memory fences (beyond those implied by CAS instructions). This is an attractive property, since memory fences incur
high overhead.
Our implementation uses unbounded sequence numbers. However, in practice, sequence numbers are bounded,
and they may wrap around. If wraparound occurs, then two invocations of CreateNew might return the same descriptor
pointer. This can cause an ABA problem if the high-level algorithm that uses descriptors relies on the uniqueness of
descriptor pointers returned by CreateNew.
We argue that the sequence number can be made sufficiently large on modern systems for this to be a non-issue.
Consider a system with a 64-bit word size. Recall that a sequence number appears both in each descriptor pointer,
and also in the mutables field of each descriptor. A descriptor pointer contains only a process name and a sequence
number, so if n bits are reserved for the process name, then 64 − n bits remain for the sequence number. The mutables

field contains the descriptor’s mutable fields and a sequence number, so if m bits are reserved for mutable fields, then
64 − m bits remain for the sequence number. Thus, if we use 14-bit process names (as the Linux kernel does), and the

mutable fields of each descriptor fit in at most 14 bits, then 50 bits remain for the sequence number. We are unaware of
any algorithm that requires more than three bits for mutable fields in its descriptors, so this is realistic. In this case, a
single process must perform 250 operations to trigger even a single wraparound. If we assume that a single process can
perform one million operations per second, this will take 35 years of continuous execution. If this is still a concern,
then one can use double-wide CAS (DWCAS), which is implemented on modern Intel and AMD systems, instead of
CAS, to atomically operate on two adjacent words (containing a much larger sequence number).
Although we are unaware of any current lock-free algorithms that use more than three bits for mutable fields in
descriptors, some future algorithm may use more. If the mutable fields of a descriptor cannot fit in the same word
as a sequence number, then our approach must be modified. If the mutable fields and a sequence number can fit in
two adjacent words, then one can simply use DWCAS instead of CAS. Otherwise, one can store mutable fields in
their own separate words, and replicate the sequence number, storing a copy in the word adjacent to each mutable
field. To change a mutable field, one would then perform DWCAS on the word containing the mutable field, and its
adjacent sequence number. When the descriptor is reused, instead of incrementing a single sequence number, one
would increment all sequence numbers.
In order to choose how many bits should be devoted to the process name in descriptor pointers, one must know
an upper bound on the number of processes. We stress that this is not an onerous constraint, because the upper bound
does not need to be tight. Note that one need not initially allocate descriptors for all processes that could be running in
the system. It is straightforward to allocate a descriptor for a process the first time it invokes CreateNew (potentially
even in batches, to amortize the cost and improve control over memory layout).
Correctness. We now prove that our implementation is linearizable. We first give the linearization points for all
operations.
• Each invocation of CreateNew is linearized at the increment of the sequence number at line 12.
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• If an invocation I of ReadField(des, f , dv) returns at line 28, then it is linearized at the read of the sequence

number at the same line. If I returns at line 29, then it is linearized at the preceding read of the field f : for
immutable fields this is line 25, and for mutable fields this is line 27.

• Each invocation of ReadImmutables is linearized at the read of the sequence number at line 35.
• If an invocation I of WriteField(des, f , value) returns at line 42, then it is linearized at the last read of the
sequence number at the same line. If I returns at line 45, then it is linearized at the successful CAS at the same
line.
• If an invocation I of CASField(des, f , fexp, fnew) returns at line 51, then it is linearized at the last read of the
sequence number at the same line. If I returns at line 56, then it is linearized at the successful CAS at the
previous line. If I returns at line 52, then it is linearized at the last read at the same line.
Observation 1 The sequence number of DT,p (also denoted DT,p .mutables.seq) is written only by p in invocations of
CreateNew(T, −).
Observation 2 Every descriptor pointer returned by CreateNew has an even sequence number, and the linearization
point of CreateNew always changes the sequence number of the descriptor to an odd number.
Observation 3 The sequence number returned by a
CreateNew(T, −) operation by p is 2 + v where v is the sequence number returned by p’s previous CreateNew(T, −)
operation, or v = 0 if p has not performed CreateNew(T, −).

We now prove that the above linearization points are correct. Let e be an execution of our implementation of
extended weak descriptors. Let O1 , O2 · · · Ok be the extended weak descriptor operations executed in e in the order

they are linearized.

Theorem 1 The responses of O1 , O2 · · · Ok respect the semantics of the extended weak descriptor ADT.
Proof: By strong induction on the sequence of extended weak descriptor operations that terminate in e. Base case:
the claim vacuously holds when no operations have returned.
Induction step: assume the return values of O1 , O2 · · · Oi−1 follow the semantics of the extended weak descriptor

ADT. Let p be the process that performs Oi , and T be the type of descriptor on which Oi is performed.

Suppose Oi is a CreateNew(T, −) operation. By Observation 3, Oi returns a unique descriptor pointer.

In each of the following cases, Oi takes a descriptor pointer des as one of its arguments. Let q and seq be the
process name sequence number in des, respectively. Let Oinit be the CreateNew(T, −) by q that returned des. Since

des is returned by Oinit before it is passed to any operation, Oinit is linearized before Oi .

Suppose Oi is a ReadField that returns the default value at line 28, a CASField that returns ⊥ at line 51 or a

ReadImmutables that returns ⊥ at line 35. We argue that des is invalid when Oi is linearized. In each case, Oi returns

after seeing that the sequence number of DT,q no longer contains seq. Thus, this sequence number must change after
des is returned by Oinit , and before Oi is linearized. By Observation 1, this change to the sequence number of DT,q
must be performed by a CreateNew(T, −) operation Ochange by q (which occurs after Oinit , and before Oi is linearized).

Ochange changes the sequence number twice, and is linearized at the first change. Thus, Ochange is linearized after Oinit
and before Oi , which means that des is invalid when Oi is linearized.
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Now suppose Oi is a ReadField that returns at line 29, a CASField that returns at line 56, or a ReadImmutables that
returns at line 36. We first argue that des is valid when Oi is linearized. In each case, Oi sees that the sequence number
of DT,q is seq at some time t, which is either when Oi is linearized, or is after Oi is linearized. By Observation 1 and
Observation 3, whenever the sequence number of DT,q is changed, it is changed to a new value that it never previously
contained. Thus, since the sequence number of DT,q contains seq when Oinit terminates, and it contains seq at time t,
it contains seq at all times after Oinit terminates and before t. Hence, the sequence number of DT,q contains seq when
Oi is linearized. By Observation 1, q does not perform any CreateNew(T, −) after Oinit and before t, so des is valid
when Oi is linearized.

We now argue that the response of Oi is correct if it is a ReadField(des, f , dv). The proof is similar when Oi is a
CASField or ReadImmutables.
If f is immutable, then it is changed only by CreateNew(T, −) operations by q. Since des is valid when Oi is

linearized, Oinit performs the last change to f before Oi is linearized. Recall that Oi start after Oinit terminates. Thus,
the write of f in Oinit happens before the invocation of Oi , and Oi will return the value written to f by Oinit .

If f is mutable, then let Ochange be the operation that performs the last change to f before Oi is linearized, and v be
the value that it stores in f . Observe that Oi returns v. We show that Ochange is the last operation that changes f and
is linearized before Oi . If Ochange is the same as Oinit , then we are done. Otherwise, since we have argued that q does
not perform any CreateNew(T, −) after Oinit and before t, Ochange must be a WriteField or CASField. In each case,

Ochange can change f only once, with a successful CAS (at line 55 or line 45). Since Ochange is linearized at this CAS,
it is linearized before Oi . Moreover, since we have assumed that Ochange is the last operation to change f before Oi , no
other operation that changes f linearized after Ochange and before Oi .

Progress

The proof of lock-free progress is straightforward. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that there is an

execution in which processes take infinitely many steps, but only finitely many (extended weak descriptor) operations
terminate. Then, after some time t, no operation terminates, which means there is at least one operation O in which
a process takes infinitely many steps. By inspection of Figure 12.6, O must be a WriteField or CASField operation.
Suppose O is a WriteField operation. Then, each time O executes line 42, it sees old.seq = seq, and each time it
executes line 45, its CAS fails and returns old without changing DT,q .mutables. Observe that the CAS will fail only if
DT,q .mutables changes after it is read at line 41 and before the CAS at line 45. Thus, DT,q .mutables changes infinitely
many times in the execution. Since DT,q .mutables can be changed only by WriteField or CASField operations, and any
operation that changes DT,q .mutables immediately terminates, there must be infinitely many operations of WriteField
or CASField that terminate, which is a contradiction. The proof is similar when O is a CASField operation.

12.5

Experiments

Our experiments were run on two large-scale systems. The first is a 2-socket Intel E7-4830 v3 with 12 cores per socket
and 2 hyperthreads (HTs) per core, for a total of 48 threads. Each core has a private 32KB L1 cache and 256KB L2
cache (which is shared between HTs on a core). All cores on a socket share a 30MB L3 cache. The second is a
4-socket AMD Opteron 6380 with 8 cores per socket and 2 HTs per core, for a total of 64 threads. Each core has a
private 16KB L1 data cache and 2MB L2 cache (which is shared between HTs on a core). All cores on a socket share
a 6MB L3 cache.
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Since both machines have multiple sockets and a non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA), in all of our experiments, we pinned threads to cores so that the first socket is filled first, then the second socket is filled, and so
on. Furthermore, within each socket, each core has one thread pinned to it before hyperthreading is engaged. Consequently, our graphs clearly show the effects of hyperthreading and NUMA.
For example, on the Intel machine, from thread counts 1 to 12 all threads are running on a single socket and at
most one thread is pinned to each core. (socket 1: no HTs; socket 2: empty). From 13 to 24, all threads are running
on a single socket and cores either have one or two threads pinned to them (socket 1: HTs; socket 2: empty). From
25 to 36, each core on the first socket has two threads pinned to it, and the remaining threads are each pinned to unique
cores on the second socket (socket 1: HTs; socket 2: no HTs). Finally, from 37 to 48, each core on the first socket
has two threads pinned to it, and cores on the second socket have one or two threads pinned to them (socket 1: HTs;
socket 2: HTs).
Both machines have 128GB of RAM. Each runs Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. All code was compiled with the GNU C++
compiler (G++) 4.8.4 with build target x86_64-linux-gnu and compilation options -std=c++0x -mcx16 -O3. Thread
support was provided by the POSIX Threads library. We used the Performance Application Programming Interface
(PAPI) library [32] to collect statistics from hardware performance counters to determine cache miss rates, stall times,
instructions retired, and so on.
The system (glibc) allocator was found to have poor scaling and overall performance. Instead, we used jemalloc 4.2.1, a fast user-space allocator designed to minimize contention and improve scalability [54]. The library was
dynamically linked with LD_PRELOAD, which is the recommended method. This allocator was found to yield vastly superior performance for all algorithms, in all benchmarks. We also tried the tcmalloc allocator from Google’s Perftools
library, which is another common choice for concurrency-friendly allocation. However, performance with tcmalloc
was substantially worse for all algorithms than with jemalloc.
On the AMD machine, transparent huge-pages were disabled manually in the jemalloc implementation by changing
the default allocation chunk size from 221 to 219 using the environment parameter setting MALLOC_CONF=lg_chunk:19.
This maintained or improved the performance for all algorithms in all workloads, and did not change the performance
relationship between any pair of algorithms. The same change did not improve performance on the Intel machine (for
any algorithm or workload), so the original chunk size was used.
For read-heavy workloads, it was necessary to force distribution of pages across NUMA nodes to get consistently
high performance. To achieve this, we used numactl interleave=all for all workloads. (Doing this did not
negatively impact the performance of any workload, but its benefit was less noticeable for write-heavy workloads.)

12.5.1 k-CAS microbenchmark
In order to compare our reusable descriptor technique with algorithms that reclaim descriptors, we implemented k-CAS
with several memory reclamation schemes. Specifically, we implemented a lock-free memory reclamation scheme
that aggressively frees memory called hazard pointers [99], a (blocking) epoch-based reclamation scheme called
DEBRA [28], and reclamation using the read-copy-update (RCU) primitives [43] (also blocking). We use Reuse as
shorthand for our reusable descriptor based algorithm, and DEBRA, HP and RCU to denote the algorithms that use
DEBRA, hazard pointers and RCU, respectively.
The paper by Harris et al. also describes an optimization to reduce the number of DCSS descriptors that are
allocated by embedding them in the k-CAS descriptor. We applied this optimization, and found that it did not signifi-
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cantly improve performance. Furthermore, it complicated reclamation with hazard pointers. Thus, we did not use this
optimization.
Methodology. We compared our implementations of k-CAS using a simple array-based microbenchmark. For each
algorithm A ∈ {Reuse, DEBRA, HP, RCU}, array size S ∈ {214 , 220 , 226 } and k-CAS parameter k ∈ {2, 16}, we run ten
timed trials for several thread counts n. In each trial, an array of a fixed size S is allocated and each entry is initialized
to zero. Then, n concurrent threads run for one second, during which each thread repeatedly chooses k uniformly
random locations in the array, reads those locations, and then performs a k-CAS (using algorithm A) to increment each
location by one.
As a way of validating correctness in each trial, each thread keeps track of how many successful k-CAS operations
it performs. At the end of the trial, the sum of entries in the array must be k times the total number of successful k-CAS
operations over all threads.
Results. The results for this benchmark appear in Figure 12.7. Error bars are not drawn on the graphs, since more than
97% of the data points have a standard deviation that is less than 5% of the mean (making them essentially too small
to see).
Overall, Reuse outperforms every other algorithm, in every workload, on both machines. Notably, on the Intel
machine, its throughput is 2.2 times that of the next best algorithm at 48 threads with k = 16 and array size 226 . On the
AMD machine, its throughput is 1.7 times that of the next best algorithm at 64 threads with k = 16 and array size 220 .
On the Intel machine, with k = 2, NUMA effects are quite noticeable for Reuse in the jump from 24 to 32 threads,
as threads begin running on the second socket. According the statistics we collected with PAPI, this decrease in
performance corresponds to an increase in cache misses. For example, with k = 2 and an array of size 226 in the
Intel machine, jumping from 24 threads to 25 increases the number of L3 cache misses per operation from 0.7 to 1.6
(with similar increases in L1 and L2 cache misses and pipeline stalls). We believe this is due to cross-socket cache
invalidations.
From the three graphs for k = 2 on Intel, we can see that the effect is more severe with larger absolute throughput
(since the additive overhead of a cache miss is more significant). Consequently, the effect is masked by the much
smaller throughput of the slower algorithms, and by the substantially lower throughputs in the k = 16 case, except
when the array is of size 214 . In the array of size 214 , contention is extremely high, since each of the 48 threads are
accessing 16 k-CAS addresses, each of which causes contention on the entire cache line of 8 words, for a total of 6144
array entries contended at any given time. Thus, cache misses become a dominating factor in the performance on
two sockets. These effects were not observed on the AMD machine. The number of cache misses is not significantly
different when crossing socket boundaries, which suggests an architectural robustness to NUMA effects that is not
seen on the Intel machine.
Interestingly, absolute throughputs on the AMD machine are larger with array size 220 than with sizes 214 and
226 . This is because the 220 array size represents a sweet spot with less contention than the 214 size and better cache
utilization than the 226 size. For example, with 64 threads and k = 16, Reuse incurred approximately 50% more
cache misses with size 226 than with size 220 , and approximately 50% of operations helped one another with size 214 ,
whereas less than 1% of operations helped one another with size 220 .
Note, however, that this is not true on the Intel machine. There, 226 is almost always as fast as 220 , because of the
very large shared L3 cache (which is 5x larger than on the AMD machine). This is reflected in the increased number
of cycles where the processor is stalled (e.g., waiting for cache misses to be served) when moving from size 220 to 226 .
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Figure 12.7: Results for a k-CAS microbenchmark. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads. The
y-axis represents operations per microsecond.

2x 24-thread Intel E7-4830 v3

S = 226 , k = 16

Descriptor footprint (in bytes)

Figure 12.8: Memory usage for the k-CAS microbenchmark. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads.
Note the logarithmic scale.

On the Intel machine, stalled cycles increase by 85% per operation, whereas on the AMD machine they increase by a
whopping 450% per operation.

Memory usage

We studied memory usage for all algorithms, in all workloads, on both systems, but we only show

results for array size 226 and k = 16, because the other graphs are very similar. These results appear in Figure 12.8.
In particular, we are interested in the descriptor footprint, i.e., the maximum amount of memory ever occupied by
descriptors in an execution. Unfortunately, computing the descriptor footprint exactly would require excessive synchronization between threads. Thus, we approximate the descriptor footprint by computing the descriptor footprint
for each thread, and then summing those individual footprints. (This is only an approximation, since different threads
may hit their peak memory usage for descriptors at different times.) The graph in Figure 12.8 contains the results of
this approximation.
These results were obtained as follows. Each thread used three private variables: totalFree, totalMalloc and
maxFootprint. Each time a thread invoked free, it incremented totalFree by the size of the descriptor being freed.
Each time a thread invoked malloc, it incremented totalMalloc by the size of the descriptor being allocated, and then
set maxFootprint = max{maxFootprint, totalMalloc − totalFree}. The per-thread maxFootprints are then summed to
obtain the data points in the graph.

Note that the y-axis is a logarithmic scale. The results show that DEBRA and HPs use almost three orders of
magnitude more memory than Reuse at their peaks, and RCU uses nearly three orders of magnitude more memory
than DEBRA and HPs. RCU’s memory usage is significantly higher because reclamation is delayed significantly
longer than in the other algorithms.
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12.5.2

BST microbenchmark

Unlike in the k-CAS algorithm, where memory reclamation was only needed for descriptors, in the BST, memory
reclamation is always needed for nodes. To compare our technique with different memory reclamation options, we
implemented four variants of the BST algorithm: DEBRA/DEBRA, DEBRA/Reuse, RCU/RCU and RCU/Reuse. Here,
an algorithm named X/Y uses X to reclaim nodes and Y for descriptors. For example, DEBRA/Reuse uses DEBRA to
reclaim nodes and has reusable descriptors.

Methodology We compared our BST variants using a simple randomized microbenchmark. For each algorithm
A ∈ {DEBRA/DEBRA, DEBRA/Reuse, RCU/RCU, RCU/Reuse}, key range size K ∈ {105 , 106 } and update rate U ∈
{100, 10, 0}, we run ten timed trials for several thread counts n. Each trial proceeds in two phases: prefilling and

measuring. In the prefilling phase, n concurrent threads perform 50% Insert and 50% Delete operations on keys drawn
uniformly randomly from [0, K) until the size of the tree converges to a steady state (containing approximately K/2
keys). Next, the trial enters the measuring phase, during which threads begin counting how many operations they
perform. (These counts are eventually summed over all threads and reported in our graphs.) In this phase, each thread
instead performs (U/2)% Insert, (U/2)% Delete and (100 − U)% Find operations on keys drawn uniformly from

[0, K) for one second.

As a way of validating correctness in each trial, each thread maintains a checksum. Each time a thread inserts a
new key, it adds the key to its checksum. Each time a thread deletes a key, it subtracts the key from its checksum. At
the end of the trial, the sum of all thread checksums must be equal to the sum of keys in the tree.

Results The results for this benchmark appear in Figure 12.9. The Reuse variants perform at least as well as the pure
reclamation variants in every case, and significantly outperform the reclamation variants in the 100% update workload.
Most notably, on the Intel machine with key range [0, 106 ] and 48 threads, DEBRA/Reuse outperforms DEBRA/DEBRA
by 57%, and RCU/Reuse outperforms RCU/RCU by 33%. As expected, Reuse does not perform significantly faster
than the reclamation variants in the workloads with no updates. This is because searches do not create descriptors.
However, crucially, our transformation does not impose any overhead on searches, either.

12.5.3

Studying sequence number wraparound

We performed experiments on the larger AMD machine to study how frequently errors occur when sequence numbers
of varying bit-widths experience wraparound. For each bit-width B ∈ {2, 3, 4, ..., 48}, we performed 200 trials in which
64 threads run for 100 milliseconds before terminating. Each trial was the same as a trial in our BST experiments with
100% updates and key range [0, 105 ).
We identified three different types of errors in these trials. First, at the end of a trial, the sum of the checksums
maintained by all threads would fail to match the sum of keys in the tree. Second, threads would enter infinite loops
due to the tree structure being corrupted, e.g., because a cycle was introduced. (We identified this type of error by
waiting until some thread had run twice as long as it should have.) Third, an invalid memory access would cause
immediate program failure (e.g., due to segmentation fault or bus error).
For each B value, we divided the number of failed runs by 200 to estimate the probability of a trial failing. A
graph showing the resulting estimated probability distribution appears in Figure 12.10. For small B values, trials
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Figure 12.9: Results for a BST microbenchmark. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads. The y-axis
represents operations per microsecond.
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Figure 12.10: Experiment studying sequence number wraparound.
frequently experienced errors. However, for B ≥ 13, we did not observe a single error in 200 trials (despite the fact

that wraparound consistently occurred in every trial). For B ≥ 16, trials were not sufficiently long for wraparound to

consistently occur. The results appear in Figure 12.10.

As is common in physics when studying unknown functions, we make an educated guess that the distribution is
sigmoidal, which means it is of the form f (x) = a/(1 + e−b(x−c) ) for constants a, b and c. We determined a sigmoidal
curve of best fit from the data, obtaining the function f (x) = 1/(1 + e1.53969(x−8.199181) ), which is plotted as the Best
Fit curve on the graph in Figure 12.10. As the graph shows, the error between the best fit curve and the measured data
is extremely small. Although we do not have a justification for the shape of this distribution, we think it is worthwhile
to put forth a hypothesis and study its consequences.
We used f (x) to extrapolate on the data to estimate the expected time until an error occurs in this workload for
several bit-widths that would be impractical to test experimentally. These extrapolations appear in the table on the right
of Figure 12.10. They should be taken with a grain of salt, since the error in our estimation likely grows quickly with
B. However, the extrapolations suggest that even B = 32 would be quite safe for this workload. To our knowledge, this
kind of experimental exploration of the practicality of unbounded sequence numbers has not previously been done.

12.6

Related Work

Several papers have presented universal constructions or strong primitives for non-blocking algorithms in which operations create descriptors [72, 9, 2, 100, 62, 92, 74, 94, 13, 29]. A subset of these algorithms employ ad-hoc techniques
for reusing descriptors [72, 9, 2, 100, 94, 92, 74]. The rest assume descriptors will be allocated for each operation and
eventually reclaimed.
Most of the ad-hoc techniques for reusing descriptors have significant downsides. Some are complex and tightly
integrated into the underlying algorithm, or rely on highly specific algorithmic properties (e.g., that descriptors contain only a single word). Others use synchronization primitives that atomically operate on large words, which are
not available on modern systems, and are inefficient when implemented in software. Yet others introduce high space
overhead (e.g., by attaching a sequence number to every memory word). Some techniques also incur significant runtime overhead (e.g., by invoking expensive synchronization primitives just to read fields of a descriptor). Furthermore,
these techniques give, at best, a vague idea of how one might reuse descriptors for arbitrary algorithms, and it would
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be difficult to determine how to use them in practice. Our work avoids all of these downsides, and provides a concrete
approach for transforming a large class of algorithms.
Barnes [17] introduced a technique for producing non-blocking algorithms that can be more efficient (and sometimes simpler) than the universal constructions described above. With Barnes’ technique, each operation creates a new
descriptor. Creating a new descriptor for each operation allows his technique to avoid the ABA problem while remaining conceptually simple. Each operation conceptually locks each location it will modify by installing a pointer to its
descriptor, and then performs it modifications and unlocks each location. Barnes’ technique is the inspiration for the
class WCA. Many algorithms have since been introduced using variants of this technique [62, 52, 13, 70, 113, 29, 30].
Several of these algorithms are quite efficient in practice despite the overhead of creating and reclaiming descriptors.
Our technique can significantly improve the space and time overhead of such algorithms.
Recent work has identified ways to use hardware transactional memory (HTM) to reduce descriptor allocation [91].
Currently, HTM is supported only on recent Intel and IBM processors. Other architectures, such as AMD, SPARC
and ARM have not yet developed HTM support. Thus, it is important to provide solutions for systems with no HTM
support. Additionally, even with HTM support, our approach is useful. Current (and likely future) implementations of
HTM offer no progress guarantees, so one must provide a lock-free fallback path to guarantee lock-free progress. The
techniques in [91] accelerate the HTM-based fast path, but do nothing to reduce descriptor allocations on the fallback
path. In some workloads, many operations run on the fallback path, so it is important for it to be efficient. Our work
provides a way to accelerate the fallback path, and is orthogonal to work that optimizes the fast path.
The long-lived renaming (LLR) problem is related to our work (see [25] for a survey), but its solutions do not solve
our problem. LLR provides processes with operations to acquire one unique resource from a pool of resources, and
subsequently release it. One could imagine a scheme in which processes use LLR to reuse a small set of descriptors
by invoking acquire instead of allocating a new descriptor, and eventually invoking release. Note, however, that a
descriptor can safely be released only once it can no longer be accessed by any other process. Determining when it
is safe to release a descriptor is as hard as performing general memory reclamation, and would also require delaying
the release (and subsequent acquisition) of a descriptor (which would increase the number of descriptors needed). In
contrast, our weak descriptors eliminate the need for memory reclamation, and allow immediate reuse.

12.7

Summary

We presented a novel technique for transforming algorithms that throw away descriptors into algorithms that reuse
descriptors. Our experiments show that our transformation yields significant performance improvements for a lock-free
k-CAS algorithm. Furthermore, our transformation reduces peak memory usage by nearly three orders of magnitude
over the next best implementation.
We also applied our transformation to a lock-free implementation of LLX and SCX, and studied its performance by
doing rigorous experiments on a lock-free binary search tree that uses LLX and SCX. These experiments demonstrated
a significant performance advantage for our transformed algorithm in workloads that perform many updates. Our
transformed LLX and SCX algorithm has the potential to accelerate many algorithms that use LLX and SCX.
We believe our transformation can be used to improve the performance and memory usage of many other algorithms that throw away descriptors. Moreover, we hope that our extended weak descriptor ADT will aid in the design
of more efficient, complex algorithms, by allowing algorithm designers to benefit from the conceptual simplicity of
throwing away descriptors without paying the practical costs of doing so.
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Chapter 13

Accelerating the template with HTM
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In this chapter, we study how the new hardware transactional memory (HTM) capabilities found in recent processors (e.g., by Intel and IBM) can be used to produce significantly faster implementations of the tree update template.
By accelerating the tree update template, we also provide a way to accelerate all of the data structures that have been
implemented with it. Since library data structures are reused many times, even minor performance improvements
confer a large benefit.
HTM allows a programmer to run blocks of code in transactions, which either commit and take effect atomically,
or abort and have no effect on shared memory. Although transactional memory was originally intended to simplify
concurrent programming, researchers have since realized that HTM can also be used effectively to improve the performance of existing concurrent code [91, 118, 93]: Hardware transactions typically have very little overhead, so they
can often be used to replace other, more expensive synchronization mechanisms. For example, instead of performing a
sequence of CAS primitives, it may be faster to perform reads, if-statements and writes inside a transaction. Note that
this represents a non-standard use of HTM: we are not interested in its ease of use, but, rather, in its ability to reduce
synchronization costs.
Although hardware transactions are fast, it is surprisingly difficult to obtain the full performance benefit of HTM.
Here, we consider Intel’s HTM, which is a best-effort implementation. This means it offers no guarantee that transactions will ever commit. Even in a single threaded system, a transaction can repeatedly abort because of internal buffer
overflows, page faults, interrupts, and many other events. So, to guarantee progress, any code that uses HTM must
also provide a software fallback path to be executed if a transaction fails. The design of the fallback path profoundly
impacts the performance of HTM-based algorithms.
Allowing concurrency between two paths. Consider an operation O that is implemented using the tree update template.
One natural way to use HTM to accelerate O is to use the original operation as a fallback path, and then obtain an
HTM-based fast path by wrapping O in a transaction, and performing optimizations to improve performance [91]. We
call this the 2-path concurrent algorithm (2-path con). Since the fast path is just an optimized version of the fallback
path, transactions on the fast path and fallback path can safely run concurrently. If a transaction aborts, it can either be
retried on the fast path, or be executed on the fallback path. Unfortunately, supporting concurrency between the fast
path and fallback path can add significant overhead on the fast path.
The first source of overhead is instrumentation on the fast path that manipulates the meta-data used by the fallback
path to synchronize processes. For example, lock-free algorithms often create a descriptor for each update operation
(so that processes can determine how to help one another make progress), and store pointers to these descriptors in
Data-records, where they act as locks. The fast path must also manipulate these descriptors and pointers so that the
fallback path can detect changes made by the fast path.
The second source of overhead comes from constraints imposed by algorithmic assumptions made on the fallback
path. The tree update template implementation in [30] assumes that only child pointers can change, and all other fields
of nodes, such as keys and values, are never changed (after a node is created). Changes to these other immutable fields
must be made by replacing a node with a new copy that reflects the desired change. Because of this assumption on the
fallback path, transactions on the fast path cannot directly change any field of a node other than its child pointers. This
is because the fallback path has no mechanism to detect such a change (and may, for example, erroneously delete a
node that is concurrently being modified by the fast path). Thus, just like the fallback path, the fast path must replace
a node with a new copy to change one of its immutable fields, which can be much less efficient than changing the field
directly.
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Disallowing concurrency between two paths. To avoid the overheads described above, concurrency is often disallowed
between the fast path and fallback path. The simplest example of this approach is a technique called transactional
lock elision (TLE) [106, 107]. TLE is used to implement an operation by wrapping its sequential code in a transaction,
and falling back to acquire a global lock after a certain number of transactional attempts. At the beginning of each
transaction, a process reads the state of the global lock and aborts the transaction if the lock is held (to prevent
inconsistencies that might arise because the fallback path is not atomic). Once a process begins executing on the
fallback path, all concurrent transactions abort, and processes wait until the fallback path is empty before retrying
their transactions.
If transactions never abort, then TLE represents the best performance we can hope to achieve, because the fallback
path introduces almost no overhead and synchronization is performed entirely by hardware. Note, however, that TLE
is not lock-free. Additionally, in workloads where operations periodically run on the fallback path, performance can
be very poor.
As a toy example, consider a TLE implementation of a binary search tree, with a workload consisting of insertions,
deletions and range queries. A range query returns all of the keys in a range [lo, hi). Range queries access many
memory locations, and cause frequent transactional aborts due to internal processor buffer overflows (capacity limits).
Thus, range queries periodically run on the fallback path, where they can lead to numerous performance problems.
Since the fallback path is sequential, range queries (or any other long-running operations) cause a severe concurrency
bottleneck, because they prevent transactions from running on the fast path while they slowly complete, serially.
One way to mitigate this bottleneck is to replace the sequential fallback path in TLE with a lock-free algorithm,
and replace the global lock with a fetch-and-increment object F that counts how many operations are running on the
fallback path. Instead of aborting if the lock is held, transactions on the fast path abort if F is non-zero. We call this
the 2-path non-concurrent algorithm (2-path con). In this algorithm, if transactions on the fast path retry only a few
times before moving to the fallback path, or do not wait between retries for the fallback path to become empty, then
the lemming effect [48] can occur. (The lemming effect occurs when processes on the fast path rapidly fail and move
to the fallback path, simply because other processes are on the fallback path.) This can cause the algorithm to run only
as fast as the (much slower) fallback path. However, if transactions avoid the lemming effect by retrying many times
before moving to the fallback path, and waiting between retries for the fallback path to become empty, then processes
can spend most of their time waiting. The performance problems discussed up to this point are summarized on the left
side of Figure 13.1.
The problem with two paths. In this paper, we study two different types of workloads: light workloads, in which
transactions rarely run on the fallback path, and heavy workloads, in which transactions more frequently run on
the fallback path. In light workloads, algorithms that allow concurrency between paths perform very poorly (due to
high overhead) in comparison to algorithms that disallow concurrency. However, in heavy workloads, algorithms that
disallow concurrency perform very poorly (since transactions on the fallback path prevent transactions from running
on the fast path) in comparison to algorithms that allow concurrency between paths. Consequently, all two path
algorithms have workloads that yield poor performance. Our experiments confirm this, showing surprisingly poor
performance for two path algorithms in many cases.
Using three paths. We introduce a technique that simultaneously achieves high performance for both light and heavy
workloads by using three paths: an HTM fast path, an HTM middle path and a non-transactional fallback path. (See
the illustration on the right side of Figure 13.1.) Each operation begins on the fast path, and moves to the middle path
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Figure 13.1: (Left) Performance problems affecting two-path algorithms. (Right) Using three execution paths.

after it retries F times. An operation on the middle path moves to the fallback path after retrying M times on the middle
path. The fast path does not manipulate any synchronization meta-data used by the fallback path, so operations on the
fast path and fallback path cannot run concurrently. Thus, whenever an operation is on the fallback path, all operations
on the fast path move to the middle path. The middle path manipulates the synchronization meta-data used by the
fallback path, so operations on the middle path and fallback path can run concurrently. Operations on the middle path
can also run concurrently with operations on the fast path (since conflicts are resolved by the HTM system). We call
this the 3-path algorithm (3-path).
We briefly discuss why this approach avoids the performance problems described above. Since transactions on
the fast path do not run concurrently with transactions on the fallback path, transactions on the fast path run with no
instrumentation overhead. When a transaction is on the fallback path, transactions can freely execute on the middle
path, without waiting. The lemming effect does not occur, since transactions do not have to move to the fallback path
simply because a transaction is on the fallback path. Furthermore, we enable a high degree of concurrency, because
the fast and middle paths can run concurrently, and the middle and fallback paths can run concurrently.
We performed experiments to evaluate our new template algorithms by comparing them with the original template
algorithm. In order to compare the different template algorithms, we used each algorithm to implement two data structures: a binary search tree (BST) and a relaxed (a, b)-tree. We then ran microbenchmarks to compare the performance
(operations per second) of the different implementations in both light and heavy workloads. The results show that
our new template algorithms offer significant performance improvements. For example, on an Intel system with 72
concurrent processes, our best implementation of the relaxed (a, b)-tree outperformed the implementation using the
original template algorithm by an average of 410% over all workloads.
Contributions
• We present four accelerated implementations of the tree update template that explore the design space for HTMbased implementations: 2-path con, TLE, 2-path con, and 3-path.

• We highlight the importance of studying both light and heavy workloads in the HTM setting. Each serves a distinct role in evaluating algorithms: light workloads demonstrate the potential of HTM to improve performance
by reducing overhead, and heavy workloads capture the performance impact of interactions between different
execution paths.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by accelerating two different lock-free data structures: an
unbalanced BST, and a relaxed (a, b)-tree. Experimental results show a significant performance advantage for
our accelerated implementations.
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Private variable for process p: attempts p , tagseq p
SCX(V, R, f ld, new) by process p
onAbort:
. jump here on transaction abort
i f we jumped here after an explicit abort t h e n r e t u r n
FALSE
i f attempts p < AttemptLimit t h e n
attempts p := attempts p + 1
retval := SCXHT M (V, R, f ld, new) . Fast
else
retval := SCXO (V, R, f ld, new) . Fallback
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14
15
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17
18
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20
21

i f retval t h e n attempts p := 0
r e t u r n retval

22
23
24

SCX HT M (V, R, f ld, new) by process p
Let infoFields be a pointer to a table in p’s private memory
containing,
for each r in V , the value of r.info read by p’s last LLX(r)
Let old be the value for f ld returned by p’s last LLX(r)
Begin hardware transaction
tagseq p := tagseq p + 2dlog ne
f o r each r ∈ V do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in infoFields
i f r.info 6= rinfo t h e n Abort hardware transaction
(explicitly)
f o r each r ∈ V do r.info := tagseq p
f o r each r ∈ R do r.marked := T RUE
write new to the field pointed to by f ld
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE

Figure 13.2: HTM-based implementation of SCX.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We describe an HTM-based implementation of LLX and
SCX in Section 13.1. In Section 13.2, we describe our four template implementations, and argue correctness and
progress. In Section 13.3, we describe two data structures that we use in our experiments. Experimental results
are presented in Section 13.4. In Section 13.6, we describe a way to reclaim memory more efficiently for 3-path
algorithms. Related work is surveyed in Section 13.7. In Section 13.8, we describe how our approach could be used
to accelerate data structures that use the read-copy-update (RCU) or k-compare-and-swap primitives. Finally, we
summarize in Section 13.9.

13.1

HTM-based LLX and SCX

In this section, we describe an HTM-based implementation of LLX and SCX. This implementation is used by our first
accelerated template implementation, 2-path con, which is described in Section 13.2.
In the following, we use SCX O and LLX O to refer to the original lock-free implementation of LLX and SCX. We give
an implementation of SCX that uses an HTM-based fast path called SCX HT M , and SCX O as its fallback path. Hardware
transactions are instrumented so they can run concurrently with processes executing SCX O . This algorithm guarantees
lock-freedom and achieves a high degree of concurrency. Pseudocode appears in Figure 13.2. At a high level, an
SCX HT M by a process p starts a transaction, then attempts to perform a highly optimized version of SCX O . Each
time a transaction executed by p aborts, control jumps to the onAbort label, at the beginning of the SCX procedure.
If a process explicitly aborts a transaction at line 19, then SCX returns FALSE at line 4. Each process has a budget
AttemptLimit that specifies how many times it will attempt hardware transactions before it will fall back to executing
SCX O .
In SCX O , SCX-records are used (1) to facilitate helping, and (2) to lock Data-records and detect changes to them.
In particular, SCX O guarantees the following property. P1: between any two changes to (the user-defined fields of)
a Data-record u, a new SCX-record pointer is stored in u.info. However, SCX HT M does not create SCX-records. In a
transactional setting, helping causes unnecessary aborts, since executing a transaction that performs the same work as
a running transaction will cause at least one (and probably both) to abort. Helping in transactions is also not necessary
to guarantee progress, since progress is guaranteed by the fallback path. So, to preserve property P1, we give each
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process p a tagged sequence number tseq p that contains the process name, a sequence number, and a tag bit. The
tag bit is the least significant bit. On modern systems where pointers are word aligned, the least significant bit in a
pointer is always zero. Thus, the tag bit allows a process to distinguish between a tagged sequence number and a
pointer. In SCX HT M , instead of having p create a new SCX-record and store pointers to it in Data-records to lock
them, p increments its sequence number in tseq p and stores tseq p in Data-records. Since no writes performed by a
transaction T can be seen until it commits, it never actually needs to hold any locks. Thus, every value of tseq p stored
in a Data-record represents an unlocked value, and writing tseq p represents p locking and immediately unlocking a
node.
After storing tseq p in each r ∈ V , SCX HT M finalizes each r ∈ R by setting r.marked := T RUE (mimicking the

behaviour of SCX O ). Then, it stores new in the field pointed to by f ld, and commits. Note that eliminating the

creation of SCX-records on the fast path also eliminates the need to reclaim any created SCX-records, which further
reduces overhead.
The SCX HT M algorithm also necessitates a small change to LLX O , to handle tagged sequence numbers. An invocation of LLX O (r) reads a pointer rinfo to an SCX-record, follows rinfo to read one of its fields, and uses the value
it reads to determine whether r is locked. However, rinfo may now contains a tagged sequence number, instead of
a pointer to an SCX-record. So, in our modified algorithm, which we call LLX HT M , before a process tries to follow
rinfo, it first checks whether rinfo is a tagged sequence number, and, if so, behaves as if r is unlocked. The code for
LLX HT M appears in Figure 13.6.

13.1.1

Correctness and Progress

In this section, we prove correctness and progress for our HTM-based implementation of LLX and SCX. We do this by
showing that one can start with LLX O and SCX O , and obtain our HTM-based implementation by applying a sequence
of transformations. Intuitively, these transformations preserve the semantics of SCX and maintain backwards compatibility with SCX O so that the transformed versions can be run concurrently with invocations of SCX O . More formally,
for each execution of a transformed algorithm, there is an execution of the original algorithm in which: the same operations are performed, they are linearized in the same order, and they return the same results. For each transformation,
we sketch the correctness and progress argument, since the transformations are simple and a formal proof would be
overly pedantic.
Adding transactions

For the first transformation, we replaced the invocation of Help in SCX O with the body of the

Help function, and wrapped the code in a transaction. Since the fast path simply executes the fallback path algorithm
in a transaction, the correctness of the resulting algorithm is immediate from the correctness of the original LLX and
SCX algorithm.
We also observe that it is not necessary to commit a transaction that sets the state of its SCX-record to Aborted and
returns FALSE. The only effect that committing such a transaction would have on shared memory is changing some of
the info fields of Data-records in its V sequence to point to its SCX-record. In SCX O , info fields serve two purposes.
First, they provide pointers to an SCX-record while its SCX is in progress (so it can be helped). Second, they act as
locks that grant exclusive access to an SCX O , and allow an invocation of SCX O to determine whether any user-defined
fields of a Data-record r have changed since its linked LLX(r) (using property P1). However, since the effects of a
transaction are not visible until it has already committed, a transaction no longer needs help by the time it modified
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SCX 1 (V, R, f ld, new) by process p
Let infoFields be a pointer to a table in p’s private memory containing,
for each r in V , the value of r.info read by p’s last LLX(r)
Let old be the value for f ld returned by p’s last LLX(r)
Begin hardware transaction
scxPtr := pointer to new SCX-record(V, R, f ld, new, old, InProgress, FALSE, infoFields)
. Freeze all Data-records in scxPtr.V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
f o r each r i n scxPtr.V enumerated in order do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in scxPtr.infoFields
i f n o t CAS(r.info, rinfo, scxPtr) t h e n
. freezing CAS
i f r.info 6= scxPtr t h e n
. Could not freeze r because it is frozen for another SCX
i f scxPtr.allFrozen = T RUE t h e n
. frozen check step
. the SCX has already completed successfully
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE
e l s e Abort hardware transaction (explicitly)
. Finished freezing Data-records (Assert: state ∈ {InProgress, Committed})
scxPtr.allFrozen := T RUE
f o r each r ∈ scxPtr.R do r.marked := T RUE
CAS(scxPtr. f ld, scxPtr.old, scxPtr.new)

. frozen step
. mark step
. update CAS

. Finalize all r in R, and unfreeze all r in V that are not in R
scxPtr.state := Committed
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE

. commit step

Figure 13.3: HTM-based SCX: after adding transactions.
any info field. And, since an SCX O that sets the state of its SCX-record to Aborted does not change any user-defined
field of a Data-record, these changes to info fields are not needed to preserve property P1. The only consequence of
changing these info fields is that other invocations of SCX O might needlessly fail and return FALSE, as well. So, instead
of setting state = Aborted and committing, we explicitly abort the transaction and return FALSE. Figure 13.3 shows
the result of this transformation: SCX 1 . (Note that aborting transactions does not affect correctness—only progress.)
1

Private variable for process p: attempts p

2

SCX(V, R, f ld, new) by process p
onAbort:
i f we jumped here after an explicit abort in the code t h e n r e t u r n FALSE
i f attempts p < AttemptLimit t h e n
attempts p := attempts p + 1
retval := SCX1 (V, R, f ld, new)
else
retval := SCXO (V, R, f ld, new)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

. jump here on transaction abort

. invoke HTM-based SCX
. fall back to original SCX
. reset p’s attempt counter before returning T RUE

i f retval t h e n attempts p := 0
r e t u r n retval

Figure 13.4: How the HTM-based SCX 1 is used to provide lock-free SCX.
Of course, we must provide a fallback code path in order to guarantee progress. Figure 13.4 shows how SCX 1 (the
fast path) and SCX O (the fallback path) are used together to implement lock-free SCX. In order to decide when each
code path should be executed, we give each process p a private variable attempts p that contains the number of times p
has attempted a hardware transaction since it last performed an SCX 1 or SCX O that succeeded (i.e., returned T RUE).
The SCX procedure checks whether attempts p is less than a (positive) threshold AttemptLimit. If so, p increments
attempts p and invokes SCX 1 to execute a transaction on the fast path. If not, p invokes SCX O (to guarantee progress).
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Whenever p returns T RUE from an invocation of SCX 1 or SCX O , it resets its budget attempts p to zero, so it will execute
on the fast path in its next SCX. Each time a transaction executed by p aborts, control jumps to the onAbort label, at
the beginning of the SCX procedure. If a process explicitly aborts a transaction it is executing (at line 16 in SCX1 ),
then control jumps to the onAbort label, and the SCX returns FALSE at the next line.
Progress

We briefly recall the progress property for LLX and SCX. Specifying a progress guarantee for LLX and

SCX operations is subtle, because if processes repeatedly perform LLX on Data-records that have been finalized, or
repeatedly perform failed LLXs, then they may never be able to invoke SCX. In particular, it is not sufficient to simply
prove that LLXs return snapshots infinitely often, since all of the LLXs in a sequence must return snapshots before a
process can invoke SCX. To simplify the progress guarantee for LLX and SCX, we make a definition. An SCX-Update
algorithm is one that performs LLXs on a sequence V of Data-records and invokes SCX(V, R, f ld, new) if they all return
snapshots. The progress guarantee in Chapter 3 was then stated as follows.
PROG: Suppose that (a) there is always some non-finalized Data-record reachable by following pointers from
an entry point, (b) for each Data-record r, each process performs finitely many invocations of LLX(r) that
return F INALIZED, and (c) processes perform infinitely many executions of SCX-Update algorithms. Then,
infinitely many invocations of SCX succeed.
LLX O and SCX O satisfy PROG. We argue that PROG is satisfied by the implementation of LLX and SCX in
Figure 13.4. To obtain a contradiction, suppose the antecedent of PROG holds, but only finitely many invocations of
SCX return T RUE. Then, after some time t, no invocation of SCX returns T RUE.
Case 1: Suppose processes take infinitely many steps in transactions. By inspection of the code, each transaction is
wait-free, and SCX returns T RUE immediately after a transaction commits. Since no transaction commits after t, there
must be infinitely many aborts. However, each process can perform at most AttemptLimit aborts since the last time it
performed an invocation of SCX that returned T RUE. So, only finitely many aborts can occur after t—a contradiction.
Case 2: Suppose processes take only finitely many steps in transactions. Then, processes take only finitely many
steps in SCX 1 . It follows that, after some time t 0 , no process takes a step in SCX 1 . Therefore, in the suffix of the
execution after t 0 , processes only take steps in SCX O and LLX O . However, since LLX O and SCX O satisfy PROG,
infinitely many invocations of SCX must succeed after t 0 , which is a contradiction.
Eliminating most accesses to fields of SCX-records created on the fast path

In LLX O and SCX O , helping is

needed to guarantee progress, because otherwise, an invocation of SCX O that crashes while one or more Data-records
are frozen for it could cause every invocation of LLX O to return FAIL (which, in turn, could prevent processes from
performing the necessary linked invocations of LLX O to invoke SCX O ). However, as we mentioned above, since
transactions are atomic, a process cannot see any of their writes (including the contents of any SCX-record they create
and publish pointers to) until they have committed, at which point they no longer need help. Thus, it is not necessary
to help transactions in SCX 1 .1
In fact, it is easy to see that processes will not help any SCX-record created by a transaction in SCX 1 . Observe
that each transaction in SCX1 sets the state of its SCX-record to Committed before committing. Consequently, if an
invocation of LLX O reads r.info and obtains a pointer rinfo to an SCX-record created by a transaction in SCX1 , then
rinfo has state Committed. Therefore, by inspection of the code, LLX O will not invoke Help(rinfo).
1 In

fact, helping transactions would be actively harmful, since performing the same modifications to shared memory as an in-flight transaction
will cause it to abort. This leads to very poor performance, in practice.
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Private variable for process p: attempts p
SCX 2 (V, R, f ld, new) by process p
Let infoFields be a pointer to a table in p’s private memory containing,
for each r in V , the value of r.info read by p’s last LLX(r)
Let old be the value for f ld returned by p’s last LLX(r)
Begin hardware transaction
scxPtr := pointer to new SCX-record(−, −, −, −, −, InProgress, −, −)
. Freeze all Data-records in V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
f o r each r i n V enumerated in order do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in infoFields
i f n o t CAS(r.info, rinfo, scxPtr) t h e n
i f r.info 6= scxPtr t h e n Abort hardware transaction (explicitly)
. Finished freezing Data-records
f o r each r ∈ R do r.marked := T RUE
CAS( f ld, old, new)
scxPtr.state := Committed
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE

. Finalize each r ∈ R

. freezing CAS

. mark step
. update CAS
. commit step

Figure 13.5: HTM-based SCX: after eliminating most accesses to fields of SCX-records created on the fast path.

Since LLX O never invokes Help(rinfo) for any rinfo created by a transaction in SCX 1 , most fields of an SCX-record
created by a transaction are accessed only by the process that created the SCX-record. The only field that is accessed
by other processes is the state field (which is accessed in LLX O ). Therefore, it suffices for a transaction in SCX 1
to initialize only the state field of its SCX-record. As we will see, any accesses to the other fields can simply be
eliminated or replaced with locally available information.
Using this knowledge, we transform SCX1 in Figure 13.3 into a new procedure called SCX2 in Figure 13.5. First,
instead of initializing the entire SCX-record when we create a new SCX-record at line 5 in SCX1 , we initialize only
the state field. We then change any steps that read fields of the SCX-record (lines 7, 8, 12, 19 and 20 in SCX1 ) to use
locally available information, instead.
Next, we eliminate the frozen step at line 18 in SCX1 , which changes the allFrozen field of the SCX-record. Recall
that allFrozen is used by SCX O to prevent helpers from making conflicting changes to the state field of its SCX-record.
When a freezing CAS fails in an invocation S of SCX O (at line 26 of Help in Figure 3.4), it indicates that either S will fail
due to contention, or another process had already helped S to complete successfully. The allFrozen bit allows a process
to distinguish between these two cases. Specifically, it is proved in [29] that a process will see allFrozen = T RUE at
line 26 of Help if and only if another process already helped S complete and set allFrozen := T RUE. However, since
we have argued that processes never help transactions (and, in fact, no other process can even access the SCX-record
until the transaction that created it has committed), allFrozen is always FALSE at the corresponding step (line 12) in
SCX1 . This observation allows us to eliminate the entire if branch at line 12 in SCX 1 .
Clearly, this transformation preserves PROG. Note that SCX 2 (and each of the subsequent transformed variants) is
used in the same way as SCX 1 : Simply replace SCX 1 in Figure 13.4 with SCX 2 .
Completely eliminating accesses to fields of SCX-records created on the fast path We now describe a transformation that completely eliminates all accesses to the state fields of SCX-records created by transactions in SCX2 (i.e.,
the last remaining accesses by transactions to fields of SCX-records).
We transform SCX 2 into a new procedure SCX 3 , which appears in Figure 13.6. First, the commit step in SCX2 is
eliminated. Whereas in SCX2 , we stored a pointer to the SCX-record in r.info for each r ∈ V at line 10, we store a
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Private variable for process p: attempts p
LLX HT M (r) by process p . Precondition: r 6= N IL.
marked1 := r.marked
rinfo := r.info
∗ state := (rinfo & 1) ? Committed : rinfo.state
marked2 := r.marked
i f state = Aborted or (state = Committed and n o t marked2 ) t h e n
read r.m1 , ..., r.my and record the values in local variables m1 , ..., my
i f r.info = rinfo t h e n
store hr, rinfo, hm1 , ..., my ii in p’s local table
r e t u r n hm1 , ..., my i

. order of lines 3–6 matters
. if rinfo is tagged, take state to be Committed
. if r was not frozen at line 5
. if r.info points to the same SCX-record as on line 4

i f state = InProgress t h e n Help(rinfo)
i f marked1 t h e n
r e t u r n F INALIZED
else
r e t u r n FAIL
SCX 3 (V, R, f ld, new) by process p
Let infoFields be a pointer to a table in p’s private memory containing,
for each r in V , the value of r.info read by p’s last LLX(r)
Let old be the value for f ld returned by p’s last LLX(r)
Begin hardware transaction
scxPtr := pointer to new SCX-record(−, −, −, −, −, −, −, −)
. Freeze all Data-records in V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
f o r each r i n V enumerated in order do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in infoFields
i f n o t CAS(r.info, rinfo, (scxPtr & 1)) t h e n
i f r.info 6= (scxPtr & 1) t h e n Abort hardware transaction (explicitly)
. Finished freezing Data-records
f o r each r ∈ R do r.marked := T RUE
CAS( f ld, old, new)
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE

. Finalize each r ∈ R

. freezing CAS

. mark step
. update CAS

Figure 13.6: HTM-based SCX: after completely eliminating accesses to fields of SCX-records created on the fast path.

tagged pointer to the SCX-record at line 25 in SCX3 . A tagged pointer is simply a pointer that has its least significant
bit set to one. Note that, on modern systems where pointers are word aligned, the least significant bit in a pointer to
an SCX-record will be zero. Thus, the least significant bit in a tagged pointer allows processes to distinguish between
a tagged pointer (which is stored in r.info by a transaction) from a regular pointer (which is stored in r.info by an
invocation of SCXO ). Line 26 in SCX3 is also updated to check for a tagged pointer in r.info.
In order to deal with tagged pointers, we transform LLX O into new procedure called LLX HT M , that is used instead
of LLX O from here on. Any time an invocation of LLX O would follow a pointer that was read from an info field
r.info, LLX HT M first checks whether the value rinfo read from the info field is a pointer or a tagged pointer. If it is a
pointer, then LLX HT M proceeds exactly as in LLX O . However, if rinfo is a tagged pointer, then LLX HT M proceeds as
if it had seen an SCX-record with state Committed (i.e., whose SCX has already returned T RUE). We explain why this
is correct. If rinfo contains a tagged pointer, then it was written by a transaction T that committed (since it changed
shared memory) at line 30 in SCX 3 , just before returning T RUE. Observe that, in SCX 2 , the state of the SCX-record
is set to Committed just before T RUE is returned. In other words, if not for this transformation, T would have set
the state of its SCX-record to Committed. So, clearly it is correct to treat rinfo as if it were an SCX-record with
state = Committed.
Since this transformation simply changes the representation of an SCX-record D with state = Committed that is
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created by a transaction (and does not change how the algorithm behaves when it encounters D), it preserves PROG.

Eliminating the creation of SCX-records on the fast path

Since transactions in SCX3 are not helped, we would like

to eliminate the creation of SCX-records in transactions, altogether. However, since SCX-records are used as part of
the freezing mechanism in SCX O on the fallback path, we cannot simply eliminate the steps that freeze Data-records,
or else transactions on the fast path will not synchronize with SCX O operations on the fallback path. Consider an
invocation S of SCX O by a process p that creates an SCX-record D, and an invocation L of LLX(r) linked to S. When
S uses CAS to freeze r (by changing r.info from the value seen by L to D), it interprets the success of the CAS to mean
that r has not changed since L (relying on property P1). If a transaction in SCX 3 changes r without changing r.info
(to a new value that has never before appeared in r.info), then it would violate P1, rendering this interpretation invalid.
Thus, transactions in SCX 3 (V, R, f ld, new) must change r.info to a new value, for each r ∈ V .

We transform SCX 3 into a new procedure SCX r , which appears in Figure 13.7. We now explain what a transaction

T in an invocation S of SCX 4 by a process p does instead of creating an SCX-record and using it to freeze Data-records.
We give each process p a tagged sequence number tseq p , which consists of three bit fields: a tag-bit, a process name,
and a sequence number. The tag-bit, which is the least significant bit, is always one. This tag-bit distinguishes
tagged sequence numbers from pointers to SCX-records (similar to tagged pointers, above). The process name field
of tseq p contains p. The sequence number is a non-negative integer that is initially zero. Instead of creating a new
SCX-record (at line 21 in SCX3 ), S increments the sequence number field of tseq p . Then, instead of storing a pointer
to an SCX-record in r.info for each r ∈ V (at line 25 in SCX 3 ), T stores tseq p . (Line 26 is also changed accordingly.)

The combination of the process name and sequence number bit fields ensure that whenever T stores tseq p in an info
field, it is storing a value that has never previously been contained in that field.2
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Private variable for process p: tseq p
SCX 4 (V, R, f ld, new) by process p
Let infoFields be a pointer to a table in p’s private memory containing,
for each r in V , the value of r.info read by p’s last LLX(r)
Let old be the value for f ld returned by p’s last LLX(r)
Begin hardware transaction
tseq p := tseq p + 2dlog ne
. Freeze all Data-records in V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
f o r each r i n V enumerated in order do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in infoFields
i f n o t CAS(r.info, rinfo, tseq p ) t h e n
i f r.info 6= tseq p t h e n Abort hardware transaction (explicitly)
. Finished freezing Data-records
. Finalize each r ∈ R, update f ld, and unfreeze all r ∈ (V \ R)
f o r each r ∈ R do r.marked := T RUE
CAS( f ld, old, new)
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE

. increment p’s tagged sequence number

. freezing CAS

. mark step
. update CAS

Figure 13.7: HTM-based SCX: after eliminating SCX-record creation on the fast path.
2 Technically, with a finite word size it is possible for a sequence number to overflow and wrap around, potentially causing P1 to be violated. On
modern systems with a 64-bit word size, we suggest representing a tagged sequence number using 1 tag-bit, 15 bits for the process name (allowing
up to 32,768 concurrent processes) and 48 bits for the sequence number. In order for a sequence number to experience wraparound, a single process
must then perform 248 operations. According to experimental measurements for several common data structures on high performance systems, this
would take at least a decade of continuous updates. Moreover, if wraparound is still a concern, one can replace the freezing CAS steps in SCX O with
double-wide CAS instructions (available on all modern systems) which atomically operate on 128-bits, making wraparound virtually impossible.
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Observe that LLXHT M does not require any further modification to work with tagged sequence numbers, since it
distinguishes between tagged sequence numbers and SCX-records using the tag-bit (the exact same way it distinguished
between tagged pointers and pointers to SCX-records). Moreover, it remains correct to treat tagged sequence numbers
as if they are SCX-records with state Committed (for the same reason it was correct to treat tagged pointers that
way). Progress is preserved for the same reason as it was in the previous transformation: we are simply changing the
representation of SCX-records with state = Committed that are created by transactions.
Note that this transformation eliminates not only the creation of SCX-records, but also the need to reclaim those
SCX-records. Thus, it can lead to significant performance improvements.
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Private variable for process p: tseq p
SCX 5 (V, R, f ld, new) by process p
Let infoFields be a pointer to a table in p’s private memory containing,
for each r in V , the value of r.info read by p’s last LLX(r)
Let old be the value for f ld returned by p’s last LLX(r)
Begin hardware transaction
tseq p := tseq p + 2dlog ne
. Freeze all Data-records in V to protect their mutable fields from being changed by other SCXs
f o r each r i n V enumerated in order do
Let rinfo be the pointer indexed by r in infoFields
i f r.info = rinfo t h e n r.info := tseq p
e l s e Abort hardware transaction (explicitly)
. Finished freezing Data-records
. Finalize each r ∈ R, update f ld, and unfreeze all r ∈ (V \ R)
f o r each r ∈ R do r.marked := T RUE
i f f ld = old t h e n f ld := new
Commit hardware transaction
r e t u r n T RUE

. increment p’s tagged sequence number

. mark step

Figure 13.8: HTM-based SCX: after replacing CAS with sequential code and optimizing.
Simple optimizations

Since any code executed inside a transaction is atomic, we are free to replace atomic synchro-

nization primitives inside a transaction with sequential code, and reorder the transaction’s steps in any way that does
not change its sequential behaviour. We now describe how to transform SCX 4 by performing two simple optimizations.
For the first optimization, we replace each invocation of CAS(x, o, n) with sequential code: if x = 0 then x :=
n, result := T RUE else result := FALSE. If the CAS is part of a condition for an if-statement, then we execute this
code just before the if-statement, and replace the invocation of CAS with result. We then eliminate any dead code that
cannot be executed. Figure 13.8 shows the transformed procedure, SCX 5 .
More concretely, in place of the CAS at line 10 in SCX 4 , we do the following. First, we check whether r.info =
rinfo. If so, we set r.info := tseq p and continue to the next iteration of the loop. Suppose not. If we were naively
transforming the code, then the next step would be to check whether r.info contains tseq p . However, p is the only
process that can write tseq p , and it only writes tseq p just before continuing to the next iteration. Thus, r.info cannot
possibly contain tseq p in this case, which makes it unnecessary to check whether r.info = tseq p . Therefore, we execute
the else-case, and explicitly abort the transaction. Observe that, if SCX 5 is used to replace SCX 1 in Figure 13.4, then
this explicit abort will cause SCX to return FALSE (right after it jumps to the onAbort label). In place of the CAS at
line 15 in SCX 4 , we can simply check whether f ld contains old and, if so, write new into f ld.
In fact, it is not necessary to check whether f ld contains old, because the transaction will have aborted if f ld
was changed after old was read from it. We explain why. Let S be an invocation of SCX 5 (in Figure 13.8) by a
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process p, and let r be the Data-record that contains f ld. Suppose S executes line 15 in SCX 5 , where it checks whether
f ld = old. Before invoking S, p performs an invocation L of LLX(r) linked to S. Subsequently, p reads old while
performing S. After that, p freezes r while performing S. If r changes after L, and before p executes line 10, then p
will see r.info 6= rinfo when it executes line 10 (by property P1, which has been preserved by our transformations).
Consequently, p will fail to freeze r, and S will perform an explicit abort and return FALSE, so it will not reach line 15,
which contradicts our assumption (so this case is impossible). On the other hand, if r changes after p executes line 10,
and before p executes line 15, then the transaction will abort due to a data conflict (detected by the HTM system).
Therefore, when p executes line 15, f ld must contain old.
For the second optimization, we split the loop in Figure 13.8 into two. The first loop contains all of the steps
that check whether r.info = rinfo, and the second loop contains all of the steps that set r.info := tseq p . This way, all
of the writes to r.info occur after all of the reads and if-statements. The advantage of delaying writes for as long as
possible in a transaction is that it reduces the probability of the transaction causing other transactions to abort. As a
minor point, whereas the loop in SCX O iterated over the elements of the sequence V in a particular order to guarantee
progress, it is not necessary to do so here, since progress is guaranteed by the fallback path, not the fast path. Clearly,
this transformation does not affect correctness or progress.

13.2

Accelerated template implementations

13.2.1

The 2-path con algorithm

We now use our HTM-based LLX and SCX to obtain an HTM-based implementation of a template operation O. The
fallback path for O is simply a lock-free implementation of O using LLX O and SCX O . The fast path for O starts a
transaction, then performs the same code as the fallback path, except that it uses the HTM-based LLX and SCX. Since
the entire operation is performed inside a transaction, we can optimize the invocations of SCX HT M that are performed
by O as follows. Lines 15 and 23 can be eliminated, since SCX HT M is already running inside a large transaction.
Additionally, lines 17-19 can be eliminated, since the transaction will abort due to a data conflict if r.info changes
after it is read in the (preceding) linked invocation of LLX(r), and before the transaction commits. The proof of
correctness and progress for 2-path con follows immediately from the proof of the original template and the proof of
the HTM-based LLX and SCX implementation.
Note that it is not necessary to perform the entire operation in a single transaction. In Section 13.5, we describe a
modification that allows a read-only searching prefix of the operation to be performed before the transaction begins.

13.2.2

The TLE algorithm

To obtain a TLE implementation of an operation O, we simply take sequential code for O and wrap it in a transaction on the fast path. The fallback path acquires and releases a global lock instead of starting and committing a
transaction, but otherwise executes the same code as the fast path. To prevent the fast path and fallback path from running concurrently, transactions on the fast path start by reading the lock state and aborting if it is held. An operation
attempts to run on the fast path up to AttemptLimit times (waiting for the lock to be free before each attempt) before resorting to the fallback path. The correctness of TLE is trivial. Note, however, that TLE only satisfies deadlock-freedom
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(not lock-freedom).

13.2.3

The 2-path con algorithm

We can improve concurrency on the fallback path and guarantee lock-freedom by using a lock-free algorithm
on the fallback path, and a global fetch-and-increment object F instead of a global lock. Consider an operation
O implemented with the tree update template. We describe a 2-path con implementation of O. The fallback path
increments F, then executes the lock-free tree update template implementation of O, and finally decrements F. The
fast path executes sequential code for O in a transaction. To prevent the fast path and fallback path from running
concurrently, transactions on the fast path start by reading F and aborting if it is nonzero. An operation attempts to
run on the fast path up to AttemptLimit times (waiting for F to become zero before each attempt) before resorting to
the fallback path. (Note that F can actually be a counter object, instead of a fetch-and-increment object. The former
is somewhat weaker, and can be implemented using only registers.)
Recall that operations implemented using the tree update template can only change a single pointer atomically
(and can perform multiple changes atomically only by creating a connected set of new nodes that reflect the desired
changes). Thus, each operation on the fallback path simply creates new nodes and changes a single pointer (and
assumes that all other operations also behave this way). However, since the fast path and fallback path do not run
concurrently, the fallback path does not impose this requirement on the fast path. Consequently, the fast path can
make (multiple) direct changes to nodes. Unfortunately, as we described above, this algorithm can still suffer from
concurrency bottlenecks.

13.2.4

The 3-path algorithm

One can think of the 3-path algorithm as a kind of hybrid between the 2-path con and 2-path con algorithms that
obtains their benefits while avoiding their downsides. Consider an operation O implemented with the tree update
template. We describe a 3-path implementation of O. As in 2-path con, there is a global fetch-and-increment object
F, and the fast path executes seqeuential code for O in a transaction. The middle path and fallback path behave like
the fast path and fallback path in the 2-path con algorithm, respectively. Each time an operation begins (resp., stops)
executing on the fallback path, it increments (resp., decrements) F. (If the scalability of fetch-and-increment is of
concern, then a scalable non-zero indicator object [53] can be used, instead.) This prevents the fast and fallback
paths from running concurrently. As we described above, operations begin on the fast path, and move to the middle
path after FastLimit attempts, or if they see F 6= 0. Operations move from the middle path to the fallback path after

MiddleLimit attempts. Note that an operation never waits for the fallback path to become empty—it simply moves to
the middle path.
Since the fast path and fallback path do not run concurrently, the fallback path does not impose any overhead on
the fast path, except checking if F = 0 (offering low overhead for light workloads). Additionally, when there are
operations running on the fallback path, hardware transactions can continue to run on the middle path (offering high
concurrency for heavy workloads).
Correctness The correctness argument for 3-path is straightforward. The goal is to prove that all template operations
are linearizable, regardless of which path they execute on. Recall that the fallback path and middle path behave like
the fast path and fallback path in 2-path con, and the correctness of 2-path con was proved above. It follows that,
if there are no operations on the fast path, then the correctness of operations on the middle path and fallback path is
immediate from the correctness of 2-path con. Of course, whenever there is an operation executing on the fallback
path, no operation can run on the fast path. Since operations on the fast path and middle path run in transactions, they
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are atomic, and any conflicts between the fast path and middle path are handled automatically by the HTM system.
Therefore, all template operations are linearizable.
Progress

The progress argument for 3-path relies on a three simple assumptions.

A1. The sequential code for an operation executed on the fast path must terminate after a finite number of steps if it is
run on a static tree (which does not change during the operation).
A2. In an operation executed on the middle path or fallback path, the search phase must terminate after a finite number
of steps if it is run on a static tree.
A3. In an operation executed on the middle path or fallback path, the update phase can modify only a finite number
of nodes.
We give a simple proof that 3-path satisfies lock-freedom. To obtain a contradiction, suppose there is an execution
in which after some time t, some process takes infinitely many steps, but no operation terminates. Thus, the tree does
not change after t. We first argue that no process takes infinitely many steps in a transaction T . If T occurs on the
fast path, then A1 guarantees it will terminate. If T occurs on the middle path, then A2 and A3 guarantee that it will
terminate. Therefore, eventually, processes only take steps on the fallback path. Progress then follows from the fact
that the original tree update template implementation (our fallback path) is lock-free.

13.3

Example data structures

We use two data structures as examples to help us study our accelerated template algorithms: an unbalanced BST
(similar to the Chromatic tree in Chapter 6, but with no rebalancing), and the relaxed (a, b)-tree described in Chapter 8.
In this section, we briefly describe these algorithms, and give additional details on their 3-path implementations.
Each data structure implements the ordered dictionary ADT, which stores a set of keys, and associates each key
with a value. An ordered dictionary offers four operations: I NSERT(key, value), D ELETE(key), S EARCH(key) and
R ANGE Q UERY(lo, hi). Recall that both data structures are leaf-oriented (also called external), which means that all
of the keys in the dictionary are stored in the leaves of the tree, and internal nodes contain routing keys which simply
direct searches to the appropriate leaf. This is in contrast to node-oriented or internal trees, in which internal nodes
also contain keys in the set.

13.3.1

Unbalanced BST

Fallback path. The fallback path consists of a lock-free implementation of the operations in Figure 13.9 using the
(original) tree update template. Note that this implementation is similar to the Chromatic tree in Chapter 6, except
it does not perform any rebalancing. As required by the template, these operations change child pointers, but do not
change the key or value fields of nodes directly. Instead, to replace a node’s key or value, the node is replaced by
a new copy. If key is not already in the tree, then Insert(key, value) inserts a new leaf and internal node. Otherwise,
Insert(key, value) replaces the leaf containing key with a new leaf that contains the updated value. Delete(key) replaces
the leaf l being deleted and its parent with a new copy of the sibling of l.
It may seem strange that Delete creates a new copy of the deleted leaf’s sibling, instead of simply reusing the
existing sibling (which is not changed by the deletion). Recall that this comes from a requirement of the tree update
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Figure 13.9: Fallback path operations for the unbalanced BST.

Figure 13.10: Fast path operations for the unbalanced BST. (Insert(d, v0 ) is the same as on the fallback path.)
template: each invocation of SCX(V, R, f ld, new) must change the field f ld to a value that it has never previously
contained (to avoid the ABA problem).
Middle path. The middle path is the same as the fallback path, except that each operation is performed in a large
transaction, and the HTM-based implementation of LLX and SCX is used instead of the original implementation.
Fast path.

The fast path is a sequential implementation of the BST, where each operation is executed in a

transaction. Figure 13.10 shows the insertion and deletion operations on the fast path. Unlike on the fallback path,
operations on the fast path directly modify the keys and values of nodes, and, hence, can avoid creating nodes in some
situations. If key is already in the tree, then Insert(key, value) directly changes the value of the leaf that contains key.
Otherwise, Insert(key, value) creates a new leaf and internal node and attaches them to the tree. Delete(key) changes
a pointer to remove the leaf containing key and its parent from the tree.
How the fast path improves performance. The first major performance improvement on the fast path comes
from a reduction in node creation. Each invocation of Insert(key, value0 ) that sees key in the tree can avoid creating a
new node by writing value0 directly into the node that already contains key. In contrast, a new node had to be created
on the middle path, since the middle path runs concurrently with the fallback path, which assumes that the keys and
values of nodes do not change. Additionally, each invocation of Delete that sees key in the tree can avoid creating a
new copy of the sibling of the deleted leaf. This optimization was not possible on the middle path, because the fallback
path assumes that each successful operation writes a pointer to a newly created node. The second major improvement
comes from the fact that reads and writes suffice where invocations of LLX and SCX were needed on the other paths.

13.3.2

Relaxed (a, b)-tree

Recall that a relaxed (a, b)-tree is an advanced balanced tree in which nodes contain at most b keys, and, if there are
no ongoing updates (insertions and deletions), nodes contain at least a keys, and all leaves have the same depth.
Fallback path. The fallback path is the lock-free relaxed (a, b)-tree in Chapter 8, which uses the (original) tree
update template. For convenience, we briefly recall how its operations work. For simplicity, we omit a description
of the rebalancing steps here, and only describe the insertion and deletion operations. If key is in the tree, then
Insert(key, value) replaces the leaf containing key with a new copy that contains (key, value). Suppose key is not in the
tree. Then, Insert finds the leaf u where the key should be inserted. If u is not full (has degree less than b), then it
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is replaced with a new copy that contains (key, value). Otherwise, u is replaced by a subtree of three new nodes: one
parent and two children. The two new children evenly share the key-value pairs of u and (key, value). The new parent
p contains only a single routing key and two pointers (to the two new children), and is tagged, which indicates that the
subtree rooted at p is too tall, and rebalancing should be performed to shrink its height. Delete(key) replaces the leaf
containing key with a new copy new that has key deleted. If the degree of new is smaller than a, then rebalancing must
be performed.
Middle path. This path is obtained from the fallback path the same way as in the unbalanced BST.
Fast path. The fast path is a sequential implementation of a relaxed (a, b)-tree whose operations are executed
inside transactions. Like the external BST, the major performance improvement over the middle path comes from the
facts that (1) operations create fewer nodes, and (2) reads and writes suffice where LLX and SCX were needed on
the other paths. In particular, Insert(key, value) and Delete(key) simply directly modify the keys and values of leaves,
instead of creating new nodes, except in the case of an Insert into a full node u. In that case, two new nodes are created:
a parent and a sibling for u. (Recall that this case resulted in the creation of three new nodes on the fallback path and
middle path.) Note that reducing node creation is more impactful for the relaxed (a, b)-tree than for the unbalanced
BST, since nodes are much larger. As a minor point, we found that it was faster in practice to perform rebalancing
steps by creating new nodes, and simply replacing the old nodes with the new nodes that reflect the desired change
(instead of rebalancing by directly changing the keys, values and pointers of nodes).

13.4

Experimental results

We used two different Intel systems for our experiments: a dual-socket 12-core E7-4830 v3 with hyperthreading for a
total of 48 hardware threads (running Ubuntu 14.04LTS), and a dual-socket 18-core E5-2699 v3 with hyperthreading
for a total of 72 hardware threads (running Ubuntu 15.04). Each machine had 128GB of RAM. We used the scalable thread-caching allocator (tcmalloc) from the Google perftools library. All code was compiled on GCC 4.8+ with
arguments -std=c++0x -O2 -mcx16. (Using the higher optimization level -O3 did not significantly improve performance for any algorithm, and decreased performance for some algorithms.) On both machines, we pinned threads
such that we saturate one socket before scheduling any threads on the other.
Data structure parameters. Recall that nodes in the relaxed (a, b)-tree contain up to b keys, and, when there are
no ongoing updates, they contain at least a keys (where b ≥ 2a − 1). In our experiments, we fix a = 6 and b = 16.
With b = 16, each node occupies four consecutive cache lines. Since b ≥ 2a − 1, with b = 16, we must have a ≤ 8.
We chose to make a slightly smaller than 8 in order to exploit a performance tradeoff: a smaller minimum degree may

slightly increase depth, but decreases the number of rebalancing steps that are needed to maintain balance.
Template implementations studied. We implemented each of the data structure with four different template implementations: 3-path, 2-path con, TLE and the original template implementation, which we call Non-HTM. (2-path
con is omitted, since it performed similarly to TLE, and cluttered the graphs.) The 2-path con and TLE implementations perform up to 20 attempts on the fast path before resorting to the fallback path. 3-path performs up to 10 attempts
(each) on the fast path and middle path. We implemented memory reclamation using DEBRA [28], an epoch based
reclamation scheme. A more efficient way to reclaim memory for 3-path is proposed in Section 13.6
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2x 24-thread Intel E7-4830 v3
(a, b)-tree (LLX/SCX)
Updates w/key range [0, 106 )

Heavy workload

Light workload

Unbalanced BST (LLX/SCX)
Updates w/key range [0, 104 )

Figure 13.11: Results (48-thread system) showing throughput (operations per second) versus the number of concurrent
processes.

13.4.1

Light vs. Heavy workloads

Methodology. We study two workloads: in light, n processes perform updates (50% insertion and 50% deletion), and
in heavy, n − 1 processes perform updates, and one thread performs 100% range queries (RQs). For each workload

and data structure implementation, and a variety of thread counts, we perform a set of five randomized trials. In each
trial, n processes perform either updates or RQs (as appropriate for the workload) for one second, and counted the
number of completed operations. Updates are performed on keys drawn uniformly randomly from a fixed key range
[0, K). RQs are performed on ranges [lo, lo + s) where lo is uniformly random in [0, K) and s is chosen, according to a
probability distribution described below, from [1, 1000] for the BST and [1, 10000] for the (a, b)-tree. (We found that
nodes in the (a, b)-tree contained approximately 10 keys, on average, so the respective maximum values of s for the
BST and (a, b)-tree resulted in range queries returning keys from approximately the same number of nodes in both data
structures.) To ensure that we are measuring steady-state performance, at the start of each trial, the data structure is
prefilled by having threads perform 50% insertions and 50% deletions on uniform keys until the data structure contains
approximately half of the keys in [0, K).
We verified the correctness of each data structure after each trial by computing key-sum hashes. Each thread
maintains the sum of all keys it successfully inserts, minus the sum of all keys it successfully deletes. At the end of
the trial, the total of these sums over all threads must match the sum of keys in the tree.
Probability distribution of s. We chose the probability distribution of s to produce many small RQs, and a smaller
number of very large ones. To achieve this, we chose s to be bx2 Sc + 1, where x is a uniform real number in [0, 1), and
S = 1000 for the BST and S = 10000 for the (a, b)-tree. By squaring x, we bias the uniform distribution towards zero,
creating a larger number of small RQs.
Results. We briefly discuss the results from the 48 thread machine, which appear in Figure 13.11. The BST and the
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2x 36-thread Intel E5-2699 v3
(a, b)-tree (LLX/SCX)
Updates w/key range [0, 106 )

Heavy workload

Light workload

Unbalanced BST (LLX/SCX)
Updates w/key range [0, 104 )

Figure 13.12: Supplementary results from the 2x36 thread Intel E5-2699 v3.
relaxed (a, b)-tree behave fairly similarly. Since the (a, b)-tree has large nodes, it benefits much more from a lowoverhead fast path (in TLE or 3-path) which can avoid creating new nodes during updates. In the light workloads,
3-path performs significantly better than 2-path con (which has more overhead) and approximately as well as TLE.
On average, the 3-path algorithms completed 2.1x as many operations as their non-HTM counterparts (and with 48
concurrent processes, this increases to 3.0x, on average). In the heavy workloads, 3-path significantly outperforms
TLE (completing 2.0x as many operations, on average), which suffers from excessive waiting. Interestingly, 3-path is
also significantly faster than 2-path con in the heavy workloads. This is because, even though RQs are always being
performed, some RQs can succeed on the fast path, so many update operations can still run on the fast path in 3-path,
where they incur much less overhead (than they would in 2-path con).
Supplementary experimental results from the 72-thread machine appear in Figure 13.12

13.4.2

Code path usage and abort rates

To gain further insight into the behaviour of our accelerated template implementations, we gathered some additional
metrics about the experiments described above. Here, we only describe results from the 48-thread Intel machine.
(Results from the 72-thread Intel machine were similar.)
Operations completed on each path. We started by measuring how often operations completed successfully on each
execution path. This revealed that operations almost always completed on the fast path. Broadly, over all thread
counts, the minimum number of operations completed on the fast path in any trial was 86%, and the average over all
trials was 97%.
In each trial that we performed with 48 concurrent threads, at least 96% of operations completed on the fast path,
even in the workloads with RQs. Recall that RQs are the operations most likely to run on the fallback path, and they
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Figure 13.13: Summary of how many transactions commit vs. how many abort in our experiments on the 48-thread
Intel machine.

are only performed by a single thread, so they make up a relatively small fraction of the total operations performed
in a trial. In fact, our measurements showed that the number of operations which completed on the fallback path was
never more than a fraction of one percent in our trials with 48 concurrent threads.
In light of this, it might be somewhat surprising that the performance of TLE was so much worse in heavy workloads than light ones. However, the cost of serializing threads is high, and this cost is compounded by the fact that
the operations which complete on the fallback path are often long-running. Of course, in workloads where more
operations run on the fallback path, the advantage of improving concurrency between paths would be even greater.
Commit/abort rates. We also measured how many transactions committed and how many aborted, on each execution
path, in each of our trials. Figure 13.13 summarizes the average commit/abort rates for each data structure, template
implementation and workload. Since nearly all operations completed on the fast path, we decided not to distinguish
between the commit/abort rate on the fast path and the commit/abort rate on the middle path.

13.4.3

Comparing with hybrid transactional memory

Hybrid transactional memory (hybrid TM) combines hardware and software transactions to hide the limitations of
HTM and guarantee progress. This offers an alternative way of using HTM to implement concurrent data structures.
Note, however, that state of the art hybrid TMs use locks. So, they cannot be used to implement lock-free data
structures. Regardless, to get an idea of how such implementations would perform, relative to our accelerated template
implementations, we implemented the unbalanced BST using Hybrid NOrec, which is arguably the fastest hybrid TM
implementation with readily available code [109].
If we were to use a precompiled library implementation of Hybrid NOrec, then the unbalanced BST algorithm
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Light workload

2x 24-thread Intel E7-4830 v3
Unbalanced BST (LLX/SCX)
Updates w/key range [0, 104 )

Figure 13.14: Results showing throughput (operations per second) versus number of processes for an unbalanced BST
implemented with different tree update template algorithms, and with the hybrid TM algorithm Hybrid NOrec.

would have to perform a library function call for each read and write to shared memory, which would incur significant
overhead. So, we directly compiled the code for Hybrid NOrec into the code for the BST, allowing the compiler to
inline the Hybrid NOrec functions for reading and writing from shared memory into our BST code, eliminating this
overhead. Of course, if one intended to use hybrid TM in practice (and not in a research prototype), one would use a
precompiled library, with all of the requisite overhead. Thus, the following results are quite charitable towards hybrid
TMs.
We implemented the BST using Hybrid NOrec by wrapping sequential code for the BST operations in transactions, and manually replacing each read from (resp., write to) shared memory with a read (resp., write) operation
provided by Hybrid NOrec. Figure 13.14 compares the performance of the resulting implementation to the other BST
implementations discussed in Section 13.4.
The BST implemented with Hybrid NOrec performs relatively well with up to six processes. However, beyond
six processes, it experiences severe negative scaling. The negative scaling occurs because Hybrid NOrec increments
a global counter in each updating transaction (i.e., each transaction that performs at least one write). This global
contention hotspot in updating transactions causes many transactions to abort, simply because they contend on the
global counter (and not because they conflict on any data in the tree). However, even without this bottleneck, Hybrid
NOrec would still perform poorly in heavy workloads, since it incurs very high instrumentation overhead for software
transactions (which must acquire locks, perform repeated validation of read-sets, maintain numerous auxiliary data
structures for read-sets and write-sets, and so on). Note that this problem is not unique to Hybrid NOrec, as every
hybrid TM must use a software TM as its fallback path in order to guarantee progress. In contrast, in our template
implementations, the software-only fallback path is a fast lock-free algorithm.
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13.5

Modifications for performing searches outside of transactions

In this section, we describe how the 3-path implementations of the unbalanced BST and relaxed (a, b)-tree can be
modified so that each operation attempt on the fast path or middle path performs its search phase before starting a
transaction (and only performs its update phase in a transaction). (The same technique also applies to the 2-path con
implementations.) First, note that the lock-free search procedure for each of these data structures is actually a standard, sequential search procedure. Consequently, a simple sequential search procedure will return the correct result,
regardless of whether it is performed inside a transaction. (Generally, whenever we produce a 3-path implementation
starting from a lock-free fallback path, we will have access to a correct non-transactional search procedure.)
The difficulty is that, when an operation starts a transaction and performs its update phase, it may be working on a
part of the tree that was deleted by another operation. One can imagine an operation Od that deletes an entire subtree,
and an operation Oi that inserts a node into that subtree. If the search phase of Oi is performed, then Od is performed,
then the update phase of Oi is performed, then Oi may erroneously insert a node into the deleted subtree.
We fix this problem as follows. Whenever an operation O on the fast path or middle path removes a node from the
tree, it sets a marked bit in the node (just like operations on the fallback path do). Whenever O first accesses a node u
in its transaction, it checks whether u has its marked bit set, and, if so, aborts immediately. This way, O’s transaction
will commit only if every node that it accessed is in the tree.
We found that this modification yielded small performance improvements (on the order of 5-10%) in our experiments. The reason this improves performance is that fewer memory locations are tracked by the HTM system, which
results in fewer capacity aborts. We briefly discuss why the performance benefit is small in our experiments. The
relaxed (a, b)-tree has a very small height, because it is balanced, and its nodes contain many keys. The BST also has a
fairly small height (although it is considerably taller than the relaxed (a, b)-tree), because processes in our experiments
perform insertions and deletions on uniformly random keys, which leads to trees of logarithmic height with high probability. So, in each case, the sequence of nodes visited by searches is relatively small, and is fairly unlikely to cause
capacity aborts.
The performance benefit associated with this modification will be greater for data structures, operations or workloads in which an operation’s search phase will access a large number of nodes. Additionally, IBM’s HTM implementation in their POWER8 processors is far more prone to capacity aborts than Intel’s implementation, since a transaction
will abort if it accesses more than 64 different cache lines [103]. (In contrast, in Intel’s implementation, a transaction can potentially commit after accessing tens of thousands of cache lines.) Thus, this modification could lead to
significantly better performance on POWER8 processors.

13.6

Reclaiming memory more efficiently

In Chapter 11, we explained that lock-free memory reclamation is hard because a process can always be poised to
access a node just after it is freed. The penalty for accessing a freed node can be data corruption or a program crash
(e.g., due to a segmentation fault). Once a process has removed a node from a tree, it knows that no other process can
reach the node by following pointers starting from the root of the tree. However, a process may still be able to reach
the removed node by starting from a pointer in its private memory. Thus, lock-free memory reclamation schemes
must implement special mechanisms to determine when it is safe to free a node (because the node cannot no longer be
reached by any process).
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However, advanced memory reclamation schemes are unnecessary if (1) all accesses to nodes are performed inside
transactions, and (2) at the end of each operation on the data structure, the process performing the operation discards
all pointers in its private memory that point to nodes. Consider an implementation of a tree that satisfies (1) and (2).
Let O be an operation that removes a node u from the tree, and then frees u immediately thereafter. We argue that
any operation O0 that accesses u, and commits after u is removed from the tree, will abort. (Note that, if O0 commits
before u is removed from the tree, then there is no problem.) By (2), O0 must obtain a pointer to u by traversing the
tree, starting at the root. Consider the sequence of pointers followed by O0 as it traverses the tree to reach u. At least
one of these pointers must change after O0 reads it during its traversal, and before O frees u (or else u would still be in
the tree after O removed it—a contradiction). Therefore, O0 will abort due to a data conflict. Consequently, in such a
data structure, reclaiming memory is as easy as invoking free() immediately after a node is removed.
In our three path algorithms, the fast path can only run concurrently with the middle path (but not the fallback path),
and the fast path and middle path both satisfy (1) and (2). Thus, memory can be reclaimed on the fast path simply
by using free() immediately after removing a node inside a transaction. Our performance experiments did not
implement this optimization, but doing so would likely further improve the performance of the three path algorithms.

13.7

Related work

Hybrid TMs share some similarities to our work, since they all feature multiple execution paths. The first hybrid
TM algorithms allowed HTM and STM transactions to run concurrently [78, 41]. Hybrid NOrec [40] and Reduced
hardware NOrec [95] are hybrid TMs that both use global locks on the fallback path, eliminating any concurrency. We
discuss two additional hybrid TMs, Phased TM [90] (PhTM) and Invyswell [33], in more detail.
PhTM alternates between five phases: HTM-only, STM-only, concurrent HTM/STM, and two global locking
phases. Roughly speaking, PhTM’s HTM-only phase corresponds to our uninstrumented fast path, and its concurrent
HTM/STM phase corresponds to our middle HTM and fallback paths. However, their STM-only phase (which allows
no concurrent hardware transactions) and global locking phases (which allow no concurrency) have no analogue in
our approach. In heavy workloads, PhTM must oscillate between its HTM-only and concurrent HTM/STM phases
to maximize the performance benefit it gets from HTM. When changing phases, PhTM typically waits until all inprogress transactions complete before allowing transactions to begin in the new mode. Thus, after a phase change has
begun, and before the next phase has begun, there is a window during which new transactions must wait (reducing
performance). One can also think of our three path approach as proceeding in two phases: one with concurrent
fast/middle transactions and one with concurrent middle/fallback transactions. However, in our approach, “phase
changes” do not introduce any waiting, and there is always concurrency between two execution paths.
Invyswell is closest to our three path approach. At a high level, it features an HTM middle path and STM slow
path that can run concurrently (sometimes), and an HTM fast path that can run concurrently with the middle path
(sometimes) but not the slow path, and two global locking fallback paths (that prevent any concurrency). Invyswell
is more complicated than our approach, and has numerous restrictions on when transactions can run concurrently.
Our three path methodology does not have these restrictions. The HTM fast path also uses an optimization called
lazy subscription. It has been shown that lazy subscription can cause opacity to be violated, which can lead to data
corruption or program crashes [45].
Hybrid TM is very general, and it pays for its generality with high overhead. Consequently, data structure designers
can extract far better performance for library code by using more specialized techniques. Additionally, we stress that
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state of the art hybrid TMs use locks, so they cannot be used to produce lock-free data structures.
Different options for concurrency have recently begun to be explored in the context of TLE. Refined TLE [47] and
Amalgamated TLE [4] both improve the concurrency of TLE when a process is on the fallback path by allowing HTM
transactions to run concurrently with a single process on the fallback path. Both of these approaches still serialize
processes on the fallback path. They also use locks, so they cannot be used to produce lock-free data structures.
Timnat, Herlihy and Petrank [118] proposed using a strong synchronization primitive called multiword compareand-swap (k-CAS) to obtain fast HTM algorithms. They showed how to take an algorithm implemented using k-CAS
and produce a two-path implementation that allows concurrency between the fast and fallback paths. One of their
approaches used a lock-free implementation of k-CAS on the fallback path, and an HTM-based implementation of kCAS on the fast path. They also experimented with two-path implementations that do not allow concurrency between
paths, and found that allowing concurrency between the fast path and fallback path introduced significant overhead.
Makreshanski, Levandoski and Stutsman [93] also independently proposed using HTM-based k-CAS in the context of
databases.
Liu, Zhou and Spear [91] proposed a methodology for accelerating concurrent data structures using HTM, and
demonstrated it on several lock-free data structures. Their methodology uses an HTM-based fast path and a nontransactional fallback path. The fast path implementation of an operation is obtained by encapsulating part (or all)
of the operation in a transaction, and then applying sequential optimizations to the transactional code to improve
performance. Since the optimizations do not change the code’s logic, the resulting fast path implements the same logic
as the fallback path, so both paths can run concurrently. Consequently, the fallback path imposes overhead on the fast
path.
Some of the optimizations presented in that paper are similar to some optimizations in our HTM-based implementation of LLX and SCX. For instance, when they applied their methodology to the lock-free unbalanced BST of Ellen
et al. [52], they observed that helping can be avoided on the fast path, and that the descriptors which are normally
created to facilitate helping can be replaced by a small number of statically allocated descriptors. However, they did
not give details on exactly how these optimizations work, and did not give correctness arguments for them. In contrast,
our optimizations are applied to a more complex algorithm, and are proved correct.
Multiversion concurrency control (MVCC) is another way to implement range queries efficiently [20, 14]. At a
high level, it involves maintaining multiple copies of data to allow read-only transactions to see a consistent view of
memory and serialize even in the presence of concurrent modifications. However, our approach could also be applied
to operations that modify a range of keys, so it is more general than MVCC.

13.8

Other uses for the 3-path approach

13.8.1

Accelerating data structures that use read-copy-update (RCU)

In this section, we sketch a 3-path algorithm for an ordered dictionary implemented with a node-oriented unbalanced
BST that uses the RCU synchronization primitives. The intention is for this to serve as an example of how one might
use the 3-path approach to accelerate a data structure that uses RCU.
RCU is both a programming paradigm and a set of synchronization primitives. The paradigm organizes operations
into a search/reader phase and an (optional) update phase. In the update phase, all modifications are made on a new
copy of the data, and the old data is atomically replaced with the new copy. In this work, we are interested in the RCU
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primitives (rather than the paradigm).
Semantics of RCU primitives and their uses. The basic RCU synchronization primitives are rcu_begin, rcu_end
and rcu_wait [43]. Operations invoke rcu_begin and rcu_end at the beginning and end of the search phase, respectively.
The interval between an invocation of rcu_begin and the next invocation of rcu_end by the same operation is called a
read-side critical section. An invocation of rcu_wait blocks until all read-side critical sections that started before the
invocation of rcu_wait have ended. One common use of rcu_wait is to wait, after a node has been deleted, until no
readers can have a pointer to it, so that it can safely be freed. It is possible to use RCU as the sole synchronization
mechanism for an algorithm, if one is satisfied with allowing many concurrent readers, but only a single updater at
a time. If multiple concurrent updaters are required, then another synchronization mechanism, such as fine-grained
locks, must also be used. However, one must be careful when using locks with RCU, since locks cannot be acquired
inside a read-side critical section without risking deadlock.
The CITRUS data structure. We consider how one might accelerate a node-oriented BST called CITRUS [10],
which uses the RCU primitives, and fine-grained locking, to synchronize between threads. First, we briefly describe
the implementation of CITRUS. At a high level, RCU is used to allow operations to search without locking, and
fine-grained locking is used to allow multiple updaters to proceed concurrently.
The main challenge in the implementation of CITRUS is to prevent race conditions between searches (which do
not acquire locks) and deletions. When an internal node u with two children is deleted in an internal BST, its key is
replaced by its successor’s key, and the successor (which is a leaf) is then deleted. This case must be handled carefully,
or else the following can happen. Consider concurrent invocations D of Delete(key) and S of Search(key0 ), where
key0 is the successor of key. Suppose S traverses past the node u containing key, and then D replaces u’s key by key0 ,
and deletes the node containing key0 . The search will then be unable to find key0 , even though it has been in the tree
throughout the entire search. To avoid this problem in CITRUS, rather than changing the key of u directly, D replaces
u with a new copy that contains key0 . After replacing u, D invokes rcu_wait to wait for any ongoing searches to finish,
before finally deleting the leaf containing key0 . The primary sources of overhead in this algorithm are invocations of
rcu_wait, and lock acquisition costs.
Fallback path. The fallback path uses the implementation of CITRUS in [10] (additionally incrementing and
decrementing the global fetch-and-add object F, as described in Section 13.2).
Middle path. The middle path is obtained from the fallback path by wrapping each fallback path operation in a
transaction and optimizing the resulting code. The most significant optimization comes from an observation that the
invocation of rcu_wait in Delete is unnecessary since transactions make the operation atomic. Invocations of rcu_wait
are the dominating performance bottleneck in CITRUS, so this optimization greatly improves performance. A smaller
improvement comes from the fact that transactions can avoid acquiring locks. Transactions on the middle path must
ensure that all objects they access are not locked by other operations (on the fallback path), or else they might modify
objects locked by operations on the fallback path. However, it is not necessary for transaction to actually acquire locks.
Instead, it suffices for a transaction to simply read the lock state for all objects it accesses (before accessing them) and
ensure that they are not held by another process. This is because transactions subscribe to each memory location they
access, and, if the value of the location (in this case, the lock state) changes, then the transaction will abort.
Fast path. The fast path is a sequential implementation of a node-oriented BST whose operations are executed
in transactions. As in the other 3-path algorithms, each transaction starts by reading F, and aborts if it is nonzero.
This prevents operations on the fast path and fallback path from running concurrently. There are two main differences
between fast path and the middle path. First, the fast path does not invoke rcu_begin and rcu_end. These invocations
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are unnecessary, because operations on the fast path can run concurrently only with other operations on the fast path
or middle path, and neither path depends on RCU for its correctness. (However, the middle path must invoke these
operations, because it runs concurrently with the fallback path, which relies on RCU.) The second difference is that
the fast path does not need to read the lock state for any objects. Any conflicts between operations on the fast and
middle path are resolved directly by the HTM system.

13.8.2

Accelerating data structures that use k-CAS

In this section, we sketch how one might produce a 3-path implementation of a lock-free algorithm that uses the k-CAS
synchronization primitive.
A k-CAS operation takes, as its arguments, k memory locations, expected values and new values, and atomically:
reads the memory locations and, if they contain their expected values, writes new values into each of them. We consider
the implementation of k-CAS in Chapter 12. For convenience, we give a brief overview of the implementation, here.
At a high level, a k-CAS creates a descriptor object that describes the k-CAS operation, then uses CAS to store a pointer
to this descriptor in each memory location that it operates on. Then, it uses CAS to change each memory location to
contain its new value. While a k-CAS is in progress, some fields may contain pointers to descriptor objects, instead
of their regular values. Consequently, reading a memory location becomes more complicated: it requires reading the
location, then testing whether it contains a pointer to a descriptor object, and, if so, helping the k-CAS operation that
it represents, before finally returning a value.
Fallback path. An operation on the fallback path simply increments a global fetch-and-increment object F,
performs the appropriate operation of the lock-free algorithm, then decrements F.
Middle path. The middle path is the similar to the fallback path, except that the CAS-based implementation of
k-CAS is replaced with a straightforward implementation using HTM (following the approach in [118]). This HTMbased implementation performs the entire k-CAS atomically, and does not need to create a descriptor. However, to
facilitate concurrency with the lock-free implementation of k-CAS, the HTM-based k-CAS does check whether each
address it reads contains pointer to a descriptor, and, if so, helps the operation that created the descriptor before trying
again.
Fast path. The fast path is a sequential implementation wrapped in a transaction. The main optimization on the
fast path comes from the fact that, since there are no concurrent operations on the fallback path, there are no pointers
to k-CAS descriptors in shared memory. Consequently, operations on the fast path do not need to check whether any
values they read from shared memory are actually pointers to k-CAS descriptors, which significantly reduces overhead.

13.9

Summary

In this chapter, we explored the design space for HTM-based implementations of the tree update template of
Brown et al. and presented four accelerated implementations. We discussed performance issues affecting HTM-based
algorithms with two execution paths, and developed an approach that avoids them by using three paths. We used our
template implementations to accelerate two different lock-free data structures, and performed experiments that showed
significant performance improvements over several different workloads. This makes our implementations an attractive
option for producing fast concurrent data structures for inclusion in libraries, where performance is critical.
Our accelerated data structures each perform an entire operation inside a single transaction (except on the fallback
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code path, where no transactions are used). We discussed how one can improve efficiency by performing the read-only
searching part of an operation non-transactionally, and simply using a transaction to perform any modifications to the
data structure. Our 3-path approach may also have other uses. As an example, we sketched an accelerated 3-path
implementation of a node-oriented BST that uses the read-copy-update (RCU) synchronization primitives. We suspect
that a similar approach could be used to accelerate other data structures that use RCU. Additionally, we describe how
one might produce a 3-path implementation of a lock-free algorithm that uses the k-CAS synchronization primitive.
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